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Abstract

The central component of standard approaches to compile-time program analysis
is an abstract domain for approximating program values. Importantly, the domain
must be chosen so that an iterative fixed point computation over the domain ter-
minates. This requirement represents a substantial restriction on the accuracy of
the analysis. Furthermore, it leads to complex and often chaotic behavior.

We present an alternative approach to program analysis, called set based analysis.
A key feature of set based analysis is that reasoning about a program's run-time
behavior is reduced to reasoning about constraints on sets of program values. Set
based analysis incorporates just a single notion of approximation: all dependencies
arising from the treatment of program variables are ignored. The main advantage of
set based analysis is improved accuracy, due to the absence of an abstract domain.
Additionally, the use of a very simple and uniform notion of approximation leads to
program analysis that is easier to understand and less sensitive to minor program
modifications.

The core part of this thesis presents an algorithm for set based analysis. Impor-
tantly, the standard iterative fixed point algorithms used in the program analysis
literature can not be used for set based analysis (they do not terminate). We there-
fore employ a fundamentally different technique, based on the use of constraints
on sets of values. Using these constraints, we develop algorithms for the analy-
sis of logic, imperative and functional languages (the underlying program values
in each case are data structures). A prototype implementation is described. Al-
though a straightforward implementation of the set constraint algorithm leads to
very poor performance, very substantial improvements have been obtained using
appropriate representation schemes and minimization techniques. This prototype
provides strong evidence that practical analysis based on set based techniques is
within reach.

An underlying philosophy of set based analysis is the separation of the definition of
program approximations from algorithmic considerations. This is reflected in the
use of constraints to define program approximation, and set constraint algorithms
to compute it. The constraints used form a flexible and declarative intermediate
language for defining and reasoning about program approximations.
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Chapter 1

Thesis Summary

We describe an approach to compile-time program analysis which essentially
treats program variables as sets of values. Specifically, for each program vari-
able X and program point u, we introduce a set variable which is intended to
capture the set of values for X at point p. Then, using these set variables,
set constraints are written to capture relationships inherent in each pro-
gram statement. For example, consider an imperative program statement1

X := cons(Y, X). If p is the program point just before this statement and
v is the program point just after this statement, then we introduce set vari-
ables XA,X&',YI,Y' to capture the values of X and Y at points p and v
respectively, and we write the constraints

X' D cons(Y", X,)

The first constraint specifies that X" must contain all values of the form
cons(vI, v2) such that v, is contained in YI and v2 is contained in X".
The second specifies that Y" must contain all values from Y"'. Note that
these constraints approximate the variable relationships contained in X
cons(Y, X) by ignoring dependencies between the values of X and Y.

Such a construction of constraints may be used to reduce the problem of
obtaining information about the run-time values of each program variable
into the problem of reasoning about a collection constraints between sets

1 cona denotes the list construction function.
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of program values. If this reduction process is to be used as the basis of
a program analysis, two issues must be addressed. First, what is the re-
lationship between the program and the corresponding set constraints (in
particular, in what sense are the constraints "correct"), and second, how can
we "solve" the constraints to obtain useful information about a program's
run-time behavior. In essence, these are the two main components of the
thesis.

To address the first question, we show that the use of set constraints
corresponds to a very simple and intuitive notion of program approximation
which can be characterized as follows: the one and only approximation made
is that all inter-variable dependencies are ignored. This correspondence is
established for a variety of languages and operational semantics. In each
case, the basic plan is the same. Starting with an operational semantics,
a collecting semantics defined by specifying a notion of "program point"
and then projecting the operational semantics onto these program points
(this simply involves collecting the environments for each program point).
This definition of collecting semantics is, by itself, of little value for defining
program approximation. We therefore develop a constraint formulation of
the collecting semantics: given a program, we show how environment con-
straints may be constructed such that the least model of the environment
constraints corresponds to the program's collecting semantics.

The advantage of the environment constraints is that they can be re-
interpreted in a number of different ways. Such an alternative interpre-
tation is used to define set based program approzimation. In essence, we
show how the constraints may be interpreted so that inter-variable depen-
dencies may be ignored by treating program variables as sets. Then, the set
based approximation of a program is defined to be the smallest such "set"
interpretation which is a model of the constraints. That is, the least (stan-
dard) model of the environment constraints gives the program's collecting
semantics, and the least set model gives the set based approximation of the
program. Since a set based model is a (standard) model, it follows that the
set based approximation of a program is correct in the sense that it contains
the program's collecting semantics.

To complete the correspondence of a program and its set constraints, we
show that, when interpreted using set based models, the environment con-
straints for a program are equivalent to the set constraints for a program.
This proves two things. First it shows that any model of the set constraints
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provides a "safe" approximation of a program's run-time behavior. Second
it shows that the least model of the set constraints is the set based approxi-
mation of a program, and so computing the least model of the set constraints
corresponds to an analysis of the program in which the only approximation
made is that all inter-variable dependencies are ignored.

The central technical part of the thesis addresses the issue of "solving"
set constraints. What we wish to compute is a representation of the least
model of the set constraints of a program which is explicit in the sense that
properties of the model are immediately evident. For example, it should be
straightforward to inspect the representation to find out if the set assigned
to some set variable consists only of non-empty lists. To achieve this goal,
we develop an algorithm that reads in a collection of set constraints obtained
from a program, and essentially produces a description of the liast model
in the form of a regular term grammar for each set variable appearing in
the constraints. This has two important corollaries. First it proves that
set based approximations are recursive (in the sense that the problem of
determining elementhood in the set based approximation of a program is
decidable). Second, it shows that set based program approximations are, in
fact, regular languages. This has important implementation consequences.

The main contributions of the thesis can be loosely classified as: the
definition of set based program approximation; an algorithm for computing
set based program approximations; the development of effective implemen-
tation strategies for set based analysis, and an outline of possible extensions
to set based analysis. We now expand on each of these in turn.

Definition of Set Based Approximation

One of the advantages of set based analysis is that it employs a simple and
intuitive definition of program approximation. This is motivated by a desire
to separate the definition of program approximations from the algorithms
used to compute it, and leads to declarative program analysis which is eas-
ier to understand and reason about. In contrast, most approaches in the
program analysis literature provide only an implicit algorithmic definition
of program approximation, and this typically results in analysis that is dif-
ficult to predict.

Perhaps the main advantage of set based analysis is that the definition
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of approximation is very uniform. In particular, there is no approximation
of the underlying domain of values. This leads to important advantages in
terms of accuracy (particularly for reasoning about data-structures). More-
over, we believe that this uniformity has implications for the stability and
scalability of the analysis. In contrast, abstract interpretation approaches
to program analysis employ an abstract domain and this domain must be
chosen so that the iterative fixed point computation terminates. This re-
quirement represents a substantial restriction on the accuracy of the analysis,
and often leads to complex and chaotic behavior.

The Set Based Analysis Algorithm

The algorithm for computing set based approximations is based on the use
of set constraints. While constraints have been used before to reason about
programs, our algorithm advances previous work in a number of ways. First,
the constraints we use yield substantially more accurate program approxi-
mations than the constraints in previous works. In particular, a number of
previous algorithms have excluded intersection. While the inclusion of inter-
section significantly complicates the set constraint algorithms, it also leads
to much more expressive constraints. The previous works that have used
intersection employ an approximate form of union and have not provided
complete algorithms.

Second, we develop a general framework for using constraints to ana-
lyze programs over a variety of languages and operational semantics. This
is carried out using a single constraint formalism. In contrast, previous
works have been tied to a particular language and operational semantics.
Moreover, we extend the application of constraints to the analysis of logic
programs under top-down operational models.

Third, we use constraints to compute a specific program approximation
which is defined independently of set constraints. In contrast, most previ-
ous works that involve constraints (or, equivalently, various term grammar
formalisms) have employed constraints for the purpose of computing some
program approximation. Hence, proving the correctness of such algorithms
requires showing that the algorithm computes a safe approximation of pro-
gram's run-time behavior. However, our algorithm is designed to compute
exactly the set based approximation of a program, and so establishing the
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algorithm's correctness involves establishing equivalences, not just a con-
tainments.

Implementation of Set Based Analysis

A straightforward implementation of the set constraint algorithm leads to
poor performance. However, we show that very substantial improvements
can be made using appropriate representation schemes and minimization
techniques. Although much work remains, we can now analyze programs of
the order of a hundred lines in about 5 seconds 2. This prototype provides
strong evidence that practical analysis based on set based techniques is
within reach.

Extensions to Set Based Analysis

The basic set based analysis definitions and algorithm deal with computing
an approximation of the run-time values of program variables. However,
the ideas of set based analysis are not restricted to this kind of analysis.
We shall sketch extensions to set based analysis for modes and structure
sharing, functional programs, and finally, an extension for capturing some
information about inter-variable dependencies.

2 USing SML of New Jersey on a Sun Sparc 1+.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

2.1 Program Analysis

Compile-time program analysis is about analyzing a program to determine
properties of its run-time behavior. Such analysis is a central component
of an optimizing compiler because information about run-time behavior is
prerequisite for many code optimization techniques. One important kind of
analysis involves finding the possible run-time values of variables. That is,
it seeks to establish invariants such as "when this statement is executed,
the value of the variable X is always positive". Such information can be ex-
ploited during compilation to identify redundant tests or unreachable state-
ments in a program, or to find efficient representations of data. For example,
when compiling a statement that involves taking the square root of X, if it
is known that X will always be positive, then at run-time there is no need
to check that the square root operation is well defined. As another example,
consider compiling a statement that involves extracting the first element of
the list L. If it is known that L is always a non-empty list, then at run-time
there is no need to check that the extraction is well defined.

Finding the possible run-time values of variables is only one kind of useful
information that can be obtained from a program. Others include available
subexpressions, live variables, aliasing, sharing, strictness (for functional
programs) and modes (for logic programs). In this thesis we concentrate
on the run-time values of variables, with particular emphasis on accurate

7



8 CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION

X :-- 5;

(& Program Point Values for X
while X _ 0 do {-5}

X:= X + {4,...,1}
© 0 {1)

Figure 2.1: Program I and Its Collecting Semantics

treatment of data structures. This analysis is fundamental in the sense that
it is applicable to almost all classes of languages, and its results can be used
to directly improve other kinds of analysis.

To see how information about the run-time values of variables may be
computed, consider the program in Figure 2.1. In this program, ®(), & Q
and (P are used as textual markers to indicate points in the program. Point
@ indicates the point just after execution of the statement X := -5, points
(a and Q indicate the points immediately before and after the statement
X := X + 1, and point 0 indicates the point after execution of the entire
while-do statement. The accompanying table in figure 2.1 shows the result
of tracing the execution of the program and collecting the values of the
variable X at each program point. This is often called a collecting semantics
since it collects together information about each point in the program. Such
an analysis is global in the sense that the program properties discovered
depend on the program as a whole; information about the execution of
a specific statement cannot be obtained by considering the statement in
isolation.

Now, the information just computed in Figure 2.1 is exact in the sense
that it corresponds exactly to what happens when the program runs. In
general this is not possible because it entails solving the halting problem.
Moreover, even if a particular program can be analyzed exactly, it is usu-
ally not feasible to do so. Approximation therefore plays a central role in
program analysis. What is desired is an approximation that is correct in
the sense that it contains all possible values encountered at run-time. In
other words, if a variable X takes a value v at some program point during
program execution, then we require that the set of values for X specified by
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the approximation at this point must contain the value v.

2.2 Program Analysis by Abstract Interpretation

Most of the approaches for computing such approximations employ abstract
interpretation or "pseudo-evaluation", which is a technique that dates back
to the early 1960's and was used in some of the first compilers [29, 52].
The basic idea is to replace the underlying collection of computation values
by a collection of approximate values, and then replace computation by
approximate computation over the approximate values. In the case of the
previous program example, the underlying values of the computation are the
integers. Consider replacing this with the approximate values pos, neg and
int, respectively denoting the set of positive integers (induding zero), the set
of negative integers (also including zero) and the set of all integers. Analysis
can then be performed by a "symbolic execution" of the program using these
approximate values. The effect of this is to simulate the program's actual
executions. Specifically, information is associated with each program point
about the possible values for X that may be encountered at that point.
This information is then repeatedly propagated from one program point to
the next until propagation of information from each program point does not
yield any new information, and a "consistent" state is reached. We illustrate
this using the program from Figure 2.1. Initially the approximate value of
X at each program point is the empty set of values.

1. The value -5 is approximated by neg, and so the value of X at point
® is approximated by neg.

2. Propagate from (& to @: since any value in neg is less than or equal
to 0, the value of X at @ is approximated by neg. Note that the
propAgation of the information at G to (D does not yield anything
since none of the values approximated by neg satisfy X X 0.

3. Propagate from 0) to D: since adding 1 to neg gives int, the value of
X at Q is approximated by int.

4. Propagate from Q to 0: the information at 0 is updated to pos. Note
that propagation of information from C to (D does not yield any new
information.
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L := a.b.nil; Point Environments
X := c; ® [L,--a.b. nil, Xý-c])
0
while (L 6 nil) do ® { [L-+-a.b.nil, X,--,c] }

0 [L#..b.nil, X,-a]

X := car(L); [L,--,b.nil, Xý-*a]
L := cdr(L); [Lý-nil, Xý-*b]

9 {[Li-nil, Y.--b]}

Figure 2.2: Program 2 and Its Collecting Semantics

A key observation is that if a consistent state is reached, and this is the
case after the four steps shown above, then the approximation obtained is a
correct approximation of the program's actual executions in the sense that
it contains all of the actual run-time values for X. Now there are many cor-
rect approximations of a program. For example, the approximation defined
by associating all possible values with each program point is conservative.
However such an extreme approximation does not say anything useful about
the program. It is usually desirable to obtain the smallest (or most accurate)
approximation that is correct.

The example program in Figure 2.1 has only one variable, and so to
capture the executions of the program, it was sufficient to associate a set of
values for this variable with each program point. In the general case, where
there is more than one program variable, the only essential change is that a
set of environments is associated with each program point instead of a set
of values. To illustrate this, consider the program in figure 2.2. This main
loop of this program computes the last element of the list L. The operators
car and cdr are the usual LISP operators for decomposing lists (car(L) gives
the first element of L and cdr(L) gives the "rest" of L). The symbols a,
b and c denote atomic constants, and a.b.nil denotes the list consisting of
a followed by b. Again ®, S, Q and 0 indicate points in the program.
The accompanying table in Figure 2.2 gives the environments encountered
at these points during program execution.

Consider an abstract interpretation over this program. Suppose that
the underlying collection of values for this program consists of constants a,
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Point Actual Environments Abstract Interpretation

@ {[Li--a.b.nil, Xi-,c]} {[Li-,list, Xý-,const]}

S[Lý+a'b'nil' Xýc] { nonempty, X1any]}S[Lý-b.nil, XF.-a]
{ [L-b.nil, X,--,a] {[L-+ list, X i-+any]}

©[L•--,nil, Xi-.bl

SILl-,empty, Yý-,b]} {[L•-empty, X•-any]}

Figure 2.3: Abstract Interpretation of Program 2

b and c, and lists constructed from these constants. One very simple col-
lection of approximate values for analyzing this program consists of const,
empty, non-empty, list and any respectively denoting the set of constants,
the empty list, the set of non-empty lists the set of all lists, and the set of
all values. Environments can be approximated using mappings from vari-
ables into approximate values. For example, the approximate environment
[Li-4list, Xi-*const] represents the set of environments in which L is bound
to some list and X is bound to some constant. To analyze Program 2
using this approximation of environments, note that at point (, the envi-
ronment [Li-*a.b.nil, Xi-4c] is approximated by [Li-, non-empty, X'-+ const].
Propagating this information to point (D yields [Li-,non-empty,X,-+ const],
and this in turn gives [L-4list, Xo-4 any] at point ©. Further propaga-
tion steps lead to the results summarized in Figure 2.3. Note that when
[Lý-*non-empty,Xi-+ any] is added to point &3, [L1-list,X14-const] is deleted
because it is subsumed by [Li--non -empty, Xp-.+any].

In summary, abstract interpretation involves replacing the underlying
values of the computation by a collection of approximate values in such a
way that program analysis can be performed by doing "approximate" com-
putation using the approximate values. The choice of approximate values
determines the character of the whole analysis. For example, the analysis
just given for Program 2 was not particularly interesting because the collec-
tion of approximate values used was very simple. More accurate analysis is
possible if extra approximate values are used. For example, suppose that for
each natural number n, an extra value len(n) is added, denoting the set of
lists of length n. Analyzing Program 2 using this new collection of approx-
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Point Actual Environments Revised Abst. Int.
{[L.-a.b.nil, X.-+c]J [L{+len(2), Xý-,const]}

[Lý-b.nil, X.-,a] [L"len(1), Xi--4any]

{ [Le-nil, Xs-*b] [Li-., Xi-+anylJ

{[Li--,nil,Y,-e+b]} {[Li-,Xo-aany]}

Figure 2.4: Revised Abstract Interpretation of Program 2

Point Environments Abst. Int.
L := bknil; f {[Lo-,bkni•} f[L,-len(1)]l

while true do [LIia.b.niu [Le--,len(2)]I

©
© {} {

Figure 2.5: Program 3 and Its Abstract Interpretation

imate values starts by approximating the environment [L1-,a.b.nil,X'-+c]
at point @ by [Ls-+len(2),Xi-econst]. Repeatedly propagating this infor-
mation successively adds [L,--,en(2),X@-.constj to @, [L.-,len(l),X'--, any]
to Q, [Lil-4en(1),X,-+any] to 0, [L,-.+eempty,X,--+,any] to (Q, and finally
[L-empty,X,-4 any] to (0. The result of this analysis is summarized in
Figure 2.4. Note that for some program points there are multiple abstract
environments, and this means that the analysis can capture some informa-
tion about the dependencies between the values of program variables. We
shall return to this issue later.
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2.3 Limitations of Abstract Interpretation

Clearly an arbitrary number of approximation values can be added, and
with each new approximation value, the ability of the abstract interpreta-
tion to distinguish between sets of environments is enhanced, and so the
analysis improves in accuracy. However a fundamental problem arises: as
more approximation values are added, the exhaustive propagation becomes
more expensive and eventually does not terminate. For example, consider
Program 3, which appears in Figure 2.5. Here points (D, • and D respec-
tively indicate the points just after the assignment L := b.nil, just before
execution of the L := a.L, and after the entire while-do loop. The collecting
semantics of this program associates an infinite collection of environments
with point @). Now, when this program is analyzed using the collection of
approximate values just described, the following propagation steps are per-
formed. First, the environment [Lý-+b.nif] is approximated by [L.-4len(1)] at
point ®&. Propagating this information to point @) yields [L&-.len(1)]. Sub-
sequent propagation steps lead to the addition of [L.-den(2)], [Lý-+len(3)],
[Li-,len(4)], ... to point @). This propagation process does not terminate.

Although Program 3 is somewhat artificial, since it is easy to see that
the loop in this program does not terminate, the situation illustrated by
this program frequently arises. Typically the conditions that appear in a
program are too complex to analyze exactly, and often the approximations
used are tantamount to replacing the condition with true. More abstractly,
program analysis must effectively deal with non-termination and infinite col-
lections of values for two main reasons. First, we cannot in general statically
determine whether a program will terminate. Even if a program is guaran-
teed to terminate, it is rarely feasible to analyze the program exactly, and
the process of approximating the behavior of a program typically introduces
non-terminating computation. Second, program analysis is usually carried
out in some initial context or environment that involves descriptions of in-
finite sets of values. For example, we may wish to analyze the while loop
of Program 2 in the context where L is an arbitrary list consisting of the
constants a and b and X is an arbitrary value.

Since the treatment of infinite sets of values is a necessary part of pro-
gram analysis, a fundamental questions arises: how can the exhaustive prop-
agation process be made to terminate? Clearly if there are only a finite
number of approximate values, then the propagation process always termi-
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nates. This is because the propagation process is monotonic - each step
serves to increase the information at each point - and so there can only be a
finite number of increments of the information at each point. However less
restrictive approaches are possible. To describe these, we first formulate the
exhaustive propagation process as an iterative least fixed point computation.

In essence, the process of propagating information from one program
point to another can be characterized as a function. Specifically, let Y de-
note the function which, when given an association of information with pro-
gram points, computes the result of updating this association by performing
a "single-step" propagation of its information. The exhaustive propagation
of information from one point to the other then essentially corresponds to
starting with the association I that associates the empty set with each pro-
gram point, and then exhaustively applying the function Y until no new
information is obtained. That is, the exhaustive propagation process corre-
sponds to iteratively computing the least fixed point of Y by constructing
the sequence

I, Y(±), Y((.),YYYi),...

Note that this correspondence is not exact since the repeated application
of Y corresponds to a specific order of propagation of information from one
point to another. However the iterative fixed point computation provides an
important characterization of the termination properties of the exhaustive
propagation process in the following sense: exhaustive propagation only
terminates when the iterative fixed point computation terminates.

Now, the function Y maps from and into associations of information with
program points. Let V denote the set of such associations. These associa-
tions can be ordered according to the amount of information they contain.
The association 1, which associates the empty set with each program point,
is the smallest association. More generally, if A1 and A2 are associations
then we write A 1 g A2 when, for each program point, the information of
A2 is at least that of A1. According to this ordering, Y is an increasing
function in the sense that A C_ F(A). This means that the iterative fixed
point computation is increasing in the sense that 19 F(I) _ F(F(.)) _

'(Y(.())) C_ .... Clearly the iterative fixed point is guaranteed to termi-
nate if V is finite. Termination is also guaranteed if 1) does not contain any
sequences of elements of the form A1 C A2 _ A3 C ... such that each Ai is
distinct association. That is, termination is guaranteed if V does not have
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Point Environments Revised Abst. Int.
L := bknil; f• [Lý-b-ni4) {[L,-b~ni@}

(& [Lý-,b.nil]
while true do [L,--,a.b.ni4

S0 [Lý--+a.a.b.ni4 [•-le+1]

L := a.L;
©

©{} {}

Figure 2.6: Revised Abstract Interpretation of Program 3

any infinite ascending chains.

As an example where D is infinite but has no infinite ascending chains,
consider the abstract interpretation of Program 3 using approximate values
of the form len+(n) denoting lists of length n or more. Again, environments
are approximated by using mappings from variables into approximate val-
ues. The set V of associations is infinite, but does not contain any infinite
ascending chains, and so iterative fixed point computation over V always
terminates. As an example, the analysis of Program 3 terminates, and is
presented in Figure 2.6. Note that, for termination reasons, it is important in
this example to maintain the information at each point in a non-redundant
form. Consider, for example, the situation when the approximate envi-
ronment at 0) is [Li-,len+(1)] and a propagation step computes the "new"
approximate environment [Ls-4kn+(2)] for (D. Since this new information
is already subsumed by [L,-*/en+(1)], the information at @) need not be
changed.

In short, only certain collections of approximate values can be used in
an abstract interpretation. Although the set of associations D need not be
finite, it must be essentially finite in the sense that only a finite number of
elements of V are visited in any fixed point computation. This is a very sig-
nificant restriction. It is worth noting that there are methods for obtaining
terminating algorithms even when the collection of approximate values does
not satisfy such a finiteness criteria. This is achieved by computing some-
thing other than the least fixed point of the propagation function Y. One
such technique is widening [13]. To illustrate widening, consider analyzing
Program 3 using the approximate values of the form len(n) and len+(n),
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where the former denotes lists of length n, and the latter denotes lists of
length at least n. Now, the analysis of Program 3 using these approximate
values is identical to the analysis outlined in the table of Figure 2.5, and
does not terminate. The reason is that the propagation process successively
adds the sequence of approximate environments [Li-4len(l)], [Lo-4len(2)]
[L,-*len(3)], ... to point (0). In essence, the effect of widening is to avoid
such infinite sequences by guessing their limit point.

Specifically, let I denote the information associated with a program
point, and suppose that the propagation process determines that this in-
formation should be updated with the new information I'. Normally, the
information for the program point is updated to I U I' (for the above anal-
ysis of Program 3, this is obtained by taking the union of the approximate
environments in I and I' and then removing any redundant approximate
environments). However in widening, the program point is updated with
IVI', where V is a function that approximates the combination of I and I'.
For example, an appropriate V for analysis of Program 3 would inspect I
and I' and check to see if there are approximate environments of the form
[Lýl-den(i)] E I and [L.-4len(j)] E I' such that i < j. If so, then the envi-
ronment [Lý-41en(j)] in I' would be replaced by [Li.-.en+(i)] before joining
I' with I. This means that the analysis of Program 3 proceeds as follows:

"* Initially the environment [L-*b.nil] is approximated by [Ls--len(1)] at

point @.

"* Propagate from @ to (a: update @ to {[Ltl-en(1)]}.

"* Propagate from (D to 0): this yields the new approximate environment
{[Ll-4en(2)]} at (@, and so widening is used to obtain
{f[L-1en(1)]}Vf{[L*-,len(2)]} = {f[L,-len+(1)]) for (&.

Intuitively, the intent of V is to determine if I and I' form the start of a
possible infinitely increasing sequence of approximate environment sets, and
if so, to "round-up" to some appropriate set of environments. Of course,
this "rounding-up" could overshoot the limit of the sequence, and cause the
computation to return something other than the least fixed point of Y. To
see this, consider the Program 4 in Figure 2.7. This program is essentially
the same as Program 3 except that it terminates after two iterations of
the while-do loop. Now, using the same approximate values as those just
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L:= b.nil; Point Environments
@• @ [Lý---b.ni•j
while len(L) 0 3 do r [L•-•b.n4i

L := a.L;
Q f {[Lý-a.b-nij}

Figure 2.7: Program 4 and Its Collecting Semantics

Point Environments Widening No Widening

@ f{[L,--ab.niJ} f {[L-len(1)]} {[L,-en(1)]j}
S{[L,-b'niý L-k+I]l [,-kO)

[L--a.b.niý I I[ en1l[,--+kn(2)l

f {[L,--a.b.nit]} f{[L,---,tn(3)]} [t-+n3]

Figure 2.8: Abstract Interpretation of Program 4

used to analyze Program 3, and using the same widening operator V, the
analysis of Program 4 proceeds identically to that of Program 3, and the
result of the analysis appears in the second column of the table in Figure
2.8. The analysis without widening terminates in this case, and its result
is given in the third column of the table. For this example the widening
operator over-approximates when the approximate environment [L-.len(2)]
is added to point 0J, and hence the analysis does Dot yield the least fixed
point of F, but rather some arbitrary approximation of it. A complementary
technique of narrowing has been developed that partly compensates for the
over-approximation inherent in widening [13], however this is not sufficient
to regain the least fixed point.

In summary, abstract interpretation requires that the collection of ap-
proximate values be essentially finite in character to ensure termination of
the iterative fixed point computation. The techniques of widening and nar-
rowing can be used to address this restriction, but at the cost of introducing
extra approximation - that is, widening introduces another level of approx-
imation over and above that introduced by the use of approximate values.
Due to the ad hoc nature of widening and narrowing, it is difficult to give a
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formal characterization of the restrictions on the collection of approximate
values necessary for termination. However the following general observation
can be made: abstract interpretation (with or without widening and nar-
rowing) explicitly constructs a succession of elements from V in order to find
the least fixed point of Y (or some approximation thereof), and this succes-
sion of elements must be finite. This implies that only a finite part of the
function space of F can be investigated during this fixed point computation.

This observation has two important implications. First, the finitary na-
ture of abstract interpretation implies that there is a fundamental limitation
on the accuracy of this approach to program analysis. There are decidable
kinds of analysis that cannot be computed using abstract interpretation
(even with widening and narrowing). The set based analysis considered in
this thesis is one example.

Second, the finitary nature of abstract interpretation means that there
are typically very subtle interactions between the collection of approximate
values used and the operations of the language being analyzed. This fre-
quently leads to chaotic and unintuitive behavior. In particular, it is often
very difficult for a programmer to determine what an abstract interpretation
based analysis will yield.

For example, consider Program 5 in Figure 2.9, which flattens out and
reverses the input list L so that, on termination, FL is 4.3.2.1.ni/. Sup-
pose that the basic values of this program are integers, characters and lists.
Consider an abstract interpretation of this program in which, corresponding
to the basic values, there are approximate values int, char and atomic re-
spectively denoting the sets of integers, characters and non-list values. Also
add a family of approximate values list(a) where a ranges over approximate
values. For example, list(int) and list(list(int)) are both approximate val-
ues with the obvious meanings. Now, we might expect that the analysis
of Program 5 using this collection of approximate values might lead to the
approximation of FL at point Q by list(int). However this is not the case
because at point 0 the program variable L is in general bound to a list
whose elements are integers and integer lists. Since there is no approximate
value corresponding to such lists, L must be approximated by list at this
point, and it follows that the best that can be obtained for FL at point
Q is list(atomic). In essence, the problem relates to the intermediate val-
ues computed by a program. Even though this collection of approximate
values is sufficiently expressive to represent the results of a computation, it
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L := (1.2.nil).(3.4.nil);

FL := nil;

while(L 6 nil) do

0
if car(L) = nil then

L:= cdr(L);
else if islist(car(L)) then

L := car(car(L)).air(car(L)).cir(L);

else

FL := car(L).FL;
L := cdr(L);

©

Figure 2.9: Program 5

is not sufficiently expressive to represent intermediate parts of the compu-
tation. Such a lack of uniformity is unavoidable in abstract interpretation
approaches. Program 5 is a very simple program and it is quite easy to iden-
tify why the expected result was not obtained. However, in large programs
this is not usually possible. These deficiencies of abstract interpretation -
lack of uniformity, predictability and stability - are particularly relevant for
scaling up abstract interpretation based approaches to large systems.

To address these deficiencies, this thesis seeks an approach to program
analysis that is:

9 declarative: we desire a simple definition of approximation that has
an intuitive relationship to program meaning and is independent of
algorithmic considerations;

* accurate: the approximation must be meaningful for program analy-
sis; and

9 decidable: there must be algorithms to compute the approximation.
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2.4 Approximation of Values and Variables

At the heart of program analysis is the notion of program approximation.
The example abstract interpretations given in the previous two sections have,
for simplicity of presentation, focussed on approximation of the underlying
values of computation. For example, in the analysis of Program 1, the
integers were approximated using pos, neg and int. In the analysis of Pro-
gram 2, atomic constants and lists were approximated using conast, empty,
non-empty, list and any. These approximate values were then used to ap-
proximate environments by simply considering mappings from variables into
approximate values. What was not considered in these previous examples
was the possibility for introducing approximation in the treatment of envi-
ronments. For example, given a collection of approximate values such as poe,
neg and int, one can either approximate environments by using collections
of mappings from variables into approximate values, or one can approximate
environments using a single mapping from variables into approximate values.
The essential difference between these approaches is that the former captures
some dependencies between possible variable values, whereas the latter ig-
nores all dependencies between variable values. Consider approximating the
environments {[X.-+- 1, Yi-* 1], [Xs-+3, Yi-. -3]). Using the former approach,
this is approximated by {[Xý-'neg,Yi--,poe],[Xl-epos, Y.-.neg]}. Using the
latter approach, it is approximated by {[Xi-+ int, Yi-+int]}. It is also possible
to extend the ability to represent variable interdependencies further and, for
example, approximate these environments by the formula X = -Y.

In other words, approximation can be introduced in two ways: in the
treatment of the underlying values, and in the treatment of variables. Ap-
proximation may be introduced in the treatment of values through the use
of approximate (or abstract) values that are essentially finite descriptioDs
of sets of program values. Intuitively, approximation in this case appears
when set of values are "rounding up" to the nearest approximate value dur-
ing the abstract interpretation process. In contrast, approximation may be
introduced in the treatment of variables by forgetting some of the depen-
dencies that arise in the treatment of variables. To illustrate the kinds of
dependencies that may arise, consider again the question of representing
{[X--l,Y,-41],[X,-+3,Yi-3]). As noted previously, we could choose to
represent these environments using {[Xi-.neg, Y,--pos], [X.--pos, Y.-.neg]}
(which captures some dependencies between X and Y) or {[Xo-+int,Yo-+int]}
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(which ignores all dependencies between X and Y). As another example of
dependencies introduced through the treatment of variables, consider the
program statement Y := pair(X,X). When such a statement is analyzed,
there is a choice of how the two occurrences of X are to be treated. For
example, if the approximate environment before execution of this statement
maps X into pos, then we could represent the result for Y by pair(pos,pos)
indicating the Y is a pair whose first and second components are positive
numbers, or by "pair(v, v) A v E pos" indicating a dependency between the
arguments of pair. We shall collectively refer to all dependencies that may
be introduced by variables as inter-variable dependencies. We remark that
the notion of inter-variable dependency was first considered by Jones and
Muchnick [33]], who used the term independent attribute analysis.

Note that the distinction between approximations of values and approxi-
mations of inter-variable dependencies is sometimes obscured by interactions
between intei-variable dependencies and values. For example, the environ-
ments {(Xýi .-1,Y-* 11,[X.-+3,Yi-+-3]) could be approximated by the for-
mula (X =- Y) A ((X = Y - 2) V (X = Y + 6)), and even though there
may be some underlying approximation of values, the expressive power of
the inter-variable dependencies mechanism allows the actual values of X and
Y to be completely recovered, and so, in effect, there is no approximation
of the values.

Most program analysis algorithms incorporate approximation of the un-
derlying values as well as approximation of inter-variable dependencies. (For
efficiency reasons, analyzers often completely omit reasoning about inter-
variable dependencies [33].) A fundamental question is: what are the min-
imal notions of approximation required for the decidability of the resulting
analysis? Some approximation of inter-variable dependencies is necessary
because exactness on such dependencies essentially gives exact program anal-
ysis. What has not been addressed is whether or not program analysis is
decidable when ignoring inter-variable dependencies is the only approxima-
tion used. Furthermore, can this be used as the basis of a practical program
analysis system? We will show that ignoring inter-variable dependencies is
sufficient for decidability and can be used for practical program analysis.
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2.5 Set Based Analysis

The set based approach to program analysis has its origins in the use of
constraints to perform type analysis of programs [32, 48, 63]. In essence, set
based analysis involves first writing set constraints (a calculus for express-
ing relationships between sets of program values) to describe the run-time
behavior of a program, and then solving these constraints to find their most
accurate solution. The fundamental difference between set based analysis
and abstract interpretation approaches is that set based analysis does not
use an iterative fixed point computation over an (essentially finite) collection
of approximate values. In particular, there are no depth bounds or other a
priori restrictions on the sets of values that can be manipulated during the
analysis.

If one takes a very broad view of abstract interpretation as a framework
for defining program approximations (as opposed to the more algorithmic
iterative fixed point view), then set based analysis can be formulated as an
abstract interpretation. However, the corresponding iterative fixed point
computations do not terminate, and so iterative fixed point computation
cannot be used in set based analysis. One of the main issues addressed by
this thesis is the development cf algorithms to show that set based analysis
is decidable.

Set Constraints

Consider analyzing a program in such a way that inter-variable dependencies
are ignored. That is, we wish to avoid using reasoning such as "variable X
takes value a iff variable Y takes value b, and X takes value c iff Y takes value
d". Instead, we wish to reason about the program by considering the sets of
values that each program variable can assume, and ignoring dependencies
between the elements of these sets. In essence, program variables are treated
as sets, and this is the motivation for describing such analysis as set based
analysis. Specifically, for each program variable X and program point p,
we introduce a set variable XA to denote the set of values of the program
variable X at the point p. Then, by inspecting the program, we construct
constraints between these set variables to capture the relationships between
program variables that are contained in P. We shall now illustrate how these
constraints may be constructed. Note that the constraints demonstrated in
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1. L:= cons(a, cons(b, nil));

2. X:=c;

3. while (L 6 nil) do

4. X := car(L);

5. L:= cdr(L);
0 -*0 --------

Figure 2.10: Program 2 (Revisited)

this section are only suggestive of how this may be done, and the actual set
constraints used in set based analysis are somewhat more complicated and
more accurate.

Consider again the imperative program in Figure 2.10; foa clarity, the
following discussion uses cons for lists rather than the infix "." notation.
Introduce set variables to denote the values of each variable at each pro-
gram point. For example, let &6 and XG respectively be the set variables
corresponding to L and X at program point (0 (that is, just before execu-
tion of statement 4), and let LO and XO respectively be the set variables
corresponding to L and X at point Q. Now corresponding to statement 4,
X := car(L), consider the following constraints:

£& DL
Xa 2 car(&).

The first constraint specifies that the values for L after execution of state-
ment 4 must include all those before the execution of statement 4. The sec-
ond constraint specifies that the values for X after execution of statement 4
must include the car of values of L before statement 4. The symbol car in
this last constraint denotes the set-wise version of the program symbol car.
Specifically, where S is aset of values, car(S) denotes Iv, : cons(vl, v2) E S).
Note that these constraints could have been expressed using set equality
rather containment. However, the use of containment yields constraints
that express a minimal notion of consistency between the sets at each pro-
gram point. It also simplifies the treatment of converging paths of control
flow. We shall return to this issue later, but first we give the rest of the
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£O D cons(a, cons(b, nil)) XA D c
£0® £o n i xe x
LID D_ O n nTi--' A'G D A"V

£L D £® XO D car(£O)

£0 D cdr(£ 0 ) X0 D AV

LD D £ 0  n nil A D_.

£C D L0  nnil ,X D AX0

Figure 2.11: Set Constraints for Program 2

constraints for the program.

Consider statement 5. Introduce set variables £0 and X 0 to describe
the values of L and X at point (, and construct the following constraints:

£0 D cdr(£ 0 )
X'O D Q

The first constraint specifies that the values for L after statement 5 must
include the car of all values for L before statement 4, and the second specifies
that the values for X after statement 5 must include all values for X before
the statement.

Adding constraints for the remaining statements leads to the following
collection of constraints in Figure 2.11, where the symbol nil in the set
constraints denotes the singleton set of values {nil}, iýil denotes the set
of all values different from nil, and n has its usual set theoretic meaning.
Note the treatment of the while-do statement. For example, the constraint
£®0 D £O n;1 corresponds to the possibility of flow of control from point ®
to point &, and states that the values for L at @) must contain the L values
at @ that are different from nil. Similarly the constraint £0 D £0 n 'it
corresponds to the possibility of flow of control from point (0 to point (B.

These constraints represent an approximation of the relationships im-
plicit in the imperative program. They are conservative in the sense any
assignment of sets to the set variables that satisfies each constraint is guar-
anteed to contain all of the possible values encountered at run-time. It is
therefore natural to consider the least such assignment of sets because this
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yields the most accurate information. For the constraints in figure 2.11, the
least assignment of sets that satisfies the constraints is

£ -. {cons(a, cons(b, nil))} A' F-+ {c}
£ .-.. {cons(a, cons(b, nil)), cons(b, nil)} A 4  

'-* {a, b,}

£0'-. {cons(a, cons(b, nil)), cons(b, nil)} A'0  l- a, b)
£0 f {cons(b, nil),nil} ,, 0  .-, {a,b}

£0 ,-- {nilJ M' O {a,b,c}

This clearly represents an approximation of the values that are encountered
at run-time. For example, at point Q, the only value encountered at run-
time for X is b, but this is approximated here by {a, b, c}. The reason for
this approximation is the dependencies between L and X have been ignored,
so that the relationship "L takes value nil iff X takes value b" is ignored. In
general, we shall refer to an assignment of sets to set variables that satisfies a
collection of constraints as a model of the constraints. The above assignment
is the least model of the constraints in Figure 2.11.

As noted earlier, the constraints we have used for modeling programs
could have been expressed using set equality rather than containment. For
example the equality

L = (&®Fi) u (,o n

could be used in the place of the two constraints £e D £0 nf nil and
£G D £& n il in Figure 2.11. However, the use of containment has a
number of advantages. First, it yields constraints that have a more intu-
itive reading - they correspond to minimal consistency relationships between
the sets at each program point. The use of equality is in some sense an
over-specification of the relationships inherent in the program. (One mi-
nor advantage of equality is that it reduces the number of models of the
constraints, but note that the constraints still would not define a unique
model.) Second, the use of containment simplifies the construction of the
constraints because it allows constraints to be constructed on a statement
by statement basis, rather than having to predetermine the possible paths
of control into a program point. Third, the correctness of the set constraints
(and the justification that they embody a natural and intuitive notion of ap-
proximation) employs environment constraints, which are like set constraints
except that they describe relationships between sets of environments at each
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+-P(f(X,Y)). ,,-& PMfXY)), 0.
p(.f(X, Y)) .--q(X, Y). p(f(lX, Y)) .--•,q(X,rY),

q(a,b). q(a,b) +-

q(c,d). q(c,d) 4-

Figure 2.12: Program 6 (With and Without Program Points)

program point instead of between sets of variable values. The use of con-
tainment rather than equality in these environments constraints is crucial
for defining notions of program approximation. Since the set constraints
are derived from these environment constraints, the use of containment in
set constraints is a matter of consistency and convenience. Fourth, the use
of containment simplifies the presentation of the algorithms for solving set
constraints because it allows the form of the constraints to be significantly
simplified.

Note that for convenience of presentation, certain aspects of the behav-
ior of the program have been omitted from the constraints in figure 2.11.
The main omission is the treatment of program errors. For example, follow-
ing a statement such as X := car(L), the values for L must be of the form
cons(.. .), because otherwise an error must have occurred during the execu-
tion of car(L). The more accurate set constraints described in the body of
this thesis shall take into account such reasoning. Implicit in this reasoning
is an assumption that after a computation encounters an error condition, we
can ignore the remainder of its execution. Specifically, it is assumed that ei-
ther (i) when such an error occurs the program aborts, and so control never
reaches the point following the statement X := car(L) with the non-cons L
value, or (ii) if an error occurs, then we are not interested in the subsequent
execution of the program, and so it is permissible for the analysis to be "un-
safe" with respect to executions because any compiler optimizations made
on the basis of such information can only alter the behavior of a program
after an error has occurred.

We now show how constraints may be used to analyze logic programs.
Consider the logic program in Figure 2.12. Figure 2.12 also contains a ver-
sion of this program annotated with program points &, (), @}, (, 1) and (.
The points •, •, • and (F represent the points at the end of the execution
of the goal or rule in which they appear. The points (& and C denote the
points just before execution of p(f(X, Y)) and q(X, Y) respectively. Sup-
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pose that we wish to analyze this program to determine the set of ground
instances of the bindings for each program variable during a PROLOG style
top-down left-to-right execution of the program. As before, the first step
in the construction of the constraints is the introduction of set variables
AO, YO, A4, •,... to collect the values for each program variable at each
program point. Four new set variables Callp, Call., Ret, and Retq are also
introduced. To explain the purpose of these variables, recall that top-down
left-to-right execution of a program involves repeatedly applying the fol-
lowing step: inspect the left-most atom of the goal and choose a (suitably
renamed) program rule such that the left-most goal atom and the head of
the rule unify and let their most general unifier be 0, replace the left-most
goal atom with the body of the rule, and apply 0 to the resulting goal. In
essence, the left-most goal atom acts like a procedure "call". Such a call
is completed (or "solved") when all of the subgoals introduced by the call
have themselves been completed, and this is analogous to a procedure re-
turn. Now, the variables Callp and Callq respectively correspond to the
ground instances of the calls made to the predicates p and q during pro-
gram execution, and Retp and Ret, respectively correspond to the ground
instances of the returns involving p and q during program execution.

To illustrate how constraints are constructed, consider the second rule
of the logic program. In essence, this rule says that one way to solve a call
of the form p(f(X,Y)) is by calling q(X,Y). Hence, the values for variable
X at point 0 (just before the calling of q(X, Y)) are those values of X
such that p(f(X,...)) is an element of Call,, and this can be written as the
constraint

At point 0, the value of X must be such that p(f(X,...)) is an element of
Callp and q(X, Y) is an element of Ret,, and this can be written as

X {X : 3Y (p(f(xY)) E Call, A q(XY) E Retq)}.

This rule also contributes to the sets Call, and Ret,. Specifically, the body
of the rule initiates a call to q, and the rule as a whole may be used to solve
a call to p. This leads to

Call., ; q(XO, YO)
Retp p(f(XO, YO))
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Call, D p(f(X®,I Y®)))

Callq q(XC, YO)

Retp . p(f(XO, YO))

Retq , q(a,b)

Retq _ q(c,d)

A' _D {X: 3Y (p(f(X,Y)) E Call,))

YO ;_ {Y : 3X (p(f(X, Y)) E Call,,))

A', D {X 3Y (p(f(X,Y)) E Callp))

310 ; {Y: 3X (p(f(X, Y)) E Call,)}

A'O D {X: 3Y (p(f(X,Y)) E Callp A q(X,Y) E Retq))

O _;? {Y: 3X (p(f(X,Y)) E Callp A q(X,Y) E Retq)}

Figure 2.13: Set Constraints for Program 6

The complete constraints for the logic program appear in Figure 2.13,
in which the symbol T denotes the set of all values. Note that there are no
constraints for points (D and (V because there are no variables in the rules
in which these points appear. The least assignment of sets to set variables
that satisfies the constraints is given by:

Callp i {P(f(,Sl,s2)) : s, and s2 are values)

Callq , {q(sl,82) : s, and s2 are values)

Retp . {p(f(a, b)),p(f(a, d)),p(f(c, b)),p(f(c, d))}

Retq I {q(a, b), q(a, d), q(c, b), q(c, d))

S,--, {s:sisavalue) YO• + {s:sisavalue}
MO {a, c} YO 1 b, d)

AM O -, {s:sisavalue) YO I- s {a:sisavalue}.

A'0 .- {a,c) Y O - {b,d}
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Solving Set Constraints

The purpose of set constraints is to capture consistency conditions between
set variables in such a way that the relationships between the variables in
a program are safely approximated. In other words, the constraints are
constructed so that any assignment to the set variables that satisfies the
constraints is correct in the following sense: if X"• is the set variable cor-
responding to program variable X at point p, and if program variable X
assumes value v at point p during some program execution, then v appears
in the set assigned to XO. Although any model of the constraints yields
correct information, the least model (which is guaranteed to exist) is pre-
ferred because it is the most accurate and has a canonical definition. Thus,
the problem of analyzing a program can be reduced to computing the least
model of a collection of set constraints.

Since the least model of such constraints may be infinite, computing this
model entails constructing a representation of a potentially infinite object.
Moreover, for such a representation to be useful, it must be explicit in the
sense that the structure of the model is self-evident and questions relating
the membership and non-emptiness can easily be answered. A key result
of this thesis is that the sets assigned to variables in the least model of a
collection of set constraints are regular sets of terms in the sense that they
can be described by regular term grammars. Regular term grammars are a
generalization of regular grammars to terms. For example, the regular term
grammar

L = nil
L = cons(l,L)

defines the set of all lists of l's. Regular term grammars form the core of
our explicit representation of models. Specifically, the algorithm presented
in this thesis for solving set constraints, inputs a collection of constraints
constructed from a program, and outputs, for each set variable appearing
in the constraints, a regular term grammar describing of the set of terms
assigned to that variable in the least model of the constraints.

In summary, the process of constructing set constraints from a program
is essentially just setting up the analysis problem, and is analogous to writing
out the definition of the semantic operator F in an abstract interpretation
based analysis. The real work of analyzing the program is carried out by the
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algorithm to construct a representation of the least model of the constraints.
This latter process of solving the constraints takes the place of the iterative
fixed point computation in an abstract interpretation style analysis. Note
that in abstract interpretation style analysis, the use of constraints is some-
what optional - although the constraints are always implicitly present, they
do not have to be explicitly constructed. On the other hand, set based anal-
ysis places a greater emphasis on constraints. This is mainly because the
algorithm for solving the constraints is not based on the notion of locally
propagating information from one program point to another, but rather the
algorithm reasons about the program as a whole. Such reasoning is most
conveniently carried out using constraints.

2.6 Overview of Thesis

This thesis is structured in three parts. Part I deals with the definition of set
based analysis. It justifies the process of constructing set constraints from
a program that has been informally outlined in the previous section, and
shows how these constraints correspond to reasoning about a program by
ignoring inter-variable dependencies. Starting with an operational seman-
tics, we define the notion of collecting semantics. This collecting semantics
is defined directly in terms of the operational semantics by simply collect-
ing together the appropriate objects (environments or term equations) for
each program point encountered during program execution. Although such
a definition of collecting semantics is simple and natural, it sheds little light
onto how collecting semantics may be approximated and computed. The
next step is therefore a constraint formulation of the collecting semantics.
Given a program, we show how environment constraints may be constructed
such that the least model of the environment constraints corresponds to the
program's collecting semantics. The main advantage of the environment
constraints is that they can be re-interpreted in a number of different ways.
Such an alternative interpretation is used to define set based program ap-
proximation. In essence, we show how the constraints may be interpreted
so that inter-variable dependencies may be ignored through a process of
treating program variables as sets. Then, the set based approximation of
a program is defined to be the smallest such "set" interpretation that is a
model of the constraints. That is, the least (standard) model of the envi-
ronment constraints gives the program's collecting semantics, and the least
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set model gives the set based approximation of the program.

The same basic plan of operational semantics, collecting semantics, en-
vironment constraints and set based approximation is carried out for both
imperative and logic programs (under a variety of execution strategies). The
operational semantics, collecting semantics and environment constraints for
imperative programs are given in Chapter 3. The corresponding chapter
for logic programs is Chapter 4. Chapter 5 defines the set based interpre-
tation of the environment constraints, and thus defines set based program
approximation.

Part II describes how set based approximations may be computed. Chap-
ter 6 introduces set constraints, which is the key formalism for computing
set based approximations. Most importantly, this chapter shows how envi-
ronment constraints may be converted to set constraints such that the least
set model of the environment constraints corresponds to the least model
of the set constraints. In other words, this translation shows how the set
based approximation of a program may be represented as the least model
of a collection of set constraints. Chapter 7 then presents an algorithm for
solving set constraints. This algorithm is presented in a number of stages.
First, a generic set constraint algorithm is presented that abstracts the key
features of the algorithm. Then, an instance of the algorithm is defined
that deals with intersection and projection. Finally the complete algorithm
is presented for solving the kinds of set constraints obtained when environ-
ment constraints are translated to set constraints. The last chapter of part II
describes experience with a prototype implementation. A naive implemen-
tation of the basic set constraint algorithm is completely unusable except
for very small collections of constraints. However substantial progress has
been made by using specialized representation techniques and dealing with
the redundancy that is typically present. Although much work remains, the
results obtained so far demonstrate that practicality is within reach.

Part III describes some extensions to set based analysis. While the main
body of this thesis deals with the problem of analyzing a program to de-
termine the possible values that variables can be bound to during program
execution, many of the techniques developed can be applied to other anal-
ysis problems. In particular, many of the algorithms preserve numerous
structural properties of a program, and it is in fact easy to modify the al-
gorithms to compute instantiation information (for logic programs) as well
as information about sharing. This is the subject of Chapter 9. Chapter
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10 shows how the techniques of set based analysis can be extended in an-
other direction - by adding a limited ability to reason about inter-variable
dependencies. The motivation for this work is that some kinds of analy-
sis require both accurate treatment of data-structures as well as reasoning
about inter-variable dependencies. The algorithm presented in this chap-
ter combines the ability of set constraints to reason about data-structures
can be combined with the ability of abstract interpretation to reason about
inter-variable dependencies in a way that is more accurate than just running
both algorithms. The last chapter of part III is Chapter 11 where we outline
the application of set based analysis to functional programs, with particular
focus on the language ML. This chapter is largely illustrative, showing con-
nections between set based analysis and type inference in subtype systems,
as well as relationships to control flow analysis.

Much of the work in this thesis unifies and extends joint work in earlier
papers such as [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. For details about these papers and
how they related to this thesis, and for details about related work by other
authors, see Sections 5.6 and 7.7 (the former deals with work in the area
of program approximations, and the latter deals with work in the area of
decidability results and algorithms for set constraints).



Part I

Set-Based Approximation

The general scheme for obtaining set based approximations can be described
as follows. Starting with a collecting semantics for a program, the first step
is to characterize this semantics in terms of consistency conditions between
the collections of environments identified by the semantics. This is achieved
by introducing a variable to represent each environment collection, and then
constructing environment constfraint on these variables to capture consis-
tency conditions between neighboring program points, in such a way that
the least model of these constraints is exactly the collecting semantics. The
next step consists of reinterpreting the environment constraints of the pro-
gram so that each environment variable becomes a mapping from program
variables into sets of values. The set based approzimation of a program is
then defined to be the least model of the environment constraints under
this new interpretation.

This part consists of four chapters. The first two chapters present a va-
riety of operational semantics and corresponding collecting semantics and
environment constraints for the two main language paradigms considered
in this thesis - imperative and logic programs. The purpose of these chap-
ters is to provide essential definitions. Most of the ideas they contain have
appeared elsewhere in the literature in one form or another. One exception
is perhaps the heavy emphasis on constraints, in contrast with the more
usual denotational semantics approach. The third chapter in this part con-
tains the definition of set based approximation and is the core chapter of
this part. The concluding chapter contains a discussion of this definition.

33



Chapter 3

Imperative Programs

We consider a simple imperative language over data structures with assign-
ment, conditional and iteration statements. An operational semantics for
this language is presented using a rewrite relation. A collecting semantics
is then defined by specifying an appropriate notion of program point, and
then projecting the operational semantics onto these points. Although this
definition of collecting semantics is a very natural one in the sense that it
directly captures the notion of what "happens" at each program point, it
provides little insight into how a program may be analyzed. This motivates
an alternative characterization of the collecting semantics using environ-
ment constraints that express notions of local consistency between neigh-
boring program points. The environment constraints are similar in spirit to
equational formulations of collecting semantics used widely in the program
analysis literature.

35
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3.1 Imperative Programs

The underlying values of the language are data structures. Specifically, there
are constructors such as nil and cons to build up data structures, projections
such as car and cdr to decompose data structures, and some basic primitives
for testing the outermost constructor of a term. The language is untyped.
We now describe the details.

Let VAR and E be disjoint sets, respectively denoting the set of program
variables and the set of data constructors. Each data constructor is assumed
to have a unique arity. A data constructor with arity 0 is called a constant.
Corresponding to each data constructor f of arity n > 1, there are n pro-
jection operations, denoted ' f(. For example, car and odr may be

denoted by cons- and cons- respectively. An (imperative program) term

is either a variable from VAR or of the form f(tl,..., t,,) or f(•(t,), where
n > 0, f is an n-ary data constructor from E, each ti is a term, and in the
projection case, 1 _• j _• n. An atomic program condition is of the form
s = t or match1 (t) where f is a data constructor from E and s and t are
program terms constructed from program variables and projection symbols.
A program condition is any combination of atomic program conditions using
the usual boolean connectives A, V and -%.

An imperative program P is a sequence of program statements, Seq,

defined as follows

Stat ::= X:=t
if cond then Seq
while cond do Seq

Seq Stat
Seq1 ;Seqs

where ";" is an associative sequencing operator. Figure 3.1 contains an ex-
ample imperative program that computes the last element of the list a.b.nil.
If Stat is of the form if cond then Seq or while cond do Seq, then Seq is
called the body of Stat. The expressions first(Seq), second(Seq) and last(Seq)
respectively denote the first, second and last statements in Seq, if they exist.
The expression tail(Seq) denotes the sequence Seq' whenever Seq is of the
form Stat;Seq'. In the context of a program P, each statement occurrence
in P is assumed to be labeled with a unique integer; labels are denoted by
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1. L := cons(a, cons(b, nil));

2. X:= c;

3. while (matcho..(L)) do

4. X:= car(L);

5. L:= cdr(L);

Figure 3.1: Program 2 (Revisited)

a, y, 7 (possibly subscripted). Writing Statr denotes the unique statement
occurrence in P with label a. Writing aSeq0 denotes that Seq is a sequence
of statements such that first(Seq) is labeled with a and last(Seq) is labeled
with P. If Statr and Statr appear as statements somewhere in P and Stat0

appears immediately after Stata, then Statr and Stat0 are consecutive state-
ments in P. For example the program in Figure 3.1, statements 1 and 2 are
consecutive statements and so are statements 4 and 5.

3.2 Operational Semantics

We now present an operational semantics for imperative programs. A value
is a program term that contains only symbols from E. For example, nil,
cons(a, nil) and cons(a, b) are values, but cdr(cons(b, nil)) and cons(X, Y)
are not. An environment p is a mapping from vAR into values. We shall
write [X 1,--,v,... ,X,i-+vn] to denote an environment that maps Xi into vi,
i = 1..n. The expression p[Xi-+v] denotes the environment that maps X
into v and maps all other variables Y into p(Y). An environment can be
extended to become a partial function from program terms t to values as
follows:

* P(fAt1,...,t.)) -- fP(t1),...,P(tn)).

. fý,j(t') = vi if p(t') = f(vj,...,vn) for some values vi,... ,vn.

For some program terms t, such as cons(car(nil),Y), p(t) is not defined.
The notation p t> t shall be used to indicate that p(t) is defined.
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Note that environments are defined to be total functions from (the pos-
sibly infinite set) VAR into values. The reason for adopting this somewhat
non-standard definition is twofold. First, it leads to greater uniformity in
later definitions, such as those dealing with the semantics of logic programs
(Chapter 4). Second, this definition means that all environments have the
same fixed domain, and this results in some significant simplifications in
later definitions, particularly those involving environment constraints and
the translation of environment constraints to set constraints.

We now specify the meaning of program conditions. First define that a
program condition cond is defined under p, denoted p > cond, if p I> t for
each program term t appearing in cond. Now, for environments p such that
p t> cond, define the relation p H cond as follows.

* p s=t iff p(s)=p(t).

* p1= match1 (t) iff p(t) is of the form f(v 1 ,...

* p Icond, A cond 2 iff p H cond, and p H cond 2.

* p 1 condl V cond 2  iff either p H cond, or p 1= cond 2.

* p = -,cond iff it is not the case that p H cond.

Since p = cond is only defined if p t> cond, both p k car(nil) and p
-,car(nil) are undefined. In what follows, we shall only write the expression
p H cond when it is clear from context that p > cond.

A state is a pair of the form (p : Seq) where p is an environment and Seq
is either a sequence of statements or the special symbol empty denoting the
empty sequence of statements. The sequencing operator ";" is extended in
the obvious way to deal with empty'. Seq;empty = Seq = empty;Seq. The
meaning of an imperative program is defined via a rewrite relation on states.
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(p: X := t;Seq) -- (p[Xi-p(t)]: Seq) if p I> t.

(p: (if cond then Seq');Seq) -. (p: Seq';Seq) if p r> cond
and p • cond.

(p: (if cond then Seq');Seq) -. (p: Seq) if p t> cond
and p ý- -,cond.

(p: (while cond do Seq'); Seq) p L> cond
--+ (p: Seq';(while cond do Seq');Seq) and p • cond.

(p: (while cond do Seq');Seq) --* (p: Seq) if p t> cond
and p ý= -,cond.

A derivation is a sequence of rewrite steps of the form

(Po: Seqo) - (PI: Seqi) - - - (Pn-1: S -* (pn: Seq.).

We frequently write (Po : Seqo) -** (Pn : Seqn) or (Po : Seq0 ) _n (pn : Seqn)
to denote the existence of such a derivation from (Po : Seq0 ) to (p,, : Seq, ).
We shall consistently use po to denote the starting environment of a deriva-
tion.

The program terminates on environment P0 if there is a maximal deriva-
tion of the form (po : P) "-* (p: Seq). Since there is at most one rewrite
step applicable to a state, there is at most one such derivation. If the final
state is of the form (p: empty) then the program is said to terminate with
environment p. If the final state is not of this form then the program is said
to terminate with an error. This is the case, for example, if the program
attempts to evaluate a term such as car(nil). There is no special "error"
value, but rather an error corresponds to a state from which no transition
is possible.

Although statement labels have been ignored in the above definition of
rewrite steps and derivations, it is straightforward to extend the definitions
so that -- relates states of the form (p : Seq) where Seq is a sequence of
labeled statements. For example,

((X := 1)a;(Y := b) 2 :p) _-_ ((Y :=b)2 : p[Xý-a])
--+ (empty: p[X:-4a][Yo-+b])
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is a valid derivation. In what follows, we shall implicitly assume that deriva-
tion involve labeled statements.

3.3 Collecting Semantics

The operational semantics described in the previous section defines how
a program is executed. Importantly, given a program P and a starting
environment P0, it defines the environment resulting from the computation
of P starting with p0. That is, the operational semantics can be thought
of as a mapping from a program P into its meaning [P] where [P](po) is
the environment p such that (P: Po) -" (empty: p). Note that [P] is, in
general, a partial function.

However, such a view of the operational semantics does not say anything
about what happens during the execution of the program. For example,
it does not describe the values that a program variable may take during
execution. Such information is clearly central to program analysis. What is
required therefore, is a view of the operational semantics that makes explicit
what happens during program execution. That is, we need to collect the
environments encountered at each point in the program during the program
execution, and this is called a collecting semantics.

The notion of collecting semantics is the starting point of all formal treat-
ments of program analysis. Our collecting semantics is just an explication
of information already implicit in the operational semantics. In essence, the
operational semantics is projected onto the notion of program point. As an
aside, we note that since a collecting semartics describes what happens part
way through a computation (including computatiuns that lead to an error or
do not terminate), a natural semantics style presentation of the operational
semantics [37, 54] would be significantly less convenient than the transition
style system we have employed.

We first establish a notation for referring to points in a program. As
mentioned earlier, we assume that each statement occurrence in a program is
uniquely labeled. Now, with each statement occurrence Stat', we associate
two program points Ta and 4a to respectively indicate the execution states
just before and just after Statr is executed. A collecting interpretation for an
imperative program is an association of a collection of environments to each
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program point. The collecting semantics of an imperative program is the
specific collecting interpretation that associates with each program point
the collection of environments encountered at that point during program
execution.

To see how the collecting semantics may be formalized, first observe that
the execution of a program P starting with environment P0 is completely
characterized by the maximal derivation of the form

(PO: P) -. (P1 : SeqJ) - (P2 :Seq2 ) -" "'" (3.1)

Now, consider collecting the environments for a program point of the form
Ta. That is, we wish to collect all of the environments encountered in the
derivation (3.1) just before statement a is executed. This can be simply
stated as:

{p: (p0 : P) -" (p :Stat';Seq)}.

The collection of environments for a program point Ia is more involved
because first the notion of "just after statement execution" must be for-
malized. To this end, define a reflexive transitive ordering on sequences of
statements: Seql > Seq2 if

Seq1 is of the form Seq;Seq2 for some Seq.

In other words Seq, Ž Seq2 if Seq2 is equal to Seq1 or else Seq2 is a final
subsequence of Seq1 . For example Stat1 ;Stat2 ;Stat3 Ž_ Stat2 ;Stat3 , but
it is not the case that Statl;Stat2 ;Stat3 2_ Statl;Stat2. Also define that
Seql > Seq2 if Seq1 2! Seq2 and Seq1 6 Seq2. Now, suppose that derivation
(3.1) has the form:

(P0 : P) -+' (p. : Stat";Seq) -+ (pn, : Seq,=,) _.i-1 (P,•+s : Seq.+i) --

The transition from state (p,, : Statr; Seq) starts an execution of statement
Stat*. Now, the execution of this statement could be completed in one step
(this is the case, for example, if Stat" is an assignment), and then the state
(p,+I : Seq.+,) is in fact (P,+, : Seq). On the other hand, Statr may take
more than one step to execute (this is the case, for example, if Stat" is a
while-do statement whose condition is satisfied by p,,), and then the state
(p.+1 :Seq.+,) will be such that Seq,+ 1 > Seq. In fact the execution of
Stat" continues while the subsequent states (pn+i :Seq+i) are such that
Seq,,+i > Seq. Two possibilities arise: either (a) Se,+i > Seq for all i,
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and Statr never completes execution, or (b) Seq,+j = Seq for some i 2! 1,
and this means that Statr completes execution when state (p,+i :Seq) is
reached. In case (b), p,+i is an environment encountered just after Stata
has completed execution. So, corresponding to each point Ja, we wish to
collect environments pn+i such that

(Po : P) -1 (p. : Stat*;Seq) "-+j (p.+,: Seq&+j) (3.2)

where Seq,+j is Seq and Seq,+i > Seq for 1 _< i < j. For notational
convenience, we write (P1 : Seql) -'eq (p,, : Seqj) if there exists a deriva-
tion (pl:Seql) -- --. -- (pm:SeqJ) where Seqi > Seq, 1 < i < m.
(We shall also sometimes omit the length of the derivation and just write
(p, : Seql) -"eq (Pmý : Seqr).) Using this notation, the set of environments
defined by (3.2) can be more concisely described as the set of p such that

(Po: P) -*' (p': Stat 0 ;Seq)--: (p: Seq)

To give some intuition about this definition, note that the property
(p' : Stat0 ; Seq) -*se (p: Seq) holds iff there exist environments P2,...,pj-I
and statement sequences Seq2,... Seqj_1 such that

(p': Stat;Seq) - (p2: Seq2;Seq) -+ - 4 . - (pi-i : Seqj-, 1;Seq) -- (p: Seq).

Moreover, from the definition of -- , this is a derivation iff (p': Stat") --

(P2 : Seq2) -~ -. - - (Pi : Seq,. 1) -. (p: empty). Hence (3.2) is equivalent
to the existence of two derivations

(Po : P) -- (p, : Stat*;Seq) and (p. : Stat") --+ (p,+i : empty)

where the first derivation corresponds to execution reaching statement Stata
and the second corresponds to the execution of Stat".

Before presenting the complete collecting semantics, we address the issue
of starting environments. In the operational semantics, it was appropriate
to define program execution from some given starting environment Po. This
was carried over in the above discussion of collecting semantics. However,
when performing analysis of a program, the initial environment may not be
known. This issue may be addressed in a number of ways. First, program
execution could be defined to start in a fixed initial environment (which,
say, maps all variables to nil). Second, programs could be defined to be-
gin with a sequence of assignment statements that initialize all program
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points environments

Ti {afll environments}

11, T2 {[Xi-+a.b.nil, Yi-4v] : for any value v}
12 {[Xi--a.b.nil, Y •+c]j

T3 {[Xi--+a.b.nil, Yi-,c], [Xi.-+b.nil, Yi--4a], [Xt.--nil, Yý--,b]j

T4 {[X •--a.b.nil, Y F-+c], [X •-+b.nil, Y F-+a]}

,[4, 1"5 {[X,-.a.b.nil, Yi-,a], [Xi--b.nil, Y,--,b] }

15 {[XF--b.nil, Yi-a], [X,.-nil, Y,-b]}

13 {[XF-nil, Y,-+b]}

Figure 3.2: Collecting Semantics for Program 2

variables, and then the initial environment is essentially irrelevant. Third,

the collecting semantics could be defined with respect to a set S of start-
ing environments (although note that this introduces the issue of how S
is represented). Fourth, collecting semantics could be defined to be the
environments encountered over executions from all possible starting envi-
ronments. Of these four possibilities, the last two are the most reasonable.
For simplicity, we choose the last one, although note that the definitions
and algorithms presented in this thesis can easily be adapted to deal with
the third possibility if S is represented using regular tree grammars (see
Section 7.1). The collecting semantics of an imperative program P can now
be presented.

Definition 1 The collecting semantics CSp of an imperative program P is
the mapping:

a t { p: 3po st p:P p tt;e~

jot "-+ {p: 3po s.t. (Po: P) (p': Stat';Seq)-*seq (p: Seq)} [

Figure 3.2 presents the collecting semantics for Program 2 (see Figure 3.1).

A definition of collecting semantics is the starting point of program anal-
ysis. In particular it provides the primary definition of correctness: an (ap-
proximate) analysis is correct if it yields a conservative approximation of
the collecting semantics. In other words, an analysis is correct if, for each
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program point, the set of environments described by the analysis for that
point is a superset of the set of environments described by the collecting
semantics. However, this definition of correctness provides little insight into
how program analysis might be performed. We therefore present an alter-
native definition of collecting semantics that provides a more concrete basis
for computing information about the collecting semantics.

3.4 Environment Constraints

In essence, environment constraints characterize the collecting semantics of
a program by capturing a notion of "local consistency" between the col-
lections of environments associated with neighboring program points. We
begin by defining the general form and interpretation of the constraints used.
The following definitions are made in the context of a program P. An en-
vironment variable is a variable that ranges over sets of environments, and
shall be denoted by the symbol T. For each program point p, there is a dis-
tinguished environment variable denoted q', whose purpose is to describe
the environments corresponding to point p. An environment ezpression is
either an environment variable or an expression of the form T, 1@[X 1--* t]
or T[cond], where T is an environment variable, X is a program variable, t
is a program term and cond is a program condition. Informally, T denotes
all environments, 41[X '-+ t] is used to model assignment statements and
T[cond] is used to model if-then and while-do statements. An environ-
ment constraint is of the form 4P _ ee where ' is an environment variable
and ee is an environment expression.

The meaning of environment expressions and constraints is defined in the
context of an interpretation I that maps each environment variable into a set
of environments. Such a mapping I is extended to map from environment
expressions into sets of environments as follows:

Y 7(T) = {all environments}.

1 ('@P[X -+ t]) = {p[X,-,p(t)]: p E e} where 0 is {p E I(%): p t> t}.

* I(Q[cond]) = {p E 0 : p - cond} where 0 is {p E I(*): p > cond}.

An interpretation I is a model of a collection of environment constraints if,
for each constraint % D ee in the collection, I(*) ;2 T(ee). Interpretations of
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environment constraints are ordered componentwise: I C I' if 1(19) _ I'(%P)
for all environment variables 19.

Now, corresponding to an imperative program P, we construct envi-
ronment constraints to capture the local consistency conditions between
neighboring points in the program.

Definition 2 The environment constraints XCp corresponding to an imper-

ative program P consist of the following collections of constraints:

a) ITI D T;

b) qITT D 4110 if Stat0 and Stat0 are consecutive statements in P;

c) 10'a _ 9T*[XFt] for each Statr in P of the form X :=t;

d) D @T1['•[cnd] for each Stat0 in P of the form
d) 100 2 IT [-,cond] ( if cond then 'Seqr;

e) D/' _IFIT [cond] for each Stat0 in P of the form
e)V 2 TT*[.cond] while cond do OSeq;

Before giving a formal statement of the correctness of these constraints, we
shall first provide some motivation for their construction. The constraint
in (a) corresponds to the adopted convention that programs start in an
arbitrary environment. The constraint in (b) expresses a simple containment
relationship for consecutive statements. The constraints in (c), (d) and
(e) correspond to assignment, conditional and iterative statements in the
program.

For example, consider again Program 2 from Figure 3.1. The constraint
corresponding to the statement X := car(L) is jf14 p ¢J[X4 --consjj(L)],

denoting that 914 contains the environments from 'PT4 after they are mod-
ified to map X into the value of car(X). The complete collection of envi-
ronment constraints for this program appears in figure 3.3.

Environment constraints are stated as set containment relationships in-
stead of set equalities because containment leads to a much more flexible
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D1 _ T[LP--a.b.nil]

p12 D #11
1. L:= cons(a,cons(b, nil)); *12 @ l[xý.c]
2. X := ec; *T3 D It12

3. while (matchC.,A(L)) do fT3 D 1@s
4. X := car(L); qvT4_ ;? T3[match,.,,(L)]

5. L := cdr(L); *14 D *T4 [[X-+cons-(L)]

V;S _# 14

4016 vpTS[L,..,cons-1(L)]
*13 _vpT3[-•match.o,•(L)]

Figure 3.3: Program 2 and Its Environment Constraints

definition. In particular, the use of containment leads to a very weak notion
of local consistency, and so it admits the possibility of models of the con-
straints in which the environments associated to a program points may be
larger than necessary. In doing so, it allows approximations of the collecting
semantics to be models of the environment constraints. The use of equality
would essentially exclude this possibility.

Importantly, the environment constraints CCp of a program P possess a
least model, denoted lm(XCp). This follows from corollary 4 in Appendix
I, noting that the operators of the environment constraint calculus - that
is the constant T and the postfix operators [X+t] and [cond] - are all
monotonic operators over sets of environments. This least model provides
an alternative definition of collecting semantics.

Theorem 1 (Environment Constraint Correctness)
The collecting semantics of an imperative program P maps any program
point y into lm(0Cp)('"). 1

The proof of this theorem is developed in the next section. It is rather
lengthy and tedious and is included mainly for the sake of completeness.
Note that many accounts of program analysis in the literature simply start
with an equational version of the collecting semantics, and so the step of
proving the equivalence of the collecting semantics induced by an underlying
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operational semantics and the equational version of the collecting semantics
is effectively bypassed. However, we believe that an operational semantics
version of the collecting semantics is a more appropriate starting point for
program analysis, and so the issue of proving the equivalence of the two
formulations of collecting semantics must be addressed.

3.5 Environment Constraint Correctness

We begin with some initial properties of the operational semantics of im-
perative programs. The following two propositions are simple observations
about the definition of -+. The first describes the ways in which a derivation
step can change the sequence of statements in a state. The second shows
that a statement must appear at the front of the statement sequence before
it can be removed.

Proposition 1 If (P8 : Seq.) -" (pb : Seqb) then either

(a) Seq0 = Stat;Seqb for some statement Stat,

(b) Seqb = Seq;tail(Seq.) and first(Seq.) is a statement of the form
if cond then Seq such that p. t> cond and p. ý= cond, or

(c) Seqb = Seq;Seq. and first(Seq,) is a statement of the form
while cond do Seq such that p. t> cond and pa 1 cond. 0

Proposition 2 If (po: Seq0 ) -+ (P, : Seqj) -* "'" -" (P, : Seqn) such that
Seq0 > Seq and Seqxn Seq then, for some k < n, Seq, = Seq.

Proof: Proposition 1 implies that if (p. : Seq.) -+ (pb : Seqb) and Seq. > Seq
then Seqb > Seq. Consider applying this fact to the first step (Po : Seqo) -
(P, : Seqj) in the above derivation. Since SeqA > Seq, the fact implies that
Seq, Ž_ Seq. Hence, either Seq, > Seq or Seq, = Seq. In the latter case the
proposition is proved. In the former case, the fact can be applied again, this
time to the step (PI : Seql) -' (P2: Seq2). Repeating this argument proves
that either there is a k such that Seqk = Seq, or else Seq, > Seq. Since it
is assumed that Seq, $ Seq, the proposition is proved. 0
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The next two propositions deal with statements Stat that are either
if-then or while-do statements. They prove that the last statement in
the body of such a statement Stat can only be introduced by an execution
of Stat. These propositions provide an important connection between the
environments encountered after execution of the last statement in the body
of Stat and the environments encountered after the execution of Stat itself.

Proposition 3 Let Statr be if cond then Seq and let last(Seq) be Stat0 .

If (P0 F P) ..-* (p: StatO;Seq') then there exists an environment p' such that
p' > cond, p' ý= cond and

(po: P) --* (p': Stat ;Seq') -*, p: Stat0 ;Seq'.

Proof: If (Po : P) "** (p: Stat0 ; Seq') then there exists a derivation of the
form

(Po: Seq0 ) -* (PI : SeqI) -* -- (p_ : Seq• 1 ) -` (p- : Seqn)

where (Po: Seqo) is (po: P) and (p,: Seqn) is (p: StatO;Seq'). Now, pick the
largest i such that Seqi ý Seqn. Such an i exists because Seqo (which is just
P) cannot be of the form Seq. ;Stat 0 ;Seqb, and so Seqo ý Seqn. Also i is less
than n because Seq, > Seq.. By construction, Seqi ý Seq. and Seqi+1 >
Seqn. Hence the ith step in the derivation must introduce the statement
Stat0 . From Proposition 1, the only statement that could introduce Stat0

is Stat*. Hence first(Seqi) must be Stat*, pi = Pi+i, pi I> cond, pi 1= cond
and Seqi+l = Seq; rest(Seqi). Moreover, since Seqj _> Seqn, i < j _< n, and
Seqn is StatO;Seq', it must be the case that Seqj > Seq', i < j _< n. In
summary:

(po: Seqo) -* (p,: Stat;'Seq') -. (p, Seq;Seq') -+*Se, (p: Stat ;Seq').
0

Proposition 4 Let Stat* be while cond do Seq and let last(Seq) be Stat0 .

If (Po : P) -. * (p: StatO;Seq') then first(Seq') is Stat* and there exists an
environment p' such that p' L> cond, p' ý= cond and

(po : P) -* (': Seq') -. * (p: StatO;Seq').
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Proof: The proof similar to Proposition 3. Again, the assumptions of the
proposition imply the existence of a derivation of the form

(po: Seqo) -4 (p1: Seqj) - .. .* - (p._I : Seq._I) -• (p. : Seq.)

where (p0 : Seq0 ) is (P0: P) and (p,: Seq,,) is (p: Statr,;Seq'). Pick the
largest i such that Seqj ý Seq,. By construction, Seqj X Seq. and Seqi+l 2
Seqn. Hence the itA step in the derivation must introduce the statement
Stat0 . From proposition 1, it follows that first(Seqj) is Stata, pi = pi+,
pi t> cond, Pi k cond and Seqj+1 = Seq;Seqj. In summary:

(Po: Seq0 ) -* (p, : Seqj) - (p, : Seq;Seqj) -* (p: Stat0; Seq').

Now, since Seqi ý (Stat0 ;Seq') and (Seq;Seqj) > (Stat0 ;Seq'), it follows
that Seq must be of the form Seqa ;Seqb such that Seqb;Seqi = StatO;Seq'
where Seqb is not empty. Since Stat0 is the last element in Seq (and occurs
no where else in Seq), it follows that Seqb is Stat0 . Hence Seqj = Seq', and
the proposition is proved. 0'

Proposition 5 Let Stat* and Statr appear as consecutive statements in P.
If (PO: P) -* (P: Seqa;Statr;Seqb) then first(Seqb) = Stato.

Proof: From the definition of consecutive statement, it must be the case

that either P or the body of some statement in P is of the form

Seq ;Stata ;Stat0 ;Seq2.

Since each statement in P has a unique label, it follows that if P or the body
of some statement in P is of the form Seq. ;Stata ;Seqb, then first(Seqb) must
be Stat06. Using this observation, the proposition can be established by a
simple induction argument on the length of derivations. In the base case of
a length 0 derivation, the sequence Seq6 ;Stata;Seqb is just P, and so it is
immediate that first(Seqb) is Start.

Now suppose that the proposition holds for (p0 : P) -- (p,: Seq,), and
suppose that

(po: P) -_ (p- : Seq,) -• (Pn+ : Seqn+l).

Consider the three cases of (Pn : Seq.) -4 (Pn+1 : Seq,•+ 1) outlined in Propo-
sition 1. In case (a), Seqn = (Stat;Seqn+1 ), and so if Seqn+1 is of the form
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Seq. ; Stat0 ; Seqb then Seq. is Stat; Seq. ; Stat0 ; Seqb, and so first(Seqb) =

Stat, follows directly from the induction hypothesis. In cases (b) and (c),
Seq,+ 1 is Seq;Seq, I where Seq is the body of an if-then or while-do
statement and Seqn+1 is either rest(Seqj) or Seqn. Now, if Seqn+. is of
the form Seq.;Stat0 ;Seqb there are three possibilities: either (i) Seq =
Seq.;SStat0 ;first(Seqb);Seq' for some Seq', (ii) Seq = Seq.;Stat0 or (iii)
Seq,•+ = Seq1 ;Stat*;Seqb for some Seq. In case (i), first(Seq6) is Statr0

because Seq is the body of some statement in P. In case (ii), Statr is the
last statement in Seq, which implies that State and Statr/ cannot be con-
secutive statements in P, and so this case is not possible. In case (iii),
Seq'; Stat ; Seqb is a subsequence of Seq,, and so the fact that first(Seqb) is
Stat0 follows from the induction hypothesis. fl

Now, the collecting semantics of a program P can be thought of as an in-
terpretation of the environment constraints £Cp. Specifically, let 7Z, denote
the interpretation that maps It" into the set of environments associated with
js in the collecting semantics. Importantly, I, is not only an interpretation
of £Cp, but it is also a model of XCp.

Lemma 1 I-, is a model of XCp.

Proof: Consider each possible form of constraint in WCp in turn. First,
consider a constraint of the form TT1 D T. Such a constraint is trivially
satisfied since h.('P 1) contains all environments, since the collecting se-
mantics is defined to be the collections of environments encountered when
the program is started in an arbitrary environment.

Second, consider a constraint of the form T TOD *t . Such a constraint
is present in the environment constraints of P if Stat0 and Stat/0 are con-
secutive statements of P. Suppose that p E Ic.(•0). Then by definition,
there exists an environment po such that (po: P) -* (p': Stat0 ; Seq) --+*

(p: Seq). By Proposition 5, the first statement of Seq must be Stat06, and
hence p E IQ,( t')

Third, consider a constraint of the form %Pl* D IFlT[Xýt], correspond-
ing to a statement Stat0 of the form X :=t. Now, suppose that p E
h.,(fT0[X,,t]). Then, there is an environment p' such that p' E I,(1 ),
p' L> t and p is p'[Xp-+v] where v is p'(t). Hence (po : P) -""* (p': Stat0 ;Seq)
and (p': Stat ; Seq) --, (p : Seq). Combining these two facts proves that
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(Po: P) -"* (p': Stat';Seq) -- (p: Seq) and so p E :TC8(Va).

Fourth, consider a constraint of the form •TId _D •al[cond], correspond-
ing to a statement Stata of the form if cond then 'Seqe. Now, suppose that
p E 7ý,(*Ta[cond]). Then p E Z=,(' t0 ), p I> cond and p 1= cond. Hence
(Po : P) -* (p: Seq;Seq') and so p E :4 ,(%ITO) since the first statement in
Seq is Stat0 .

Fifth, consider a constraint of the form 0'f _D 1To[-,cond], correspond-
ing to a statement Statr of the form if cond then OSeq". Suppose that
p E z,('FTQ[-,cond]). This implies that p E Tc.(T"T), p t> -'cond and
p ý= -cond, and hence (P0 : P) --+* (p: Stato;Seq') --+ (p: Seq') and it im-
mediately follows that p E

Sixth, consider a constraint of the form 1l-o _D V"-', corresponding to a
statement Statr of the form if cond then OSeq". Suppose that p E
Hence (P0 : P) --** (p': Stat" ;Seq') "-* , (p : Seq'). Applying Proposition 3
to (Po: P) -** (p': Stat";Seq') proves that there exists an environment p"
such that

(p : P) -*(p" : Stat* ;Seq' --*•, (p' :Stat7 ;Seq').

It follows that (p0 : P) --** (p" : Statr; Seq') - (p : Seq'), and this implies

that p E 1.(411.).

Seventh, consider a constraint of the form iT*l _D 01d corresponding
to a statement Statr of the form while cond do OSeq". Suppose that
p E Z,(•I'4 ). Then (po: P) -* (p': Stat";Seq) --**, (p: Seq'). Apply-
ing Proposition 4 to (Po : P) --.* (p': Stat"; Seq') proves that there exists an
environment p" such that

(Po: P) -" (p" : Seq') -* (p': Stat'; Seq'),

and that the first statement of Seq' is Stat0 . Combining this with the fact
that (p': Stat"; Seq') ---* (p : Seq') proves that p E 1,(tT*).

Eighth, consider a constraint of the form IT' D 1IT0[cond], correspond-
ing to a statement Statr of the form while cond do OSeq". Suppose that
p E Ic.(IFT[cond]). This implies that p E [. (IFT*), p C> cond and p • cond.
Hence there is a derivation (P0 : P) --+* (p : Seq') such that the first state-
ment of Seq' is Statr. Combining this with (p : Seq') --+ (p: Seq; Seq') proves
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that p E I.,( 1I#).

Finally, consider a constraint of the form $If-' D T T*[-cond] correspond-
ing to a statement Stat" of the form while cond do OSeqe. Suppose that
p E 1c.(I@[c'[{cond]). This implies that p E Z=(•l), p 1> -cond and p 1=
-'cond. Hence there is a derivation (P0 P) -- * (,o: Stat0 ;Seq') -- (p: Seq')
and so p E Ic('I'). In summary then, we have show that 1•, the col-
lecting semantics of P, is a model of each of the constraints in £Cp, the
environment constraints of P. []

We now complete the proof that 1, corresponds to the collecting seman-
tics by showing that any model of the environment constraints must contain
1.,. We begin by showing an important correspondence between the sets of
environments associated to points before and after program statements in
any model of the environments constraints.

Proposition 6 Let I be a model of the environment constraints for P. If
(po: p) -,n (p : Seq.;Stat";StatO;Seqb) then I satisfies 1110 D Tic.

Proof: The proof is by induction on n. If n = 0, then (po : P) -n

(p: Seq.;Stat*;Stat0 ;Seqb) implies that Seq.;Stat*;Stat0 ;Seqb is P, and

so Stat0 and StatO must be consecutive statements in P. Hence the envi-
ronment constraints for P include the constraint TT .D •Ti.

Now, suppose that the proposition holds for n and consider the case of
n + 1. If (po: P) --_n+' (p: Seq.;Stata;StatA5;Seqb) then there exists a state
(Pn : Seq,) such that

(P0: P) -n (Pn4 : Seqn) - (p: Seq.;Stat*;Statr8;Seqb6

Now, if Seqn is of the form Seq'a;Stat0 ;Stat0 ;Seq' then the proposition
follows from immediately from the induction hypothesis. If Seq,, is not of
this form, then the first statement of Seqn must be an if-then or while-do
statement whose condition is satisfied by p,, and whose body introduces one
or both of the statements Statr and Stat0 . If first(Seq.) introduces both
statements, then Stat* and Stat0 are again consecutive statements in P,
and so 'TO D 00$ is a constraint in the environment constraints of P.
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On the other hand, if first(Seq,) introduces only one of Stat' and Stat3 ,
then it must be the case that Stat" is the last statement in the body
of first(Seq,.). If first(Seqj) is an if-then statement, then (Po :P) -. ,•+*
(pn+, : Seq.+l) implies that

(Po .P) -1,(p Stat'; Stat0 ; Seq) -. (p,,: Seq'; Stat" ; Stat0l; Seq)

where the body of Stat" is Seq';Stat*. Now, on applying the induction hy-
pothesis to Statr" and Statr, we have that I satisfies 100 D 101. Moreover,
the environment constraints corresponding to Stary contain the constraint
*1 _D Tic. It follows that I must satisfy TTO D 1@1.

If first(Seqn) is a while-do statement, then (Po: P) --"* (Pn+1 : Seqn+1 )
implies that

(pa: p) -,n (pw2.: Stat0 ; Seq) -~ (pi4+1 Seq' ;Stat ; Stat0 ; seq)

where the body of Stat0 is Seq';Stat". This implies that the environment
constraints contain 'TO _D *01 . []

Lemma 2 2ý is smaller than any model of (Cp.

Proof: To prove the lemma, we need to show that if 7 is a model of CCp
then

1(1@) _ Z.() for all program points p.

To prove this, it suffices to show the following two properties

(i) If (Po:P) --,, (p: Stat";Seq) then p E I(IT").

(ii) If (Po p) _,-n (p': Stat';Seq) -*.eq (p: Seq) then p E T(Qfi).

where m > 0 and 1 < n < m. These two properties shall be proved simulta-
neously by induction. The primary induction shall be m, with a secondary
induction on n. In the base case of m = 0, (i) reduces to Po E 1(@T'), and
this is trivially true since I satisfies T1 1 D T. On the other hand, (ii) is
vacuously true since its preconditions cannot be met unless m > 1.

Now, suppose that for some m', (i) and (ii) hold for all m < m', and we
seek proofs of (i) and (ii) when m = m'. First consider (ii). The proof for
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this case employs a secondary induction on n. In the base case of n = 1, the
assumptions of (ii) reduce to

(po: P) - ' (p': Stat ;Seq) -- (p: Seq).

From part (i) of the induction hypothesis, p' E 2(IlT). Now, Stat' must
either an assignment statement, or an if-then or while-do statement whose
condition is not satisfied by p'. If the first case, let the statement be X := t.
This means that p' Ct4 and p is p'[Xý-+v] where v is p'(t). Now, j must satisfy
the constraint If1 _D 1I0a[Xý-+t], and hence combining this with p' E 2Q(¢lI)
proves that p E IT('id). On the other hand, if Stat' is an if-then or while-
do statement whose condition is not satisfied by p', then since 2I must satisfy
I1'l D 'II[-'cond], it is again immediate that p = p' E ~I( 4 0).

Now suppose that, for some n' > 1, (ii) holds when m = m' and n < n',
and assume that

(po : F) ._ '-,v (p': Stat*;Seq) (S e

Again, part (i) of the induction hypothesis implies that p' E I(I*T). Now,
since n' > 1, the statement State must be an if-then or while-do statement
whose condition is satisfied by p'. Hence, it must either be the case that

(p': Stat*;Seq) -- (p': Seq';Seq) s' (p: Seq) or
(p': Stat ; Seq) - (p': Seq' ;Stat ; Seq) se p Sq

where Seq' is the body of Stata. Consider these two possibilities in turn. In
the first case, let Stat0 is the last statement in Seq. Proposition 2 implies
that there exists an environment p" and integers j 2! 0 and k > 1 such that
j + k = n'- 1 and

(p': Seq'; Seq) -- j (P" : StatO3;Seq) --+se p:eq).

This implies that

(P0 : p) ,'-k (p,":Stat0;Seq) --+' (p: Seq).

Since k < n', part (ii) of the induction hypothesis implies that p E I(*$0).
Now, I satisfies the constraint 1@1 D i1@uO, and this proves that p E

On the other hand, if the derivation has the second form, then proposi-
tion 2 can again be applied, this time to show that there exists an environ-
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ment p" and integers j > 0 and k > 1 such that j + k = n' - 1 and

(p': Seq1';Stat";Seq) -. (p": Stata';Seq) -•e4 (p: Seq)

This implies that

(Po: P) -+'-k (p": Stat';Seq) -k*s, (p: Seq).

Since k < n', part (ii) of the induction hypothesis implies that p E I(TI*).

It remains to prove the inductive case for (i). Assume that (po : P) __"
(p: Stata;Seq). Since m' > 1, there exist p', StatO and Seq' such that

(PO: P) ..+'-1 (pI: StatO;Seq') -. (p :Stat;Seq).

Now, consider the cases of Stat0 . If Stat0 is an assignment statement or an
if-then or while-do statement whose condition is not satisfied by p, then
Seq' must be Stata;Seq, and

(PO: P) ._+M'-1 (P I: Stat0 ;Stat";Seq) -- (p: State;Seq).

Now, (ii) has just been proved in the case where m = m', and so p E
Z(1@10). Furthermore, Proposition 6 proves that Z(T'I) _ 1(1@10). Hence

On the other hand, if StatO is an if-then or while-do statement whose
condition is satisfied by p', then Stata must be the first statement ap-
pearing in the body of Stat0 . Hence the environment constraints contain
,T* _D %TO• Moreover, (i) can be applied to the derivation (Po : P) --. '*-

(p':Stat0;Seq') to prove that p E 1(411t ), and so p = p' E 1(QI Ta). This

completes the induction argument for (i), and thus completes the proof of
the lemma. [0

Theorem 2 The collecting semantics Zý, of an imperative program P is the
least model of the environment constraints for P.

Proof: Prom Lemma 1, I• is a model of the environment constraints for
P. From Lemma 2, 2", is smaller than all other models of the environment
constraints. It follows that -T,, is exactly the least model of the environment
constraints. [0
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Chapter 4

Logic Programs

This chapter presents the background definitions on operational and collect-
ing semantics for logic programs. Three different semantics are considered:
top-down execution using the PROLOG left-to-right atom selection strategy,
top-down execution using a non-deterministic atom selection strategy (for
modeling certain aspects of parallel execution), and bottom-up execution.
Corresponding to each operational semantics, a collecting semantics is given.
In essence, this involves defining an appropriate notion of program point for
the operational semantics, and then collecting information about program
executions for each program point. The core part of the chapter deals with
constraint based formulations of the collecting semantics. These formula-
tions are similar in nature to equational formulations of collecting semantics
used in other works on logic program analysis. One difference is that we
use constraints instead of equations, and this leads to a more general and
flexible framework.

57
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4.1 Logic Programs

We begin with some preliminary definitions about logic programs. Let E
denote a set of function symbols, let H denote the set of predicate symbols
and let VAR be a denumerable set of program variables. It is assumed that
E, H and VAR. are disjoint. Each function symbol f E E and each predicate
symbol p E II is assumed to have a unique arity. A function symbol of arity
0 is called a constant.

A (logic program) term is either a program variable from VAR, or of the
form f(t 1 ,... ,tn) where n > 0, f is a function symbol from E with arity
n, and each ti is a term. An atom is of the form p(tl,... ,t,) where n > 0,
p is a predicate symbol from H with arity n, and each ti is a term. Atoms
shall be denoted by A, B or C. A rule is of the form Ao*--A 1,... , An where
each Ai is an atom. The atom Ao is called the head of the rule and the
sequence A1,...,An is called the body of the rule. Each Ai, i > 1 is called
a body atom. In the case where n = 0, the rule is called a fact. Rules shall
be denoted by R. A term, atom or rule is ground if it does not contain any
program variables.

A logic program P is a finite set of rules. Each rule in a program P is
labeled with a unique integer, called a rule label. Likewise each body atom in
P is labeled with a unique integer called a body atom label. We again denote
labels by a, P, 7 (possibly subscripted). Writing R* E P indicates that the
rule R appears in P with label a. We say that the rule in P with label
ais Ao4-A',...,A n if the rule Rc' E P has head A0 , body A1,...,An
and body atom labels al,... , an. Similarly we say that the body of R* is
A*',..., An if the body of R' E P is A 1,..., A and the labels of these
body atoms are ai,... ,a,n respectively. A' is a body atom in P if a is a
body atom label and A is the body atom that appears in P with label a.
A' is a head atom in P if a is a rule label and the head of the rule R' E P
is A.

A substitution 0 is a mapping from VARl into terms. Note that this defini-
tion is somewhat non-standard. In the literature, substitution 0 is typically
required to satisfy O(X) = X for all but a finite number of variables. How-
ever, for our purposes it is convenient to drop this restriction. Substitutions
shall be written in prefix notation. For example the result of applying 0 to
X shall be written as 9(X). A substitution 0 can be extended to map from
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terms, (or atoms or rules) into terms (or atoms or rules, respectively) in the
usual way:

0 f(ti...t. = V f((tl),...,O(t).

A renaming is a substitution that is a bijection on VAR. If 0 is a renaming,
then 0-1 denotes the substitution that maps O(X) into X for all variables
X.

An environment (or valuation) p is a substitution such that, for each
variable X E VAR, p(X) is a ground term (or value). Although "valuation"
is the more standard terminology in the context of logic programs, we use
"environment" to maintain consistency with previous definitions. If p is an
environment and exp is term, atom or rule, then p(ezp) is a ground instance
of ezp. If p is an environment and 0 is a renaming substitution, then p o 0
denotes the environment that maps X into p(O(X)) for all program variables
X.

An equation is of the form s = t where s and t are both terms or both
atoms. An equation conjunction E is a finite collection of equations, and is
written in the form s, = tl A... A sn = tn (the empty conjunction is denoted
by true). An environment p satisfies an equation s = t if p(s) and p(t) are
identical ground terms or atoms. An environment p satisfies an equation
conjunction if it satisfies each equation in the conjunction. We write p 1= E
to denote that p satisfies E.

Two atoms A and B are unifiable if A = B is satisfiable. A and B are
compatible if A and O(B) are unifiable for some renaming substitution 0. For
example, p(X) and p(f(X)) are compatible but not unifiable. Compatibil-
ity corresponds to unifiability where renaming can be performed to avoid
variable name dashes. Where expl,..., ezpn, n > 1, is a sequence of terms,
atoms, rules or equation conjunctions var(ezpl,... , ezp,) denotes the set of
all program variables that appear in ezp1,... , ezpn.

4.2 Operational Semantics

We now present three different operational semantics for logic programs -
the first two are top-down semantics, and the last is a bottom-up semantics.
The motivation for presenting more than one operational semantics for logic
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programs is twofold. First, by using a variety of operational models, we are
better able to illustrate the process of constructing environment constraints
(and, subsequently, set constraints) from a program. Second, it provides
some evidence to support the wider claim that set based analysis is a general
methodology for analyzing programs and is not tied to a particular notion
of operational semantics. We begin with the top-down definition.

We begin by describing the two top-down semantics. First, define that
a goal is of the form +-A1,... ,An, n > 1, where each Ai is an atom. Now,
given such a goal, the usual definition of logic program execution involves re-
peatedly reducing this goal using the rules of the program. Informally, this
process can be described as follows: given a goal Go, a sequence of goals
Go, G1,... is defined such that each goal Gi+1 in the sequence is obtained
from its predecessor Gi by selecting an atom A from Gi and a (renamed)
rule Boi-B1 ,...,B, from P, unifying A and B0 to obtain a unifier 0, re-
placing A in Gi by B1,...,Br, and then applying 9 to the result. We shall
instead adopt a CLP style formulation of program semantics [28]. This is
done for two reasons. First, it simplifies certain aspects of the presentation,
and second, it leads to a more general formulation that is directly applicable
to other CLP languages. The main difference in the CLP approach is that
to notion of unification is replaced by equations (and, more generally, con-
straints), and the notion of goal is generalized to include two components
- an equation conjunction and a sequence of atoms. We now present the
details.

An atom selection function is a function that maps any sequence of
atoms A1,..., An into an index i, 1 < i < n. We say that Ai is selected
from A1,..., An and refer to Ai as the selected atom. A (top-down) state is
of tiue form (E : G) where E is a satisfiable equation conjunction and G is a
sequence of atoms (the empty sequence of atoms is denoted by empty). The
top-down operational semantics is defined using a rewrite relation between
statrýs. Specifically, in the context of some atom selection function, there is
a derivation step (E: G) --- ' (E' : G') if

(i) G is A1,... ,Am and the atom selection function maps G into i;

(ii) the rule with label a in P has of the form B0e--B1,. .. ,B,;

(iii) 0 is a renaming substitution such that var(V(R)) n var(E, G) =

(iv) G' is A,,... ,A.- 1,O(BI),. .. ,O(Br),Ai+l,... ,Am, and
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(v) E' is E A (A, = O(Bo)).

Note that, by definition of states, the equation conjunction E A (A = O(Bo))
must be satisfiable, and this implicitly requires that A and O(Bo) be unifi-
able.

A derivation D is a sequence of derivations steps of the form

( E : o (E , :a l) " " 02 -02>.. n n- > (E .: G ,O

We say that D is a derivation from (Eo : Go) to (E. : GO). Note that some
works on logic programming semantics define derivations to be maximal
(finite or infinite) sequences of derivation steps. However, for our purposes
it is more convenience to use finite derivations and to omit the requirement
of maximality. In particular this means that any subsequence of the steps
in a derivation is also a derivation.

The meaning of a program P is defined using the successful derivations,
which are the derivations that end in a state of the form (E: empty). Specif-
ically, a program P defines a function [] p that maps goals --G into sets
of equation conjunctions as follows:

[-G]p d__ {E : there is a derivation from (true : G) to (E : empty)}.

By varying the atom selection function in the above definitions, different
operational semantics are obtained. If the selection function always selects
the leftmost atom from a sequence, then the usual PROLOG style left-to-right
semantics is obtained. To illustrate this selection function, consider the logic
program and goal in Figure 4.1. Consider the following derivation (in which
subscripts on derivation steps have been omitted for clarity) starting from
the state (true: +.-p(X))

(true : p(X)) -+ (E1 : q(Y), r(Y)) --* (E2 : r(Y)) -- (E 3 : empty)

where E1, E2 and E 3 are given by

E, : (p(X) = p(Y)).
E2 : (p(X) = p(Y) A q(Y) = q(b)).
E3 : (p(X) = p(Y) A q(Y) = q(b) A r(Y) = r(b)).

This derivation is a maximal, and is in fact the only maximal derivation
for (true : 4--p(X)), modulo variable renaming. Now, consider a selection
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--p(X).
p(Y).-q(Y),r(Y).

q(b).

r(a).

r(b).

Figure 4.1: Program 7

function that chooses an atom non-deterministically. Using such a selection
function, there are two additional maximal derivations from (true p(X)):

(true p(X)) -- (El q(Y), r(Y)) - (E2: q(Y)), and

(true p(X)) -- (El q(Y), r(Y)) -- (E2: q(Y)) -- (E 3 : empty)

where E2 and E2" are given by

E2': (p(X) = p(Y) A r(Y) = r(a)).

E2': (p(X) = p(Y) A r(Y) = r(b)).

We refer to the semantics induced by this non-deterministic atom selection
as the interleaving semantics since it allows arbitrary interleaving of the solv-
ing of atoms. Although this semantics is still sequential in nature, it does
capture the essence of certain aspects of parallel execution since it makes no
commitment to the order in which atoms are selected. In doing so, it pro-
vides a basis for illustrating how set based analysis might be used to analyze
parallel logic programs, without having to deal with the specific details of a
parallel logic programming language. The development of collecting seman-
tics and environment constraints shall use these two top-down semantics,
although it is possible to accommodate other atom selection functions.

We now present the third operational semantics for logic programs. A
(bottom-up) state is of the form (E : A) where E is a satisfiable equation con-
junction and A is an atom. Such a state is bottom-up derivable if, for some
n > 0, there is a rule R of the form A+-Al,... ,A. in P, renaming substi-
tutions e1, ... , 8,, and bottom-up derivable states (El : B1),..., (E, : B.)
such that

9 var(R), var(ei(Ei),Oi(B1)), ... , var(8,9(En),6,(B,)) are all disjoint
sets, and
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* E is (At = e1(B1)) A 01(E1) A ... A (A. = #.(B.)) A e0(E.).

Thus, for example, if P is the program consisting of p(a) and q(X)--p(X)
then (true: p(a)) and (X = a: q(X)) are both bottom-up derivable states.

As before, the meaning of a program P is defined as a mapping I- I
from goals into equation conjunctions. Specifically, each goal +-A1,..., A,
is mapped into:

A ..._A : arebottom-up

A. = 0,(BE) A 0.(E.) derivable

where the e1,..., e, are renaming substitutions such that the sets var(R),

var (01 (El),01 (B1)) I ... ,I var (0,(E 0,e (B,,)) are all disjoint.

We now compare our definition of bottom-up semantics with the more
usual definition of bottom-up semantics that is based on the Tp function.
The Tp function maps from and into sets of ground atoms and can be defined
as follows:

Tv(S) p(Ao) : Ao..Ai,...,AnisaruleinP}Tp(S) -p(A0) : and p(Ai) E S, i -- 1..n "

In essence, given a set S of "assumptions", Tp(S) is the set of consequences
that are derivable in one step using P. Hence Tp is often called the immediate
consequence operator. Now, Tp is a continuous function, and hence it has a
least fixed point, denoted lfp(Tp), which can be computed as the limit of the
sequence {},Tp({}),Tp(Tp({})),.... One of the main results of the standard
semantics of logic programs is that, given a program P, the set of successful
ground atoms, the least fixed point of Tp and the least Herbrand model of
P all coincide (see [7, 41]).

Our definition of bottom-up semantics is more operational in nature. It
is structured in a way that emphasizes similarities with the top-down opera-
tional semantics. This includes using equations (as opposed to using ground
atoms) and defining program semantics as a mapping from the program
goals into equations (as opposed to defining program semantics as a set of
ground atoms). A formal correspondence between our bottom-up seman-
tics and the T. semantics appears in the discussion following Lemma 6 on
page 99. However these differences between the two are not fundamental in
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T(X)4-p(X), q(X).
p~ffa)).
p(f(b)).

p(g(a)).
q(f(Z)).
q(g&a)).

Figure 4.2: Program 8

nature.

Note that the definition of bottom-up derivable is closely related to the
variation of the Tp function due to Jaffar and Lassez [28], which can be
described as follows. Let I be a set of goals and defined Tp(T) to be

1<i~~n and (Ei: Bi) E 1, 1: i<n

such that each e, is renaming substitutions and the sets var(Ao,... ,
var(81(E1),Oi(B 1 )), ... , var(O,.(El),ef(B,,)) are all disjoint. The least
fixed point of this function is exactly the set of bottom-up derivable states.

4.3 Comparison of Operational Semantics

To illustrate the differences between the three definitions of operational se-
mantics, consider the logic program and goal in Figure 4.2. The three def-
initions of semantics given in the previous section are all equivalent in the
sense that the equation conjunctions collected for each goal are equivalent.
For goal indicated ,-r(f(U)), they all give the following set of equation
conjunctions (after simplifying r(f(U)) = r(X) into f(U) = X, etc.).

(f(U)-=XA X-=f(a)A X-=f(Z),

f(U)= X A X fb) AX = (Z)I

However the definitions differ in how this set is obtained, and this has im-
portant consequences for the corresponding collecting semantics as well as
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for approximation of these semantics. For example, the following is a valid
derivation in the top-down interleaving semantics

(true: r(f(U))) -, (f(U) = X :p(X),q(X))
-* (f(U)= X ^X =f(Z):p(X))
-+ (f(U) = X A X =f(Z) A X = f(a): empty)

whereas it is not a valid derivation in the top-down left-to-right semantics.
This means that properties of derivations relating to the equations encoun-
tered at points during program execution vary from semantics to semantics.
Hence the notions of collecting semantics arising from the two top-down se-
mantics shall differ significantly. There is even a greater distinction between
the collecting semantics arising from the bottom-up semantics because the
sets of program points used are different.

One useful way to compare all three semantics is to consider the equa-
tions collected for each goal and focus on the order in which the equations
are collected. Specifically, consider the equation conjunction

f(U) = X A X = f(a) A X = f(Z)

which corresponds to the matching of r(f(U)) with r(X), p(X) with p(f(a)),
and q(X) with q(f(Z)). This equation conjunction can be viewed as the
composition of the three basic equations f(U) = X, X = f(Z) and X =
f(a); the difference between the three semantics is in the order in which
these basic equations are combined. We illustrate this in the following table,
where parentheses are used to indicate the order of the combination of basic
equations.

top-down (f(u) = X A X = A()) A X = f(Z)
left-to-right

top-down (f(U) = X A X = f(a)) A X = f(Z)

interleaving (f(U) = X A X = f(Z)) A X = f(a)

bottom-up f(U) = X A (X = f(Z) A X = f(a))

Note that although the resulting equation conjunctions are equivalent in
each case, since A is associative and commutative, there are often important
differences when A is replaced by some approximate notion of conjunction.
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In particular, many works on program analysis can be understood by replac-
ing the operation of A by some conservative approximation of A, and this
new operation is in many cases not associative or commutative, and hence
the approximations of a program induced by the three different semantics
often differ. We have, for simplicity, ignored the treatment of disjunction.
However the basic observation about analysis of logic programs can be gen-
eralized as follows: exact operations are replaced by approximate operations,
and since the algebraic properties of the underlying operations (such as asso-
ciativity and commutative of conjunction and disjunction, and distributivity
of conjunction and disjunction) rarely hold for their approximate counter-
parts, the approximations induced by the various semantics do not usually
coincide.

4.4 Collecting Semantics

In program analysis, we are not primarily interested in the result of a compu-
tation, but rather in what happens during the computation. In the context
of logic programs, what we desire is information about the equations that
arise at various points during program execution. A collecting semantics
formalizes this notion by explicitly collecting the set of equations encoun-
tered at each program point. In other words, the collecting semantics serves
to make explicit information that is already implicit in the operational se-
mantics.

For the two top-down semantics, we shall define collecting semantics in
the context of an initial goal +--Go. As for the imperative program case, this
represents a choice. We could, for example, define the collecting semantics
using a set of initial goals, or perhaps all goals. In the context of logic
program analysis, the use of a restricted set of initial goals seems most
appropriate, and we have used a single initial goal mainly for presentational
simplicity. We note that it is straightforward to extend the set based analysis
of logic programs to deal vwith a set of initial goals that is either finite or can
be described using regular term grammars. In what follows, it shall often
be convenient to treat the initial goal as part of the program, and treat the
goal itself as a rule without a head. In particular, the atoms in the initial
goal shall be referred to as body atoms.

We begin by discussing appropriate notions of program point for logic
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programs. Recall that each rule and body atom in a program has a unique
label. We also assume that the initial goal (if any) is labeled with a rule
label and that each atom of the initial goal is labeled with a body atom
label. These labels shall be used to denote program points as follows. A
rule label shall indicate the execution state just after the rule has finished
executing, or in other words, just after every body atom has been solved. A
body atom label indicates the state just before execution of the body atom,
or in other words, just before the body atom is selected. In essence, this
definition is just a formalization of the notion of program point employed
in the introduction (Chapter 3). However, there is a small difference in the
details. In particular, the use of textual markers &, 0, etc., is somewhat
inconvenient for dealing with programs in a uniform way, and so we have
chosen to use labels attached to program atoms. As an example, where
previously we may have written p(f(X,Y)) •- ®, q(X,Y), @ to indicate
that ®& denotes the point just before execution of q(X, Y) and () indicates
the point just after the execution of the rule body, we now write the rule

2. p(f(X,Y)) *- q(X,Y)y

where the atom label 1 indicates the point just before the execution of
q(X, Y), and the rule label 2 (which labels the entire rule) indicates the
point just after the execution of the rule body.

We also observe that the notion of program point captured in the above
formalization represents a choice among many possible approaches. It is
possible to consider more elaborate notions of program point that take into
account the context in which an atom is "called". For example, consider
extending the notion of "program point" so that it includes an additional
label that indicates an atom's "parent". The issue of choosing a notion of
program point arises in any approach to program analysis, ard is largely
orthogonal to the details of set based analysis. We have chosen a notion of
program point that is simple, intuitive and has proven to be useful.

Note that a notion of program point that is appropriate for one oper-
ational model may not be particularly appropriate for another operational
model. For example, the formalization used here is appropriate for a top-
down left-to-right operational model because the atoms in the body of a
rule are selected in left-to-right order (and so the atoms can be thought of
as successive statements or procedure calls). It is marginally less appro-
priate for the top-down interleaving model because in this case there is no
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notion of order between body atoms and the execution of body atoms can be
interleaved. It is even less appropriate for the bottom-up operational model
because in this model there is no notion of the state "before" a body atom is
selected. (In fact the collecting semantics corresponding to the bottom-up
semantics shall completely ignore the program points corresponding to body
atom labels).

Before defining the collecting semantics, we need some preliminary def-
initions. First, we extend the operational semantics to take into account
program labels. This involves using labeled atoms in states, and refining
the definition of derivation step so that when the body of a rule is inserted
into a goal, the labels on the body atoms are retained. Specifically, let
the rule used in a derivation step be Ao--Ac ,..., Azn, and let the renam-
ing used is 0, then the new atoms introduced by the derin.ation step are

Now, consider a derivation V and suppose that V contains a step of the
form

(E : G) (E': G').

Let G have the form AI,...,A, and let the rule in P with label a be
Bo0-B-1,..., B* . The goal G' contains the atoms O(BE )),... O(B'r) that
do not appear in G. These new atoms are said to be introduced using 0. We
also define that each of the atoms O(B1),... O(B,) is called a child of the
atom Ai selected from G. The transitive closure of the child relation is used
to define an descendant relation. Specifically, an atom A" is a descendant of
an atom BO if either A' is a child of BO or else A' is a child of a descendant
of BO.

A derivation V solves an atom A* if A' is selected at some step in the
derivation and all of the descendants of A* are solved in subsequent steps of

V. A derivation V minimally solves an atom A" if A* is solved by V but is
not solved by the derivation consisting of all but the last step of D. In other
words, A' is minimally solved in D if (i) A* is selected from the jh state
in V, (ii) the last state in D does not contain any descendants of A", and
(iii) all states between the jth state and the last state contain a descendant
of A*. Intuitively, this occurs when the subproof of A" (contained in V)
is completed by the last step of V. Strictly speaking, the notions we have
just defined require that atoms in a derivation to be labeled with auxiliary
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information such as the derivation step where they were introduced. Clearly
this can be done, and we omit the details.

The collecting semantics is defined using the class of derivations whose
first state is (true : Go). Let V be such a derivation. V is said to select A'
under renaming 0 if A' is the atom selected from the last state in V and
A' is introduced using the renaming 0. In the case where the selected atom
A' is an atom from the starting state (true :Go), V is said to select Ac
under Oid where Oid is the identity renaming substitution. The derivation D
returns from the rule RI under renaming 0 if some step of V is of the form
(E. : G.) -j--F (Eb : Gb) and the atoms introduced by this step are solved
in the subsequent steps of V and one of the introduced atoms is minimally
solved in the subsequent steps of D. In other words, the last descendant of
the atoms introduced by (E. : G.) - (Eb : Gb) is solved in the last step
of V. V returns from G* under renaming Oid if the last state of V has the
form (E: empty) and a is the label of Go.

We can now present the collecting semantics corresponding to the top-
down and bottom-up operational models. In each case this consists of a
mapping CSp from (some subset of) the program points into sets of equation
conjunction. We begin with the top-down collecting semantics. The follow-
ing definition is parameterized by the atom selection function; it serves to
define both the top-down left-to-right collecting semantics and the top-down
interleaving semantics.

Definition 3 Given an initial goal +-Go, the top-down collecting semantics
of a logic program P is the mapping CSp such that

( there is a derivation from (true :Go) to
Ctp(Of) de'j I 1 (E): (E: G) that selects A* under 0

d there is a derivation from (true :Go) to
CS,(f) - 1- 1 (E): (E : G) that returns from RO under 0

where a ranges over all body atom labels and P ranges over all rule labels.

0

Crucial to this definition is the specific formulation of "selects" and "returns
from". In particular, the definition of "selects" refers only to the last state
of the derivation. In other words, a derivation selects A' under 0 if A* is
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the atom selected from the last state of the derivation. This means that
the equation conjunction at the end of the derivation is the conjunction
encountered just as A0 is about to start execution. Importantly, if an atom
A* is selected from some state other than the last state in a derivation
V, then by considering the sequence of derivation steps up to the point
that A* is selected, we can construct another definition D' such that A* is
selected from the last state in V'. Similarly the definition of "returns from"
refers to rule uses that are completed during the last step of the derivation.
That is, a derivation returns from R' under 0 if the solving of the atoms
introduced by the indicated use RI is completed during the last step of the
derivation. Again, this is done so that the equation conjunction at the end
of the derivation is the conjunction encountered just after execution of the
rule has been completed.

Definition 4 The bottom-up collecting semantics of a logic program P is
the mapping CSp such that, for each rule R* with body A 1,..., A.,

C 01(E1 ) A (A, = e1(B 1)) (E :Bi) .. ,(E, :Bn) }
,(Ea) A (A, = ( are bottom-up derivable

where On,... ,0, are such that var(O(R)), var(El, Bi), ... , var(E,.,B,B) are
disjoint sets of variables. f

To illustrate the differences between these different collecting semantics,
consider the logic program in Figure 4.3. An immediate difference between
the bottom-up and top-down collecting semantics is that the bottom-up
collecting semantics does not say anything about program points 1 and
2. The two top-down semantics differ at points 1 and 2. Note that for
point 6, each collecting semantics collects the singleton set consisting of the
equation conjunction W = f(X) A W = f(Z) (strictly speaking, the top-
down interleaved semantics also collects W = f(Z) A W = f(X), but since
A is commutative we consider this equation conjunction to be identical to
W = f(X) A W = f(Z)).
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3. - (w)•, q(W)'.

4. p(f(X)).
5. pAg(Y)).
6. q(f(Z)).

program Top-Down Top-Down

point left-to-right interleaving Bottom-Up

1 {true} true, }tw = f(z)

W AX) (true,
2 w f(x), W = f(X),

W=g(Y) g(Y)

6 w=f(x) f w=f(x) f w=f(x)}

^AW= f(Z)J A w= f(Z) AW=f(Z)

4, 5, 6 {true} {true} { true}

Figure 4.3: Program 9 and Its Collecting Semantics
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4.5 Environment Constraints

The main focus of this thesis is on analysis involving the possible values
that each program variable may assume (this kind of analysis is often called
typing analysis). However, set based analysis is by no means restricted to
such analysis. For example, mode analysis and sharing analysis can also be
performed using set based analysis techniques (see Chapter 9). The main
reason for focusing on the values of program variables is that it enables a
clearer presentation of the concepts of set based analysis. In particular, it
enables program semantics to be characterized using environments instead
of the more general notion of equations. In turn, this allows a fairly simple
characterization of the collecting semantics using environment constraints.

The environment constraints used for logic programs are closely related
to those used for imperative programs. As before, the operations in the
environment constraints are intimately connected to the operators of the
underlying semantics. However, since the operators involved in the seman-
tics of logic programs differ from those for imperative semantics, we require
some new environment constraint operations.

An environment variable is a variable that ranges over sets of environ-
ments, and shall be denoted by the symbol T. For each program point a,
there is a distinguished environment variable denoted TO, whose purpose is
to describe the environments corresponding to point a. An environment ex-
pression is an expression of the form [A1 E B1.111,... , A, E Bn.k"], where
the Ai and Bi are atoms and the Ti are environment variables. An environ-
ment constraint is of the form * D ee where V is an environment variable
and ee is an environment expression.

The meaning of environment constraints is defined in the context of an
interpretation I that maps each environment variable into a set of environ-
ments. If ee is [Al E Bi.1i,..., A,, E B,.,A] then I(ee) is defined by

Z(ee) '- {p: p(A,) E {p'(B,): p' E I(f),}, i = 1..n}.

To explain this definition, first note that each expression Bi.Ti essentially
represents a collection of ground atoms under an interpretation 1, as follows

I(Bi-ti) = {P'(B): p' E I(*i)}.
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Now, each element Ai E Bi.@i can be thought of as a condition on environ-
ments p that holds whenever p(Ai) is contained in the set of ground atoms
specified by Bi.%i. That is, Ai E Bi.Ti is satisfied by an environment p un-
der interpretation I if p(Ai) E 2?(Bi.Ai). Finally, the meaning of the entire
expression is just the set of environments that satisfy all of these conditions:

1([Al E B1.'I1,... ,A, E B..'@]) = {p: p(A,) E T(Bi*k), i = i.n}.

Note that if n = 0 then Z([Al E B1 .F1 ,...,An E B,,.AP]) simply reduces
to the set of all environments. Now, an interpretation I is a model of a
constraint T D ee if I(T) ;? Z(ee). An interpretation is a model of a
collection of environment constraints if it is a model of each constraint in
the collection.

We now present the environment constraints corresponding to each col-
lecting semantics. In each case, P is a program, and we seek environment
constraints &Cp such that the least model of (Cp coincides with CSp.

Definition 5 (Top-Down Left-to-Right Environment Constraints)
For each rule R' E P with body A`',..., A I and head Ao (if it exists),
XCp contains the constraints

a'l D [AoE Bo.-,O]

%P &2D [Ao E BoAUI3W,A E BiA1.0

T In 2 [Ao E Bo.Po,A1 E E Bn-i.'@#-1]

%P" I 2 [Ao E Bo~qsAO,Ai E B.i1.,An E Bn.*OR]

where flo ranges over body atom labels such that B0'6 is a body atom in P
and A0 and B0 are compatible, and the (3d, i > 1, range over rule labels such
that B'6' is a head atom in P and Ai and Bi are compatible. f

If the rule R is a goal, then A0 does not exist, and the entry A0 E AP1
is simply deleted from each environment expression. For example, the con-
straint q11 2 [Ao E Bo.'P"'0J becomes If*' D[

Intuitively, the top-down left-to-right constraints each have the form
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'Qj~ D [Ao E Bo.'FieAi E B12It0# ,...,A AE B~1AIA]

where the first entry Ao E Bo.00A corresponds to the "calling" of the rule
a via the body atom Bo0, and the remaining entries A1 E B1 .#1,..., A, E
Bj. 'I'd correspond to the "solving" of A1 ,... ,Ai via the rules .1.... ,6/j. In
other words, in the least model of the constraints, the environments encoun-
tered just before body atom Aj+1 are those such that the rule is "called",
and all of the atoms to the left of Ai+i have been solved. Figure 4.4 illus-
trates the construction of top-down environment constraints for Program 9,
whereas Figure 4.5 gives the top-down constraints for a slightly more com-
plex program involving recursion.

The environment constraints for the interleaved semantics are similar
to those for the left-to-right. The main difference is that when considering
a body atom Ai in a rule Ao0 A1 ,... ,A4, the entries in the environment
constraints corresponding to the solving of the body atoms to the left of Ai
are omitted because the interleaved semantics specifies that goal atoms may
be selected in any order.

Definition 6 (Top-Down Interleaving Environment Constraints)
For each rule RO with body A 1 ,...,An and head Ao (if it exists), (Cp
contains the constraints:

',@- 2 [AoE Bo.0], j=L..n

qfr: [Ao E Bo.*0%A1 E BiA%#1,... ,A, E n9%

where #o ranges over body atom labels such that BO is a body atom in P
and A0 and B0 are compatible, and the fli, i > 1, range over rule labels such
that B'8' is a head atom in P and Ai and Bi are compatible. f

Again, if R is a goal, then the entry A 0 E Bo.100 is simply deleted. Fig-
ure 4.6 illustrates the construction of the environment constraints for the
interleaved semantics using Program 10. Note that in the case of Program 9
(Figure 4.4), the constraints for the interleaved semantics are the same as
those for the top-down left-to-right semantics since the rules in Program 9
have less than two body atoms.

The environment constraints for the bottom-up semantics are essentially
stripped down versions of the top-down constraints. In particular, all entries
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*2 2 [p(W) E p(f(X))_1P41

3. E-P(W)l q(W) 2 . *,2 D [p(W) E p(g(Y))A'@5J

4. p(f(X)). F3 2D [p(W) E p(f(X))A.,p q(W) E q(f(Z)).'P6 ]

5. p(g(Y)). VP -D [p(W) E p(g(Y)).'I~5 q(W) E q(f(Z)).@' ']

6. q(f(Z)). 'P' D [p(f(X))E p(W)A 4 ]l

VP D [p(g(Y))E p(W).'P1 ]
q"6 D [q(f(Z)) Eq(W).'I' 2]

Figure 4.4: Program 9 and Its Top-Down Left-To-Rtight Constraints

2. +-loop(a.b.nil, V)1

3. loop(W.nil, W).
5. loop(X.L,Y)4-loop(L, y)4.

,@2 D [loop(a.b.nil, V) E I oop( W.niL, W).*'P]

-~ [loop(a.b.nil, V) E loop(X.L, Y).@']5

,p~ 32 [loop(W.nil, W) E loop(a.b.nil, V).'P1 ]
qg3 2 [LooP(W-nil,W) E loop(L,Y).'P4]
,@4 D [Ioop(X.L,,Y) E loop(a.b.nilV).%l]
%4~ D [Ioop(X.L,,Y) E loop(L, y).,@4]
115 D [loop(X.L,Y) E oop(a.b.nil,V).'P,' loop(L,Y) E IoopW.nil, W).'P31
'Pf 52 [loop(X.L,Y) E loop(a.b.nil,V).'P,' loop(L,Y) E loop(X.L,Y).%'P]
'P0 2 [loop(X.L,Y) E loop(L,Y).'P,4 loop(L,Y) E loopW.nil, W). * 3]
'P5 D [Ioop(X.L,,Y) E loop(L,Y).'P,4 loop(L,Y) E loop(X.L,,Y).'P51

Figure 4.5: Program 10 and Its Top-Down Left-To-Right Constraints
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9P1 •[]

92 -[]3. -p(w)•, q(W)2. 9-3[w) p(.f(x)).*4qW eqiz).•

4- p(f(X)). Va ;? [p(W) E p(g(Y)).9 4 ,q(W) E q(f(Z)).9 6]
5. p(g(Y)).
6- q(f(Z)).

It' -2 [(g(y)) E p(W).1@1]

*6 -D [q(f(Z)) Eq(W).*2]

Figure 4.6: Program 9 and Its Top-Down Interleaved Constraints

p3 - [p(Wt) E p(f(X)).(4U Eq(W) E q(f(Z))Cnr t]

3. te-p(W)f, q(W)2. 3 1r [p(W) E p(g(Y)).bs, q(W) E q(f(Z))atm6i
4. p(f(X))a ar m b []5 - p(g(Y )). ' D
6. q(f(Z)).

Figure 4.7: Program 9 and Its Bottom-Up Constraints

dealing with the "calling" of the rule are deleted. This means that the only

relevant program points are those corresponding to rules and goals.

Definition 7 (Bottom-Up Environment Constraints)
For each rule Rt with lody of A program's e r e constraints:

Ile ,.. AAl EC BontainsA Eh constaints

where the fli, i >_ 1, range over rule labels such that Baii is a head atom in
P and Ai and Bi are compatible. 0

Figures 4.7 ond 4.8 illustrate the construction of the bottom-up constraints
for programs 9 and 10.

We now address the correctness of the environment constraints, which es-
sentially states that the least model of a program's environment constraints
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W2 - [Ioop(a.b.nil, V) E loop(W.nil, W).* 3]

2. 4--loop(a.b.nil, V)' @2 D [loop(a.b.nil,V) E loop(X.L,Y).s 5 ]

3. loop(W.nil, W). %p3 D [ ]
5. 1oop(X.L,Y)4--loop(L,Y)'. 3- D [loop(L, Y) E loop(W.nil, W).I 3]

*5 D [loop(L,Y) E loop(X.L,Y).%s]

Figure 4.8: Program 10 and Its Bottom-Up Constraints

corresponds to the program's collecting semantics. To formalize this state-
ment, first recall that environment constraints focus on the run-time values
of program variables (as opposed to other run-time properties such as vari-
able instantiation, aliasing or sharing between variables), and that these
values are captured using sets of environments. In essence, the environment
constraints of a program are written to capture minimal consistency condi-
tions (with respect to the operational semantics at hand) between sets of
environments associated with neighboring points in the program. The least
model of these constraints defines the smallest (or most accurate) consistent
assignment of environments to program points.

In contrast, the collecting semantics of a program defines a set of equa-
tion conjunctions for each program point. These equation conjunctions im-
plicitly contain information about the possible values of program variables,
in addition to other information. The information about variable values can
be made explicit by considering the environments that satisfy the equation
conjunctions. Specifically, for each program point a, the collecting semantics
CSp defines a set of environments

{p: p k E and E E CSp(a)}.

In essence, this set of environments is the same as the set of environ-
ments associated with a by the least model of the environment constraints.
However, for technical reasons, the correspondence is not exact. Rather, the
sets are equivalent only in the context of the program variables relevant to
the point a. Specifically, define var(a), the set of variables relevant to point
a, is defined as follows. If a is a rule label, then var(a) = var(R) where R is
the rule in P with label a. If a is a body atom label, then var(a) = var(R)
where R is the rule in P that contains the body atom with label a. Now,
where var is a set of program variables and p and p' are environments, define
that p =,.r p' if p(X) = p(X) for each X E var. Also, where S and S' are
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sets of environments, define that S =vat S' if, for every environment p E S,
there is an environment pl E S' such that p =... p', and vice-versa. Finally,
the correctness of the environment constraints can be stated as follows.

Theorem 3 (Environment Constraint Correctness)
The following correspondence holds under the top-down left-to-right seman-
tics, the top-down interleaving semantics and the bottom-up semantics:

lm(6Cp)(1Ica) =,,.,.(c,) {p: p ý= E and E E CSp(a)}, for all points a.

The proof of this theorem is contained in the next section. Again the proof
is lengthy and tedious and is included mainly for the sake of completeness.
Note that since environment constraints reason at the ground level (that
is, they use environments as opposed to substitutions or constraints), an
important component of this proof involves proving that reasoning at the
ground level is adequate for the purposes of determining the possible run-
time values of program variables. In contrast, reasoning at the ground level
is not adequate for determining other run-time properties such as variable
instantiation, aliasing or sharing.

4.6 Environment Constraint Correctness

We now prove the correctness of the environment constraints for the top-
down left-to-right and interleaved semantics as well as for the bottom-up
semantics (Theorem 3). This involves establishing an equivalence between a
program's collecting semantics and its environment constraints. In essence,
the definition of collecting semantics and the environment constraints differ
in two respects. First, they deal with different objects - the collecting se-
mantics deals with equation conjunctions and the environment constraints
deal with environments. Second, the structures of the definitions are dif-
ferent - the collecting semantics is based on a rewrite relation, whereas
the environment constraints use constraints that express local consistency
conditions. The proof of correctness of the environment constraints is corre-
spondingly in two parts. We begin by defining a ground collecting semantics
that uses environments instead of equation conjunctions. The first part of
the correctness proof then establishes a connection between the (original)
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collecting semantics and the ground collecting semantics, and the second
step relates the ground collecting semantics with environment constraints.
We begin with the top-down environment constraints.

4.6.1 Correctness of Top-Down Constraints

In essence, the states of the ground semantics are constructed from states
that do not contain any program variables. Now, the equation conjunction
of such a state is just a conjunction of equations between ground expres-
sions, and these are simply true (since the equation conjunction in a state is
required to be satisfiable), and hence can be omitted. Therefore, the states
of the ground semantics are just sequences of ground atoms, that is, ground
goals (we shall often abuse notation and omit the "--" part of a goal). In the
context of some atom selection function, we define that there is a derivation
step G G G', where G and G' are ground goals, if

(i) G is A"',..., A'- and the atom selection function maps G into i;

(ii) the rule with label a in P is Bo4-B'41,...,Bf-;

(iii) p is an environment such that Ai = p(Bo), and

(iv) G' is A" 1,. .. ,A ,p(-fBOf),... ,p(Be-),Ac?4,+ .. ,.

A ground derivation is a sequence of derivations steps of the form
Go ,•a,> G, , ..2,•-. -- G.

Let V be a ground derivation and suppose that V contains a ground deriva-
tion step of the form G G' C. Let G have the form A1,... ,A. and
let R be Boo-B1,... ,B7 . Now, the ground goal G' contains the new atoms
p(B1 ),. .. p(B7 ), which do not appear in G. Each new atom p(Bi) is called
a child of the atom Ai selected from G. An atom A' is a descendant of an
atom BO if either A' is a child of B 0 or else A' is a child of a descendant
of BO.

A ground derivation D solves an atom A' if A' is selected at some step
in D and all of the descendants of Al are solved in subsequent steps of V.
A ground derivation D minimally solves an atom A* if A* is solved by D
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but is not solved by the ground derivation consisting of all but the last step
of V.

The ground collecting semantics is defined using the class of ground
derivations whose first goal is a ground instance of the initial goal Go. Let
V be such a derivation. V introduces Ac, at step k using environment p if
either (a) the kth step of V is G -j--> G' and AO is an atom that appears
in G' but not in G, or else (b) k = 0, the first goal of V is p(Go) and A'
appears in p(Go). Similarly, V) uses rule R1 and environment p at step k
if either (a) the kth step of V is G --- G' and R is the rule in P with

label a, or else (b) k = 0, the first goal cf V is p(Go) and the label of Go
is a. D is said to select A" under renaming 0 if A' is the atom selected
from G, and A' is introduced using p. The derivation V returns from the
rule RO under environment p if, for some k >_ 0, the atoms introduced by
step k are solved in the subsequent steps of V, one of the introduced atoms
is minimally solved in the subsequent steps of V and V uses R* (a rule or
goal) and environment p at step k.

Now, in analogy to the collecting semantics CS defined using derivations,
a ground collecting semantics can be defined using ground derivations.

Definition 8
Given an initial goal Go, the top-down ground collecting semantics of a logic
program P is the mapping GCS such that

( there is a ground derivation from Go that
gc~p(a) d d P : selects A' under p

P there is a ground derivation from G'0 that )
gcSp(p) d~! P: returns from RJ under p

where a ranges over all body atom labels, P3 ranges over all rule labels and
Go' ranges over ground instances of Go. [

We now prove the CSp and GCSp are essentially equivalent. We be-
gin by proving two important connections between derivations and ground
derivations. These connections shall only hold if the atom selection function
satisfies the following property: the atom selection function maps A1,..., A,
into i iff it maps 0(A 1),... ,0(An) into i, where 9 is an arbitrary substitu-
tion. In other words, we require that the atom selection function selects
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atoms only on the basis of their place in the sequence and their predicate
symbol. This is clearly the case for the selection function used in the top-
down left-to-right semantics (which always selects the leftmost atom). In
an intuitive sense, it also holds for the atom selection function used in the
interleaved semantics, since in this case the atom selection function non-
deterministically chooses one of the atoms from the goal. However, since
the application of the atom selection function to a goal is not uniquely de-
fined, the property is perhaps more accurately stated as: the atom selection
function may map A1,... ,A, into i iff it may map O(A1),... ,6(A") into
i, where 0 is an arbitrary substitution. Before stating the next proposition,
we recall that the composition p o 0 of an environment p with a renaming
substitution 0 yields the environment that maps each program variable X
into p(O(X)).

Proposition T Let D be a derivation of length n ending in state (E : G).
If p • E then there exists a ground derivation D' such that, for j = 1.n,
the jth steps of D and D' are respectively

(E. : G.) -,- (Eb:Gb) and p(G.) > p(Gb).

Proof: The proof is by induction on the length of D. If V has length 0,
then it consists of a single state, call it (E : G). If p H E, then 'D' can be
defined to be the single ground goal p(G), and this completes the base case.

Now, suppose that the proposition holds for derivations of length n, and
consider a derivation of the form

(E0: Go) j,, 0,, > .. , ..°,,-;-> (E,,: G,•) ,.a (E:G).

Suppose that p 1 E. This implies that p H En, and by the induction
hypothesis, it follows that there exists a ground derivation

p(Go) j,,,-,,,> ... p(GC)

such that each pi is p o 06. It remains to show that there is a derivation step
p(G,) o p(G). Let G, be A 1,...,A,,, and let the rule in P with

label a be Bo--B,,... , B,. Since (E, : G,) -.-- , > (E : G), we have

G = A,,...,Ai--,,(Bi),...,O(Br),Ai+,,...,A m
E = E. A(A, = O(Bo))
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Hence, the difference between p(Gn) and p(G) is that p(Ai) in p(Gn) is re-
placed by p(9(Bi)),... ,p(O(BE)) in p(G). Now, since p 1= E, it follows that
p(Ai) = p(O(Bo)). Hence p(O(R)) is equal to p(Aj)+-p(8(Bi)),. . .,p((B)),

and it follows that p(G.) -,,., p(G). [

Proposition 8 Let D' be a ground derivation of length n starting from
ground goal G'o. If Go is a sequence of atoms such that Go' is a ground
instance of Go, then there exists a derivation D from (true: Go) to (En : GO)
and an environment pn ý= En such that, fori = l..n, the j~h steps of V and
D' are respectively

(E. : G.) - (Eb : Gb) and p(G.) - p(Gb)

such that P =var(a) Pn 0.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the length of V'. If D' has length 0,
then it consists of a single ground goal, call it G. If Go is a sequence of atoms
such that G' is a ground instance of Go, then there exists an environment p
such that Go is p(G,2 ). Clearly p ý= true, and so assigning 'D to be derivation
consisting of the single state (true : Go) completes the base case.

Now, suppose that the proposition holds for derivations of length n, and
consider a ground derivation of the form

S... G" .; G'.

Suppose that Go is a sequence of atoms such that 9 is p(Go). By the
induction hypothesis, there exists an environment p' and a derivation

(E0: G o) j, , -0 .. j.,, O;,.> (E .:G ,n).

such that p' 1= En, Gj = p'(Gi), and pi # p' o 9j, where j = 1..n.
It remains to show that there is an appropriate derivation step of the
form (En :Gn) �--.> (E:G). Now, let G,, be A 1,...,An, so that G, is

p'(Ai),... ,p'(Am). Also let the rule in P with label a be Bo4-B 1,... ,Br.
Since G' n G1,

G' = p'(Al),...,p'(Ai-.),p(BI),...,p(B7),p'(Ai+i),...,p'(A,).

Now, let 6 be a renaming substitution such that var(O(R)) n var(E, G) =

{}, and define G and E as follows
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G = A,... ,A1 ._,,(E),.. .,9(B),A,+,,. .. A
E = E^A(Aj=O(Bo)).

This defines the derivation 'D, and it remains to show that there exists an
appropriate environment p" such that 'D and D' have the necessary relation-
ship. Define p" as follows:

P"(X) p'(X) if X E var(E,, G,,)I p(0-1 (X)) otherwise.

Since var(Eo,Go) _ var(E,,Gl) C ... C_ var(E,,,G), it follows that
p"(Gj) = p'(Gj), j = l..n. Hence, p"(Gi) = G•, j = 1..n. Also, p"(0(BE)) =
p(0-1 (0(BE))) = p(Bt), I = l..r, and so p"(G) is

P'( A ,),. . . ,p'(Aj-), p( B ,), .. . ,p(B,), p( Aj+,), .. ., ,p(A ,,)

and hence p"(G) = G'. In summary, the jt' steps of V and V)' have the
respective forms

(E. : Ga) , - (Eb: Gb) and p"(Gb) > p(Gb)

and so it only remains to show that pi =vat(a,) p" o 9i, 1 < j < n + 1.
Now, for j < n, X E var(ac) implies that 8i(X) E var(En, G,), and so
p" o Oj(X) = p"(9i(X)) = p'(Oi(X)) = pj(X) (this last step follows from

Pj = P' o 8i). Finally, in the case where j = n + 1, pi =var(a,) P" 0 6j
reduces to p ={ar(a) P" 0 0, which follows immediately from the definition of
p'1 " f

Using these propositions, the following correspondence between CSp and
GCSp can be established.

Lemma 3 Let CSp and QCSp be the collecting semantics and ground col-
lecting semantics for an initial goal Go. Then, for each program point a,

GCSp(a) = fr() {p : p ý= E for some E E CSp(a)} (4-3)

Proof: The proof proceeds in two parts, according to whether a is a rule
label or body label. First consider the case where a is rule label, and let R
be the rule in P with label a. If p E GCSp(a) then there exists a ground
instance Go of the initial goal Go, and a ground derivation 7D' from G' that
returns from R" under p. Let n be the length of V. Clearly there must
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be some k, k < n such that the kth step of D' is of the form G' > Gb
such that each atom introduced during this step is solved in DV and one of
the atoms introduced is minimally solved. Now, Proposition 8 implies that
there exists a derivation V from (true: Go) to (E, : G,,) and an environment
p' such that the kth step of VD is (E. : Ga) 7--F> (Eb : Gb), pl o 0 =var(a) P,
and VD solves the atoms introduced by the kth step, and minimally solves
one of them. Hence V returns from R* under 9 and so 9-1(En) E CSp(a).
Now, p' H En, and so p'o9 = H - 1(E). It follows that p'oG is an element of
the set on the right hand side of (4.3).

Conversely, if p H E for some E E CSp(a) then there exists a derivation
V from (true :Go) to (E, G,,) that returns from R* under 0 and E is
9-1(E,,). From p H E and the fact that E is 0- 1(Ej), it follows that

p o 0-1 H E,. Again, let n be the length of V and let k be such that the
kth step of D1 is of the form (E. : G.) - (Eb : Gb) and each body atom
introduced during this step is solved in V', and one of them is minimally
solved. Now, proposition 7 implies that there exists a derivation D' from
p(Go) to p(G,) such that the kth step of D is p(Ga) ,..W > p(Gb) where

P' I- pr(o ,.) o-1 o 0 and V' solves the atoms introduced by this step and
minimally solves one of them. Hence V' returns from Ra under p and so
p E CSp(a).

The second part of the proof deals with the case where a is the label of
a body atom in P; the proof here closely parallels that for the first part. If
p E GCSp(a) then there exists a ground instance Go of the initial goal Go,
and a ground derivation V' from G' to G, that selects A* under p. That is,
the atom selection function maps Gn into i and the ith element of G' is A*
such that A* is introduced using p. Now, Proposition 8 implies that there
exists a derivation D from (true :Go) to (En : G,) and an environment p'
such that the ith element of G,, is of the form Ba and is introduced using
renaming 0 where p'o 9 =var(a) p. By the assumption that substitutions do

not affect the operation of the atom selection function, the ijh atom of G, is
selected. This implies that D selects B* under 9 and so O-1 (E,) E CSp(a).
Since p' • E4, it follows that p' o 9 H - 1(E,). Hence p'o 0 is an element
of the set on the right hand side of (4.3).

Conversely, suppose that p H= E for some E E CSp,(a). Then there exists
a derivation V from (Eo: Go) to (E,,: G,,) that selects an atom of the form
A' under 9 such that E is --'(E,). That is, the atom selection function
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maps Gn into i and the i1A element of Gn is A' and this atom is introduced
using 0. Since p • 0-'(E,) it follows that po 0-1 1- En. Proposition 7
implies that there exists a derivation D' from p o 0- 1(Go) to p o 0-1(G.)
such that the ith element of p(Gn) is introduced using p o 6-1 o 0. By the
assumption on the atom selection function, the ith atom of p(Gn) is selected.
This implies that V selects p(Aa) under p and so p E CSp(a). 0

To complete the correctness proof of the environment constraints, we
shall now relate GCSp with the least model of the environment constraints.
Specifically, where I,, denotes the interpretation that maps each 19a into
GCSp(c), we show that 1,,s, = lm(ECp). The proof of this consists of two
parts. The first part proves that 1,,, is a model of CCp. The second part
proves that, for any model I of WCp, 19,, C 7.

We begin by proving the following proposition on combining parts of
derivations. Note that this proposition only holds for atom selection rules
satisfying the following criteria: if an atom A is selected from a ground goal
G, then there exists a ground derivation starting from G that solves A before
selecting any of the other atoms in G. In general, this condition may not
be satisfied, and this will mean that the lemma will not hold. In this case,
environment constraints can be used to obtain a conservative approximation
of the collecting semantics, but cannot to be used to characterize it exactly.
However in the case of the left-to-right and interleaving selection functions,
the criteria is satisfied, and the environment constraints correspond exactly
to the collecting semantics.

Proposition 9 If D is a ground derivation from G to G' such that A is
selected from G' and D' is a ground derivation that solves A, then there
ezists a ground derivation D" from G to G" that minimally solves A where
G" is the result of deleting A from G'.

Proof (for left-to-right semantics): Let G' be A,, A 2,... ,An. The proof
uses the ground derivation D' to construct a ground derivation D" from G
to A 2 ,... ,An. In particular, we shall construct a derivation D" of the form

G o G , i , 2 , # > G 2 " -"3, 3 ý

where each goal Gi in this derivation has the form Seqi, A 2,..., An such that
Seq, contains exactly the set of descendants of A, that appear in Gi. That is,
(a) if A1 or any of its descendants appear in Gi, then they appear in Seq,, and
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(b) any atom in Seqi is either A 1 or a descendant of A 1. The construction
of D" proceeds as follows. The initial ground goal Go is just G and it is
clear that if Seq0 is set to be A1 then conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied.
Now, suppose that Gi- 1 can be written as Seqi,A 2,.. .,A,• such that (a)
and (b) are satisfied, and consider defining the il' step of V". If Seqi_1 is
empty then the construction of D" is complete. Otherwise, let Seqi_1 be of
the form B,Seq._ 1 ; that is, B is the first atom in the sequence Seqi_ 1 and
Seqý_1 contains all but the first atom in Seqi_1 . Since the selection function
at hand is the leftmost selection function, B is selected from Gi- 1 . By part
(b) of the invariant, B is either A, or a descendant of A 1. Now, since A1

is solved in V)', it must be the case that A1 and all of its descendants are
selected at some step in 2D'. Hence 2D' must contain a step of the form
G, .- Q-- > Gb such that the rule with label a has the form Co-GC1,... ,C,
where p(Co) = B. Now, define the ith of 2)V" to be Gi-,1  > G where
Gi is p(CI),... ,p(C,),Seqý_IA2,..., An. Clearly (a) and (b) are satisfied
when Seqi is p(C1),... ,p(C,),SeqL 1 , and this completes the description of
the procedure to construct 2D".

Eventually this procedure must reach a point such that Gi does not
contain A1 or any of the descendants of A 1. This is because the number
of steps in the construction of 2D" is bounded by the number of steps in
V)'. Hence eventually Seqi is empty, and this yields a derivation G --

A2 ,... ,A,, which is just G with the selected atom A1 deleted. 0

Proof (for interleaving semantics): Again let G' be A1 ,A 2 ,... , An.
The main difference between this proof and the given above for the left-
to-right semantics is that any of the atoms A, may be selected. Suppose
that the atom selection function selects Ai from G'. Then, we need to con-
struct a ground derivation 2D" from G to A 1,..., Ai- 1, Ai+,,..., An. Again,
this construction is guided by V)'. The only difference is that this time
the constructed ground derivation D" consists of ground goals of the form
A 1,... , Ai-.1, Seq,, Ai+l,..., An. The construction process is a straightfor-
ward adaptation of that for the left-to-right case. [

Lemma 4 Ig, is a model of CCp.

Proof (for left-to-right semantics): Let Go be the initial goal, and
consider a constraint in XCp. Now, this constraint could either correspond
to (a) a rule in P or (b) the initial goal Go. We consider these cases in turn.
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Suppose that the constraint corresponds to a rule R with label a,,+,, and
let R be of the form Ao-A 1,... , A*". Then the constraint must be of the
form

'Pcj+l D_ [,40 E Bo.10D, Al E B,..4,., Ai E Bi .V] (4.4)

where 0 < j _< n, 8o is a body atom label such that Boo* is a body atom in
P and A0 and B0 are compatible, and the fli, i = 1..j, are rule labels such
that B•" is a head atom in P and Ai and Bi are compatible. Now, suppose
that pis an element of 1, ([Ao E Bo.90 0,A1 E BAqI.16,... ,Aj E Bi.•F3i]).

This means that (a) p(Ao) E 1,7(Bo.oAS 3 ) and (b) p(Ai) E ,
i = 1..j.

From (a), there exists a p' E 1g,.(000) such that p(Ao) = p'(Bo). By defi-
nition of p' E 19P IF), there exists aground instance G'0 of Go and aground
derivation D from Go' to G such that G is of the form p'(Bo), C1,..., C,.
Now, let D' be the ground derivation that combines D with the following
addition ground derivation step

p'(Bo),Aj, ... ,A. ,.,P p(Aj),... ,p(A•,),C1j,... ,C,,.

Clearly D is a ground derivation from G' to p(Al),... ,p(A,), Cl,..., C,.

From (b), there exist pi E ZTc,.(qi) such that p(A,) = pi(Bi), i =
1..j. By definition of pA E T,,.(*), each pi is such that there is a ground
derivation Di from some ground instance of Go such that VD minimally solves
p,(B,).

In summary, there exists a ground derivation D' from Go (a ground
instance of the initial goal Go) to p(Ai),...,p(Af),Cl,...,Cm, and, for
each i, there exist derivations DV that minimally solve each p(A,). Now,
Proposition 9 can be applied to combine D' with V 1 to produce a ground
derivation D' from Go to p(A 2),... ,p(An),C 1 ,... C,Cm. Proposition 9 can
again be appi:ed, this time to DV and D2 to produce a ground derivation
from Go to p(A3),...., p(A,,), C1,... , C.. Repeating this process proves that
there is a ground derivation VD• from G' to p(A~j+),... ,p(A,),C 1,.... ,Cm.
Now, if j < n then DV selects p(Aj+1 ) under p and so p E I (•+1).
On the other hand, if j = n, then VD• returns from R*-÷+ under p and so
p E Iq,(an,+i). Hence in either case the constraint is satisfied.
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Now suppose that the constraint corresponds to the initial goal g0 . The
argument that such a constraint is satisfied by 1,, is essentially a repeat of
the argument for constraints corresponding to rules. Let Go be of the form

.., A~n, and let the label of this goal be a.+,. Then the constraint
must be of the form

*a+ A l''1..A Bi.41].

where 1 < j _< n, the Pi, i = l..j, are rule labels such that Bi'6 is a
head atom in P and Ai and Bi are compatible. Now, suppose that p is an
element of Ig, ([A1 E Bi.1/01,... ,Ai E Bi.410]). This means that p(A1 ) E

Ig.(B.-.'i), i = 1..j. Hence, there exist pi E Ig•(il$) such that p(Ai) =
pi(Bi), i = 1..j. By definition of pi E Igc(1 ), each pi is such that there
is a ground derivation Di from some ground instance of Go such that Vi
minimally solves pi(Bi). Moreover, p(Ai),... ,p(An) is an instance of Go,
and hence there is a derivation (of length 0) from an instance of Go to
p(A,),... ,p(An)

In summary, there exists a ground derivation D' from some instance of
Go to p(Ai),..., p(A,), and, for i = I..j, there exists a derivation Di that
minimally solves p(Ai). Again, proposition 9 can be repeatedly applied to
show that there is a ground derivation D• from Go' to p(Ai+1),... ,p(A,).
Now, if j < n then DV selects p(Ai+1 ) under p and so p E 4c.(•i+i).
On the other hand, if j = n, then Vj minimally solves Go under p and so
P E 1g,(an+l). Hence in either case the constraint is satisfied. 0J

Proof (for interleaving semantics): The proof for interleaving semantics
closely follows the structure of the proof for left-to-right semantics. Let Go
be the initial goal, and consider a constraint in tXp. Now, this constraint
could either correspond to (a) a rule in P or (b) the initial goal Go. We
consider these cases in turn. Suppose that the constraint corresponds to a
rule R with label a,+l, and let R be of the form A04--A*',... , Az*. Then
the constraint must have one of the following two forms

qa, _D [Ao E B0.o]

SD [Ao E Bo.*6,A 1 E• B .•,...,An ABn.*#]

where 1 < j _5 n, 8o is a body atom label such that Boo is a body atom in
P and A0 and B0 are compatible, and the /3l, i = 1..n, are rule labels such
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that Bii is a head atom in P and Ai and Bi are compatible.

Consider a constraint of the first form, and suppose that p E T([Ao E
Bo.1o]). Then there exists an environment p' E ZT,,,(Tf1l) such that
p(Ao) = p'(Bo). By definition of p' E Xc((I°), there exists a ground
instance G' of Go and a ground derivation D from Go to G such that G
selects p'(B0') via p. Let G be C 1,...,Cm, and it must be the case that
there exists an i < m such that Ci is p(Ao). Hence, D can be extended,
using the rule A0o-A'1 ,..., AC with environment p, into a derivation D'
from Go' to C1,...,C,..,p(A*'),...,p(A n),C,+i,.. .C,,. Since the atom
selection function of the interleaved semantics may select any of the atoms
from this goal, it follows that p E T(Qk'j), j = 1..n.

Now consider a constraint of the second form, and suppose that p E
Z([Ao E Bo.A0t,Ai E Bj.A' 0 ,...,A,, E Bn.'1#"]). This means that (a)
p(Ao) E Ig(B0o.'o) and (b) p(Ai) E X 0 (BiE.f'), i = 1..n. Reasoning as
before, (a) implies that there exists a ground derivation D from G'0 to G
such that Go' is an instance of Go and G is of the form C1,... ,C, where,
for some i, 1 < i < m, Ci is p(Ao). Clearly D can be extended to give a
ground derivation D' from Go to

Cj,..., jjp(A*1),...., p(A~n, j1..Cn

Also, (b) implies that there exist Pi E gZ,(*I4) such that p(A,) = pi(Bi),
i = 1..n. By definition of p. E I ,E()U'), pi is such that there is a ground
derivation Di from some ground instance of Go such that Di minimally
solves pi(Bi), and hence minimally solves p(Ai). The derivations D' and
Di can be combined using proposition 9 (see the proof for the left-to-
right semantics for more details) to obtain a derivation D" from G' to
C1 ,... ,Ci-I I,Cj+1,... ,C,,. Clearly D" returns from R*-+" under p and
so p E Tq"(an+0)

Now suppose that the constraint corresponds to the initial goal go. Let
Go be of the form n-A•'1,... "-A,", and let the label of this goal be an+.
Then the constraint must have one of the following two forms

*+ D_ [I

%F2+ [Al E A1 1'1.. EA Bn.O
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where 1 < j < n and the 8i, i = 1..n, are rule labels such that Bia is a
head atom in P and Ai and Bi are compatible. The argument that such
a constraint is satisfied by 1.,, is essentially a repeat of the argument for
constraints corresponding to program rules. The main observation is that,
for any environment p, there is a single step derivation V consisting of the
goal p(A' 1),...,p(An"). This implies that p E Zg,(•i) since any atom in
the goal p(A0 1),...,p(A*") may be selected in the interleaved semantics.
Moreover, if p E [A1 E BE1 I(.@,...,AAn E BE.1P#] then we can show that
there exist derivations Di, j = 1..n, such that Vi solves p(Ai), and then
proposition 9 can be applied to combine D with the Di to prove that p E

Lemma 5 If I is a model of £Cp then ,gc, C_ 1.

Proof (for left-to-right semantics): Let Go be the initial goal and let I
be a model of XCp. To prove the lemma, we need to show that if p E 2Ts.(V)
then p E 2(¶") where a ranges over all program labels. Recalling the
definition of QCSp, this can be reduced to the following property: if ) is a
ground derivation from some ground instance Go of Go then

(a) if V selects Ac under p then p E T(Va), and

(b) if V returns from R* under p then p E (VI().

We shall prove this using an induction argument whose hypothesis is:
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Let V be a ground derivation and suppose that the sequence
of goals in D is G' 1, , G'.where G' is a ground instance
of Go. If, for some n, 0 < n < N, it is the case that

(0) all atoms A* in G' that are solved by VD are such that

A E I(B.10 ) for some head atom B 0 in P,

then the following conditions hold for all k < n:

(1) if V selects A* and V introduces A" at step k using p
then p EI(), and

(2) if V uses rule R* and environment p at step k and the
atoms introduced by step k are solved in the subsequent
steps of D then p E I(**).

In essence, parts (1) and (2) of this hypothesis are a restricted form of (a)
and (b). Note that in the case where n = N, part (0) of the induction
hypothesis becomes vacuously true, and parts (1) and (2) are equivalent to
(a) and (b). Hence, if n = N, then the induction hypothesis is equivalent to
the lemma.

We prove the hypothesis by induction on n. In the base case n = 0 and
G' is an instance of the initial goal Go. Let Go have the form A*1 , ... , A-,
and let the label of Go be a,+,. Then G' has the form p(A* 1),..., p(Ar )
where p is some environment. Assume that (0) holds, and consider (1) and
(2). Since k < 0, the only possible value for k is 0.

To prove (1), suppose that VD selects A' and D introduces A' at step
0 using p'. This means that A* must appear in G', and so there exists a
j such that A* is p(A".). Now, D follows a left-to-right execution strategy
and so it is easy to verify that D must solve A*' ,...,-- 0?-. This is because

if GN contains any descendants of A"' 1,-A-, then these descendants
must appear to the left of p(Ao.") and hence p(A.') could not be selected
from GN. Since D solves A*',..., A'j--, assumption (0) can be applied to

prove that for all i, 1 < i < j, there exists a head atom B," in P such that
p(Ai) E T(Bj..@0 ). Now, corresponding to Go, &Cp contains the constraint

T 3 [Al, Bj%6,..,jjEB-.~-
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Clearly p E t([A1 l E ,A3 1 e BE-I.I/-J), and since I is a
model of CCp, it follows that p E 1('P*').

To prove (2), suppose that V uses rule R' and environment p at step 0
and the atoms introduced by step 0 are solved in the subsequent steps of D.
This implies that VN is empty and that all atoms in Go are solved. Arguing
as above, assumption (0) can be used to show that for all i, 1 < i < m,
there exists a head atom B'6 in P such that p(A•') E T(B•.S"). Since £Cp
contains the constraint

and it follows that p E I(aI ).

To prove the inductive case, suppose that for some n' the hypothesis
holds for n = n' - 1, and we seek to prove that the hypothesis when n = n'.
Assume that (0) holds. Let the step from G, 1- to Gn be of the form

C1Y1,...,Cn~n 1.,1p>(A*'),...,P(A*,'),C•2 ,...,Cnyn

where the rule in P with label a,+l is Ao*--A ,..., A•" such that p(Ao) =
C 1. Now, consider the derivation D' consisting of the first n - 1 steps of
V. Clearly V' is a derivation from G'0 to G'_ 1 that selects C11. Now, the
hypothesis is assumed to hold for n = n' - 1, and when applied to derivation
V', condition (0) is vacuous and so (1) implies that p' E Z(1'@'Y) where p' is
the environment used to introduce C'j•. Let C• be the body atom in P with
label 7-y Then p(Ao) = C1 = p'(C,) and hence

p(Ao) E (C." )(4.5)

Now, corresponding to the rule Ao•A*' ,A'r, (Cp contains constraints
of the form V',-,+' D [Ao E Bo.10 o,Aj E B1 .A .,... ,A., E B,,.A!•']
where r' ranges over 1..r, fl0 ranges over body atom labels such that Bo1
is a body atom in P and A0 and Bo are compatible, and the /3l, i > 1,
range over rule labels such that B'6 is a head atom in P and Ai and Bi
are compatible. Now (4.5) establishes that there is a body atom BO in P
such that p(Ao) E I(BoO). Combining this with the fact that I satisfies all
constraints in (Cp proves that, for r' = 1..r,

if p(Al) E I(Bo ),...,p(A ,)EI(Br"') then p E 1(1r'+1) (4.6)
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where #, ... , , &r are body atom labels. Note that the condition that Ai and

Bi are compatible, which is associated with the construction of an environ-
ment constraint, is subsumed by the condition p(Ai) E Z(Bý') and hence
does not appear in (4.6).

Before proving (1) and (2), we first establish that condition (0) holds for
G'_1. This is necessary because the assumption that the hypothesis holds
for V in the case where n = n' - 1 is a statement of the form: if (0) holds
with n = n' - 1 then (1) and (2) hold with n = n' - 1. Hence, to make use
of this assumption, we shall have to show that "(0) holds with n = n- 1".
Specifically, we need to show that

all atoms A' in Gn,-1 that are solved by V are such that
A' E I(B.A!) for some head atom B' in P.

To prove this, let A0 be an atom in C's,...,CnY that is solved in G. Now,
if Ac is not C71 then A' appears in Gn and so (0) implies that A* E
I(B.T!) for some head atom B'Y in P. On the other hand, if A' is C'1 -hen
p(A"I),...,p(A•') must be solved in G. Now, the assumption (0) (for G,,)
implies that, for i = L..r, p(Aý") E Z(Bi.41) for some head atom Bý' in P.
Combining this with (4.6) proves that p E 1(q'Pr+). Since A = C'1 = p(Ao),
this implies that A E T(Ao.aA+*+1).

Now, consider (1) and (2). If k < n, then (1) and (2) follow from the
induction hypothesis and the fact that (0) holds for G,.., (which has just
been proved). Now consider the case where k = n. To prove (1), suppose
that D selects A* and D introduces A* at step k using p'. Since k = n, it
must be the case that r > 1, p' = p and A' is p(Ao.') for some j in the range
1..r. Since V follows a left-to-right execution strategy, it is easy to verify
that D must solve p(A*'),..., p(Aaj_]). This is because if GN contains any

descendants of p(Ac 1),... , p( j-1 ) then these descendants would appear to
the left of p(Aýj) and hence p(A"j) could not be selected from GN. Since D
solves A"., A"'-, assumption (0) can be applied to prove that for all i,

1 <i < j, there exists a head atom Bo' in P such that p(A*') E I(Bi.A'O).
Hence (4.6) implies that p E T(To").

To prove (2), suppose that V uses rule R' and environment p' at step k
and the atoms introduced by step k are solved in the subsequent steps of D.
Since k = n, it must be the case that a is ai+,, p = p' and the subsequent
steps of D solve p(A*'),...,p(Ar'). From the assumption that (0) holds
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for G', it follows that for each i, i = l..r, p(Ai) E I(Bi.10') for some head
atom Bý' in P. Hence (4.6) implies that p E 1(%,r+1). f'

Proof (for interleaving semantics): The proof for the top-down inter-
leaving semantics is very similar to that for the top-down left-to-right case.
The induction hypothesis used is identical and the base and inductive cases
for (2) are also the same. The only difference is in the base and inductive
cases for (1) where the proof is in fact simpler than in the left-to-right case.

Recall that in the base case n = 0 and GI is an instance of the initial
goal Go. Let Go have the form A' 1 ,..., AO, and let the label of Go be ar+1.
Then G' has the form p(A~l),... ,p(A*r) where p is some environment.
Assume that (0) holds, and consider (1). Since k < 0, the only possible
value for k is 0. Suppose that V selects A' and V introduces A* at step 0
using p'. This means that A' must appear in Go, and so there exists an i
such that A* is p(A?). Now, the environment constraints corresponding to
go include the constraint 'P, _ []. and it follows that p E I(Vi,).

The proof of (2) when n = 0 given previously for the left-to-right seman-
tics is in fact independent of the selection strategy at hand. Hence it can be
used here without modification; we omit the repetition. This completes the
base case.

Now suppose that for some n' the hypothesis holds for n = n' - 1, and
we seek to prove that the hypothesis when n is n'. Assume that (0) holds.
Let the step from G,.- 1 to Gn be of the form

C71,....,Cn" C',+.• , ... r,''•,(p, iP'••f'• •+1 **,,n

where the rule in P with label ar+l is A0 --A*',..., A•r such that p(Ao) =

C1. Now, consider the derivation V consisting of the first n - 1 steps of
V. Clearly D' is a derivation from G'0 to G' that selects C7. Now, the
hypothesis is assumed to hold for n = n' - 1, and when applied to derivation
D', condition (0) is vacuous and so (1) implies that p' E X(T") where p' is
the environment used to introduce Cr71. Let C' be the body atom in P with
label 7j. Then p(Ao) = C, = p'(C[) and hence p(Ao) E 1(C'.%'Yi). Now,
corresponding to the rule Ao+-A*",..., AT , CCp contains constraints of the
following two forms:
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TciD A E BoAIADI

[Ac+lE Bo.*NAi E E

where j ranges over l..r, f1o ranges over body atom labels such that B00 is a
body atom in P and A0 and Bo are compatible, and thef/l, i > 1, range over
rule labels such that Bf' is a head atom in P and Ai and Bi axe compatible.

Now we have just established that there is a body atom Bo in P such that
p(Ao) E I(B#). Combining this with the fact that I satisfies all constraints
in £Cp proves that,

(a) p E j = (..r
(b) if p(A1 ) E p(Ar) E T(Bfr) then p E 1(Q +)r+i)

where ...... ,/3. are body atom labels.

As in the left-to-right case, we begin by proving that condition (0) holds
for G,_ 1 . That is, we prove that all atoms A* in G,,,-1 that are solved by
D are such that A' E I(B.?') for some head atom B' in P. To prove this,
let A' be an atom in C,",..., CQ that is solved in G. Now, if A' is not CPi7
then A* appears in G, and so (0) implies that A' E Z(B.'P') for some head
atom B'Y in P. On the other hand, if A" is C7' then p(A*'),. .. ,p(As•r)

must be solved in G. Now, the assumption (0) (for GO) implies that, for

i = l..r, p(Ai.') E 1(Bj.j) for some head atom BP in P. Combining this
with part (b) of (4.7) proves that p E Z(•l'+1). Since A = C1 = p(A0), this
implies that A E I(Ao.%1r+1).

Now, consider (1) and (2). If k < n, then (1) and (2) follow from the
induction hypothesis and the fact that (0) holds for G,_.1 (which has just
been proved). Now consider the case where k = n. To prove (1), suppose
that D selects Ac and D introduces AO at step k using p'. Since k = n, it
must be the case that r > 1, p' = p and A* is p(A"•) for some j in the range
l..r. That p E 1(%*0) follows immediately from part (a) of (4.7).

Again, the proof for the inductive case of (2) that was given for the left-
to-right semantics is independent of the selection strategy at hand, and can
be used here without modification. This completes the inductive case. [0
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Theorem 4 (Correctness of Top-Down Constraints)
For all programs P and all labels a in P,

lm(ECp)(QI') =: {p p P E and E E CSp(a)}.

Proof: Let a be a label in P. From Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 it fol-
lows that lm(ECp)('F*) is equal to Z,•,('i). By definition, X,•(I') is
just gCSp(a). Finally, Lemma 3 proves that QCSp(a) =var(a) {P : P k
E and E E CSp(a)}, and this completes the proof. 0]

4.6.2 Bottom-up Semantics

The proof of correctness for the bottom-up semantics is similar to that for the
top-down semantics, although it is substantially simpler. Again we define
a ground notion of derivability corresponding to the earlier definition of
bottom-up derivability. Specifically, a ground atom 4--A is ground bottom-
up derivable if there is a ground instance A-A 1,,...,A,, of a rule in P
such that the ground atoms A 1,..., A, are bottom-up derivable. As before,
ground bottom-up derivability is closely linked to bottom-up derivability.

Proposition 10 If (E : A) is bottom-up derivable and p 1= E then p(A) is
ground bottom-up derivable.

Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on the definition of bottom-up
derivable. Let (Ei : Bi), i = 1..n, be bottom-up derivable states that satisfy
the proposition, let A.-A 1,...,An be a rule in P, and let 01, ... , 10n be
renaming substitutions such that var(AA 1 ,. .. ,A,,), var(01(E1),Gi(B1)),
... , var(O,,(En),e,,(Bn)) are all disjoint sets. Under these assumptions,
we need to show that (E: A) satisfies the proposition, where E is (A1 =
01(B 1)) A 01(E1 ) A ... A (A,, = On(Bn)) A 0,(En). To this end, assume that
p k E. This implies that p is a model for each Ei and it follows that p(Bi)
is ground bottom-up derivable, i = 1..n, because each (Ei : Bi) is assumed
to satisfy the proposition. p J= E also implies that p(Ai) is identical to
p(Oi(Bi)). Hence p(A)4-p(A 1),... ,p(An) is a ground instance of a rule in
P, and it follows that p(A) is ground bottom-up derivable. f
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Proposition 11 If A is ground bottom-up derivable then there ezists a
bottom-up derivable state (E: B) and an environment p such that p 1= E
and p(B) is A.

Proof: The proof proceeds by induction on the definition of ground bottom-
up derivable. Let A1,... ,A,n be ground bottom-up derivable states that
satisfy the proposition, let A+--A,,..., An be a ground instance of a rule in
P, and we seek to show that the proposition holds for A. Since A1,..., An
satisfy the proposition, it must be the case that for each i, i = 1..n, there
exists a bottom-up derivable state (Ei: B) and an environment pi such
that pi k E and pi(B[) is Ai. Also, since A-A 1 ,...,A,, is a ground in-
stance of a rule in P, there exists a rule in P of the form B'-B 1,..., Bn
and an environment pR such that A = pR(B) and Ai = pR(Bi), i = 1..n.
Let 01, ... , On be renaming substitutions such that var(B, B1 ,...,Bn),
var(O1(Ej),Oj(B')), ... , var(On(En),O&(B,)) are disjoint sets, and define
E to be (Bl = 81(B')) A 01(E1) A A" A (B,, = O,,(B)) A On(En,). Define an
environment p as follows:

P(X) = p,(o71 (X)) if XE var(O,(E,),O,(Bi)), 1 < i < n
pR(X) otherwise

By definition, p(Oi(X)) = pi(89' 1 (Oi(X))) = pi(X) for each variable X ap-
pearing in E,, and hence p k Oi(Ei) iff pi 1 Ei. It has already been
established that pi 1= Ei and so p I= Oi(Ei), i = 1..n. Similarly, the defini-
tion of p implies that p(Oi(B[)) = pi(B[), i = 1..n. Combining this equality
with previously established equalities proves that

p(Oi(B•)) = pi(Bf) = Ai = PR(Bi) = p(Bi), i = 1..n

and it follows that p satisfies each equation Bi = Oi(B[), and hence p 1= E.
Moreover, p(B) = pR(B) = A. Hence (E: B) is a bottom-up derivable state
and p is an environment such that p k E and p(B) is A. '
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Using ground bottom-up derivable, a ground collecting semantics can
now be defined.

Definition 9 The ground bottom-up collecting semantics of a logic program
P is the mapping gCSp such that, for each rule label a,

CS,(c)de r the rule in P with label a is A+-Al,...,An and1
= p(A1),... ,p(An) are ground bottom-up derivable

Using the previous two propositions, which relate ground derivations with
derivations, the following correspondence can be established.

Lemma 6 For all rule labels a,

gCSp(a) = {p: p ý= E for some E E CSp(a)}.

Proof: The first part of the proof shows that for any environment p in the
set on the left hand side of this equation, there exists an environment p' in the
right hand side such that p -vmr(a) P'. Suppose that p E CCSp(a) and let the
rule with label a be A-Al,... ,A.. This implies that p(A1),... ,p(An) are
ground bottom-up derivable. Hence, by proposition 11, there exist bottom-
up derivable states (Ei :Bi) and environments pi such that pi j= Ei and
p,(Bi) is p(Ai), i = 1..n. Now, let 01, ... , On be renaming substitutions
such that var(A, A 1 ,...,An), var(#1(E 1),01(B 1)), ... , var(9,,(E,),19n(B,))
are all disjoint sets. By definition, (E : A) is bottom-up derivable where E
is (A 1 = 01(B 1 )) A 91(E1 ) A ... A (An = 6.(B,.)) A 0,(E.). Now, define an
environment p' as follows:

AX) p,(9,'(X)) if X E var(9,(Ei),0i(B•)), 1 < i < np'(X) - p(X) otherwise

Using reasoning similar to that used in Proposition 11, it is easy to verify
that p' is a model of each Oi(Ei) and that p'(Ai) = p'(Oi(Bi)), i = L..n. This
implies that p' 1= E, and so p' E {p : p k E for some E E CSp(a)}. Since
P' =var(a) p, the proof for this direction is complete.

Conversely, suppose that p 1= E such that E E CSp(a). If the rule
in P with label a is A-A 1,... ,An, then by definition of CSp, there must
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exist bottom-up derivable states (Ei : Bi) and renamings 8i, 1 < i < n, such
that var(A,A1,...,An), var(#1(E 1),91 (B1)), ... , var(0C(En),on(Bn)) are
disjoint sets, and such that E is (A1 = 01(B 1))A6 1(E 1)A.. A(A, = O,(B,))A
On(En). Since p - E, it follows that p - Oi(E,), i = 1..n. This implies that
p o 9 ý= E,. From Proposition 10 it follows that p o 01(B 1),...,p o ,,(Bn)
are all bottom-up derivable. Also, p 1= E implies that p(A,) = p o Oi(Bi),
and hence p(A 1),... ,p(An) are bottom-up derivable. Thus p E CCSp(a),
and the lemma is proved. 0

Note that the set of ground derivable goals corresponds to the usual
bottom-up semantics of logic programs [7] defined using the Tp function (see
section 4.2 on page 63). Specifically, 4- A is ground bottom-up derivable
iff A E lfp(Tp). The above theorem can now be used to show that the
bottom-up semantics defined in Section 4.2 is equivalent to the standard Tp
bottom-up semantics in the following sense:

lfp(Tp) = {p(A) : (E :A) is bottom-up derivable and p I- E}

We now complete the proof of the correctness of the bottom-up seman-
tics. Recall that the proof so far has connected bottom-up collecting se-
mantics with bottom-up ground collecting semantics. The remaining part
of the proof connects the ground collecting semantics with the environment
constraints, and consists of two lemmas. Again TZg, denotes the mapping
such that 1If G) = QCSp(a). We begin with the following easy property.

Proposition 12 If A* is a head atom in P then each atom in Ig.(A0 .A%)
is ground bottom-up derivable.

Proof: Let A0o-A 1,..., An be the rule in P with label a and suppose that
A E 179,(A0.%'). This implies that there is an environment p such that p E

_,(T1) and A = p(Ao). Now, p E 17V,('*) implies that p(A1),...,p(A,)
are ground bottom-up derivable. It immediately follows that p(Ao) is ground
bottom-up derivable, and since A = p(Ao), this completes the proof that A
is ground bottom-up derivable. f

Lemma 7 1oc is a model of ECp.

Proof: Each constraint in CCp is of the form
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such that the rule in P with label a is Aos-A 1 ,...,A,, and each fli is a rule
label such that Bf' is a head atom in P and Bi and Ai are compatible. Now,
suppose that p E Tq,.,([A 1 E B1j.T1,... ,A,, E B,?.'i]. Hence p(Ai) E

, . ) i = 1..n. Proposition 12 implies that each p(Ai) is bottom-up
derivable and it is immediate that p E 0,•(a). 0

Lemma 8 If I is a model of XCp then I1, C_ 1.

Proof: The proof uses induction on the definition of ground bottom-up
derivability. To establish the basis for this induction, we first refine the
definition of bottom-up derivability. Specifically, define that p(A) is ground
bottom-up derivable with index k if there is an environment p and a rule
in P of the form AE-A1,...,A,, such that each p(Ai) is ground bottom-up
derivable with index ki and k = 1 + k, + -.- + k,. Clearly A is ground
bottom-up derivable iff there exists a k > 1 such that A is ground bottom-
up derivable with index k. The lemma is now established by proving the
following hypothesis:

For all rule labels a and environments p, if the rule in P
with label a is A-A 1 ,...,A, and each p(Ai) is bottom-up
derivable with index ki < k, then p E IQ' ).

It is easy to verify, using the definition of CCSp, that if this hypothesis
holds for all k then Z.,, g 1. The proof of the hypothesis proceeds by
induction on k. Suppose that the hypothesis holds for all k less than k'
where k' is some non-negative integer, and we seek to show the hypothesis
when k = k'. Let a be a rule label, let As-A1,...,A. be the rule in P
with label a and let p be an environment such that each p(Ai) is bottom-up
derivable with index ki < k. This means that for each i there is a rule label
3 and an environment p' such that the B*-B 1 ,... B, is the rule in P with
label P, p'(B) = p(Ai) and, for each j, j = 1..n, p'(Bi) is ground bottom-up
derivable with index lj < ki. Since the hypothesis is assumed to hold for
ki, it follows that p' E I(ffl) and so p(Ai) E I(B.TO). In summary then,
for i = l..n there exists a head atom C7' in P such that p(Ai) E 1(C&.If1V).
Now, by construction, WCp contains the constraint
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%a : [Ai E C,.9',... ,A,n E C,.q""J].

Since I is assumed to be a model of (Cp, it immediately follows that p E
1(v). 0

Theorem 5 (Correctness of Bottom-Up Constraints)
For all programs P and all rule labels a in P,

lm(CCP)(F) =,,,,(a) {p p 1= E and E E CSp(,)).

Proof: This theorem follows immediately from lemmas 6, 7 and 8. []
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Chapter 5

Set Based Approximation

Environment constraints provide a flexible framework for reasoning about
programs. In particular, by re-interpreting the basic constructs of the con-
straints, we can define approximations of a program's collecting semantics.
Such an approach is used in this chapter to define the set based approxima-
tion of a program. We begin by developing interpretat'*zns of the environ-
ment constraints that do not contain inter-variable dependencies. Central
to these interpretations is the treatment of program variables as sets, and
this is formalized using set environments, which are mappings from pro-
gram variables into sets. The resulting interpretations are called set based
interpretations. The set based approximation of a program is defined to be
the smallest set based interpretation that is a model of the program's envi-
ronment constraints. That is, the smallest (standard) interpretation of the
environment constraints gives the collecting semantics of the program, and
the smallest set based interpretation of the environment constraints gives
the set based approximation of (the collecting semantics of) the program.

A key part of this chapter involves formalizing inter-variable dependen-
cies. While this notion is fairly clear at an intuitive level, it has no a priori
definition. In fact there are a number of potential definitions, and these are
outlined during the development of set based interpretations. Importantly,
there is one definition that is more natural than the others, and this defini-
tion is used as the basis for set based program approximation. This provides
a key justification of our claim that set based approximation makes exactly
one approximation: all inter-variable dependencies are ignored.

103
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5.1 Summary of Environment Constraints

We begin by summarizing the form of the environment constraints used to
characterize the collecting semantics of programs. We first consolidate some
of the basic definitions for logic and imperative programs. Let E denote a
common set of function symbols that subsumes the function symbols used in
imperative programs as well as the function and predicate symbols used in
logic programs. Let VARl denote a common set of program variables for both
logic and imperative programs. Note that VARL is infinite. A program term
is either a program variable or of the form f(tl,... ,t) or fI(ti) where
each ti is a program term, f E E and 1 < j < n. Note that the definition of
program term encompasses both logic and imperative program terms as well
as logic program atoms. A value is a program term constructed only from
symbols in E. An environment is a mapping from VAIR into values. Again
we shall write [Xlo-evl,... ,Xn-evn] to denote an environment that maps
Xi into vi, i = 1..n. We shall frequently abuse this notation in examples
and write expressions such as {[Xi-÷v1,Y.-.tv],[XI-ev., Y-ev 4 ]}, denoting
the infinite set of all environments that either map X to v, and Y to v2 or
else map X to v3 and Y to v4.

An atomic program condition is of the form s = t, -i(s = t), match1 (t)
or -,(match 1(t)) where X is a program variable, f is a function symbol from
E and a and t are program terms. A program condition is a disjunction
of conjunctions of atomic program conditions. Note that this definition of
program condition is, strictly speaking, a restriction of the previous defini-
tion since it only allows "disjunction normal form" program conditions to
be written. This is done for convenience. Moreover, it is an inconsequen-
tial restriction since any program condition can be easily rewritten into an
equivalent disjunction of conjunctions of basic program conditions.

An environment variable is a variable that ranges over sets of environ-
ments, and is denoted by the symbol T. For each program point p, there is a
distinguished environment variable denoted TA, whose purpose is to describe
the environments corresponding to point p. An environment expression is
either

* an environment variable 'I;

e the constant T;
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"* '[Xt-+t], where X is a program variable and t is a program term;

"* I[cond], where cond is a program condition;

"* [A1 E B1 .' 1 ,...,A,, E Bn.-T, where the Ai and Bi are program
terms.

An environment constraint is of the form T D ee where ee is an environment
expression.

We now review the meaning of environment constraints. First, the mean-
ing of program terms is defined. Given an environment p, the meaning p(t)
of a term t is defined by extending p as follows:

* p(fj(t')) = vi if p(t') = f(vl,...,vn) for some values vi,...,Vn.

Note that p(fg(t')) is undefined if p(t') is not of the form f(vl, . . . , vn). We
write p t> t if t is defined under p. Next, the meaning of program conditions
is defined. As mentioned previously, each program condition is written as a
disjunction of conjunctions of atomic program conditions. We write p L> cond
if p t> t for each program term t appearing in cond. Now, where p is an
environment such that p L> cond, the relation p I- cond is defined as follows:

"• p s = tiff p() =P(t);

"* p= -,(s = t) iff p(s) p(t);

"* p H match1 (t) iff p(t) is of the form f(vl,..., v,);

"* p H -i(matchf (t)) iff p(t) is of the form g(vl,..., v,) where f 0 g;

"* p H cond, A cond2 iff p H cond, and p = cond 2

"* p ý= cond, V cond 2 iff either p H cond, or p H cond 2.

If it is not the case that p t> cond then p k cond is not defined. Finally, an
interpretation of environment constraints is a mapping from each environ-
ment variable into a set of environments. Given such an interpretation 2,
the meaning of an environment expression is defined as follows:
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"* I(fI) is already defined.

"* Y(T) = {all environments}.

"* 2Q([Xý-t]) - {p[X-p(t)]: p E O} where E is {p E I(@) : p t> t}.

"* I(I[cond]) - {p E 09: p [= cond} where 0 is {p E I() : p t> cond).

"* I([A1 E B ,.,...,A,n E Bn.,1 ']) = {p: p(Ai) E T(B,.T,), i = 1..n}.

The expression Y(B.T) denotes the set of ground atoms {p(B) : p E I(f)}.
An interpretation is a model of a conjunction of environment constraints (C
if IT(T) ;? 7(ee) for each constraint T D ee in CC.

5.2 Inter-Variable Dependencies in SCp

What we ultimately desire is a simple, intuitive and decidable definition
of an approximation to a program's (collecting) semantics. One natural
way to obtain such an approximation is by developing a notion of approxi-
mate interpretation of the environment constraints. Given such a notion, an
approximate semantics can be defined using the smallest approximate inter-
pretation that is a model of the constraints. That is, the least (standard)
model of the environment constraints defines the program's exact seman-
tics, and the least approximate model defines the program's approximate
semantics.

In essence, this is the approach used to define the set based approxima-
tion of a program. Specifically, to obtain a notion of program approximation
that ignores inter-variable dependencies, we develop an interpretation of the
environment constraints that is free of such dependencies. Now, recall that
environment constraints are interpreted by starting with a mapping I from
environment variables into arbitrary sets of environments, and then extend-
ing this mapping in an obvious way to map environment expressions into
sets of environments. Inter-variable dependencies arise in two places in this
interpretation. First, they may be present in the collections of environments
specified by I. Second, they may be present in the process of extending I to
map from environment expressions into sets of environments. We consider
these possibilities in turn.
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Inter-Variable Dependencies in Sets of Environments

We begin our development of an interpretation of the environment con-
straints that ignores inter-variable dependencies, by considering the inter-
variable dependencies that may be present in collections of environments.
For example, suppose that one of the collections of environments specified
by an interpretation is the following collection of environments

f{ [X ý- a , Y ý- b], [X ý- c, Y i-. d] 1,

where it is assumed that the only program variables of interest are X and Y.
Inter-variable dependencies are present in this collection of environments in
the sense that whenever X takes the value a, then it must be the case that
Y takes the value b, and whenever X takes c, Y must take d.

Intuitively, a collection of environments is free of inter-variable depen-
dencies if fixing the value of one or more variable does not affect the values
that other variables may take. More concretely, let 0 be a collection of envi-
ronments and suppose that we choose an environment p from E and modify
p so that it maps X into v where v is one of the "possible values" for X. If e
is free of inter-variable dependencies, then we expect that the modified envi-
ronment p[Xi-*v] should also be an element of 0. For example, consider once
again the collection of environments {[Xi-*a,Yi.-.b], [Xi-+c,Yi--.d]}; denote
this collection by E. On choosing [Xi-,a, Y,-+b] from e and modifying this
environment to map Y into d (one of the "possible values" for Y), we obtain
the environment [X,-+a,Yi--d] and this is not contained in 0. Hence, as
expected, 0 is not free of inter-variable dependencies. However, a collecting
of environments that is free of inter-variable dependencies can be obtained
by augmenting 9 with the environments [Xi-oa, Yo-d], [Xi--c, Y,-b].

More formally, let 0 be a collection of environments and define, in the
context of 0, that v is a possible value for X if there exists an environment
p in 0 such that p(X) = v. Now, consider the environments A such that
there exists an environment p in 9 and for each X either (a) A5 agrees with
p on X or else (b) A(X) is a possible value for X. Define that ( is free
of inter-variable dependencies if 0 contains all such environments A. This
provides a fairly direct formalization of the above intuitions about inter-
variable dependencies. However, observe that case (a) of the construction of
0 is redundant because if A(X) = p(X) then A(X) is a possible value for X.
Hence, O is free of inter-variable dependencies if 9 contains all environments
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A such that, for each X, A(X) is a possible value for X. More compactly, 0
is free of inter-variable dependencies if

p E 0 iff for all X, p(X) is a possible value for X.

If a collection 0 satisfies this condition, then ( can be completely described
by the sets of possible values that it defines for each program variable. In
other words, such a collection 0 can be viewed as a specification of a set
of values for each program variable. Hence, collections e that are free of
inter-variable dependencies can be characterized as set based collections of
environments.

Definition 10 (Set Based Environment Collections) A collection 0
of environments is set based if there exists a mapping F from program vari-
ables into sets of values such that

p E 0 iff p(X) E F(X) for all program variables X. [

For example, {[Xi-,aY,-4], [Xi-+aYi-*d], [X,-*cY.+b], [Xp-*cY,--d1} is
set based because it can be represented by the function F that maps X into
{a,c} and Y into {b,d}.

The mapping F in Definition 10 can be thought of as a representation of
the 0. In most cases, there is only one set mapping F that represents a set
based collection 0. However, in the boundary case where 0 is the empty
set, there are many possible choices for F since any F that maps at least
one program variable into the empty set is a candidate. It is convenient to
refine the notion of set mapping to obtain a unique representation of set
based collections of environments as follows.

Definition 11 (Set Environments) A set environment e is a mapping
from program variables into sets of values such that if # maps some program
variable into the empty set then it maps all program variables into the empty
set.

Clearly a collection 0 of environments is set based if there exists a set
environment p such that p E 0 iff p(X) E o(X) for all X. Moreover, there is
a one-to-one correspondence between set based collections of environments
and set environments. It is convenient to identify a set environment with
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the collection of environments it represents. To this end, we shall frequently
treat a set environment g as a set of environments and write p E p to denote
that p(X) E p(X) for each program variable X.

Now, as a first step towards a definition of program approximation that
ignores inter-variable dependencies, we define a notion of program approx-
imation based on set environments. Specifically, where P is a program, let
approzp denote the least interpretation that is both a model of CCp and
maps each environment variable into a set based collection of environments.
Since approzp is a model of CCp, it follows that it must be larger than
lm(XCp). It follows that Im(XCp) C approzp and so approzp is a safe
approximation of the collecting semantics of P.

The definition of approzp leads to a very simple definition of program
approximation; however it is not decidable. The reason is that although
approzp removes inter-variable dependencies in the collections of environ-
ments, it does not remove dependencies that may be introduced through the
action of program variables. For example, consider the imperative program
consisting of the single statement X := pair(X, X). The environment con-
straints corresponding to this program are *11 D 1I@TI[X•+pair(X,X)] and
10T1 D T. For this program, lm(SCp) and approxp coincide and both map
*11 into the set based collection of environments

[Xý- {pair(vv) v is a value}].

Hence dependencies may be introduced by variables even though the collec-
tion of environments Z(T) does not contain inter-variable dependencies. It
is these kinds of dependencies that lead to the undecidability of approzp.

Dependencies Introduced By Program Variables

To describe the kinds of dependencies that may be introduced through the
action of program variables, we must first consider dependencies in sets
of values. A set of values contains dependencies if there are relationships
between the components of each value. For example, consider the two sets
of terms {f(a,b),f(c,d)} and {f(g'n(a),g"(b)) : n > 0}, where gn is used to
abbreviate n applications of g, so that g2(c) denotes g(g(c)). Both of these
sets contain dependencies. Such dependencies may be present in the sets of
values variables may be bound to at run-time. Some of these dependencies
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logic program imperative program

p(pair(X,X)). Y := pair(X,X);

4- p(Y).

q(pair(a, b)). Y:= pair(a,b);

q(pair(c,d)). if match,4 ir(X) then

Sq(Y). Y := pair(c, d);

Figure 5.1: Different Ways of Introducing Dependencies

are explicitly introduced by the action of program variables, while others
are introduced through the merging of different computation paths. To
illustrate this, consider the four programs in Figure 5.1. In both of the top
two programs, the set of values for Y after program execution is {pair(v, v) :
v is a value); the dependencies in these two examples are introduced by
the variable Y. In contrast, after execution of either of the bottom two
programs in Figure 5.1, the value of Y is either pair(a,b) or pair(c,d);
the dependencies here are introduced by merging computation paths. Note
that the dependencies introduced by variables may be infinite in nature,
whereas the dependencies introduced by the merging of computation paths
are essentially finite. This has important decidability implications.

At the heart of set based analysis is the tradeoff between infinite sets
of values, dependencies and decidability. First observe that since we do
not employ an approximation of the underlying computation values, we
must deal directly with infinite sets of values. Also note that the notion of
intersection is inherently present in set based analysis because a conditional
expression of the form X = Y naturally leads to the intersection of the sets
of values for X and Y. Now, as we have just noted above, the action of
variables may introduce dependencies that are unbounded in nature. Such
dependencies imply that sets of the form {f(gn(a),gn(b)) : n > 0} may
arise. This is suggestive of the expressive power of context free grammars.
Since the intersection of two context free grammars is not recursive, it is
not surprising that unbounded dependencies must be curtailed to obtain
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decidability.

A more concrete explanation of the undecidability of approxp is based on
the observation that the semantic constructs of the language are sufficiently
powerful that reasoning involving unbounded dependencies can still be car-
ried out, even though inter-variable dependencies cannot appear in sets of
environments. Specifically, let P be an imperative program, and consider
coding P as an essentially equivalent imperative program that involves only
one variable. To do this, let X1,...,X,, be the variables in P, and let Env
be a new variable that shall range over lists of length n, representing envi-
ronments. Let Env' denote car(cdr'-1 (Env)) (to access ijh element of list in
Env) and let [si, ... ,s,n] denote the list of length n whose elements are, in
order, si,... , ,,. Now, construct a program PF from P by first replacing all
assignment statements Xi := t by Env := [X 1,...,X,-.,t,X4+l,...,Xn],
and then replacing all occurrences of Xi by Env', 1 < i < n. Clearly
the resulting P' is equivalent to P in the sense that if P starts execu-
tion from environment [Xi,-+uj,...,Xni--+un] and reaches program point
p with environment [X11 -etvi,...,Xni--vn] then execution of P' starting
from environment [Envi-+[u 1,...,u,u]] reaches point p with environment
[Env-+[vi,... ,vn,]]. Moreover, P' contains only one variable. It follows
that lm(tCp,) = approz ,. Hence, any oracle for deciding p E approzxp('I')
can be used to decide p E lm(CCp)(V4').

A similar kind of construction is possible for logic programs. The im-
portant observation here is that approzp still allows an equality predicate
to be defined. Specifically, let P be an arbitrary logic program. First
rewrite P into an equivalent program that contains only unary predicate
symbols (this can be easily done by introducing new function symbols f, of
every arity n, and then systematically rewriting each atom p(si,... , sO)
into p(fn(si,.. .,Sn))). Second, rewrite each rule p(s)4-Bi,...,Bn into
p(X)--eq(X, s), Bl,..., Bn where X is a variable that does not already ap-
pear in the rule. Third, add the rule eq(X,X). Call the resulting program
P'. Clearly P' mimics P in a very straightforward manner. Moreover,
approzp, and lm(XCp,) coincide in the following sense: for all head atoms
AO in P'

aprozP,(•") =•,.r(A)/(Z ')••

In both of these constructions, the key observation is that variable depen-

dencies appear in approx, when an environment is applied to a term with
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multiple occurrences of a variable. Such dependencies must be eliminated if
a decidable program approximation is to be obtained.

The approach for eliminating these dependencies is based on the use of
set environments. Recall that set environments were introduced to repre-
sent set based collections of environments. Not only can set environments
be treated as collections of environments, but they can also be treated as
environment-like mappings. Whereas an environment is pointwise in the
sense that it specifies a single value for each variable, a set environment is
set-wise in the sense that it specifies a set of values for each variable. In
analogy with environments, there is a natural notion of changing the binding
of a variable in a set environment. Specifically, where g is a set environment
and S is a set of values, the notation e[X,--S] denotes the set environment
that maps all variables into the empty set if either S or O(X) is the empty
set, and otherwise is the set environment that maps X into S and agrees
with L on program variables different from X.

Just as environments are used to assign meanings to program terms
and conditions, we can use set environments to assign an alternative "set
based" meaning to program terms and conditions. For example, suppose
that X is the only variable of interest and consider an environment expres-
sion I'[Xi--*pair(X,X)] corresponding to an assignment statement. Sup-
pose that IT(I) is the set environment {[X,-*{a,b}]}. Under the normal
interpretation, the environments in I(*) are considered one at a time and
applied to the program term pair(X, X) to obtain a binding for X. The
result is that Z('I[X'pair(X,X)]) yields the collection of environments
{[X,--pair(a, a)], [Xi-+pair(b, b)]). However, if T(q) is applied to pair(X, X)
as a set environment, then each occurrence of X is treated as a set, result-
ing in {Xt-+pair(a, a), Xt-pair(a, b), Xi-,pair(b, a), Xi-4pair(b, b)}. Hence,
by using set environments to interpret program terms and conditions, we
obtain a natural method for eliminating inter-variable dependencies.

We now outline how this approach can be generalized to interpret ar-
bitrary environment expressions. This forms the core part of the defini-
tion of set based interpretation of environment constraints. In particular
we shall develop interpretations of the expressions *[X,-+t], TI[cond] and
[A1 E B1 .I',...,A. E B,.-,]. In the remainder of this section, let I
denote an interpretation that maps environment variables into set environ-
ments. Let A denote the operator that maps a collection 0 of environments
into a set environment, denoted A(O), as follows
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A(e)(X) d2F= {p(X)E PE el.

Note that A(E) is the smallest set environment containing 0.

Consider first the set based interpretation of an environment expression
of the form h'[Xý-4t], corresponding to an assignment statement. The stan-
dard interpretation of such an expression is

I(* [X.-+t]) = {p[Xi-ep(t)j: p E 0} where 0 is {p E I(*) p t> t}.

Now, the set based interpretation of this expression is obtained by treating
0 as a set environment L and applying g directly to the program term t
instead of applying 0 to t on an environment by environment basis. The
resulting set of values is then used to appropriately update p. Specifically,
we define that the set based interpretation of 1@[X,-*t] under I is given by

- (*P[X'-+tj) =d_ #[X,'-p(t)] where p is A ({p E I(F): p t> t})

Next consider an environment expression of the form @[cond] corre-
sponding to imperative program conditions. Now, the effect of [cond] is
to restrict environments in T(IF). In the standard interpretation of con-
ditions, environments are applied to program terms one at a time, and a
notion of variable dependency can arise that is similar to the dependencies
arising in the interpretation of I[X-4-t]. For example, suppose that f is a
binary function symbol and consider the program consisting of the single

statement if (fý(Y)'= X A fC(Y)= X) then Seq. Let the label of the

first statement of Seq be / and let the last of the last be y. The environment
constraints for this program consist of the constraints

1@ " D T,T D q'T [f,,, Y = X A c5Y): =X]
v" 'PT, [ (fjl(Y) = X) V -~ (fC1Y) = X)]

together with the appropriate constraints for Seq. For this program, approzp
maps V'T into the set of all environment and maps PTO into the collection
of environments

{[Xi--u,Y,-4f(v,v)]: for all u and v}.

Again, dependencies are introduced through the treatment of distinct oc-
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currences of variables.

To ignore such dependencies, we develop an interpretation of environ-
ment expressions f[cond] using set environments. First consider the stan-
dard interpretation of an expression of the form I[cond]:

I(T[cond]) = {p E 0 : p - cond) s.t. 0 is {p E 1(t) p t> cond}.

This involves three components: (i) the process of collecting environments p
such that p E I(•I) and p t> cond into a set 0, (ii) the relation p I- cond, and
(iii) the process of collecting environments p such that p E 0 and p I= cond.
These three components are replaced by set environment counterparts as
follows: (i) is replaced by the process of collecting environments p such that
p E 21(1) and p t> cond into a set environment g, (ii) is replaced by the
relation p j=, cond that defines the notion of an environment p satisfying
cond in the contezt of set environment O, and (ii!) is replaced by the process
of collecting environments p such that p E 0 and p I-, cond into a set
environment. We now outline the definition of p 1=. cond; the full details
can be found in the next section.

Consider the atomic condition fC(Y) = X. Such a condition essentially
represents two restrictions on an environment p. The left hand side of the
equality restricts the values of Y and the right hand side restricts X. In
other words, p • fo1(Y) = X can be thought of as the combination of the

two restrictions (i) p(fýj)(Y)) E {p(X)} and (ii) p(X) E {p(fj(Y))}. In
the set based interpretation of this basic condition, these two restrictions
are explicitly separated, and the set environment L is used to interpret X in
(i) and fý,'(Y) in (ii). Hence, p 1=, fý,'(Y) = X is satisfied if

P(fýC(Y)) E o(X) and p(X) E 9(fl(Y))

Using this interpretation, consider again the environment expression

IT' = X A f],(Y) =

and suppose that I(isT) is the set of all environments. Instead of obtain-
ing the set {[X"u, Yi-,f(v, v)] : for all u and v}, we now obtain the set
{[X-u,Y,--f(vj,v2 )] : for all u, v1 and v2}. Hence dependencies are no
longer introduced.

The interpretation of an atomic condition -,(s i t) can similarly be
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obtained. Again p 1= -,(s 0 t) can be split into (i) 3v(p(s) 6 v A v E {p(t)}
and (ii) 3v(p(t) 0 v A v E {p(s)}. The set based interpretation of this basic
condition uses e to interpret t in (i) and s in (ii). Specifically, p •, -,(s 0 t)
holds if

3v (v E 0 (t) A v 9 p(s)) and 3v (v E e(s) A v 0 p(t)).

In other words, whenever a term is used in such a way that a new value
is built up, then a set environment is used to interpret the term (since
otherwise infinite dependencies may be introduced). In contrast, if a term is
used for the purpose of restricting the values of program variables, then the
term is interpreted using a (normal) environment (because no dependencies
may be introduced by this process). Note that atomic conditions such as
matchf (s) and -•(matchf(s)) serve only to restrict the values of the program
variables contained in s, and so they cannot introduce dependencies. Hence
set environments are not needed for their interpretation.

Finally, consider an expression [Al E A., ... ,A, E B,.*.,,] corre-
sponding to a logic program rule. Again the standard interpretation of this
expression may introduce dependencies through multiple occurrences of a
variable. For example, consider the logic program consisting of the rules
eq(X,X) (labeled with 1) and the goal *-eq(Y, pair(Z, Z)) (labeled with 2).
The bottom-up environment constraints for this program are

i,I :1 []
'12 D [eq(Y,f(ZZ)) E eq(X,X).P 1 ]

and approzp maps p2 into the collection of environments

{[X#..4u,Y,-epair(v, v)]: for all u and v}.

Dependencies are introduced here through the two occurrences of Z.

Set environments can be used to eliminate such dependencies in a manner
similar to that used for environment expressions of the form 'P[X,--t]. First,
recall that the standard interpretation of an expression of the form I([Ai E
Bj.•1F,...,A. E B,.9f]) is

{p : for each i, p(A,) E {p'(B,) : p' E I(t)}}.

This contains the two kinds of components: (i) tho application of a set
of environments 2(TP) to the atom Bi to obtain a set of ground atoms,
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and (ii) the collection of environments p. In the set interpretation of this
expression, components in (i) are replaced by the application of the set
environment Z1(i) to the atom Bi, and the component in (ii) is replaced by
the collection of environments p into a set environment. For example, the
constraint q12 Q (eq(Y, f(Z, Z)) E eq(X,X).*'] is interpreted as

% D A ({p: p(eq(Y,f(Z,Z))) E p(eq(X,X)) where # is T(f )).

More generally, the environment expression [Al E B 1.A 1,...,A, E Bz.•,]

is interpreted under I as the set

71 ([A1 E BE....,...,A. E B..A'.]) = A({p : p(A,) E T(•i,)(B,)})

In summary, the use of set environments to interpret environment con-
straints corresponds to treating each variable as a set of values. Moreover,
the use of sets in the interpretation of environment constraints provides
a simple and natural way to ignore all dependencies that are introduced
through the action of variables. For this reason we equate set based anal-
ysis with analysis in which all inter-variable dependencies are ignored (and
no other approximations are made). Importantly, this uniform and intu-
itive reading of environment constraints leads to an accurate and decidable
analysis.

5.3 Set Based Interpretation of ECp

We now present the complete details of the set based interpretation of the
environment constraints. We begin by summarizing some definitions in-
troduced in the previous section. A set environment g is a mapping from
program variables into sets of values such that if L maps some program vari-
able into the empty set then it maps all program variables into the empty
set. We identify set based collections of environments with set environments,
and write p E L to denote that p(X) E Q(X) for each program variable X.
If L is a set environment and S is a set of values then P[Xl-+S] denotes the
set environment that maps all variables into the empty set if either S or
#(X) is the empty set, and otherwise is the set environment that maps X
into S and agrees with Q on program variables different from X. A denotes
the operator that maps a collection E of environments into the smallest set
environment containing 0 and is defined as follows:
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A(e)(X) 4=d {p(X): p E 0}.

Note that the fixed points of A are exactly the set based collections of
environments.

Just as (pointwise) environments are extended to become partial func-
tions from program terms into values, so set environments are extended to
become functions from program terms into sets of values. Let L be a set
environment and let t be a program term. If L is the set environment I that
maps all variables into the empty set then o(t) is the empty set, regardless
of t. Otherwise o(t) is defined as follows:

9 If t is a program variable, then o(t) is already defined.

* If t is f(t l ,...,t,,) then o(t) is {f(v1 ,...,vn) : vi E 0(ti)}.

* If t is f(7(s) then p(t) is {fv : f(vi,...,uv) E L0()}.

We now use set environments to interpret program conditions. We define
a relation p I=, cond to be read as p satisfies cond in the context of the set
environment g. As noted previously, it is assumed that program conditions
are first written into disjunctive normal form. Let p be an environment, let
L be a set environment and define that:

• p 1 = t iff p(s) E e(t) and p(t) E e(s).

9 p1=, -p(s = t) iff 3v (V E o(t) A v 4 p(s)) and 3v (v E o(s) A u # p(t)).

* p1=. matchf (a) if p(s) is of the form f(vi,...,v,,).

"* p1= -umatchj(s) if p(s) is not of the form f(vl,..., vn).

* p I cond, A cond 2 iff p ý, cond, and p =, cond 2.

* p 1o cond1 V cond 2 iff either p 1= cond, or p k,, cond 2.

A set based interpretation I is a mapping from each environment variable
into a set environment. Such a mapping can be extended to map from
environment expressions ee into a set environment as follows.
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"* I(T) is already defined.

"* T(T) = {all environments}.

"* 1('[X•-*t]) = Q[X,'-'(t)] where L is A ({p E I(1k) p I> t})

"• (L[cond]) = A P: PEo where ois A p: pE I>od)

" I([A1 E BI.%1 ,...,An E Bn.'1nD]) = A p : : : (
(I P(A') EC 1(@)CBn)

Note that in the last part of this definition, each IT(i) is a set environment,
and so the expression I(fi)(BE) denotes the set of ground atoms resulting
from applying I('T%) to Bi. A set based model of a collection of environ-
ment constraints is a set based environment that satisfies each constraint
in the collection. Using set based models, we can now define the set based
approximation of a program.

Definition 12 (Set Based Approximation) Let P be a program and let
•Cp be the environment constraints of P. Then the set based approximation
of P, denoted sba,, is the least set based model of £Cp. f

Importantly, sbap is a model of CCp.

Proposition 13 For all programs P, sbap is a model of &Cp.

Proof: The proposition is proved by showing that any set based model of
CCp is a model of £Cp. To this end, let I be a set based interpretation.
Now, when I is extended to map from environment expressions into sets
of environments, either the set based interpretation rules can be used, or
else I can be treated as a (normal) interpretation and the rules for (normal)
interpretation used. Let SET(I, ee) denote the set of environments obtained
when the environment expression ee is interpreted under .1 using the set
based interpretation rules. Let NML(I, ee) denote the set of environments
obtained when the environment expression ee is interpreted under 71 using
the (normal) interpretation rules. To prove the proposition, if is sufficient
to show that SET(I, ee) D NML(Z, ee).
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Clearly if ee is either an environment variable or T then SET(I, ee) =
NML(I, ee). Before proving the remaining three cases, it is convenient to
prove that

if p E g then p(t) E O(t) (5.8)

where t is a program term and g is a set environment that is defined on t.
This fact can be easily establish by structural induction on t.

Using (5.8), it is now straightforward to complete the proof. First sup-
pose that ee is 4f[X,-.t]. If p E NML(Z, %F[XF-*t]) then there exists an
environment p' such that P' > t, P' E Z7(f) and p = p'[Xý-+p'(t)]. Now, let
L be A ({p E I(*) : p t> t}). Clearly p' E L and so p'(t) E p(t) by (5.8). It
follows from the definition of p[X,-4S] that p E p[Xi-q0(t)].

Now consider an environment expression of the form fl[cond]. Using
(5.8) it is easy to verify the following property by structural induction on
cond:

if p > cond, p 1 cond, and p E @ then p I cond (5.9)

where cond is a program condition and g is a set environment. To complete
the proof for I'[cond], suppose that p E NML(I, I[cond]). This implies that
p E 17(T), p t> cond and p I cond. Let o be A ({p E 1(1@) : p t> cond}).
Clearly p E L and so p k. cond by (5.9). Hence p E SET(Z, IfI[cond]).

Finally, consider [A1 E B1 .A1 ,... ,A,, E BA.%,] and suppose that p E
NML(1,[Al E B1 .TI1,...,An E Bn.4]). This implies that for i = I.^
there exists an environment pi such that p(Ai) = pi(B1 ) and pi E 1(Qi).
From (5.8) it follows that p(A i ) E I(Ti)(Bi). Hence p E SET(Z, 19[cond]).

0
This proposition implies that sbap 2_ lm(SCp). Since we have already
proved that lm(SCp) corresponds to CSp (see Theorem 1 for imperative
programs and Theorem 3 for logic programs) it follows that sbap is a con-
servative approximation of the collecting semantics of a program in the fol-
lowing sense:
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Theorem 6 (Correctness of sbap)

* For imperative programs P, sbap ;? CSp.

* For logic programs P,

sbaP(1*c) =.,-r(.) {p: p k E and E E CSp(a)}, for all labels a.
0

We conclude this section by noting that the uses of A in the definition of
set based interpretation could have been removed without altering the defi-
nition of sbap. They have been retained to emphasize that various objects
in the definition are set environments. To see why they do not affect sbap,
first number the four occurrences of A in order so that the first occurrences
appears in the interpretation of 'I[XI-+t], the second and third (numbered
left-to-right) appear in the interpretation of 'I[condl and the last appears in
the interpretation of [A1 E B1...,..., An E BE.TI,]. Now, consider the sec-
ond and last occurrences of A. These occurrences ensure that the set based
interpretation of an environment expression is always a set based collection
of environments. However, when determining whether a set enviropment
is a model of a constraint % D ee, the difference between retaining these
occurrences and omitting them reduces to the difference between the

1(19)2 A(SeeT) and 1Q1@) ;2 See_

where SeeI is a set of environments dependent on ee and I. Since I(*) is
required to be a set environment, these two formulas are equivalent.

Now consider the first and third occurrences of A. These occurrences
are applied to environment sets of the form ({p E I('@) :p r t}) or ({p E
1(41) : p t> cond}) to ensure that a set environment is obtained. However,
the following proposition shows that if I(?) is a set based collection of
environments, then ({p E 17(1) : p t> t}) and ({p E I(*): p I> cond}) will
also be set based collections of environments and so the application of A
will not have any effect.

Proposition 14 Let E) be a set based collecting of environments and let
tl,...,t,. be program terms. Then {p E 0 : Ak-f-I.,p > tk} is a set based
collection of environments.

Proof: The proposition is established by showing that
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A({p E 0 : Ak=l..,p > tk}) 9 {p E ) : Ak=l..rp > tk}

Let p E A({p E 0 : Ak=l..P > tk}), and it remains to show that p E {p E
0 : Ak=1..,p t> tQ}. From the definition of A it follows that there exists
an environment px such that px E {p E 0 : Ak=l..rP t> tk}. Since each
Px E 0 and 0 is set based, it follows that p E 0. Hence to show that

p E {p E ) : Ak=1..p > tk}, it suffices to show that p > tk, k = l..r. The
proof of this proceeds by structural induction on each tk. The induction
hypothes;s is that p > tk and that either

(a) for some program variable X, Px > tk and p(tk) = px(tk), or

(b) there exist subterms Si, ... ,sn of tk such that for any environment p',
p•'> tk implies that p'•> si, i = 1..n, and p'(tk) = f(p'(AS),... ,Asn)).

First suppose that tk is a variable, say X. Then p >tk and p(tk) = px(tk),
and so the induction hypothesis holds with condition (a).

Now suppose that t k is of the form f(si,... , S ). Since each si satisfies
the induction hypothesis, it follows that each p(si) is defined and so p t> tk.

Also, it is immediate that for any environment p', p' t>tk implies that p'•> si,
i = 1..n, and p'(tk) = f(p'(sO),... ,psAS)). Hence tk satisfies condition (b).

The remaining case is where tk is of the form f•(s). Now, on applying

the induction hypothesis to s, it follows that p > s and a satisfies either (a) or
(b). First suppose that s satisfies (a). Then p(s) = px(s) for some program
variable X, and since Px > f(•((), it follows that px(s) must be of the form

f(--.). Hence p(fC(s)) is defined and is in fact equal to px(f&'(s)), and

so tk satisfies case (a). Now suppose that s satisfies (b). Then there exist
subterms si, ... , Sn of s such that for any environment p', p' > s implies
that p' > si, i = l..n, and p'(s) = g(p(s1),. .. ,p A(S)). This has a number
of consequences. First, since Px > f~j'(s), it must be the case that f = g.

Second, since p > s, it must be the case that p > f(7(s) is defined, and

furthermore, that p(f~l(s)) = p(si). On applying the induction hypothesis
to si, it is clear that tk respectively satisfies (a) or (b) if s, satisfies (a) or
(b). 0
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5.4 Alternative Definitions

The basic goal of set based analysis is to obtain a very simple definition of
approximation based on the notion of ignoring dependencies arising from
the behavior of variables. However this notion can potentially be realized
in a number of different ways and the definition of set based program ap-
proximation presented in the previous section represents a choice among a
number of possible definitions. We now outline the major alternatives and
compare them with set based analysis. In particular, we shall argue that
the set based analysis is the most natural choice, given the requirements of
decidability, accuracy and simplicity.

Language Restrictions

Perhaps the simplest definition of approximation that employs the idea of
ignoring inter-variable dependencies is approzp. We have already shown
that approZp is not decidable and that it does not ignore all inter-variable
dependencies. In essence, the language operations are sufficiently powerful
that unbounded dependencies can be introduced even when all collections of
environments are free from inter-variable dependencies. One way to address
this problem is to restrict the language so that the language operations
cannot by themselves introduce unbounded dependencies. This approach
was used in an early version of set based analysis for imperative programs
reported by Heintze and Jaffar in [23]. In essence, this paper obtains a de-
cidable program approximation based on approxp by restricting imperative
programs in the following two ways:

(i) Assignment statements must have the form X := f(Xi,..., X") where

the Xi were distinct;

(ii) Program conditions must have one of the following forms:

(a) X = Y where X and Y are program variables;

(b) matchf(X) where X is a program variable, or

(c) a negation of (a) or (b).

Intuitively, these restrictions ensure that multiple occurrences of program
variables cannot occur in a term. For example, a statement such as Y :=
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pair(X, X) cannot be written. This implies that, in isolation, conditions and
assignments cannot introduce inter-variable dependencies. In other words,
the only form of inter-variable dependency that arises is such programs is
dependency between variable values in collections of environments. Since
approzp ignores all such dependencies, it follows that for programs satisfying
(i) and (ii), the approximation approzp is free of inter-variable dependencies.
In fact, for such programs we can show that approzp = sbap. Hence, the set
based approximation of imperative programs described in this thesis can be
viewed as a conservative extension of the approximations defined in [231.

The main drawback of using this subclass of imperative programs defined
by (i) and (ii) is that it is unreasonably restrictive. Although any imper-
ative program P can be transformed (by "unfolding" complex assignments
and conditions) into a semantically equivalent program PF that satisfies (i)
and (ii), the transformation from P to PF forgets much of the structure
of P and this has a detrimental effect on the accuracy of the analysis. In
particular, we can show that approp, Da bap,. Despite this drawback, this
approach does have one appealing property. In essence the approximation
approz,. corresponds to a Hoare-style reasoning about an imperative pro-
gram using assertions that do not express information about inter-variable
dependencies. Specifically, consider an assertion language consisting of for-
mulas of the form @1 A ... A 40,, where each $@ is a formula containing at
most one free variable. Let VIS be the strongest assertion that can be proved
for the point p and let p k 19 denote that p satisfies the formula 4I. Then
p I Vs iff p E approzxp(tII).

We finally note the imperative language used in this thesis employs a
moderate language restriction. Recall from Chapter 3 that atomic program
conditions of the form s = t are such that s and t are constructed from
program variables and projection symbols. A more general language could
be defined in which a and t are arbitrary program terms. However, sbap
for this language would not be decidable. Intuitively this is because the
combination of function symbols and projection symbols allows a form of
unbounded dependency to be introduced. To illustrate the reason for this,
let f and g respectively be unary and binary function symbols, let cond be
the program condition

-1f-(g( 1-(21 -Yg~i)(g((X)),f61)(g(2)(X)))-
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and consider the set based interpretation of the environment expression
'P[cond]. Suppose that I-(T) is the set environment that maps X into the
set of all values and maps Y into the singleton set {g(a, a)}. Then, using
the definition of set based interpretation, 2('flcond]) is the set environment
that maps X into {g(f(a),f(a))}. This example can be easily modified to
show that sets of the form {g(f"(a), fn(a)) : n > 0} can be formed in sbap,
and also to show that sbap for this extended language is undecidable (for a
related discussion, see Section 7.6 page 197).

Although our restriction on atomic program conditions of the form s = t
is very significant from a decidability point of view, it is inconsequential

from a programming point of view because complex conditions such as the
condition g(f-(g-j(X)), f1l (g-(X))) = Y are rarely written in programs.(~i) (gi) M ( ý) (g2
We note that the restriction could be substantially relaxed to admit con-
ditions s = t where s and t do not contain combinations of function and
projection symbols. Also note that it is easy to translate from an arbi-
trary condition s t t into an equivalent condition that is in our language.
For example )(g)(X)),f)( )(X))) - Y could be translated into

f~(gý,)(X)) = g- (Y) A f- (.9 -(X)) = gý2)(Y). Moreover, such a trans-
lation results in little loss of infrmation in practice.

More Direct Use of Set Environments

We now present an alternative interpretation of environment constraints
that employs set environments in a very direct manner. Consider an en-
vironment expression of the form ([A1 E B1.' 1,...,A,, E BE.R,,]. The
standard interpretation of such an expression under an interpretation I is:

{p : for each i, p(Ai) = pi(Bi) for some Pi E 1('i)}.

A very natural way to modify this interpretation to use set environments is

U {e: for each i, e(Ai) = ei(Bi) for some 8i C_ I(fi)}.

where U denotes the pointwise union of a set of set environments and C
denote subset on set environments (again defined pointwise). Such an ap-
proach can be extended in a straightforward manner to the other kinds of
environment constraints. Moreover, it is arguably simpler than the definition
of set based interpretation, and it is easy to verify that it is more accurate.
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1. p(f(a,a)).
2. p(V) ,-- q(V, f(W, W), f(s(W), s(W))).

3. q(X,Y,X) -- p(Y).

STi []
'92 2 [q(Vf(WW),f(s(W),s(W))) E q(X,Y,X).p 3]

3 2 [P(Y) E p(f(a,a)).-']

*3 _ [p(Y) E p(V).' 2 ]

Figure 5.2: Undecidability of Modified Set Based Interpretation

Unfortunately it leads to an undecidable notion of program approximation.
In essence, this is because inter-variable dependencies may arise and these
lead to unbounded dependencies. To see this, consider Figure 5.2, which
contains a logic program and its bottom-up environment constraints. Using
the alternative interpretation just outlined, the least interpretation that is
a model of these constraints is

T' t-+ {all environments]
•,@2 [Vý.{l(.9(.), -q(.)) : n >_ o}, W1_+1fCeC), s(.)) :• _> 01]
V3 [X,.+fall values), Y-qgn(s"a), sn•a)) : n _> 01]

It is easy to modify this example to prove that the program approximation
arising from this interpretation of environments expressions is undecidable.

Ignoring All Dependencies

Set based analysis ignores all inter-variable dependencies, but it does retain
certain notions of dependency that are not related to the treatment of vari-
ables. For example, consider Figure 5.3, which shows an imperative program
along with sbap for this program at some selected program points. The set
of values for X specified by sbap at point T3 exhibits inter-argument depen-
dencies in the sense that whenever the first argument of cons is 1, the second
argument is cons(2, nil), and whenever the first argument is 2, the second
argument is nil. If inter-argument dependencies are ignored, then this set
would be enlarged to include cons(2, cons(2, nil)) and cons(l, nil). An im-
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point sbap at selected points
11, T2 X '-- {cons(l, cons(2, nil)) }

1. X := cons(l, cons(2, nil));
2. while X 9 nil do t3 X cons(lcns(2, nil))

3. X := cdr(X); cons(2, nil)

13 X { cons(2,nil)}

Figure 5.3: Inter-Argument Dependency Example

portant difference between these two kinds of dependency is that ignoring
inter-variable dependencies is sufficient for obtaining decidable program ap-
proximations - it is not necessary to ignore inter-argument dependencies.
Intuitively, this is because, given a program P, the inter-argument depen-
dencies that are present in approzp are of a bounded nature in the sense
that they are due to the (finite) collection of program terms that appear in
P. In other words, no essentially new dependencies can be generated. In
contrast, dependencies introduced through variables are potentially infinite,
such as those introduced through a statement such as X := pair(X, X).

Several approaches to program approximation based on ignoring inter-
argument dependencies have been proposed in the literature (see for example
[48, 68]) and we shall consider these in greater detail in Section 5.6. Since
ignoring inter-argument dependencies implies that inter-variable dependen-
cies are ignored, it follows that such approaches are strictly less accurate
than set based approximation.

5.5 Examples

We now give some examples of the set based approximations. First we
present some imperative program examples. Figure 5.4 contains the envi-
ronment constraints and set based approximation of the program consisting
of the single statement X := pair(X, X). Figure 5.5 contains the constraints
and set based approximation of an imperative program for computing the
last element of a list. Note that in the set based approximation of this pro-
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gram, the set of values for Y at the end of the program is {a, b, c}. This is
clearly an approximation of the run-time behavior of the program since the
only possible value for Y at the end of program execution is c.

The remaining two figures give examples involving logic programs. Fig-
ure 5.6 presents the bottom-up set based approximations of two logic pro-
grams and illustrates that inter-variable dependencies are ignored in set
based approximations, but inter-argument dependencies are not ignored.
Finally, 5.7 presents the top-down set based approximation of a logic pro-
gram that computes the last element of a list. Note that the set based
approximation this program is exact in the sense that the set assigned to
V at point 2 is {b} and this is precisely the possible values for Y at this
point. Intuitively, this is because the set of possible "calls" (this is given
by the union of the sets loop(a.b.nil, V).V1 and loop(L,,Y).,@4) is computed
exactly, and the only possible way that loop(W. nil, W) can match this set is
with W = b. Moreover the rule loop(X.L,Y).-loop(L,Y) cannot generate
any new answers for the second argument to loop. Note that the bottom-up
set based analysis of this program would not be exact.
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J91 D T1 [X.--pair(X, X)] tll' -e, [Xiipair(vivt2 ) *t 1 andv

LI' ~are values J
Figure 5.4: Set Based Approximation of X :=pair(X, X)

'P11 D T

1. L: cons(a, cons(b, nil)); VF1 p7 X-c
2. X:= c; @P13 D 'P12

3. while (match~,,.(L)) do 'P13 ,'15

5. L := cdr(L); 'P14 D 'Pt4[Xi-+cons-j'(L)j

vp 15 ;? fT[LP -cns4(

VP13 D 'P13f-,mnatch(,,.(L)]

program point set environment

Ti [i-+f{afl values), X,-.{fafl values)]

11, T2 [Lt-.+f a.b.nil}, Xsi-41all values)]
42 [La-{a.b.nil}, X".-c}1
T3 [Li-i{a.b. nil,b. nil, nil, X,-eja, b, c}]
T4 [Li- a.b.nil, b. nil), Xi-*a, b, c}]

44, T5 (Li-. {a.b.nil, b. nil), Xi.-+{b,c4]
45 [Li-i {b.nil, nil), Xt-4{b,c}]
43 [Li-+f nil), Xi.+f a, b,c)]

Figure 5.5: Set Based Approximation of Program 2
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1. -- qOX). 1. 4-- (X).

2 q(Y) - p(Y). 2 q(f(Y1 ,Y2)) -- p(f(Y1 ,Y 2)).
3. p(f(a,b)). 3. p(f(a,b)).

4. p(f(c,d)). 4. p(f(c,d)).

2 [q(X) E q(Y). 2 ]1 _D [q(X) E q(f(Yi,Y 2)).'P 2]
*J2 D [P(Y) E p(f(a,b)). IF3] g12 2_ [P(f(Yi,Y 2 )) E p(f(a,b))._ 3]

*2 D [p(Y) E p(f(c,d)).#4] @2 D [p(f(Y1 ,Y2)) E p(f(c,d)).-4]
It 3 D ] *3 _; [

IF'_ []-fabfcdj f, b), [], )

,@ [Y-({f(a,b),f(c,d)] , 2 f(a,"d), f(cb) JJ
93 f {aUl environments) qj3 [.- {all environments)

9' '-* {afl environments) {V4 f (a environments)

Figure 5.6: Bottom-Up Set Based Approx. of Two Logic Programs
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2. *-- loop(a.b.nil,V)1.

3. loop(W~nil, W).
5. loop(X.L, Y) +- loop(L, y) 4.

41 [D
q*2 D [loop(a.b.nil, V) E 1 oop( W.nil, W)A' 3 1
1@2 D [loop(a.b.nil,V) E loop(X.L,Y).1P5]

,94 D (loop(X.L,Y) E loop(L,y)?P'4]

IF- [loop(X.L,Y) E loop(a.b.nil,V).*,1 loop(L,Y) E loop(X.L ,Y).%Fs]

Figur 5lo(.7: ) Top-own ,)., Set(Y Bae Approximatio of Pogrm 1
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5.6 Related Work

In the literature, the notion of program approximation appears both in the
areas of types and program analysis. For the purposes of the following dis-
cussion, the distinction between these two areas is somewhat artificial, and
it is more useful to classify these works according to the underlying approach
used to obtain program approximation. Broadly speaking, two approaches
have been used, one based on abstract interpretation and the other based
on the use of closure operations and constraints. We shall refer to these as
abstract interpretation and non-abstract interpretation approaches, respec-
tively. We note that this terminology is somewhat loose because if one takes
a very broad view of abstract interpretation, then many of the non-abstract
interpretation approaches can be viewed as abstract interpretation. The
essential difference between the two approaches is that the abstract inter-
pretation approach employs (a variant of) an iterative fixed point compu-
tation to compute the program approximation, whereas in the non-abstract
interpretation approach the program approximation cannot be computed
by an iterative fixed point computation (even with the aid of widening and
narrowing), and so very different computation techniques must be employed.

Abstract Interpretation Approaches

In these approaches, program approximation is defined by specifying a col-
lection of approximate values in the place of the exact values. This induces
an approximate semantic function, and the program approximation is typ-
ically the least fixed point of this function. Algorithms for computing such
approximations usually take the form of some kind of iterative fixed point
computation. Importantly, the approximate values are chosen in such a way
that such an iterative fixed point computation is guaranteed to terminate.

In logic programs, this approach has been widely used in type inference
[38, 40, 671, sharing analysis [27,51], instantiation analysis [451 and in various
combinations of these analyses [11, 15]. General frameworks for abstract
interpretation of logic programs have also been developed by Bruynooghe
[10] and also by Marriot, Sondergaard and Jones [44, 60].

Similarly, the idea of using a collection of approximate values to reason
about programs appears, often somewhat implicitly, in most of the work on
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analysis of imperative programs. The use of approximate values is made
more explicit in a number of the more formal accounts of this approach.
Early works in this area include papers by Sintzoff [58], Kildall [39] and
Wegbreit [66]. These ideas were further developed by Cousot and Cousot
[13,14].

In functional programming, abstract interpretation has been used for a
variety of analyses including strictness analysis, sharing analysis, and bind-
ing time analysis (see, for example, the collection of papers [1]). There are
also connections with type systems, particularly those involving subtypes.
In such systems, the starting point is some given finite set of base types.
This set is then closed under a small finite number of type constructors,
usually including the arrow type constructor. The use of a finite predefined
set of base types, and the need to avoid infinite ascending chains of types,
is in spirit similar to the use of approximate values in abstract interpreta-
tion. In fact a number of type inference problems can be usefully viewed as
abstract interpretation (for example, the refinement types of Freeman and
Pfenning [17]).

Although there is much diversity in the above works for logic, impera-
tive and functional languages, one unifying factor is the use of a collection
of approximate values that is finite or, more generally, satisfies some kind of
finite ascending chain condition. Moreover, this condition is used to guar-
antee termination of the analysis.

In terms of accuracy, the program approximations defined by this kind
of approach are not directly comparable to set based approximations. For
some programs, abstract interpretation is more accurate. As an example, if
an imperative or logic program contains only constants (function symbols of
arity 0), then an abstract interpretation approach can be used to compute
the exact collecting semantics. This is because the domain of values is
finite, and so the collection of abstract value can be chosen to be all possible
sets of program values. However, the set based approximation of such a
program is, in general, an approximation to its meaning. Conversely, there
exist classes of programs for which sbap and CSp coincide, but such that no
abstract interpretation algorithm can compute CSp for each program in the
class. For example, consider a program in which all function symbols (and if
applicable, predicate symbols) have arity 0 or 1. For such programs sbap =
CSp. However no abstract interpretation based approach can be used to
compute exactly CSp for each program in this class. This is essentially
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because any regular language is epfinable by a monadic program. Hence,
if an abstract interpretation is to be exact on all monadic programs, the
collection of abstract values used must be expressive enough to represent all
regular languages, and this leads to termination problems. A more detailed
account of this argument is presented in Appendix II.

In summary, the program approximations that arise in abstract interpre-
tation work can capture some information about inter-variable dependen-
cies, but they must embody other forms of approximation (to ensure that
the iterative fixed point computation terminates). On the other hand, set
based approximations ignore all information about inter-variable dependen-
cies, but make no other approximations.

For efficiency reasons, many abstract interpretation approaches ignore
all inter-variable dependencies. In this case, set based analysis is more ac-
curate than abstract interpretation. Moreover, abstract interpretation that
ignores inter-variable dependencies can be used to provide an alternative
definition of set based analysis as follows. Consider the class of all ab-
stract interpretations that ignore inter-variable dependencies. In essence,
each abstract interpretation in this class is defined by an abstract domain
that consists of a collection of descriptions for sets of program values. In
some sense, the choice of abstract domain in each case is somewhat ad hoc,
since the accuracy of the analysis can always be improved by adding more
descriptions to the abstract domain. In contrast, set based analysis is opti-
mal in the sense that it corresponds to an inter-variable dependencies free
abstract interpretation over the abstract domain consisting of all possible
sets of program values. Clearly, traditional iterative fixed point techniques
cannot be applied to compute over this domain, and hence the set based
analysis algorithm must use very different techniques. We note that, given
a program P, the output of the set based analysis algorithm essentially de-
fines a finite domain that is optimal for the inter-variable dependency free
abstract interpretation of P. In other words, for every program P, the set
based analysis algorithm synthesizes a finite abstract domain Vp that is at
least as good as any (finite or infinite) abstract domain for analyzing P, and
moreover corresponds to the set based analysis of P. The optimal domain
Dp is clearly different for different programs.
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p~ffa,b)). Tp C_ p~ffa, b)) W• p(ffb, a))

p(f(b,a)). Tq CZ q(X)

q(X) - p(f(X, X)). A(X) 9_ TP

Figure 5.8: Program 11 and Its Set Formula

Non Abstract Interpretation Approaches

Instead of using a collection of approximate values to obtain a decidable pro-
gram approximation, these approaches approximate inter-variable or inter-
argument dependencies. They are usually based on the use of set formulas
(constructed from a program) or closure operators. Since there are dose con-
nections between these approaches and set based analysis, we shall consider
this part of the literature in considerable detail.

We begin by discussing approaches to the approximation of logic pro-
grams. One of the early works in this area was by Mishra [48] and involved
the use of set formulas to approximate a program's success set. Specifically,
a set formula was constructed from a given program P, and it was shown
that the greatest model of this formula was a superset of the success set of
P. We now illustrate the construction of these formulas. Figure 5.8 contains
Program 11 and its corresponding set formula. In this formula, the variables
TP and T. are intended to be the subsets of atoms in the success set of Pro-
gram 11 that involve the predicates p and q respectively. The variable X
denotes a set of values and is intended to capture the values of the program
variable X. The operator W is similar to set union except that it performs a
tuple closure and this serves to ignore inter-argument dependencies. For ex-
ample, {f(a,b)} W {f(b,a)} is defined to be {f(a,a),f(a,b),f(b,a),f(b,b)}.
More formally, if S1 and S2 are two sets of values, then S t S2 is (S U S2)*
where * is defined to be the following closure operator:

S* d {c: c is a constant in S} U U f ((fI (s))*,...,
fEE2

where f(Si,...,S,,) denotes the set {f(si,. .. ,,) : si E Sil and f•)i(S)
denotes the set {si : f(si,... ,,) E S}. An interpretation I of a set formula
is defined by specifying a set of ground atoms for each variable of the form
Tp, and a set of values for each program variable. Interpretations are ordered
pointwise as follow: I D V' if, for each variable, the set specified by . is
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larger than or equal to the one specified by V. An interpretation that
satisfies the formula is called a model. For example, the greatest model of
the set formula in Figure 5.8 is

TP {p(f(a,a)),p(f(a,b)),p(f(b,a)),p(f(b,b))}
Tq ' {q(a),q(b)}
X l {a,b}

Using the same kind of approximation, Yardeni and Shapiro [68] defined
a notion of program approximation based on the immediate consequence op-
erator Tp. Recall from Section 4.2, page 63, that the immediate consequence
operator Tp is defined by

T(S): Ao-A, , A,is a rule inPTp(S --- p(A) : and p(Ai) E S, i = 1..n

and that the least fixed point of this function, denoted lfp(Tp) can be used
to defined a semantics of logic programs. Yardeni and Shapiro modified
this definition using the * operator. Specifically, an approximate immediate
consequence operator Yp was defined by Yp(S) = (Tp(S))*. This gives rise
to an approximate program semantics Ifp(Yp). Clearly Ye(S) ;? Tp(S) for
each S, and it follows that lfp(Yp) is a conservative approximation of P in
the sense that lfp(Yp) ;_ lfp(Tp).

In [25], Heintze and Jaffar showed that the approximations defined by
the set formulas of Mishra and the Yp operator of Yardeni and Shapiro
are very closely related. In essence, the greatest model of the set formulas
corresponds to the greatest fixed point of Yp. [25] also shows how the set
formulas can be re-engineered so that the correspondence becomes exact.
Specifically, it is shown how, from a program P, set formulas can be con-
structed such that a model of the set formulas is a fixed point of Yp and
vice-versa. (Strictly speaking, this correspondence may not be exact for a
small class of degenerate programs.)

In summary, the set formulas and the Yp operator both approximate
programs by ignoring dependencies between arguments of function symbols.
The advantage of using set formulas is that they provide a natural starting
point for development of algorithms. Partial algorithms were reported in
[48]. The advantage of using Tp-like operators is that they provide a closer
connection with standard notions of logic program semantics, and hence give
better insight into the nature of the approximation.
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The notion of closure embodied in * is in some sense very extreme: it
forces all dependencies to be ignored. Moreover, it behaves in an unbounded
manner (see the recursive case in the definition of *), and this appears to in-
troduce substantial complexity. It has yet to be shown that approximations
using *, such as lfp(Yp), are decidable. One reason for the extra complexity
is that the usual distributive laws do not hold when U is replaced by W.
That is, (S1 w S2) n S3 does not in general equal (Si l S3) w (S 2 n S3).

In [21], Heintze and Jaffar proposed a more accurate approximate conse-
quence operator, Tr. Instead of ignoring all dependencies, Tp approximates
programs by ignoring inter-variable dependencies. In essence, this work was
an early version of the bottom-up set based analysis of logic programs. To
define Tp, recall the definition of A, which maps a collection of environments
0 into the smallest set environment that contains e. Specifically, A(0) is
the set environment that maps each variable X into {0(X) : 0 E E}. Now,
we have already observed how set environments can be treated as mappings
from terms into sets of values. For example, if o is the set environment
{[X'-.{a,c},Yi--{b,d}]} then o(f(X,Y)) denotes the set {f(a,b), f(a,d),
f(c, b), f(c, d)}. Using these definitions, Tp can be defined as follows:

() {a E(Ao) : Ao--Al,...,A,,EP, and }T(1I) d d-fE (A) L=A({p:p(jEI -,p (A) I})

where I is a set of ground atoms. Intuitively, Tp fi-st collects together the
environments for a rule that instantiate the body atoms into elements in
I. Using this set of environments, it collects together the possible values
that each variable may be instantiated to, ignoring relationships between
these variables. A set environment is then defined aU the mapping from
each variable into the corresponding collected set of values, and finally, this
set environment is applied to the head of the rule.

To illustrate the difference between Yp and Tp, consider Figure 5.9, which
gives an example logic program and the corresponding least fixed points of
Yp, 7p and Tp. For simplicity, only the subsets of atoms with predicate q are
given; we abbreviate these sets by lfp(Yp)lq, lfp(Tp)lq and lfp(Tp)Iq respec-
tively. For Yp, the approximation is at the level of arguments, and this is
reflected by the presence of subterms such as f(a, d) and f(c, b) in lfp(Yp)1q.
In contrast, lfp(Txp) does not contain such elements and is strictly smaller
than lfp(Yp). lfp(Tp) does however contain elements that do not appear in
lfp(Tp). This relationship holds in general. That is, for all programs P,
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lfp(Yp)lq lfp(Tp)lq IfP(Tp)Iq
q(f(a, b), a) q(f(a, b), a) q(f(a, b), a)
q(f(a, d), a)

p(f(a,b),a)- q(f(c, d), a) q(f(c, d), a)
p(f(c,d),b). q(f(c, b), a)
q(X,Y) -- p(X,Y). q(f(c, d), b) q(f(c, d), b) q(f(c, d), b)

q(f(a, d), b)

q(f(a, b), b) q(f(a, b), b)
q(f(c, b), b)

Figure 5.9: Differences between Tp, Tp and Yp

lfp(Tp) C_ lfp(7p) C lfp(Yp). This just reflects the fact that approximations
defined by ignoring inter-variable dependencies are more accurate than those
defined by ignoring all dependencies.

In [25], Heintze and Jaffar defined a further operator whose accuracy is
between that of Tp and Yp. This operator, called Zp, differs from Tp in that it
treats each variable occurrence separatt, y. Specifically, an occurrence based
environment is a mapping from pairs (X, i) into values, where X is a variable
and i is an integer indicating a variable occurrence. We adopt the convention
that occurrences of variables are labeled left to right. For example, applying
{(X, 1)ý-*a, (X, 2)i-*b, (X, 3),-+c, (Y, 1)i-4d, (Y, 2)i-*e}, to the sequence of
atoms p(X), q(X, Y) yields p(a), q(b,d). The A approximation operator
can now be adapted to map collections of occurrence based environments
into a set environment as follows: A(9) maps each variable X into

{v : for all i, there exists p E 0 s.t. p(X, i) = v}

The operator Zp can now be defined similarly to T", except that environ-
ments are replaced by occurrence-based environments.

Zp(i) de Jf A){. Ao,-A,,...,A. E P, and= a ELe(Ao): e A({p: p(Ai) E 1,1 < i < n})

The variable Q ranges over set environments and p ranges over occurrence
based environments. In general Zp is less accurate than Tp (because it
ignores dependencies between different occurrences of the same variable)
but more accurate than Yp (because it does not ignore all inter-argument
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p(f(a,b)).

p(f(b,a)).
r(X) -- p(f(X, X)).

lfp (T) {pffla'b))' p~ffb'a))',
s(f(a,b)), s(f(b, a))

lfp(Tp) p(f(a,b)),f p(f(b,)a)),)

__(7"__ s(f(a,a)), s(f(a,b)), s(f(b,a)), s(f(b,b))

r p(f(a, a)), p(f(a,b)), }

lfp(Zp) r(a), r(b)

s(f(a,fa)), s(f(a, b)), sfb,a)), s(f(b,b))

Jp(f(a,a)), p(f(a,b)), p(f(b,a)), p(f(b,b))

lfp(YP) r(a), r(b)

s(f(a,a)), s(f(a,b)), s(f(b,a)), s(f(b,b))

Figure 5.10: Differences between Tp, Tp, Zp and Yp

dependencies). Figure 5.10 illustrates the difference between Tp, 7p, Zp and

Yp.

We now compare Yp, Zp and Tp to set based analysis. As has already
been mentioned, the work on T" was essentially an early version of bottom-
up set based analysis for logic programs. Specifically, given a logic program
P, lfp(Tr) corresponds exactly to the least set based model of the bottom-up
environment constraints of P. It follows that set based analysis is strictly
more accurate than the Yp and Zp approaches to program approximation.

We now sketch the proof of the equivalence of lfb(Tp) and the least set
based model of bottom-up &Cp. First, the two approximations must be put
into the same form, since Tp defines an approximation to the set of successful
ground goals for P, whereas the least set model of bottom-up XCp associates
a set environment to each program rule. However, 7"p can be thought of as
associating collections of environments to each program rule in a natural
way. To see how this may be done, first recall the definition of Tp.
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Tr(I) a {EP(Ao): Ao -A,,...,A. EP, and }
p =-A({p:p(A,)EI, 1<_i<5n}))

Implicit in this definition is the computation of a set environment corre-
sponding to each program rule. To make this explicit, consider replacing
the set I of ground atoms, with a set of pairs (B, L), where B is the head of
a program rule and L is a set environment. Then Tp can be defined by

F~ Ao'-A 1,..., A. EP and

T (I) d4 (Ao,A(O)) : 9 p:p(Ai) E U o(B), 1 < i <n{II (B,O)EI
where the least fixed point of this alternative function defines a collection of
pairs (B, L) such that taking the union of the sets p(B) over all these pairs
recovers the least fixed point of the original Tp definition.

The least fixed point of this definition is just the least solution of the
equation Tp(I) = I, and so the least fixed point can be characterized as the
least solution of

A 04-A 1,..., An EP and

I {(Ao, A(e)): e p: p(Ai) E U e(B), 1 < i <n
(B,e)EI

where solutions to this equation are ordered as follows: A1 • 12 if, for all
head atoms B, (B,pi) E I and (B,, 2 ) E 12 implies that pi gC 02.

Now, a solution I of this equation is a specification of a set environment
to each rule in P. Using the fact that each rule in a logic program is
assumed to have a unique label, I can be viewed as a specification of a set
of elements of the form p¶, one for each rule RI in P. Using this notion,
the single equation above can be decomposed into a collection of equations,
one for each rule label a as follows:

1Of= A p : p(A,) E U~ 1•ed(), i < n (5.10)

where head(R) denotes the head of the rule R. Now, consider replacing
equality in these constraint by inequality to obtain the constraints:
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go ;? A({p:p(At) E U e'3(head(R)), 1<i<n}) (5.11)
RPEP

where a ranges over rule labels in P. Importantly, it can be shown that the
least model of (5.11) is the same as the least model of (5.10).

Now, consider the expressions p(A,) E URpEp pf(head(R)). The only

components of URoep g#(head(R)) that may contain a term of the form
p(Aj) are those terms that match A,. Hence

RIOEPand
p(Aj) E U d(B6) iff p(A,) E U e(head(R)): head(R) and Ai

ROEP are compatible

It follows that the constraints (5.11) are satisfied if and only if the following
constraints are satisfied:

0 o D {p: p(AI) Eel°(BI)...,p(A,) E O'(B.)} (5.12)

where the 38 range over rule labels such that Bf' is a head atom in P and
Ai and Bi are compatible.

Observe that the constraints (5.12) are virtually identical in meaning
to the set based interpretation of the bottom-up environment constraints.
In fact the only essential difference is that variables 00 are used instead of
1. Recalling that RO E P indicates that the rule with label j in P is R,
it is now easy to see that bottom-up set based analysis of logic programs
corresponds to lfp(rp) in the following sense:

Proposition 15 Let P be a logic program, and let (Cp be the bottom-up
environment constraints for P. Then

lfp( ) = TJ sbap C )(head(R)) f
RcEP

We conclude by discussing the use of non abstract interpretation ap-
proaches to the analysis of imperative and functional programs. The two
main works here are by Jones and Muchnick [32, 34] and Reynolds [63]. In-
stead of developing an approximate program semantics in the style of Yp or
"r., these works focus on the use set constraints to obtain information about
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the possible run-time values of program variables.

In [32], an analysis is described for an imperative language with LISP-like
data structures (this work was later generalized in [34]). The essence of this
approach is the construction of set constraints corresponding to a program
to capture the flow of values from one variable to another as the program is
executed. Underlying this work is the intuition of treating program variables
as sets of values and this is inherited by set based analysis. However, the
set constraints are constructed in such a manner that they can be solved
by a fairly straightforward algorithm. In particular the set constraints do
not contain a notion of intersection, and their only operation is projection
(corresponding to decomposition of data structures). Hence they are not ex-
pressive enough to capture a number of important components of programs.
For example, all information about the conditions in conditional statements
is completely omitted. Also information relating to well definedness of ex-
pressions is ignored (for example, after a statement X = car(Y), it must
be the case that Y is of the form cons(-...) because otherwise the program
would have terminated with an error).

In contrast, the earlier paper [63] uses set constraints to compute data
type definitions for program variables in a first order functional language.
The constraints used are similar to those used in [32]. Again the only set op-
eration of the constraints is projection, and so the program approximations
obtained are considerably less accurate than set based approximations.

In summary, the set constraints used in [32, 63] are substantially simpler
than those used in set based analysis. This has the advantage that they
are much easier to solve. However, the program approximations that they
define are significantly less accurate than set based approximations. Another
major difference is that these approaches have viewed constraints as a tool
for obtaining information about the program, and the constraints themselves
incorporate a number of ad hoc approximations in addition to ignoring inter-
variable dependencies.

The general approach of [32, 63] has been extended by Jones [31] to
deal with higher order functions. This approach has been further developed
for binding time analysis [50], garbage collection [30] and globalization of
function parameters [56]. One presentational difference in these works is
the use of various extensions of regular grammars instead of constraints.
However there is a strong duality between such grammars and set constraints
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since there is a natural way to view set constraints as grammars and vice-
versa. In particular, the technical details are broadly similar to [31, 32, 63].



Chapter 6

Set Constraints

Previous chapters have described how environment constraints can be used
to characterize the run-time behavior of programs. Subsequently, set based
program approximation was defined by treating program variables as sets of
values. As a first step towards computing set based approximations, we now
show how environment constraints may be translated into set constraints
such that the least set based model of the environment constraints corre-
sponds to the least model of the set constraints. This translation uses the
fact that, when interpreted using set based interpretations, certain aspects
of environment constraints may be significantly simplified.

We first describe the general form of the set constraints used and prove
some basic properties. Then, for each kind of environment constraint, we
give the translation into set constraints and show that is correct. In effect,
this translation reduces the problem of computing the set based approxi-
mation of a program into the problem of computing the least model of a
collection of set constraints.

143
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6.1 Set Constraints

We define a scheme for set based calculi. This scheme is defined in the
context of some alphabet E of function symbols where each function symbol
f comes equipped with a unique arity denoted arity(f). The letters f, g and
h shall be used to denote function symbols. A function symbol of arity 0
is called a constant. A value is an expression constructed from the function
symbols in E, viz: f(vl,... , vt(f)) is a value if each vi is a value. We shall
assume a countably infinite collection VAX4 of set variables. Set variables
shall be denoted X, ', Z, etc., and shall be interpreted as sets of values.

The main parameter of the calculus scheme is a collection of operations
for combining sets of values. Specifically let OP be a collection of set op-
erations, where each operation op E OP has an associated arity denoted
arity(op), as well as a meaning function [op], which maps any sequence of
sets of values (SI,... , S rity(op)) into a set of values. In the context of such
a collection of operations, define that a set ezpremsions se is either:

"* a set variable;

"* one of the special constants T or -. ;

"* se, U se2;

"• f(sel,... ,sen) where f is an n-ary symbol from E, or

"* op(sej,... ,sej) where op is an n-ary operation from OP,

where the sei are set expressions. Note that the constant T also appears
in environment constraints. However, it will always be cdear from context
whether T represents an environment expression or a set expression. A
set constraint is of the form se, _2 se2 or sel = se 2. Collections of set
constraints shall be denoted by the symbol C. Where ejp 1,..., ezp,, n >
1, is a sequence of set expressions or set constraints, var(ezpj,... ,ezpnj

denotes the collection of all set variables that appear in ezpl,..., ezp,.

To define the meaning of set expressions, let I be a mapping from each
set variable into sets of values. Then I(se) is defined to be:

* 1(X) if X is a set variable;
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* the set of all values, if se is T;

* the empty set {}, if se is L;

o I(sej) U 2(se2), if se is se, Us e2;

o {f(vE,...,v) v E Asei)} if se is f(sej,...,se,), or

o [op]CCT(sei),...,17Cse.)) if se is op(sei,...,seu).

Sis a model of a constraint se, ? se2 or se, = se2 if I(sel) ; ZT(se 2 ) or
1(sej) = 21(se2) respectively. I is a model of a collection C of constraints,
denoted 21 k C, if 71 is a model of each constraint in the collection. Models
shall be ordered componentwise: .11 ;2 12 if" .11(X) _2 1T2 (X) for each set
variable X. We write lm(C) to denote the least model of C if it exists.

Note that the meaning I(ee) of a set expression ee is defined in terms
of the meanings of the immediate subexpressions of ee, and it follows that
"equal" terms can be replaced in all contexts. Specifically,

Proposition 16 Let se be a set expression that contains se, as a subez-
pression. Let se' be the result of replacing se, in se by the set expression
se2. If 1(sei) = T(se2) then T(se) = T:(se').

Proof: By structural induction on se. 0

We now give some example constraints. Let C denote the single con-
straint AX 2 c U f(f(X)), where c is a constant and f is a unary symbol.
C has many models, including the interpretation that maps all set variables
into the set {C, f(c), f(f(c)),.. .}. Another model of C is the interpretation
I defined by

IT( {) f c, f2(c),f4(c),... .} if Yis a'

0 {} if Y is different from X

where fn abbreviates n applications of f. This model is smaller than the
first, and is in fact the least model of C.

Without using operators from 07, the constraints that can be formed
have a simple structure. In particular, it is fairly easy to reason about their
least model because the structure of the least model is readily apparent
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from the constraints. Specifically, if C is a collection of constraints involving
only set variables, .L, T, union and function symbols, then there is a simple
polynomial time algorithm for determining v E lm(C)(X) where v is a value
and X is a set variable. We shall discuss this further in the next chapter,
and also show that such collections C correspond to regular tree grammars,
or alternatively, regular tree automaton.

The most interesting aspect of set constraints lies in the set operators
that make up the parameter OP. One of the simplest set operators is
intersection, which is given its usual set theoretic interpretation so that if
T(X) - {a,b,c) and T(Y) = {b,c,d) then I(X n y) = {b,c). As an example
of the use of intersection, consider the following constraints:

X D a U f 3 (X)
Y ; aUf 2(y)
z Dxny

The least model of these constraints maps X into {a,f 3 (a),J(a),...J, maps
Y into {a, f 2(a),f 4 (a),...}, maps Z into {a,f 6 (a),f 12(a),... .}, and maps all
other variables into {}. For convenience, we shall consider n-ary intersec-
tions, written nn where n > 2. The subscript n shall usually be omitted
and an expression fn(se1 ,... ,se,) shall be written as se, n-.. n sen.

Another kind of operator is projection. Specifically, for each n-ary sym-
bol f E E, there are n projection operators, f(1, ... , f1. The meaning
of each operator f•)j is defined by the function which maps a set S
of value into {vi : f(v 1,...,v,,) E S}. For example, consider the following
constraint:

X D f(f(X)) U a U fC,'(X)

The least model of this constraint maps X into {a,J(a),f(f(a)),...} and
maps all other variables into the empty set.

The next class of operators have arity 0. Their purpose is to allow a
very limited form of complementation to be expressed. Specifically, where
se is a ground set expression, define that W' is a complement constant
that represents the complement of se. That is, for any interpretation 1,
2(3-7) = {v : v 0 I(se)}. Since se is ground, complement constants Me have
a fixed meaning over all interpretations. We choose not to introduce com-
plementation in its full generality because it is not monotonic. The limited
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form of complementation embodied in the complement constants proves to
be useful for reasoning about certain aspects of imperative programs such
as inequality and negated match conditions.

Although the ground set expression se in a complement constant •-s may
be arbitrary, we shall not use this generality in the constraints employed
to compute sba,. Specifically, we shall only use complement constants that
have the form aI -.--0 -a,, where each a, is either of the form fi(T,..., T)
or contains only function symbols. For notational convenience, we shall fre-
quently write complement constants in the form 3 where S is a set of ground
set expressions, so that if S is {a 1,. . . , an) then 3 denotes al U.-. U a,. For
example, {nil, cons(T, T)} denotes nil U cons(T, T), which describes the set
of values whose top-mos. symbol is not nil or cons. We shall identify the
constant T with {}.

Note that if E is finite, then complement constraints 3 can be consid-
ered to be a notation for a somewhat unwieldy ground set expression. For
example, if E is {f,g, a}, then f(a) can be identified with the expression
g(T) U a U f(I) where U denotes f(T) U g(T). We choose to use explicit
complement constants because it gives a slightly more general treatment,
and leads to more efficient algorithms.

The final class of set operators used in this thesis axe quantified operators.
In essence, a quantified operator of arity n is a formulas with n holes. We

begin by defining these formulas. A quantified set expression is of the form
{ X :conj} where X is a program variable and conj is a conjunction of
quantified conditions of the form s E se or s t se where s is a program term
and se is a set expression. If conj is the empty conjunction, then {X :conj}
is identified with T. Now, a quantified operator is essentially a quantified
set expression with the set expressions missing. Specifically, a quantified
operator op consists of a program variable X and a sequence of m > 0
formulas, each of the form (s E .) or (a t .). The result of applying op to a
sequence of set expressions sel, ... , se. is

{X: conjI ^... A conjf}

where, for i = 1..m, conji is (s E sei) if the ith formula in op is (s E .), and
conji is (s t se,) if the iOh formula in op is (s t .). For example, if op consists
of the program variable X and the sequence of formulas (f(X) E .), (X t-)
then op(f(Z),Y) is {X : f(X) E f(Z) A X E YI.
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The meaning of quantified operators is defined by giving a meaning to
quantified set expressions. Let Z be an interpretation that maps each set
variable into a set of values. Then 1({X : confi) is defined to be {p(X)
p E Z(conj)} where p E Z(conj) if

p > s A p(s) E 1(se) for 4 s E se in conj,
and p t> s A 3v (v 6 p(s) A v E I(se)) for all s t se in conj.

Intuitively, p E I(s E se) if p(s) is contained in the set of values that Z
assigns se, and p E I(s t se) if I(se) contains a value different from p(s).
For example, consider the following constraints:

X D {X: XtZ A XEf(T) A X EY}

Y D aUbUcUf(a)
Z D c

The least model of these constraints maps Z into {c}, Y into {a, b, c, f(a)}
and X into {a, b}. Note that if the constraint Z D a is added, then the least
model changes and X is now assigned {a, b, c}. This is because the least
model now maps Z into {a, c}, and so the disjointness condition X t Z is
becomes vacuous.

Intuitively, quantified conditions of the form s E se are elementhood re-
lationships, and are generated from atomic program conditions of the form
s = t, matchf (s) and -imatchf(s). Quantified conditions of the form s t se
are "apartness" relationships and are generated from atomic program con-
ditions of the form -,(s = t). For example, consider the program condition
X 0 Y. In essence, this shall be translated to

(X E X) A (X t Y) A (Y E Y) A (Y t X)

where X and y respectively denote the sets of values for X and Y at the
point just before execution of the conditional statement. The idea is that
the two apartness conditions capture the requirement that X and Y assume
distinct values. For example, if X is {a,b} and Y is {b}, then the only
possible values for X and Y after the conditional are a and b respectively.

To summarize, the set operators used to compute sbap include intersec-
tion, projections, complement constants and quantified operators. We note
that quantified operators may be viewed as a generalization of projections
because any expression f•)l (se) can be translated into the quantified expres-
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sion {Xi : f(Xi,. . . ,X,n) E se} where f is n-ary and X,,... ,Xn are distinct
program variables.

Central to our work on set constraints is the notion of least model. In
general, these models do not exist. For example, the constraint X U Y = a
has two minimal models as follows

(fa if Z is X 1 f{a} ifZisY
{ otherwise {I otherwise

but does not have a least model. However, in certain circumstances, a least
model is guaranteed to exist. Specifically, define that a constraint is in
variable-expression form if is has the form X D se where X is a variable
and se is a set expression. All of the constraints used in this thesis shall
have this form. Now, Corollary 4 of the Appendix I shows that the least
model of a collection of variable-expression form constraints exists if the set
operators appearing in the constraints are monotonic in all arguments. It is
easy to verify that all of the operators we have introduced are monotonic,
and hence the collections of constraints we shall consider will always have
least models.

Any constraint of the form X D se shall be referred to as a lower bound
for the set variable X because in any model of this constraint X contains
at least se. The following two propositions establish some useful proper-
ties about lower bounds; both propositions are instances of more general
propositions that can be found in Appendix I (see propositions 48 and 49
respectively).

Proposition 17 Let C be a collection of constraints in variable-expression
form. If v E lm(C)(X) then C contains a lower bound on X of the form
X D_ se such that v E lm(C)(se). [

Proposition 18 Let C be a collection of constraints in variable-expression
form in which all set operators are monotonic. If X D se is the only lower
bound for X then lm(C)(X) = lm(C)(se). [

This last proposition implies that if X,,..., X,n is a sequence of distinct
variables, then any collection of constraints of the form

X, ;? ;?,.. X _ sen
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has the same least model as the constraints X1 = sel,... ,X,, = se,,. Now,
consider an arbitrary collection of variable-expression form constraints and
suppose that the following step is repeatedly applied to the collection: re-
placing two constraints X" D se and X D se' by the single constraint
X D se U se'. The result is an equivalent collection of constraints of the
form X1 _ se2,..., ,X _ se,, where x1,..., A, are distinct variables. It
follows that variable-expression form collections of constraints are com-
pletely interchangeable (w.r.t. least models) with constraints of the form
X1 = sel, ... , X,, = se,. where X1,... ,AX,, are distinct. Hence, we can choose
between these two forms of constraints. In two previous papers on set con-
straints [21, 24], we chose to use the equational form. However, in this thesis
we use the D form because it simplifies some of the presentation.

We also note that when the set operators in OP are monotonic, propo-
sition 16 can be strengthened as follows.

Proposition 19 Let se be a set expression that contains se, as a subex-
pression. Let se' be the result of replacing se, in se by the set expression
se2. If I(sel) C I7(se2) then I(se) C I(se'). []

We conclude this section by relating variable-expression form constraints
and the definite set constraints considered by Heintze and Jaffar in [22].
Whereas variable-expression form constraints are of the form X D_ se, defi-
nite set constraints are of the form ae D se such that ae is a set expression
that does not contain any set operators. Clearly definite set constraints are
a strict generalization of variable-expression form constraints. A collection
of definite constraints may not halve any models, but if there is a model then
there is a least model. In essence, [22] proceeds by reducing such constraints
into constraints of the form X D se, and the core algorithm of the paper
then solves these reduced constraints. The core algorithm of [22] is essen-
tially an early version of the set constraint algorithm described in the next
chapter.

6.2 Environment Constraints and Set Constraints

We now translate environment constraints into set constraints in such a way
that the least set based interpretation of the environment constraint corre-
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sponds to the least model of the set constraints. Let P be a program and
let X1,... ,X, denote the program variables in P. Now, for each program
point p, introduce set variables X•,..., X,. Intuitively, the set variable X'
shall denote the set of values for the program variable Xi at the point ,u. In
other words, the set environment IPA shall be represented by the tuple of set
variables (X,...

The construction of set constraints from environment constraints re-
quires the systematic replacement of program variables with set variables.
For example, consider the environment constraint TA D %, which states
that each environment in V must appear in T". If TA is represented by
(X..... , X,\) and 1P A by (XI..... ,X,•), then appropriate set constraints for

_D T are:

Xj D Xi, for i = 1..n

Now consider the environment constraint T _D 1P [X3i-*cons(Xi, X 2 )], cor-

responding to an assignment statement X3 := cons(X1,X 2). The values for
the variables different from X 3 remain unchanged. The value for X 3 is given
by treating X• as a set mapping and applying it to cons(X1 ,X 2). This can
be expressed using set constraints as follows:

XT' 2 cons(XjI, X2\)
X ;? X\ fori#3

A more complicated example is 9A _D 2IA[X2 .-+car(Xs)], corresponding
to an assignment statement X 2 := car(Xs). In essence, we wish to construct
the following set constraints:

S2 car(Xj')

Xff D X\ fori#2

However these set constraints are not faithful to the meaning of IF" D
%1p[X2,-*car(X 3)]. This is because car(Xa\) provides an implicit restriction

on the values for Xa3 after the assignment statement: they must all be of the
form cons(.. .). To appropriately modify the constraints so that they reflect
this condition, recall that the definition of the set based interpretation of an
environment expression @[X -+- t] is:

I (TI,[X - t]) = o[X-,o(t)] where L is A({p E 17(@) : p L t)).

That is, the definition first constructs a set environment A(0 = {p E
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I(T) : p t> t}) and then modifies this set environment to reflect the as-
signment X := t. This indicates a two stage process, and the set con-
straints corresponding to it, _D TA[X 2ý-*car(X 3)] are similarly constructed
in two stages. Specifically, let ...... ,A' be new set variables, and the
intention is that these variables will be used to capture the "temporary"
set environment @ = A ({p E I(v) : p t> car(X3)}). Now, corresponding to
I D_ qA[X 2 -+-car(X 3)], construct the following set constraints:

X'3  ;? {X3 : X3 E cons(T, T) A X3 E X23}
X ;? 2 A fori 36(3

X' ;2 car(X3) (
Xi 2 X', fori62 2

The first group of set constraints, labeled (1), corresponds to the construc-
tion of set environment e, and in essence restricts the values of X3 so that
car(X3 ) is defined. The second group of set constraints, labeled (2), updates
set for X2 to car(X3), and retains the sets for the other variables.

The actual constraints used are slightly more complex than these exam-
ples suggest. The main reason for this is that if i 6 j then the set variables
XAl and XA are essentially independent of each other - there is no a priori
reason why one cannot be empty and the other non-empty. However, recall
that, by definition, a set environment Lo is subject to the following require-
ment: if p maps some program variable into the empty set, then it must
map all program variables into the empty set. Hence, if the set variables
(XI, ... , X,') are used to represent a set environment T , then care must
be taken to ensure that if X," is empty, for some i, then X' is empty for all
i.

We now give the details of the set constraints. Since the treatment
of program terms will require the replacement of program variables by set
variables, first define that [Xi,..., XM"-X1 ,..., X.] denotes the renaming
substitution that maps Xi into AX, so that t[X1,...,Xm'4Xi,...,A',] is
the result of replacing each program variable X, by the set variable Xi.
The set constraints for a program P can now be defined by translating the
environment constraints of P as follows.

Definition 13 (Set Constraints) The set constraints SCp for a program
P are constructed as follows:
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(i) For each constraint IF" D qP, SCp contains1 :

Xi" 2? {Xi: Aj=,...Xi E XJA}, i = 1..m.

(ii) For each constraint TO D T, SCp contains:

Xi" 2 T,i= 1..m.

(iii) For each constraint '1" 2D i?[Xi,..t], SCp contains:

Xi ;? {Xi:defined(t) A Aj= 1.., Xi E XP}, i= 1..m
mil ;, XiX t[xI,...- , x,-4X1,... , Xn] } 1.

Xi" 2 {Xi: X 1EXi, l15j l<m

where X 1,...,X,X are distinct new set variables and defined(t) denotes the
conjunction of all quantified conditions s E f(T,..., T) such that t has a
subterm of the form fl( s).

(iv) For each constraint 10' D) T[cond], let cond be conjl V ... V conj, and
SCp contains:

X, ) {X,:d efined(cond) A A1=..XiE Xj, i = 1..m

A'" 2; {Xi :translate(conjk) A Aj=1..m Xi E A'i}, i = 1..m, k = 1..n

where XA,... ,Xm are distinct new set variables, defined(cond) denotes the

conjunction of all quantified conditions s E (T,.... , T) such that cond has a
subterm of the form f4 (s), and translate(conjk) is defined to be conjunction
consisting of the following quantified conditions:

A.Et[X1,...,XmnXj,.. .,Xm]) for each condition of the
"(A tE•E i),,.,XmXj,..,X,] form s = t in conjk.

tA st[Xl,...,XmI-+Xi,. .. ,X,-] for each condition of the
t t [X,, . ,Xmn1X', -.,,Xm,] form -(s = t) in conjk.

0 t E f(T,. , T) for each condition of the
"form matchf (t) in conjk.

'We note that V' D *1' could alternatively be translated into Xil D Xi,, i = l..m. Although

these alternative constraints are simpler and clearly desirable in practice, we use the more complex
constraints for presentational reasons because they clarify relationships between the emptiness of
the variables Xj ,...., Xyr .
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t E f(.,. T) for each condition of the
"form -'(matchf (t)) in conjk.

(v) For each constraint TO D [A1 E B1A.IA,. .. ,An E ,•...A], SCp con-
tains:

xil ;? 1iX: A Ak E B,:[X,,..,n• '.., '], i = I..M

k---1..n

The set constraints SCp correctly characterize approxp in the following
sense.

Proposition 20 Let P be a program. Then, for all program points it,

sbap(1'@)(Xj) = (lm(SCp))(Xj'), i = 1..m.

Proof: The first step of the proof establishes a strong correspondence be-
tween models of &Cp and models of SCp. Specifically, if IT4, is an interpre-
tation of XCp and 21, is an interpretation of SCp then

If (a) 2?5.(Xr) = Iec('P1)(Xi) for all i and i, and
(b) zsc(X) = -I5 c(se) for all constraints X _ .se in SCp (6.13)

where the variable X is not of the form xM(
then Zec • Xp iff -Tc • SCp.

To prove property (6.13) let Icc be a model of £Cp and let I,, be a model
of SCp, and suppose that conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. Now, corre-
sponding to each constraint in CCp, a collection of constraints is introduced
into SCp. It therefore suffices to show that for each of the cases (i-v) in
the construction of SCp, the environment constraint considered is satisfied
by Tec iff the set constraints constructed are satisfied by I1c. Consider each
case in turn.

In case (i), an environment constraint 1@' _D 10 is considered and set
constraints XA _D {Xi : A1=,..m Xi E Xj,} i = l..m are constructed. To
prove this case, consider the following chain of reasoning:
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ifr -T'(@")(xi) • •xQ(•)(Xi)
iff I(c'I")(Xi) 2_ {p(X) p E Iec(II)}

iff T.c(T)(Xi) 2 {p(Xi: p(Xi) E -. c((@")(X).j = 1..m}
iff Iec(#I"5)(Xi) 2_ {P(X,): p(Xi) E 71.(XA),j = 1..m}

if I.(CA1) _? Z1C(Aj=,..M Xi E Xi').

The first step in this chain follows from the pointwise ordering of the com-
parison of set environments. The second and third steps follow from the
definition of set environments. The fourth step follows from the equality
-T":(Xi") = -"ec(1II)(Xi). The last step just follows from the definition of
ac (Aj=i..m X3 E X\).

In case (ii), an environment constraint TO D T is considered and set
constraints Xi" Q T, i = r.m are constructed. Clearly Tec(Pu) D Zec(T) iff
T.,(qW)(Xi) = {all values} iffzaC(') ;_ Ic(T).

Now consider case (iii), and let e be the set environment A({p E lec('@I) :
p t> t}). Since condition (b) is satisfied, the set constraints Xi 2 {X, :
defined(t) A Aj=i.m Xj E Xj}, i = 1..m are guaranteed to be satisfied by
Tc. Condition (b) also implies that p(Xi) = .c(Xi) for i = 1..m, as the
following chain of reasoning demonstrates:

p(X) = {p(X,) : p t> t and p E Le(. )}

= {p(X,) : p I> t and p(Xi) E IT•(C\A)(Xi), j = 1..m}

= {p(Xi) : p t> t and p(Xj) E $-C.(X,\), j = 1 ..m}

I (Xi) p(s) has form f(...) for each subterm f•](s) of t

= P( Xi) Ep(X 1) •Z.(X,) for j=1= L}

1 ,Xi.p(s) E I(se) for each s E se in defined(t)]

= {p(X,)"p(Xi)E E.c(X,) for j = 1..m

= z,c ({Xi : defined(t) A Ajf-..1 Xj E X\})

The first equality is just the definition of L. The second follows from the
fact that p E Ze(•') iff Aji=.,n p(X,) E ec('Pu)(Xi). The third follows

from hypothesis (b) of (6.13). The fourth follows from the observation that
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the place in the definition of p(t) where undefinedness can be introduced is
at the evaluation of projections. In particular, it is easy to verify that p(t)
is defined iff for all subterms of t that are of the form f•' (s), it is the case

that p(s) is f(vl, ... , •,) for some values vi. The fifth equality follows from
the definition of defined. The sixth equality follows from the definition of
I.. Finally, the seventh equality follows from condition (b).

Having established that p(X,) = 1.,(X,), it follows from a simple struc-
tural induction argument on any program term t, that

e(t) = 1WVt[1,...,,-,-, Xn-r,..., X•]).

The proof for case (iii) can now be completed by the following chain of
reasoning:

tecCo(•) 2 Iec(iII[xi-.t])

Iec(9") -9 eOXz-.o()]

if (I7ec( M)(Xi) _ e(t), and

.(*I, ")(X' ) 2 e(X,), i , , .)

if and)
i ZI(Kf) 2? X.C(X), i # 1

Now consider case (iv), let g be the set environment A({p E Iec(1'I)
p t> cond}), and write cond in the form conj1 V ... V conj, where each conjk
is a conjunction of atomic program conditions. Again condition (b) implies
that the constraints Xi 2? {Xi : defined(cond) A Ajf,..m Xi E X,}, i = 1..m
are satisfied by 17. Using reasoning identical to that in case (iii), it is easy
to verify that condition (b) also implies that 0(Xi) = Z",(XA), and hence

O(t) = Z.c(t[X,,...,x -, X ,,. .., X])

for any program term t. Case (iv) can now be established using the following
chain of reasoning.
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2c( ') _2 .({p e ,:p i conj -v... vconjj)

aft A I"f(1PM)(Xi) - {p(Xi) p E L A p J conjI V ... V conjnj
i-1..m

iff A A 2.ec(*)(Xi) ;? {p(X,: p E A A p ke conj.}
i=l..m k=l..n

if A A ITec(')(Xi) 2? (Xi) : p k conjlk A AP(Xi) E G(XA)l

i=l..m k=l..n1 j=1 ..r J
iff A A •"(• -{(Xi)" P ke Conijk A A P(Xi) E -7.c(X¥j)

i=l..m kfl..n 1Pj=l..r

"if A A I7.c(xM,) D - Xi : translate (conjk) A A Xi E X
i=l..m k=I..nI jIl..r JJ

The first four steps are straightforward: the first follows from the defi-
nition of A, the second from the fact that p # cond, V ... V coni, iff
p ke condk for some k, the third from the definition of p E L, and the
fourth from Ic(%1')(Xj) = anc(') ad p(Xi) = ZTc(Xi). The core part
of the proof is the last step. To prove this, let a abbreviate the renaming
[X 1,... , Xm-*Xi,... , X,], and consider the following chain of equalities:
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I p X ,: Confj and
P(X1 ) p(Xj) E Z.,(Xi) for j = 1..r

p(s) E p(t) A p(t) E 0(8) for all s = t in conJk

3v(v E o(t) A v 0 o(s)) for all -,(s = t) in Conjk

= p ,3v (v E e(s) A v 6 o(t)) for all -"(a = t) in Conjk

p(s) has form f(-...) for all vnatch,(a) in conjk

p(s) is not of form f(..-) for all -,(matchj(s)) in •orjk

p(Xi) E•.o(Xi) for j = 1..r

p(s) E. Z(o,(t)) A p(t) E 0(o(s)) for all s = t in Cofjk
3v (v E I.o(o(t)) A v 0 p(s)) for all -,(s = t) in conjk

3v (v E I.c(o(s)) A v 96 p(t)) for all ".(s = t) in confk

p(s) E ."c(f(T,..., T)) for all matchj(s) in conj,

p(s) E . 8e(f(T,..., T)) for all -,(matchj(s)) in conik

p(Xi) E I8 w(Xi) for i = 1..r

J p(X) E ZO) for all a E se ini
= (Xi) :::3v \ p(s) for all st se in translate(conjk)

\yIE T(se) /
p(X) E I..(X) for j = 1.r

= 1 Zc(Xi :translate(conjk) A A~jEX
( I j=l..r 1

The first equality in this chain is just the expansion of the definition of
P I=@ ConJk, noting that condk is just a conjunction of atomic program
conditions. The second equality holds because:

* it has previously been established that p(t) = T,.(o(t)) for any pro-
gram term t (recall the at o abbreviates [XI,... ,Xm'-Xi,...,Xm]),

* Z.,(f(T,..., T)) is the set of all values of the form f(...), and so the
condition p(s) E 1.,(f(T,..., T)) is equivalent to the condition "p(s)
has form f(-..)", and

* 2,c(f(T,..., T)) is the set of all values not of the form f(.. -), and so
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the condition p(s) E T,,(f(T,... ,T)) is equivalent to the condition
"p(s) is not of form f(---)".

The third equality follows immediately from the definition of translate, and
finally, the fourth equality is just the definition of 1,,.

This completes the proof of (6.13). The remainder of the proof uses
(6.13) to show the following two properties:

(1) There is a model -Tc of SCp such that lm(XCp)(@')(Xi) =

(2) There is a model ,ec of CCp such that 1Zec(,L)(Xi) = lm(SCp)(Xi').

These two properties imply the proposition because from the first it follows
that

lm(CCp)('I")(Xi) = Z..r(X'l) D lm(SCp)(XiM ),

and from the second it follows that

lm(CcP)(C I)(Xi) 9 Zc(_P'1)(Xi) = lm(SCp)(Xi ).

and together these imply that lm(ECp)('I')(Xi) = lm(SCp)(X").

To prove property (1), define an interpretation -,, of SCp by

Sdef lm(CCP)('@'I)(Xi) if X is Xi"
= -I5 c(se) if X is not of form Xi" and X D se is in SCp

This is well defined because each set variable X appearing in SCp is either
of the form Xi" or else it is one of the extra variables introduced in the
translation of environment expressions 'P[cond] or 'P[Xi-+t]. In the latter
case there is only one constraint of the form X D se, and se contains only
variables of the form X'". Hence this definition does yield an interpretation
-T,, of SCp, and it only remains to verify that 1,, is a model of SCp. From
the 2., it is clear that the pair of models lm(CCp) and .1, satisfy conditions
(a) and (b) of (6.13), and so (6.13) implies that I-, P- SCp.

To prove property (2), define an interpretation 17, of CCp by

-eF.(i l (scp)xxi)
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The fact that this does define an interpretation 17. of XCp is not obvious
because an interpretation 1,, of &Cp must satisfy the following property for
all p:

if 3i(Iec(_T)(Xi) = {})

then Vi(Ze(T ")(Xi) = f})

where i ranges over 1..m. This requires that lm(SCp) satisfy:

if 3i(lm(SCp)(XU') = f}) (6.14)
then Vi(Im(SCp)(X,•) = {})

Note that this property does not hold for an arbitrary model of SCp; its
proof uses special properties of least models. Specifically, Proposition 17
proves that if v E lm(SCp)(X) then SCp contains a constraint X D se such
that v E lm(XCp)(se).

Now, to prove (6.14), suppose that lm(SCp)(X,•') • {} for some r, 1 <
r < m. Then there exists some v E Im(SCp)(X,), and so by Proposition 17
there must be some constraint X"' -3 se in SCp such that v E lm(SCp)(se).
Now, this constraint XA" D se could have been introduced via any of steps
(i-v) of the construction of SCp. These possibilities are split into two cases.

In the first case, se is of the form {X, : conj} and SCp contains the
constraints Mi' -? {Xi : conj) for all i = 1..m (this case includes all con-
straints introduced in steps (i), (iii), (iv) and (v)). If v E lm(SCp)(se), then
by definition there exists an environment p such that p(Xr) = v and p E
lm(,Cp)(conj), and it immediately follows that each lm(WCp)({Xi : conj})
is non-empty, and so lm(SCp)(XA,) # {}, j = 1..m.

In the second case, the constraint is introduced by step (ii), and SCp
contains the constraints X'j 2 T for all j = 1..m. Clearly lm(SCp)(X,") is
equal to the set of all values, j = 1..m.

This completes the proof of (6.14), and so the mapping 1ec defined using
lm(SCp) is in fact an interpretation of (Cp. It remains to show that Ie. is
a model of &Cp. Now, consider the constraints of the form X _ se in $Cp
where the variable X is not of the form X,"'. By the construction of SCp, if
such a constraint is present, then it is the only lower bound for the variable
X. Hence it follows from Proposition 18 that lm(SCp)(X) = lm(SCp)(se),
and so part (b) of (6.13) holds. Furthermore, part (a) holds because of the
definition of -e,. Thus from (6.13), .c k &Cp. This completes the proof of
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property (2), and so the proposition if proved. []
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Part II

Set Based Analysis

Having defined set based program approximation, we now show how this
approximation may be computed. We begin by translating the environ-
ment constraints into set constraints such that the least set based model
of the environment constraints corresponds to the least model of the set
constraints. We then present an algorithm for solving these set constraints.
The output of the algorithm is a representation of the least model of the
input constraints that is explicit in the sense that structural properties of
the model can be easily inferred. We conclude by describing a prototype
implementation of the set constraint algorithm.
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Chapter 7

Solving Set Constraints

In the previous chapter, the problem of computing the set based approxima-
tion of a program was reduced to the computing the least model of a collec-
tion of set constraints. This chapter presents algorithms for constructing an
explicit representation of the least model of such set constraints. We first
address the issue of explicit representation using regular term grammars.
Then, we present a high level description of the set constraint algorithm
in the form of a generic algorithm. The remainder of the chapter presents
two progressively more complex instances of this algorithm. The second of
these algorithms proves the main result of this thesis: set based program
approximations are decidable and can be represented using regular term
grammars.
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7.1 Explicit Representation of Im(C)

We first address the issue of what kind of object is output by the set con-
straint algorithms and why this is an appropriate explicit representation.
Recall that a model of a collection of set constraints is a mapping that as-
sociates a set of values to each set variable. Now, clearly such sets of values
may be infinite. Therefore, to provide a description of the least model of a
given collection of set constraints, the set constraint algorithm must output
descriptions of sets of values, one for each set variable. The descriptions
output by our algorithm are essentially regular term grammars.

Regular Term Grammars

A regular term grammar 9 consists of a set NT 0 of non-terminals, a set
Eq of function symbols, each with a unique arity, and a finite set 7g of
productions. To define productions, first define that a term is either a non-
terminal or of the form f(t 1 ,... ,i,) where f is an n-ary symbol from E and
each ti is a term. Now, a production is of the form nt =: t such that nt is
a non-terminal from NTg and t is a term. Using the productions in Pg, a
derivability relation on terms can be defined in the obvious way: t, =*- t2
if there is a production nt =* t and t2 is obtained from ti by replacing an
occurrence of nt in t, by t. Let =ý,* denote the transitive reflexive closure
of =*. The language corresponding to a non-terminal nt, denoted £(nt), is
defined as follows:

C(nt) = {t : nt ** t and t does not contain non-terminal symbols}

For example, consider the grammar where non-terminals are list and int,
the set of function symbols is {cons, nil, suce, zero}, and P consists of the
productions

int * succ(int)
int = zero
list * cons(int, list)
list = nil

This grammar describes integers in successor-zero notation, and lists of in-
tegers. If S is a set of terms such that there is some regular term grammar
9 and non-terminal nt E NTC such that S = C(nt), then S is regular set of
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terms and (Q, nt) is called a description of S. As another example, consider
the productions

X * cons(c,d)
X * cons(d,c)
X = cons(X,X)
X . cons(cons(c,d),cons(d,c))

where NTg = {X} and Eg = {cons, c,d}. Here C(X) consists of elements
such as cons(c,d) and cons(d,c), as well as cons(cons(c, d), cons(c, d)) and
cons(cons(c, d), cons(d, c)). Note that the last production is redundant.

Regular term grammars are essentially equivalent to tree1 automata (the
natural generalization of finite state automaton to terms). Tree automata
can be divided into four classes, according to whether (a) they are deter-
ministic or non-deterministic, and (b) whether they are root-to-frontier or
frontier-to-root (that is, whether they start from the root and work to-
wards the leaves of the tree, or vice-versa). The languages definable by non-
deterministic root-to-frontier tree automata, non-deterministic frontier-to-
root tree automata, deterministic frontier-to-root tree automata and regular
term grammars are all equivalent. See [19] for further details. (Note that
deterministic root-to-frontier tree automaton are strictly less powerful. In
particular they correspond to regular term grammars where the productions
for each non-terminal involve distinct outermost function symbols. Specifi-
cally, if nt * t and nt =: t' are distinct productions, then t must be of the
form f(...) and te must be of the form f(...-) such that f # f.)

Regular term grammars provide a representation of a set of terms that
is explicit in the sense that there are straightforward polynomial-time al-
gorithms to determine membership and emptiness. Furthermore, there are
standard algorithms to compute the intersection, union, complementation
and containment of regular term grammars. In short, a regular term gram-
mar description of a set of terms provides a presentation of the set that
exposes much of the internal structure of the set.

Regular term grammars can also be used explicitly represent a set con-
straint interpretation. For this purpose, it is convenient to identify non-
terminals with set variables. Then, a grammar 9 represents an interpre-

1The notions of "term" and "tree" are completely interchangeable in this context. Terms are

simply labeled trees and vice versa. The use of "terms" in term grammars and "trees" in tree
automata is largely historical.
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tation I if £(X) = I(X) for each set variable X. Clearly, only certain
interpretations can be represented in this way. Now, the essence of the set
constraint algorithm is to input a collection C of set constraints and output
a regular term grammar description of lm(C). Note that there is no a priori
reason why the least model of C should be representable by a regular term
grammar. The set constraint algorithm in fact provides a constructive proof
that this is always the case.

Explicit Form Constraints

Strictly speaking, the output of the set constraint algorithm is not a regular
term grammar, but rather a restrictive class of set constraints that essentially
corresponds to a regular term grammar. To define this class of constraints,
we define the atomic set expressions, which are essentially set expressions
that do not contain set operators of arity n > 1.

Definition 14 (Atomic Set Expressions) A set ezpression is atomic if
it is constructed from set variables, function symbols, the special constants
T and 1, and set operators of arity 0. f

For example, f(fj)(X)) and X n 3Y are not atomic, but ', X and f(c,X)
are. In what follows, we shall reserve the letter a for atomic set expressions.
Explicit form constraints can now be defined as follows.

Definition 15 (Explicit Form Constraints) A constraint X D a is in
explicit form if a is an atomic set expression that is not a set variable. A
collection C of constraints is in explicit form if each constraint in C is in
explicit form. 0

The output of the algorithm is a collection of explicit form constraints.
Such constraints C can be viewed as a regular term grammar 9c whose non-
terminals are set variables and whose productions are {X *€, t : (X D t) E
C}. In general, this grammar 9c is not a regular term grammar because of
presence of constants such as T, .1 and 3. However 9c is a straightforward
extension of the notion of regular term grammar in which the constants T,
± and 3 denote their usual sets. Specifically, extend the definition £ to be
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£(X) = {v E 1(t): X =•* t and t does not contain non-terminals}

where _T is some interpretation. Note the choice of I is immaterial since t
does not contain non-terminals (set variables) and so T(t) is independent
of I. Given such a definition, Gc and Im(C) are equivalent in the following
sense:

lm(C)(X) = £(X) for each set variable AX appearing in C.

Furthermore, even though 9c is not quite a regular term grammar, it is
still an explicit form in the sense that questions about membership, non-
emptiness, etc., can easily be answered. Hence C can be viewed as explicit
representation of its own least model because it is essentially a regular term
grammar description of Im(C). Constraints of the form A _D a where a is a
non-variable set expression containing only constants, function symbols and
set variables are therefore call ezplicit form constraints. Such constraints
play a key role in the set constraint algorithm.

Note that if Eg is finite, then Gc can be treated as a regular term gram-
mar because the values of the constants T, I and S can be represented by
regular term grammars. A grammar for T can be constructed by treating
T as a non-terminal with productions T =€. f(T,'..., T) for each f E Eg.
A grammar for I can be constructed by treating I as a non-terminal with
no productions. Similarly there is a straightforward construction for each
constant 3. For example, if Eg is {c, d, f,g, h}, where c and d axe constants,
f and g are unary, and h is binary, then {f(T), h(c, d)} can be represented
by the regular term grammar:

{f(T),h(c,d)} * c

{f(T),h(c,d)} dE d

{f(T),h(cd)} g(T) Z g(T) 2 g(T)

{f(T),h(c,d)} ) h(?, T) z =(T) 2 g(T)

{f(T),h(c,d)} * h(T,d)

Some Basic Algorithms on Explicit Form Constraints

We have already noted that regular term grammars provide a convenient
representation of sets of terms because there are straightforward algorithms
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to determine membership and emptiness, as well as compute intersections
and complementations, and these can be easily adapted to explicit form
constraints. Since the set constraint algorithm presented in this chapter
shall employ a number of these basic algorithms, we shall conclude this
section by providing a brief outline of the necessary details. We stress that
these basic algorithms are adaptations of known results (see, for example,
[191), and are included only for the sake of completeness.

We first consider the membership problem. That is, given an explicit
form collection of constraints C, a set variable X E var(C) and a value v,
we wish to determine whether v E lm(C)(X). Now, by treating C as a set
root-to-frontier tree automaton, we can just use the definition of acceptance
for root-to-frontier tree automaton to determine if v E lm(C)(a). However,
this does not lead to a polynomial time algorithm because searching for
an accepting computation requires trying all possible transitions at each
computation step, and this can lead to exponential behavior. A polynomial
time algorithm can be obtained by essentially treating C as a frontier-to-
root automaton. Specifically, let S,, denote all subterms of the given value
v. Now, to each value V E S,, and each atomic set expression a in C,
associate a binary value in(u,a). The intention is that in(t,a) shall be
true if V E lm(C)(a). Now, it is easy to determine whether V, E lm(C)(a) if
a is a ground atomic expression, and moreover this is independent of C. For
example, if E is {f, c} then f(c, c) E lm(C)(f(c, c)) and f(c, c) E lm(C)(?)
but c 0 lm(C)(f(c, c)) and c i lm(C)(?). Hence, initialize in(V, a) so that
in(v', a) is true if a is ground and v E 7(a) for all interpretations 1, and
false otherwise. Now, repeatedly update the values nonempty(a) using the
following steps:

"* Set in(v, a) to true if V is the result of replacing each X in a by v'V
and in(vx,X) is true for each X E var(a).

"* Set in(v', X) to true if X D a appears in C and in(V, a) is true.

It is easy to verify that these updating steps terminate since V ranges over
subterms of v and a and X respectively range over all atomic set expressions
and variables in C. Moreover, on termination, in(v,a) if v E lm(C)(a).

We next deal with non-emptiness. That is, given an explicit form col-
lection of constraints C and a set variable X E var(C), we wish to deter-
mine whether lm(C)(X) = {). The basic structure of the algorithm is the
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same as the membership algorithm. Again, it is easy to determine whether
lm(C)(a) = {} if a is a ground atomic expression. For example, if E is
{f,c} then lm(C)(f(c,c)), lm(C)(T), lm(C)(f(T, T)) are all non-empty, re-
gardless of C, whereas lm(C)(.L) and lm(C)({f(T, T), c}) are always empty.
(Note that the emptiness of {f(T, T), c} depends on E.) Now, associate a
boolean value nonempty(a) with each atomic expression a appearing in C
and initialize these values so that nonempty(a) is true if a is a ground atomic
expression that is non-empty in all interpretations. Repeatedly update the
values nonempty(a) using the following steps:

* Set nonempty(a) to true if a is not ground and nonempty(X) is true
for each X E var(a).

* Set nonempty(X) to true if C contains X D a and nonempty(a) is true.

It is easy to verify that these updating steps terminate, and that on termi-
nation, nonempty(a) is true iff lm(C)(a) 6 {}, for all atomic set expressions
a appearing in C.

Finally, we deal with singleton sets. That is, given an explicit form col-
lection of constraints C and a set variable X E var(C), we wish to determine
whether lm(C)(a) = {v} for some value v. The algorithm for this property
again follows the structure of the membership algorithm. It is easy to de-
termine whether lm(C)(a) = {v} for some value v if a is a ground atomic
expression. For example, if E is {f,c} then Lm(C)(c), lm(C)(f(c,c)) and
lm(C)(f(T, T)) are all singleton sets, but Im(C)(L), lm(C)(T) and lm(C)(E)
are not. Now, consider mappings from each atomic expression a appear-
ing in C into {v : v is a value} U {T, L}. Initially, let singleton denote the
following mapping

T if a I7(a)I Ž2 for all interpretations I
singleton(a) = v if a T(a) = {v} for all interpretations I

I otherwise

where ISI denotes the cardinality of the set S. Note that if a is atomic, then
T(a) is independent of I iff a is ground. Now, repeatedly update the values
nonempty(a) using the following steps:

* Set singleton(a) to v if a is not ground, singleton(X) is not I or T,
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for each X E var(a), and v is the result of replacing each X in a by
singleton(X).

" Set singleton(a) to T if a is not ground and singleton(X) ?.L for each
X E var(a) and singleton(Y) = T for some Y E var(a).

" Set singleton(X) to singleton(a) if X D a appears in C and
singleton(X) =1L.

" Set singleton(X) to T if X D a appears in C and singleton(a)
singleton(X).

It is easy to verify that these updating steps terminate, and that on termina-
tion, singleton(a) is respectively I, v or T if lm(C)(a) = {}, lm(C)(a) = {v}
or Ilm(C)(a)l > 2.

7.2 Overview of Algorithm

At a high level, the execution of the algorithm for solving set constraints can
be smmarized as follows. Starting with the input collection of constraints
Co, a sequence of constraints Co,C 1 ,... ,Cj,... is constructed such that each
collection Ci has essentially the same least model as Co and is obtained from
its predecessor Ci-I by adding some new constraints. The aim of adding
these new constraints is to make the least model of C1 more "explicit". To
formalize this notion, first recall that explicit form constraints are of the form
X D a where a is a non-variable atomic expression, and that such constraints
form the explicit representation that is output by the algorithm. Now,
where C is a collection of constraints, let ezplicit(C) denote the explicit form
constraints in C. In essence, ezplieit(C) corresponds to what has already
been computed about the least model of C. Now, as the algorithm progresses,
the constraints Ci become more explicit in the sense that

lm(explicit(Co)), Im(ezplicit(Cl )),..., im(explict(Ci)),...

is an increasing sequence of interpretations that converges towards lm(Co).
When lm(ezplicit(C,)) reaches lm(Co), the algorithm terminates and outputs
explicit(ci).

The process of constructing Ci from Ci-I is defined by a collection of
transformations. These transformations fall into two categories. First there
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are simplification transformations, which simplify expressions involving set
operators to make the constraints more explicit. Such transformations are
responsible for augmenting a constraint such as X' D fjl)(f(c)) with the
more explicit, but equivalent constraint, A' D c. Second, there are substitu-
tion transformations, and these are responsible for performing substitutions
so that simplification transformations can be applicable. For example, con-
sider the constraints X D fj'(Y), y 2 f(c). Here Y_ 2 f(c) must be

substituted into X D f-()(), to obtain X ;2 fj-(f(c)) before the projection
can be simplified. Note that substitutions can be cyclic in the sense that
substituting Y 2 f(Y) into X D fC(Y) involves replacing Y by f(y), yield-

ing the constraint X D fC(f(Y)). This means that substitutions must be
carefully controlled to ensure termination. Moreover, they must be done suf-
ficiently often to ensure that simplification transformations can be applied
when they are needed.

To facilitate this tradeoff, constraints are maintained by the algorithm
in a special form described as follows.

Definition 16 (Standard Form) A set expression is in standard form if
it is either atomic or of the form op(al,... , an) such that each ai is atomic
and op E OP. A collection of constraints is in standard form if each con-
straint is of the form X D se such that se is in standard form.

Not only does the use of standard form help control the process of substitu-
tion, but it also reduces the number of cases that need to be considered at
various points in the algorithm.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First we show how
constraints can be converted to standard form. Next, we present the core
concepts of the set constraint algorithm in the form of a generic algorithm,
parameterized by set operators and corresponding transformations. Ab-
stract criteria are given for ensuring that a particular instance of the generic
algorithm (specifitd by giving the set operators and transformations) is cor-
rect and terminates. The last two sections of this chapter describe two
instances of the generic algorithm. The first deals with projections and in-
tersections. The second generalizes the first by dealing with quantified set
expressions, and is the core algorithm of this thesis. In particular, when
input set constraints $Cp corresponding to a program P, this algorithm
outputs an explicit representation of Lm(SCp).
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7.3 Converting Constraints to Standard Form

Recall that standard form constraints are of the form X D se such that se
is either an atomic set expression or of the form op(al,. .. ,a,,) where op is a
set operator and each ai is atomic. As an alternative characterization, first
define that the set expression se' is a strict subezpression of the set expression
se if se' is a subexpression of se that is different from se. Then, X D se is in
standard form if se is either atomic or of the form op(...) such that all strict
subexpressions of se are atomic. Conversely, if a collection of constraints is
not in standard form then it must contain a constraint X D se such that
either se is (a) se, U se2 or else (b) se has a strict subexpression se,,. that is
not atomic. In case (b), we call the occurrence of the subexpression se,5 in
se a non-standard occurrence. For example, the constraint AX D f(op,(c)) U
opi(op2(X)) has one occurrence of U and two non-standard occurrences.

Constraints can be converted to standard form by incrementally remov-
ing U symbols and non-standard occurrences using the following two rewrite
steps:

(1) Replace the constraint X _D Sel U se2 by the two constraints X D se,
and X _) se2.

(2) If se has a non-standard occurrence se,., then replace the constraint
X D se by the two constraints X D se', Z D se,. where Z is a new
set variable and se' is the result of replacing the occurrence of se'. in
se by Z.

Each step, if applicable, rewrites constraints into a form that is closer to
standard form in the sense that the number of union symbols or the number
of non-standard occurrences decreases. It follows that the repeated applica-
tion of these steps must terminate. When C is a collection of set constraints,
let STANDARDIZE(C) denote the result of exhaustively applying steps (1) and
(2). We now show that STANDARDIZE(C) produces a standard form collec-
tion of constraints that essentially has the same least model as C. A formal
statement of this must take into account the fact that the STANDARtDIZE

may introduce new variables. Hence, the preservation of the least model is
defined with respect to a set of variables. Specifically, where I and V are
interpretations and var is a collection of variables, define that I =,. I' if
T(X) = I'(X) for each AX E var. Then,
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Proposition 21 (Standardize) Let C be a collection of constraints. Then
STANDARDIZE(C) is a standard form collection of constraints such that

im(STANDARDIZE(C)) =,a,(C) Im(C).

Proof: The proposition follows from repeated application of the following
fact:

if C' is obtained from C by an application of step (1) or (2)
then lr=,., (C) lm(C').

To prove this fact, first consider the case where C' is obtained by an ap-
plication of step (1). The difference between C and C' is that a constraint
X 2D se U se2 has been replace by two constraints X _D se and X D se 2.
However, it is clear that for all interpretations I

1t=X2sejUse2 iff 7kX-_MsejAX•Use 2

and it follows that I k C iff I ý C'. Hence lm(C) = lm(C').

In the remaining case, C' is obtained from C by an application of step (2).
The difference between C and C' is that a constraint X D se in C is replaced
by two constraints X D se' and Z D se,. in C' where se.8 is an occurrence
of an expression in se and se' is the result of replacing this occurrence by
the new variable Z. It remains to prove that lm(C)(Y) = lm(C')(Y) for all
Y E var(C) and this is done in two parts.

The first part shows that lm(C)(Y) _? lm(C')(Y) for all Y E var(C).
Let I be the interpretation that maps Z into lm(C)(se.) and agrees with
lm(C) on all other set variables. By definition, T(Z) = T(se,.), and from
proposition 16 it follows that I(se) = I(se'). Since C does not contain the
set variable Z and I agrees with lm(C) except on Z, it must be the case
that I ý= C. Now, X D se appears in C, and so 7(X) _? I(se) = T(se').
In summary, I is a model of Z D se,,5 and X D se', and moreover, 7 is a
model of all other constraints in C' since . = C. Thus I k C'. This implies
that I _D lm(C'), and so lm(C)(Y) = 7(Y) 2 lm(C')(Y) for all Y E var(C).
This completes the proof of the first part.

The second part shows that lm(C)(Y) _ lm(C')(Y). This is proved by
showing that lm(C') is a model of C. To prove this, first note that Z D se,.,
is the only lower bound for Z in C', and so Proposition 18 implies that
lm(C')(Z) = lm(C')(seR). Proposition 16 can now be applied to show that
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lm(C')(se') = lm(C')(se). Moreover, since lm(C') is a model of AX D se',
it follows that lm(C') is a model of X _D se. Finally, lm(C') is a model of
C - {X D se) because it is a model of C'. Hence lm(C') is a model of C.
This means that Im(C) C_ lm(C'), and this completes the proof of the second
part. []

7.4 The Generic Algorithm

We present a high level description of solving set constraints in the form
of a generic set constraint algorithm. The reason for doing this is twofold.
First, the details of the set constraint algorithm are substantial, and so the
generic algorithm provides a way to explain the central ideas of the algorithm
without introducing the many details that are necessary for its complete
description. Second, the general structure of the algorithm appears to have
wider application than the set constraints solved in this thesis. In particular,
the set based analysis of a program involves writing set constraints using
set operators corresponding to the semantic operations of the language -
different languages require different set operations. The generic algorithm
is an attempt to distill the concepts that are likely to be useful during the
development of algorithms for the set operations arising in future work on
set based analysis.

The generic algorithm is parameterized by a set OP of set operations
that defines the class of set constraints on which it computes, and a set A
of transformations, which define how these constraints may be simplified.
The computation of the generic algorithm may be characterized as follows.
Starting with an input collection of standard form constraints Co, the algo-
rithm constructs a sequence of standard constraints Co,C1, ... ,C i,... such
that (i) for each i, lm(Ci) =.,-(c0) lm(Co), (ii) each Ci is obtained from its
predecessor Ci-, through the application of one of the transformations in A,
and (iii) each Ci is more explicit than its predecessor in the sense that

lm(ezplicit(Co), lm(explicit(Ci),... ,Im(ezplicit(C)),....

is an increasing sequence of interpretations that converges towards Im(Co).
The algorithm terminates when lm(ezplicit(C1 )) reaches lm(Co).

A transformation 6 is a function that maps from and into (finite) collec-
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input a collection Co of set constraints in standard form;
i := 0;

while 6(Ci) Z Ci for some transformation 6 in A do
Ci-- : 6(C) U Ci

i := i + 1;
output the collection of explicit form constraints ezplicit(Ci);

Figure 7.1: The Generic Algorithm

tions of set constraints. The intention is that 6(C) denotes the constraints
that should be added to C according to 6. An instance of the generic algo-
rithm is defined by specifying a collection A of such transformations. These
transformations are exhaustively applied as outlined in Figure 7.1.

We now address general conditions for establishing the correctness of the
generic algorithm. First, each transformation must preserve the least model
of the constraints. Since a transformation may introduce new variables,
the preservation of the least model must be specified with respect to the
initial variables in Co. Recall that I - I' denotes that I(X) = I'(X) for
each X E var. Using this notation, the required preservation of least model
may be stated as lm(Ci) =,,r(c.) lm(Co), for each i. This condition can be
established if the transformations are sound in the following sense.

Definition 17 (Transformation Soundness) A collection of transfor-
mations A is sound on constraints C if lm(C) =,.,(C) lm(C U 6(C)) for all
transformations 6 in A. [0

It is easy to prove that if A is sound on each Ci constructed by the algorithm,
then the least model is preserved.

Lemma 9 (Least Model) If A is sound on each Ci constructed by the
generic algorithm, then lm(Ci) =..,.(c.) lm(Co) for each Ci.

Proof: Since A is sound on each Ci, it follows that lm(Ci) ={,,(c,) lm(Ci+i).
Now clearly var(CO) g var(Ci) for each Ci, and so lm(Ci) =var(Co) lm(Ci+i).
The lemma then follows by chaining these facts together. [0
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We now address termination. Although termination proofs tend to be
specific to a particular instance of the algorithm, some general observations
can be made. An important part of proving termination involves establishing
a bound on the number of atomic set expressions that can appear during the
generic algorithms execution. Where S is a set of atomic set expressions, let
atomic(S) denote the superset of S that consists of all atomic set expressions
that are subexpressions of elements of S. Also, where C is a collection of
standard form constraints, define that atomic(C) is the union of the following
sets:

"* atomic({X,aj,... ,a.}) for all constraints X D op(a,. .. ,an) appear-

ing in C, and

"* atomic({fX, a}) for all constraints X D a appearing in C.

Now, a collection of transformations A is atomically bounded if, for each
collection Co, there is a finite bound V(Co) such that when the generic al-
gorithm is input Co, the cardinality of atomic(Ci) is bounded by V(Co) for
each i. This bound is proved by establishing an algorithm invariant about
the possible atomic set expressions that can appear during execution.

Typically, the remaining part of the termination proof involves using the
bound on atomic set expressions to provide a bound on the number of all
set expressions that can appear during execution. Thc main difficulty here
is that the set of operations OP may not be finite.

Thus far, we have discussed termination and also conditions under which
the least model is preserved by each step of the algorithm. Now, the algo-
rithm does not output the final collection Ci, but rather ezplicit(Ci), and so
it remains to show that ezplicit(Ci) in fact describes lm(Ci). This require-
ment is essentially a completeness requirement on the transformations A.
In other words, we need to show that the transformations are sufficiently
powerful that when no new constraints are produced, all the information
about the least model of Ci is in ezplicit(Ci). More formally, define that
a collection of transformations A is complete if, whenever the exhaustive
application of A terminates, the resulting Ci constructed by the algorithm
is such that lm(Ci) = lm(explicit(Ci)). The following lemma immediately
follows from these definitions.
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Lemma 10 (Completeness) If A is complete and the generic algorithm
terminates after i iterations with output C, then lm(C) = lm(Ci). 0

Finally, on combining all of these observations:

Theorem 7 (Correctness of Generic Algorithm)
Let A be a collection of transformations that is complete. Let Co be a col-
lection of standard form constraints and suppose that the instance of the
generic algorithm defined by A terminates on input CD and outputs explicit
form constraints Cot. If A is sound on each Ci constructed by the algorithm
then lm(Cot) =v,,(C) M(C).

Proof: Let Ci denote the collection of constraints constructed during the
last iteration of the while-do loop. By Lemma 9, lm(Ci) =vaT(c) lm(C).
Finally, by lemma 10, lm(C') = lm(explicit(Ci)) = lm(Ci), and it follows
that lm(C') =v~r(c) Im(C). f

7.5 Intersection and Projection

We now describe an instance of the generic algorithm for solving set con-
straints involving projection and intersection. Specifically, the collection of
operators for these set constraints, denoted OP 1 , shall consist of projections
f-1 where f is an n-ary symbol from E and 1 < i < n, and intersections n,
where n > 2. We recall that the subscripts in intersections shall usually be
omitted and an expression nn(sel,... , sen) shall be written as sel n... n sen.
For simplicity, we shall omit consideration of the constant symbol T from
this section. Figure 7.2 gives an example collection of set constraints involv-
ing intersection and projection, along with the least model of the constraints.
In this example, f and c are function symbols of arity 1 and 0 respectively,
and fl is again used to abbreviate n applications of f.

Now, the generic algorithm works on standard form constraints, and so
the first step in solving these equations is to put them into standard form
using the algorithm STANDARDIZE. The resulting standard form constraints
appear in figure 7.3; let Co denote these constraints.

Recall that explicit form constraints are of the form X D c such that
c is a non-variable atomic set expression. This means that the constraints
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X J f(f(X)) U c X -* {c, f 2(c),f 4 (c),fj(c),. ..

Y _ f(f(f(YM )) U c 3' '-- {c, f(c),f(c),f9 (c),. ..

Z D (XnY) u fýj'(Y) z . {c,f 2(c),f 5(c)}(c),f 8 (c),...}

Figure 7.2: Example Constraints and Their Least Model

X 2 f(f(X)) X D c
Y 2) f(f(f(y))) Y 2 c

Z D (Xny) Z D f(•(Y)

Figure 7.3: Constraints from Figure 7.2 Rewritten in Standard Form

X D f(f(X)), X D c, Y 2 f(f(f(X))) and Y 2 c in Co are already in
explicit form. However the constraints Z 2; (X n Y) and Z D f(•(Y) are

not in explicit form and, moreover, Lm(ezplicit(Co)) 6 Lm(Co). Hence the
explicit constraints in Co do not characterize the least model of Co.

As a first step towards making these constraints more explicit, consider
Z D fýJ•(Y). Now, the constraints for 3Y are Y 2 c and 3Y 2 f(f(f(Y))).
The first says that Y must contain c and the second says that 3Y must
contain all terms of the form f(f(f(yi))) such that y E 3Y. Combining Z )
f(C(Y) with Y_ 2 c implies that Z must contain fjl(c), but this is simply

the empty set, and can be ignored. Combining Z 2) fj (Y) with 3Y 2

f(f(f(Y))) implies that Z must contain fj'(f(f(f(y)))) for each y E Y,
and this reduces to f(f(y)) for each y E Y. This can be expressed as
the constraint Z D f(f(Y)). In essence, by substituting the explicit form
constraints for Y into the right hand side of Z D f•(Y), and then simplify
the resulting expression, we have obtained a new explicit form constraint
for Z. In so doing, we have made the constraints more explicit in the sense
that the explicit form constraints now contain more information about the
least model of the constraints.

Now consider the constraint Z 2 (X n y). Since X _ c and Y 2 c, it is
dear that both X and 3Y must contain c, and so Z must contain c. This can
be expressed by the constraint Z D c. However there are other constraints
for X and Y. Consider X 2 f(f(X)) and 3Y 2 f(f(f(Y))). These constraint
imply that Z 2 f(f(X))n f(f(f(Y))). The expression f(f(X)) nf(f(f(y)))
can be simplified into f (f(X) n f(f(Y))) and then further simplified into
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f (f (X n f(Y))), and so the constraint

Z D f (f (X n f(y)))

is obtained. However this constraint is not in standard form. It can be
made into standard form by introducing a new variable, say V, and writing
Z D f(f(V)) and V 2 X n f(y). In other words, substituting explicit form
constraints for X and Y (namely X D f(f(X)) and Y 2_ f(f(f(Y)))) into
Z D (X n Y) and simplifying leads to new constraints Z D f(f(V)) and
V• X n f(Y). The first is in explicit form, but the second is not. In short,
the substitution and simplification process has made the constraints more
explicit. However, in the process we have introduced another constraint and
so we must repeat the steps just outlined to simplify this new constraint.

In essence this process of substitution using explicit form constraints
and then simplifying the resulting expressions forms the basis of the set
constraint algorithms. However there are two difficulties. First the sub-
stitution process must be carefully controlled. For example, consider the
constraint X D2 f(X). Now, this constraint could be substituted into itself
to obtain X 2 f(f(X)) and subsequent substitution steps could lead to
X D2 f 3 (X), X D f 4(A') etc. Clearly this process can continue for ever. To
prevent this, substitution must be restricted so that it does not increase the
size of atomic set expressions. For example, substitutions into expressions
such as X n Y and f(j(Y) are allowed, but substitutions into expressions

such as f(Y) or f(f(X)) are not allowed. Importantly, this restricted form
of substitution is sufficient.

The second difficulty is that the operation of intersection produces new
constraints that must be simplified. In particular it introduces new variables.
The introduction of these new variables must be controlled using a special
naming scheme to ensure that the algorithm terminates.

Transformations

We now give the details of the transformations. Each transformation takes a
collection of standard form constraints C as input, and outputs one or more
constraints. The first two transformations deal with substitution, and the
third deals with simplifying projections.
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Transformation 1 (Op-Substitution) If C contains the two constraints
X D op(a1 ,... ,ai-,,Y, ai+,.. . ,an) and Y D a where a is atomic, then
output X D_ op(a1,...,ai-l,a, ai+1,...,an). 0

Transformation 2 (Var-Substitution) If C contains X _D Y and Y ; a
where a is atomic, then output X D a. o

Transformation 3 (Projection) If C contains X D fý 1 (f(a 1 ,...,an))
and lm(ezplicit(C))(aj) 6 {} for each j 6 i, then output X D ai. 01

Note the condition lm(ezplicit(C))(a,) 0 {} in the projection transforma-
tion. To see why this is needed, suppose that C consists of the single con-
straint X _D 4(Y(Y,c0). The least model of this constraint maps both X
and Y into the empty set. However, if the side condition is not present on
the projection transformation, then the constraint X D c would be added
and this would alter the least model.

The final transformation deals with simplifying intersection. As noted
before, one difficulty with simplifying intersections is that new variables
need to be introduced, and this leads to termination problems. To over-
come this problem, a special naming scheme is used for these new variables.
Specifically, the introduced variables are of the form VN where N is a finite
subset of the atomic set expressions that appear in Co (the input collection
of constraints). Call such variables intersection variables. The intention is
that an intersection variable V{ 1, ...A),,} should be equivalent to the expres-
sion a, n ... n a.. All of the variables of form VN are assumed to be distinct
variables that do not appear in the input constraints Co. Define a function
Ar that maps from such a variable back into the atomic set expressions it
represents:

Sdef ( N if a is the intersection variable VN.Af(a) =I• {a} otherwise.

The intersection transformation can now be defined.

Transformation 4 (Intersection) If C contains X D a, n ... n a,. such
that for some f E E, each ai is of the form f(ai,1,..., ai,), then let Nj =

Ui=l..m Ar(aij), j = 1..n, and output the constraints
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* X D f(VN 1,...,V N,), and

* VN, = aIn ... n aj, for each VN, ,var(C). 0

Strictly speaking, this transformation takes the input constraints Co as an
implicit parameter since the treatment of the variables VN requires knowl-
edge about C0, however for notational convenience this extra parameter shall
be suppressed. We note that the treatment of the intersection variables VN
is analogous to the subset construction used in the conversion of a non-
deterministic finite state automaton to a deterministic finite state automa-
ton.

Let A1 denote Transformations 1-4. (Strictly speaking, Transformations
1-4 are schemas for transformations, and A1 consists of all instances of these
four transformations schemas. We shall frequently blur this distinction.)
Now, define that the intersection-projection algorithm inputs constraints C
and first converts C into standard form constraints Co and then exhaustively
applies the transformations A1 to Co as outlined by the generic algorithm.
As an example of the execution of the algorithm, recall the example set
constraints given in Figure 7.2. The execution of the algorithm on these
constraints is traced in Figure 7.4 (the original constraints, in standard
form, appear in the left hand column). In this example execution, we have
given preference to lower numbered transformations when more than one
transformation is applicable. The explicit form constraints are marked with
an asterisk, and each new constraint is marked with either (D,(@,@ or @ to
indicate the transformation used. We remark that, for efficiency reasons, it
is appropriate to remove duplicate expressions when adding new constraints
involving intersection. For example, instead of adding Z _) c n c, one could
immediately simplify this into Z D c. However, in this section we shall strive
for a simple presentation of the algorithm, and so a number of straightfor-
ward modifications relating to efficiency, such as this one involving deletion
of duplicate expressions in intersections, shall be omitted.

Correctness

The proof of the correctness of this algorithm follows the outline given for the
generic algorithm in the previous section. We begin by proving an important
invariant of the execution of the algorithm.
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*Z:>f(jl(c) @
Z ;2 f~jI(fffY))) (D

z 2? c nl f(f(f(Y))) ©
Z ;? f(f(X))nlc (
z ;? f(f(x)) nl f(f(f(Y)))0

2 2? f(v~f(xV),f(f(y))l)*
Vff(x),f(f(y)) 1 2 f(X) n 1(1(Y))
Vff(x),f(f(y))) 2 f(Vfx,f(y)l)*

V{Xy,f(y), 2 X nl f(Y)

Vf x,f(y), 2 c nl f(y)0
X D C Vfx,f (y)} 2? f(f(X)) n f (Y) (D
X D f(f(X))* V{x~f(y)} 2? f(Vwx),y))*
Y ;2 e Vf f (x),y) 2? f(X) nl Y
Y 2? f(f(f(Y)))* V{I (x),y} ;? f(X) n c (D
"2 D fj((Y) V~f(x),y) 2f(X) nl f(f(f(Y))) 0
"z D x ny V{f(x),Y 1  f(Vfx,,(f(y))l)*

Vfx,f(f(y))} X n f(f(Y)) (D
V(;x,f(f(y))} c nl f(f(Y)) @
Vfx,f(f(y)), ;? f(f(Xr)) nfl (f(Y)) (D
V{X,f(f(y))} 2 f(Vff(x)jf(y)l)* 3

Vff(x)),f(y)) 2f(X) nfl (Y)
V~fm))f(y)} 2 1VIX,y))*

Vf~r,y} 2cfnlc©
V{x,y} ;? c n f(1(f(Y)))©
Vf~r,y) 2? f(f(X)) nl c©

Vmxv) 2? f(f(X)) n 1(1(1(Y))) ©D
vfx,y} D 0*
V{wi 2? 1(V~f(x),f(f(y))))*

Figure 7.4: Example Algorithm Execution
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Invariant 1 (Atomic Set Expression Invariant) A collection of con-
straints C satisfies the atomic set expression invariant if each element of
atomic(C) either

"* appears in atomic(Co), or

"* is an intersection variable or of the form f(Xi,... ,Xn) such that
X1,... , X are intersection variables and f is a function symbol ap-
pearing in Co. [

Proposition 22 Each Ci constructed by the algorithm satisfies the atomic
set expression invariant.

Proof: Clearly Co satisfies the atomic set expression invariant. Now sup-
pose that Ci- 1 satisfies this invariant. The constraints Ci are defined to be
b(C- 1 )UCC-j. If 6 is either Transformation 1, 2 or 3, then the only difference
between Ci and C.- 1 is that Ci contains a new constraint of the form X D a
such that a is an atomic set expression, and moreover a appears in Ci-1. It
follows that atomic(Ci) g atomic(CiI), and so C, satisfies the atomic set
expression invariant.

The remaining case is where 6 is Transformation 4. In this case, the dif-
ference between Ci and Ci- 1 is that Ci contains a number of new constraints.
These new constraints are either of the form X D a, l ... n a,, where the ai
are atomic set expressions that appear in Ci- 1, or X _ f(XD ,..., X,,) where
the A'i are intersection variables. Again Ci satisfies the atomic set expression
invariant. [l

The atomic set expression invariant proves two things. First, it verifies
that the specification of Transformation 4 and the use of the naming scheme
VN is consistent. In particular, it shows that elements of the sets Nj con-
structed in Transformation 4 are either atomic set expressions from Co or else
atomic set expressions that appear in some set N such that VN is a previously
constructed intersection variable. It follows that all variables introduced by
this transformation are of the form VN such that N C atomic(Co).

Second, it shows that A1 is atomically bounded. This is because the
set atomic(Co) is finite and so there are only a finite number of variables
of the form VN such that N C atomic(Co). It follows that there are only
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a finite number of expressions of the form f(X 1 ,... ,,,) where each X,, is
an intersection variable. Hence, the cardinality of each Ci is bounded by
K + F.(2K)n where K is the cardinality of Co, F is the number of function
symbols appearing in C0 , and n is the maximum arity of function symbols
appearing in Co.

We next address the soundness of A1. The soundness of Transformations
1, 2 and 3 is straightforward.

Proposition 23 Im(C) = Im(C U 6(C)) where 6 is one of Transformations
1-3.

Proof: Let 6 be one of Transformations 1-3. It is sufficient to prove that
lm(C) is a model of b(C). Let I be Im(C), and first consider Transformations
1 and 2. In this case C contains X D se and Y 2 a, and 6(C) contains the
constraint X D se' such that se' is the result of replacing an occurrence of
Y in se by a. Since 71 is a model of C, it follows that T(Y) ; 71(a) and
17(X) 2 I(se). Hence, by Proposition 19, I(se) _? 27(se'), and it follows that
I(X) 2 I(se'). This completes the proof for this case.

In the case of Transformation 3, C contains X D f'(f(al,...,a.))
and X D ai is output. The proof proceeds by showing that 71 is a model
of X D ai. Let vi E T(ai). Now, since ezplicit(C) C C, it follows that
lm(ezplicit(C)) C 1. Hence if lm(ezplicit(C))(ai) is non-empty for each
j 6 i, then it must be the case that for each aj, j 6 i, there exists a
vi E T(aj). It follows that f(vl,...,vn) E I(f(ai,...,a,•)), and so vi E
I(fg(f(al,... ,a.))). But I satisfies X 2 fg(f(al,...,an)), and so vI E

I(X). This completes the proof that I is a model of X D ai. [0

The correctness of Transformation 4 is somewhat more difficult to prove
since it does not in general preserve the least model of the constraints. This
is because the correctness of this transformation relies on properties of the
intersection variables VN,. For example, consider the constraints

X 2 f(X) n f(c) and V{Xc} D c.

The intersection transformation adds the constraints X D f(Vlx,,)) and
Vjx,,} ;2 X n c. Clearly this does not preserve the least model of the con-
straints: before the transformation the least model maps X into the empty
set, and after the transformation the least model maps X into {f(c)}.
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Instead, we must first establish some properties of the intersection vari-
ables introduced by the algorithm. Where N is a finite set of atomic set
expressions {a,,..., an}, let (nN) denote a n ... -n an. Now, consider the
following invariant.

Invariant 2 (Intersection Variable Invariant) A collection of con-
straints C satisfies the intersection variable invariant if VN E var(C) implies
that lm(C) H VN = (flN).

It is straightforward to verify that this invariant is preserved by Transfor-
mations 1, 2 and 3 because these transformation do not introduce any new
intersection variables. Specifically:

Proposition 24 If C satisfies the intersection variable invariant then C U
6(C) satisfies the intersection variable invariant where 6 is one of Transfor-
mations 1-3.

Proof: Let C be a collection of constraints that satisfy the intersection
variable invariant and let 6 be one of Transformations 1-3. Now, if VN is an
intersection variable in Cu6(C) then by the definition of Transformations 1, 2
and 3, it is clear that VN must appear in C. Since C satisfies the intersection
variable invariant, Im(C) H VN = (m N). Also, by Proposition 23, lm(C) =

lm(C U 6(C)). It is immediate that lm(C U 6(C)) ý= VN = (flN). [
The next proposition deals with the Transformation 4. It not only shows

that the transformation preserves the intersection variable invariant, but also
that the transformation is sound when applied to constraints that satisfy this
invariant.

Proposition 25 If C satisfies the intersection variable invariant and 6 is
Transformation 4, then

(1) IM(C) =Va(c) lm(C U 6(C)), and

(2) C U 6(C) satisfies the intersection variable invariant.
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Proof: Recall that if Transformation 4 is applied, then C contains a con-
straint of the form X D a1 n ... n a,, where, for some f E E, each ai is of
the form f(ai,,,..., ai,,,), and 6(C) consists of the constraints

X D .f(VN,,...,VN.) and
VN, - aij n ... 13 anj for each VN, that does not appear in C

where Ni - Ui=-..mPA/(aij), j = 1..n.

Th ý core part of the proof shows that the interpretation I defined by

( f lm(C)(ai, n ... n and) if X . var(C) and X is VNj
lm(C)(X) otherwise

is the least model of C U 6(C). By definition, it is clear that I is a model of

6(C) - {fX D f(VN ,... ,VNn)}.

To show that I is also a model of X D f(VN1,..., VNn), consider the follow-
ing property of I for each i and j:

1Z(aij) = x(flAF(aij)) (7.15)

If aij is not an intersection variable, then .K(ai4 ) is just {aij} and so (7.15)
is trivially true. On the other hand, if aij is an intersection variable, then
since it appears in C, (7.15) follows from the assumption that C satisfies the
intersection variable invariant. Using equation (7.15), the following chain of
equalities can be established

IT(aijn...nlanj) = T(aij)fn...In (an,j)

= I (n.fA(aj)) n -... n 7l(n.(a.,))

= 1(nNf)(aij)U...UN(an))

= mi~fN)

and this proves that, for all i, I(aIj n ... nl an,,) = If(nNj). Now, if VNj
is introduced by 6, then Y(VN,) = 1(a1, nl ... n anj) by definition of 1. If
VNj is not introduced by 6, then it appears in C and so I(VN1,) = i(nNj)
because C satisfies the intersection variable invariant. Combining these two
cases with 1(ai4 nl- -. fn amj) = T(flNi) proves that, for j = 1..n,

I(VN,) = r(mN) = T(aij n-...lnam4 ) (7.16)
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Using this equality, it is easy to see that

7 (f(ai,,,..., a,,.) n ... n f(amj,..., a.,.))

I (fai n ... nlam,1,... ,a1,,Ln C... naCl )

and since I is a model of X D f(a ,,...,al,n) n"... n f(amj,...,am,n) it

follows that I is a model of X D I (VNi,..., VN,). This concludes the

proof that I is a model of C U 6(C), and so I D lm(C U 6(C)).

I is not only a model of C U 6(C), it is in fact the least model. To see
this, let V' be an arbitrary model of C U 6(C). If X is a variable that appears
in C, then 7'(X) ;2 T(X) because V' ; Im(C) and 7(X) = lm(C)(,). If X is
one of the variables VN, introduced at this step, then consider the following
chain:

V'(VN,) _ V'(aij n ... n an) 2 7T(aij n ... n a,) = 7(VN,).

The first containment follows because 7' is a model of 6(C). The second
is because aj n ..- .l a,mj contains only variables from C, and it has just
been proved that 7T'(X) 2? 7T(X) for variables X E var(C). The final equality
follows from (7.16). Hence 7'(X) ;2 7T(X) for all variables X, and so lm(C U
6(C)) ;2 .7. Combining this with 7 D lm(C U 6(C)) proves that 7 = Im(C U
6(C)).

To complete the proof, note that by definition I agrees with Im(C) on
var(C), and so Im(C) =,..(C) lm(C U 6(C)). This proves part (1) of the
proposition. To prove part (2), we need to show that I(VN) = 7(n N) for
all intersection variables VN appearing in C. If VN E var(C), then the fact
that C satisfies the intersection invariant implies that

7T(vN) = lm(C)(VN) = tm(C)(fN) = (fnN)

On the other hand, if VN is introduced by 6(C), then 7(VN) = m(fl N)
follows from (7.16). [

Combining these propositions proves the necessary soundness property
of A1 .
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Lemma 11 (Soundness) A1 is sound on each Ci constructed by the algo-
rithm.

Proof: First, it is clear that each Ci constructed by the algorithm satisfies
the intersection variable invariant. This is because Co satisfies the invariant
(since it does not contain any intersection variables) and each transformation
preserves the invariant (see Propositions 24 and 25). It remains to show that
lm(Ci) =.•,r(c,) lm(Ci U b(C,)) for each C, and 6. This is easy since if 6 is
Transformation 1, 2 or 3, then lm(Ci) = lm(CU6(Cj)) by Proposition 23, and
if 6 is Transformation 4, then lm(Ci) =•ar(C,) lm(Ci U 6(Ci)) by Proposition
25. []

As an aside, note that the correctness of this lemma makes the implicit as-
sumption that the intersection variables VN introduced during the execution
of the algorithm are distinct from var(Co). Clearly this can always be done
by choosing the intersection variables introduced in Transformations 4 from
VAR. - var(Co). Strictly speaking, A should be parameterized by var(Co) to
denote this dependence on var(Co).

So far, we have prove that A1 is atomically bounded (this follows from
the atomic set expression invariant) and sound. It remains to prove termi-
nation and completeness.

Lemma 12 (Termination) Let Co be a collection of constraints in stan-
dard form. Then the instance of the generic algorithm defined by A, termi-
nates on Co.

Proof: Each Ci constructed by the algorithm is in standard form. Moreover,
by inspection of the transformations, it is clear that op appears in Ci iff it
appears in Co. Hence, each constraint in each Ci must be of one of the
following forms:

oX D a where a is an atomic set expression;

X X D f'(a) where a is atomic and f() appears in C0, or

*X D_ aln ... nan where Co contains an expression of the form a'n ..- na'.
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Combining this with the atomic set expression invariant (proved in Propo-
sition 22) proves that there are only a finite number of different constraints
that may be constructed by the algorithm. Since the collections Ci are
monotonically increasing during the algorithm's execution, it follows that
for some i > 1, Ci = Ci- 1 , at which point the algorithm terminates with
output explicit(Ci). I0

We now address completeness. The proof of this is somewhat involved
and represents the core part of the correctness of the algorithm. In essence
there is a tension between completeness and termination: the transforma-
tions must be applied sufficiently often that the least model of the constraints
eventually becomes explicit, but not so often that they can be applied in-
finitely often.

Lemma 13 (Completeness) A1 is complete.

Proof: Let C be the result of exhaustively applying A1 to a collection
of constraints. This implies that 6(C) C C for all transformations 6 in
A1 . Adopting the notation of the generic algorithm, let the sequence of
constraints obtained by this exhaustive application be Co,C1,... ,Ci where
Ci = C. Let V denote the subset of constraints in C of form X _D a where a
is a non-variable atomic set expression. Clearly V C ezplicit(C) _E C, and so
lm(D) _ lm(ezplicit(C)) 9 lm(C). The remainder of the proof shows that
lm(D) = lrn(C), and it is clear that this implies lm(ezplicit(C)) = lm(C), as
required by the definition of completeness.

Since lm(D) _ lm(C), it only remains to prove that lm(D) ; Im(C), and
this can be established by showing that lm(D) is a model of C. Let TD denote
lm(V). Proposition 17 shows that v E Zp(X) iff there exists a constraint
X _D a in V such that v E Iv(a). Since V consists of those constraints in
C that have the form X D a where a is atomic and non-variable, it follows
that

v E Ip(X) iff v E Zv(a) for some constraint AX _) a in C (7.17)where a is a non-variable atomic set expression

The remainder of the proof uses this fact to show that Iv is a model of
C. Consider each possible constraint in C in turn:

Case (i): Consider a constraint of the form X D a where a is an atomic
set expression. First suppose that a is not a set variable. This means that
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X D a appears in D and so is immediate that 17D is a model of such a
constraint. On the other hand, suppose that a is a set variable, say Y, and
let v be a value such that v E IT(Y). From (7.17) it follows that there exists
a constraint Y D a' in C where a' is a non-variable atomic set expression

such that v E Iv.(a'). So, C contains X D Y and Y ;? a', and since the
application of Transformation 2 to C does not produce any new constraints,

it must be the case that AX D a' already appears in C. Hence A' D a' is in VD

and so v E ITD(X). This completes the proof that TD is a model of X D a.

Case (ii): Consider a constraint of the form X 2 fi, (a) where a is an

atomic set expression. First suppose that a is not a set variable and let

v E I2,(fj'(a)). This means that there exists a value f(vi,. .. ,v,) E 12,(a)

such that vi is v. Since a is not a set variable or T (recall that T is omitted
from this section), it must be the case that a is of the form f(a,,...,a.)
where each a, is an atomic set expression such that vi E Tv(ai). This
implies that each ai is non-empty in the least model of ezplicit(C) and so
the preconditions of Transformation 3 are satisfied. Hence the constraint
X 2 ai must already appear in C. By case (i), 21- is a model of AX D ai, and
it follows that v E I2, (A'), and so 1Dv is a model of X 2 fD(a).

On the other hand, suppose that a is a set variable, say Y, and let
v E Iv(f'(Y)). This means that there exists a value f(v,..., v,,) E Tv(Y)
such that vi is v. By (7.17), there exists a constraint Y 2 a such that a is
a non-variable atomic set expression and f(vti, ... , v") E TD(a). Since the
application of Transformation 2 to C does not produce any new constraints,
it must be the case that X D_ fj)'(a) already appears in C. Clearly v =

vi E TD(f'(a)). Moreover, we have just argued that TD must satisfy such
a constraint. It follows that v E Iv(X), and this completes the proof that
I- satisfies X 2 fj'(a).

Case (iii): The final case deals with constraints involving intersection. Such
constraints are of the form X D a nl ... n am where each ai is an atomic set
expression and m > 2. The proof is by induction on v and the induction
hypothesis is: for all values v and for all constraints AX D a, n ... n am,
m > 2, appearing in C,

(a) v E Iv(al n ... n a.) implies v E Tv(X), and
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(b) if X D al n... n a, is introduced by an application of Transformation
4 then v E ID(X) implies v E TD(al n ... n a,).

Let v be a value such that the induction hypothesis holds for all values
with fewer function symbols that v. Before considering (a) and (b), it is
convenient to first prove the following statement: if v' has fewer symbols
that v and a,,..., ak appear in C, then

v' EID(alfn...fnak) iff Av' ETv(a)whereN= U AN(aj) (7.18)
aEN j--..k

This is proved by a secondary induction on i. Suppose that (7.18) holds for
all i' < i. Let a,,... , ak appear in Ci and consider the following chain of
propositions.

v'E -v(a nif... n a,) if A v' Zv(aj)
j--..m

i-. A A V' E1D(a)

if AV E Iv(a) where N = U K(ai)
aEN j=1..k

The first step is just an expansion of n. For the second step, take each
a1 in turn and consider two cases. If a, is not an intersection variable
then N(ai) = {ai} and so the second step is trivial. On the other hand,
suppose that aj is an intersection variable, say VN,. Corresponding to
VN,, there exists a constraint VN, ;2 a' n .. a', I > 2, that is introduced
by Transformation 4. Moreover, this constraint must appear in C-. 1 and
Nj = AN(a') U ... U Ar(a•). Now, since v' is smaller than v and C,- 1 is
constructed before Ci, the main induction hypothesis and the secondary in-
duction hypothesis respectively imply that

v' E 1D(a' n ... fna') iff v' E ,(VNi), and

V'E TD(aln.--nfa') if Av' E Tv(a)

and the second step follows immediately. The final step in the chain follows
from the definition of N. This completes the inductive proof of (7.18). The
following key property is an immediate corollary of (7.18): if V has fewer
symbols than v, and VN,al,... ,aA appear in Ci where N = A/(al) U ... U
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Ar(ak), then

•' E I(,(X) iff V E ID(a, n" -- l ak) (7.19)

Now consider part (a) of the main induction hypothesis. Assume that
v E Zv(aln-..A. na..). It follows that v E ai, i = 1..m. Now, if one of the ai is
a set variable, say Y, then (7.17) implies that there exists a constraint Y -? a
in C where a is a non-variable atomic set expression such that v E Xv(a).
This means that the preconditions of Transformation 3 are satisfied, and so
the constraint X D3 a, n -- n ai-I ) a n ai+l n ... n a,. must appeaX in C.

This argument may be repeated if necessary, and it follows that C must
contain a constraint of the form X D a, n ... n a,. where each ai is a
non-variable atomic set expression such that v E ai, i = 1..m. Let v be
f(v1 ,...,vn). Then each ai must be of the form f(aj,1,...,ai,,,) such that
vi E Tv(aij), i = 1..m,j = 1..n. This implies that vi E ID(aljn-...na 4,j).
Since C contains all constraints generated by Transformation 4, it follows
that C contains X -D f(VN1,...., VN.) such that Nj = A/(alj)U .UAr(anj).
By (7.19), Vi E Tv(VN,), j = 1..n, and so v E Iv(f(VN ,.... ,VN)). Since
X -D f(VNI,. .. ,VNJ) appears in C, and hence in D, it follows that v E
IT(X), and this completes the proof of (a).

To prove (b), suppose that AX D a nl ... n a, is introduced by an appli-
cation of Transformation 4. By inspection of Transformation 4, AX must be
an intersection variable. The first part of the proof shall establish

if (X- se) E C then v E TD(se) implies v E 7v(al n ... n an) (7.20)

Now, any constraint in C that has the form A' D se must be the result of
applications of transformations to X _ a, n ... n am (since initially this is
the only constraint in C involving X). Moreover, the only transformations
that can be involved in this process are Transformations 2 and 4. From
inspection of these transformations it must be the case that a constraint of
the form X D se in C must be such that se is either:

(a) a' n ... n a' such that either aý is aj or a non-variable atomic set
expression aý such that ai ;? ai appears in C, or

(3) f(VNI,..., VNJ) such that there is a constraint A' 2 f(ai, 1 ,..., al,n)n
"•.nf(a,,... ,am,n) in C such that Nj = Uif 1 .. Af(aij), j = 1..n.
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Now, in case (a), it is easy to see that Tv(ai) 2 Iv(ad) because either ai is
identical to a• or else ai 2? aý appears in C and hence in D (noting that ai
must be a variable and aý is a non-variable atomic set expression). Hence it
follows that Tv(al n ... n am) ? ITD(se) and this proves (7.20).

To prove (7.20) in case (p), assume that v E TD(se). This implies
that v must be of the form f(vi,...,t,•) such that vj E ZD(VN,), j =
1..n. By (7.19), vj E ZD(aij), i = 1..L , j = 1..n. It follows that v E
Z'v(f(aj,1,... , a,,,)), j - 1..m. Hence

v E •v(f(ai,1,... ,al,n) n ... n fam,1,.., am,n)).

Now, the expression f(al,, .... ,al,,) n.. n f(am,i,...,a n,) must satisfy

(a), for which (7.20) has already been proved. Hence v E Ip(al n ... n a.)
and this proves (7.20) for case (/0).

Finally, (b) can be proved as follows. If v E TD(X) then there exists a
constraint X _ a in D such that v E Ip(a). Since X _ a also appears in C,
it follows from (7.20) that v E Tv(al n... -- a,). fl

Now, combining the above lemmas with Theorem 7 proves that

Theorem 8 (Correctness of projection-intersection Algorithm)
"When input with a collection Co of standard form constraints, the projection-
intersection algorithm terminates and outputs ezplicit form constraints Cout
such that lm(Cut) =va,(Co) Im(Co).

We note that a large part of the correctness proof for the intersection-
projection algorithm involves showing that the algorithm computes exactly
the least model of the set constraints. This arises because of the philosophy
behind set based approximation: that we should strive for simple declarative
notions of program approximation, independent algorithmic details. Hence,
algorithm "correctness" in this context involves showing that our algorithm
is faithful to the definition of set based program approximation, and this is
achieved by showing that each step of the algorithm is equivalence preserv-
ing. In contrast, if we are only interested in showing that the algorithm is a
conservative approximation of the program (and this is case in most other
works on program analysis) then only lemmas 12 and 13 are needed.

We also note that the above algorithm is incremental in the sense that
the execution of the main loop could be halted at any stage and extra con-
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straints could be added. Moreover, the solving of projections and intersec-
tions is closely intertwined. An alternative formulation of the algorithm can
be obtained by separating the solving of projection and intersection (such
an approach is taken by Heintze and Jaffar in [22]). The advantage of this
is that the proofs relating the solving of intersections become simpler. In
essence this is because all of the intersections can be identified and performed
together and so complex induction hypotheses and intersection variable in-
variants are not needed. The disadvantage is efficiency. In particular, by
integrating the solving of projection and intersection, the simplification of
projections becomes significantly cheaper.

7.6 Quantified Set Expressions

This section generalizes the algorithm of the last section to deal with the
quantified set expressions that appear in SCp. Specifically, the set con-
straints considered are constructed from OP 2, where OP 2 consists of quan-
tified operators and complement constants, as well as the set operators in
OP 1 . The constraints considered in this section shall be constructed from
OP 2 (note that, unlike the previous section, we shall include T). Three
main complications arise in extending the algorithm from the previous sec-
tion to deal with the SCp. First, reasoning about quantified set expressions
involves reasoning about whether a program term is defined under an envi-
ronment, and this in inherently complex. Second, reasoning about apartness
conditions s t se requires the introduction of complement constants. Third,
although lm(SCp) turns out to be decidable, Im(C) for a collection C of arbi-
trary set constraints constructed from OP2 is not in general decidable. This
means that termination of the algorithm requires careful reasoning about
the details of the constraints that arise during its execution.

Before presenting the algorithm, we shall first outline why the general
problem of solving set constraints constructed from OP 2 is not decidable. In
essence, this is because the combination of projection and function symbols
on the left hand sides of quantified set expressions allows unbounded notions
of dependency to be introduced (see the discussion in Section 5.4, page 123).
More concretely, let g, f and c be function symbols of arity 2, 1 and 0
respectively and consider the constraints
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X D g(c,c)•Y~~ ~ -_ 1X:gf (•X)f(g-(X))) E X)

In essence the quantified set expression in the second constraint unpackages
values in X (which are all of the form g(vi, v2)), wraps an "f" around both
and then packages them up again. The least model of this constraint maps
X into the set {g(f(c),fn(c)) : n > 0}. This example can be extended to
code up undecidable problems such a Post's correspondence problem. For
example, let ( ,) (ctv,t) be a collection of pairs of strings. Now,
treat the letters that make up these strings as unary function symbols, and
write the constraints

X D g(c,c)

X •_ {X: g(ul(g1(X)),v¢'(g'(X))) E X}, i = 1..n

where the notation a-1 denotes the sequence of projection operators such
that I ý= 1-'(a(se)) = se for all interpretations I and set expressions se.
For example, if a is the string fgg then a-&(se) denotes g,(gF'(fj)(se))).
It is easy to see that the least model of these constraints maps X into the
set of all values of the form

where {i, ,i2,...,ik) Q {1,...,n). As a special case, we can also define the
set {g(o(c),a(c)) : for all strings a}. Combining these two observations
with the fact OP2 includes intersection operators, proves that any Post's
correspondence problem can be coded up in constraints C such that, for
some variable Y E var(C), lm(C)(Y) = {} if" the correspondence problem
has no solution.

The undecidability of the class of set constraints constructed from OP2
means that the correctness and termination of the algorithm presented in
this section depends crucially on the form of the quantified set expressions
appearing in SCp. By inspection, these expressions are of the form {X :
conj} such that X is a program variable and each quantified condition in
conj has one of the following forms:

(I) 8 E se where s is constructed from projections and program variables,

(II) s t se where s is constructed from projections and program variables,

(III) t E a where t is an arbitrary program term and a is a ground atomic
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set expression, or

(IV) 3 E se where a is a constructed from function symbols and program
variables,

where, in each case, se is a set expression containing only set variables,
projections and function symbols. The first kind of quantified condition
arises from program conditions of the form a = t. The second arises from
program conditions of the forms 34 t. The third arises from the construction
of defined(t) in the constraints corresponding to an assignment statement.
Finally, the last kind of quantified condition arises during the translation of
environment constraints corresponding to logic programs rules.

To control the form of the quantified set expressions that are constructed
during the algorithm, it is convenient to maintain quantified set expressions
in an even more restrictive form, which we now describe.

Reduced Form Quantified Set Expressions

A conjunction of quantified conditions conj is in reduced form if no condition
appears twice in conj and each quantified condition in conj is one of the
following forms:

(a) X E se,

(b) a E X where . consists of program variables and function symbols, or

(c) s t se,

where, unless otherwise specified, X is a program variable, se is a set ex-
pression and s is a program term. In other words, quantified conditions such
as g2)(X) E Z and g(X,Y) E g(W,Z) are excluded. A collection of con-
straints C is in reduced form if all conjunctions therein are in reduced form.
The algorithm maintains constraints in reduced form via a reduction process
that converts constraints into reduced form constraints. In essence, this in-
volves rewriting quantified conditions such as g'(X) E Z into X E g(T, Z)
and g(X,Y) E g(W,Z) into X E ) A A Y E Z.
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(i) Replace f(,:(s) E se

by s E f(T,..., T, se, T,..., T)

(se appears at the ilk argument of f).

(ii) Replace f(ul,... ,s ,) E f(sel,..., se.)
by sl E sel, A... A s, E sen.

(iii) Replace f(..-) E T or f(...) E j(7 such that f o g

by true.

(iv) Replace f(sA,... ,s,) E {sel,...,se,,m

by f(si,...-s,n) E A ... A A(81,...,Sn) E

(v) Delete X 2 {X :conj A f(...) E se} if se is either L,

g(...) such that f 6 g, or 3 such that f(T,..., T) E S

(vi) Replace X D {X : conj A A(s,. . .,s,) E f(sel,... ,sen))

by X D {X : conj s i E ei}, ... , X D {X : conj sA, E -T})

Figure 7.5: The Rewrite Steps of REDUCE()
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For notational convenience we shall treat a conjunctions conj of quan-
tified conditions as a set of quantified conditions. That is, if expi,... expn
are quantified conditions, then the conjunction ezpl A ... A ezp, and the set
{ezpi,..., ezpn} shall be used interchangeably. Now, consider the rewrite
steps in Figure 7.5 for simplify the quantified conditions in a collection C
of set constraints. In these steps, se, sel,... ,se, are set expressions, and
8, -1,..., sn are program terms, and ISI denotes the cardinality of the set S.
Steps (i-iv) work at the level of quantified conditions, and replace a quan-
tified condition by a (possibly empty) conjunction of quantified conditions.
The remaining steps work at the level of constraints - steps (v) just deletes
a constraint and step (vi) replaces a constraint by n > 0 constraints. Note
that in (i), the ih argument of f(sel, ... , sen) is the set expression se that
appears in f)(s) E se, and the remaining arguments are all T. For exam-

ple, if h has arity 3, then h (s1 ) E f(c) is replaced by Si E h(T, f(c), T). It
is assumed that if a quantifed condition appears more than once in a con-
junction constructed by these steps, then copies of the condition are deleted
until only one remains.

Where C is a collection of constraints, define that REDUCE(C) is the
result of exhaustively applying the steps in Figure 7.5 to I. We now prove
the correctness of REDUCE. We begin with some observations about the
complement constants. As mentioned earlier, all complement constants used
in our constraints shall be of the form

3 where each se E S either has the form f(T,..., T) (7.21)
or consists only of function symbols.

In what follows, we shall implicitly assume that this property holds, and
only make reference to it when new complement constants are generated.
To see that REDUCE preserves property (7.21), note that the only steps of
REDUCE that may generate new complement constants are (iv) and (vi).
Now, any new complement constants introduced by step (iv) are of the form
3 such that S C S' for some complement constant 31- that already appears
in the constraints. Similarly, any new complement constants introduced by
step (vi) are of the form n such that se is different from T and such that
a complement symbol of the form f(..., se,...) is already present. We now
prove that REDUCE always terminates.

Proposition 26 REDUCE terminates on any collection C of set constraints
(constructed from 0P2).
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Proof: Consider step (iv). This step serves to replace an occurrence of a
constant {se 1,... ,sem}, where by m constants W-•,.... ,s,,. Moreover, no
transformation introduces occurrences of constants S such that ISI > 2. It
is clear that there can only be a finite number of applications of step (iv).

Since step (iv) cannot be applied indefinitely, it follows that in an ex-
haustive application of steps (i-vi) to C, a point must eventually be reached
such that there are no further applications of step (ii). Termination can then
be proved by observing that steps (i), (ii), (iii), (v) and (vi) all reduce the
total number of symbols in the program terms appearing in the quantified
conditions in C. To see this, note that in cases (ii) and (vi) a program term
f(si,.. . ,sO) is replace by si, i = 1..n, in cases (iii), and (v) a program term
is removed, and in case (i) a program term fj)"(s) is replace by s. [J

We next show that REDUCE preserves standard form and also preserves
the form described by (I-IV). This involves a straightforward verification
for each step of REDUCE.

Proposition 27 If C is in standard form then so is REDUCE(C).

Proof: Let C be a collection of standard form constraints. From the defini-
tion of standard form, any quantified conditions appearing in C must be of
the form s E a or s t a such that a is atomic. Now, suppose that one of steps
(i-vi) of REDUCE is applied to C. Then, the only new constraints introduced
by this step must be of the form X D {X : conj} such that each quantified
condition in conj either

1. appears somewhere in C;

2. has the form s E f(Ase,... ,- e, ) such that C contains a quantified
condition of the form t E se and each sei is either se or T (see step

3. has the form . E sei such that C contains a quantified condition of the
form t E f(sel,. . . ,se.) (see step (ii)), or

4. has the form 8 E 3 (see steps (iv) and (vi))

In each case it is clear that the quantified condition must have the form a E a
or s t a where a is atomic. It follows that any new constraints generated by
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the step must be in standard form. Hence each step of REDUCE preserves
standard form, and the proposition follows. 0

Proposition 28 Let C be a collection of constraints such that each quan-
tified condition appearing in C is of one of the forms (I-IV). Then each
quantified condition in REDUCE(C) is of one of the forms (I-IV).

Proof: It suffices to show that the steps (i-vi) preserve the forms (1-IV).
Now, only steps (i), (ii), (iv) and (vi) can introduce new quantified condi-
tions. Consider each of these steps in turn. In step (i), the new quantified
conditions is of the form s E f(T,...,se,...,T) such that f1(s) E se is

either of form (I) or (III). If f1(s) E se is of form (I), then s contains only

projections and program variables, and so 8 E f(T, ... , se,... , T) is of form
(I). If f(7)1(s) E se is of form (III) then f(T,...,se,...,IT) is ground, and
so s E f(T,..... se,. .-., T) is of form (III). In steps (ii), the new quantified
conditions are of the form si E sei such that f(s,... , sn) E f(sei,... ,sen)

is either of form (flI) or (IV), since forms (I) and (II) are not applicable.
Hence either each si is a term constructed from function symbols and vari-
ables, or else each sei is ground and atomic. This means that each s1 E sei
is either of form (III) or (IV). In steps (iv) and (vi), the new quantified
conditions are of the form s E 7, and it is immediate that such a quantified
conditions are of form (I1). fl

Combining the previous two propositions with some simple observations
about the rewrite steps that make up REDUCE proves that REDUCE achieves
the desired rewriting of constraints into reduced form.

Proposition 29 Let C be a collection of standard form constraints such
that each quantified condition appearing in C is of one of the forms (I-IV).
Then REDUCE(C) is in reduced form.

Proof: By definition, none of the steps of REDUCE can be applied to
REDUCE(C). Hence, if s E se appears in REDUCE(C) then s cannot have
the form f'j'(s'). Furthermore, if s has the form f(sl,.. . ,s,,) then se can-
not be of the form f(...), T, 3, 1 or g(.. .), g 0 f. Hence, each quantified
condition in REDUCE(C) must be of one of the following forms:
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(a) X E Se.

(b) f(...) E se where se is either a set variable, or of the form se, U Se2

or op(se, ... ,sen).

(c) S t Se.

Now, by Proposition 27, REDUCE(C) is in standard form and so all con-
straints in REDUCE(C) are of the form X D a or X D op(a1,... ,aJ) where
a, a,,..., a. are atomic. Hence the quantified conditions in REDUCE(C) must
be of the form s E a or s t a where s is a program term and a is an atomic set
expression. Also, by Proposition 28, each quantified condition in REDUCE(C)
must satisfy one of the forms (I-IV). Hence, in case (a) above, se must be
atomic. Now consider case (b). Since se is atomic it must be the case that se
is a set variable, say X. Hence se cannot be ground and so f(.--) E X must
satisfy either (I) or (IV), and it follows that f(...) must consist of function
symbols. In case (c), no further conditions can be established. In summary,
each quantified condition in REDUCE(C) is either of the form (a) X E se, (b)
8 E X where s consists of program variables and function symbols, or (c)
s J se, and so each conjunction of quantified conditions in REDUCE(C) is in
reduced form. 0

It remains to prove that REDUCE is correct. That is, we seek to show
that Im(C) = /m(nEDUCE(C)). Unfortunately this is not always the case.
For example, consider the constraint

X' _D {X: g(g1) (X),X) E g(c,b)} (7.22)

where b and c are constants and g is a binary function symbol. Let exp
denote g(g-(X), X) E g(c, b) and let I be an interpretation. By definition,

p E Z(ezp) if p I> g(g•(X),X) and p(g(g-(X),X)) V {g(c,b)}. Now,
the first condition implies that p(X) must be of the form g(.-.) and this
subsumes the second condition. Hence, p E Z(ezp) iff p(X) has the form
&(v, v2) for some values vi and v2 . Thus, the least model of the constraint
(7.22) maps X into the set {g(vs, v2) : vi and v2 are values).

Now, consider the application of REDUCE to the constraint (7.22). This
involves replacing the constraint by X D {X: g-1 (X) E •} and X D {X:

X E b) (using step (vi)), and then replacing gj,(X) E ? by X E g(E, T)
(using step (i)). Hence, the final reduced form constraints are:
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X -D {X:XEg(eT))

X D {X: X E }

The least model of these constraints maps X into the set of all values different
from b. Clearly the least model of (7.22) has not been preserved.

The problem occurs during the application of step (vi), when (7.22) is
replaced by X D {X: g-1(X) E Z} and X D {f X E b}. Before the step,
(7.22) is equivalent to

X _D {p(X) : (p (g-'(X)) • {c} or p(X) 0 {b}) and p L> g-1 (X)}.

However, after the step, the resulting constraints are equivalent to

X -D {p(X) : p (g-'(X)) % f{c} and p > -()

U {p(X): p(X) € {b}}.

Hence, the least model is not preserved by REDUCE because the condition
p > gý(X) is not present in the quantified set expression {X: X E b}. In
general, there are two steps of REDUCE that are potentially incorrect in this
sense, namely steps (iii) and (vi). The problem in both cases is due to the
requirement that environments be defined on each program term appearing
in a quantified condition.

The proof of correctness proceeds by showing that whenever one of steps
(iii) or (vi) is applied to a quantified condition 3 E se in a conjunction conj,
the requirement that p is defined on s is in fact redundant because this
requirement essentially appears elsewhere in conj. For example, consider
the set constraint

X D {X: XE g(T,...,T) Ag(g-'(X),X) E g(c,b)}.

An application of step (vi) to this constraint yields the two constraints

X D {X:XEg(T,...,T)AXEg(',T)}
X D {X:XEg(T,...,T)AXE-}

This step is correct because the implicit condition that X must have the
form g(.-- ), which is dropped during this step, is in fact redundant because
it appears elsewhere in the conjunction.

More generally, recall that p E Z(conj) if
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p >s A p(s) E (se) for allsEseinconj
and pt>s A 3v(v p(s) A vEZ(se)) for allstseinconj

Now, consider an alternative definition of p E I(conj), which omits quanti-
fied conditions that are not defined:

p(s) E 1(se) for all s E se in conj such that p t> s
and 3v (v # p(s) A v E .(se)) for all s t se in conj such that p V> s

Under certain circumstances, these two definitions coincide, and this turns
out to be the key property for correctness. To formalize this, first extend
the 1> notation. Define that p t> ezp holds if exp is s E se or s t se and
p > s. In other words, p t> ezp denotes the condition that the program term
appearing in exp is defined. Now, define that a quantified set expression is
safe with respect to an interpretation as follows.

Definition 18 A quantified set ezpression {X : conj} is safe with respect to
an interpretation I if, for each p V I(conj), conj contains a quantified
condition expp such that p t> expp and p f I(exp,). A collection of set
constraints is safe with respect to I if all of the quantified set expressions it
contains are safe with respect to I.

In other words {X : conj} is safe with respect toIifp V 1(conj) implies that
there is some quantified condition that is defined under p but not satisfied
by p, and this means that conj contains no implicit information in the

definedness of program terms. Hence, to determine the relation p E i(conj),
all undefined quantified conditions can be safely ignored.

We now proceed with the proof of correctness for REDUCE. In essence
we shall prove that each step of REDUCE is correct in the sense that if it
replaces a set expression seold by sene• and seW• is safe with respect to an
interpretation I then Y(se, ew) = 1(se0 ,d). In order to show that an entire
application of REDUCE is correct, we shall also need to argue that each step
preserves safeness. We begin by proving a somewhat abstract property about
preservation of safety that will be used repeatedly in the propositions that
follow. In essence, the property considers the replacement of a quantified set
expression of the form {X : conj A ezp} with {X : conj A ezpI A ... A exp,}.

Proposition 30 Let conj be a conjunctions of quantified conditions and let
exp, exp1,..., eppn be individual quantified conditions. If I is an interpre-
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tation such that:

(a) (Vp > exp) (p E Z(exp1 A ... A e^p,) implies p E Z(exp)),

(b) p 1> exp implies Ai=1..n P t ezpi, and

(c) {X :conj A ezp} is safe with respect to I,

then {X : conj A ezp, A ... A ezpn} is safe with respect to 1.

Proof: To show that {X : conj A ezpI A... A ezpj} is safe with respect to 1,
suppose that p . 1(conj A ezp A .-- A ezpn) and we need to show that there
exists a quantified condition ezpp in conjA ezp l A -. A ezp, such that p I> ezpp
and p 0 I(exp.). Now, either (1) p . I(conj) or (2) p V IT(ezp l A.. . A ezpn).

In case (1), p 0 Z(conjAezp), and so by assumption (c), there must exist
ezp, in conj A ezp such that p L> ezpo and p V I(ezp,). Now, consider two
subcases. Either ezpo appears in conj, in which case the proof is complete,
or else ezp, is ezp. In this latter case, p t> ezp and p f Z(ezp), and combining
this with (a) proves that p 0 Z(ezpl A ... A epn). It follows that, for some
i, p 0 I(ezpi). Moreover, p I> ezp and it follows from (b) that p I> ezpi.
Hence expi is the required quantified condition.

In case (2), p 0 I(ezpl A ... A ezp,.), and so there must exist some
i such that p V I(ezpi). Again consider two subcases. If p I> expi then
the proof is complete. Otherwise, if it is not the case that p > expi, then
(b) implies that p 1> I(exp) does not hold, and this in turn implies that
p V Z(conj A ezp). Since {X : conj A ezp} is assumed to be safe with respect
to I and p 0 1(conjAezp), there is some ezp, in conjAezp such that p t> ezpp
and p ý t(ezpp). Now ezpp cannot be ezp because cf the assumption that
p t> I(ezp) does not hold. Hence expp must appear in conj and hence in
conj A ezpI A ... A ezp,,. n

The following two propositions form the core part of the proof of the
correctness of REDUCE. In essence, they show that each step is correct and
preserves safeness.

Proposition 31 If one of steps (i-iv) of REDUCE is applied to a collection
of constraints then the effect of the step is to replace a constraint X {X :
cOnjold} by X D_ {X : conj,,,,} such that, for any interpretation 1,
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(a) T({X: COnjojd}) £ Z({X : conj,,.}), and

(b) if {X conjeld} is safe with respect to 7 then

(b0) I({X: conjad }) = I({X : conjnej.), and
(b2) {X: conjnei} is safe with respect to T.

Proof: If step (i) is used, then conjotd is conj A fJ,'(s) E se, and conj,,ý
is conj A s E f(T,..., T, se, T,... , T) where se appears at the ith argument
of f. Now let 7 be an arbitrary interpretation and consider the following
equivalences:

p S : (fa(s) E se)

iff p t Ifo1 (s) A p(f-1 '(s))E E (se)

iff p t>s A p(s) is f(v1 ,...,n) A vi E T(se)

iff p t>s A p(s) is f(vl,...,v,.) A vi EI(se) A Aj#ivi EI(T)

iff p D- S A p(s) E-I(f(sej,...,se,))

iff p E I(s E f(sej,...,se,,))

These equivalences imply that, for all interpretations ., p E I(conjeld) iff
P E I(conjin,). Hence I({X : conjt,1}) = T({X : conj,j,}), and this
proves (a) and (bl). It remains to show (b2). Suppose that {X : cOnjold) is
safe with respect to 1. Then clearly the following properties hold:

0 I~f•'(s) E se) = I(s E f(sel,..., se,,))

Sp b f(j)(s) implies p t> s,

a {X: conj A f1(s) E se} is safe with respect to I

and hence the preconditions of Proposition 30 are satisfied. It follows that
{X : coninj) is safe with respect to 1.

If step (ii) is used, then conjold is conjA f(si,... ,sn) E f(sel,.. . ,se,)
and conj,, is conj A s E se, A... Asn E se,. Now let I be an arbitrary
interpretation and consider the following equivalences:
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p E 1(f(s,.. ,a.) E f(ae,,... ,se.))

iff pt.f(si,...,s.) A p(f(sl,...,s.))EI(f(sel,...,se,))

i A p ^i A Ap(s,) E I(se,)
i=l..n i=l..n

if A (p L>s A p(s,) E Z(se,))
i=l..n

""f A p EZ(sE se,)
i=1..n

iff pE1(sjEse1 ^...A sn E sen)

These equivalences imply that, for all interpretations 1, p E 1(conjold) iff

p E 1(conje). Hence I({X : conjold}) = I({X : conji }), and this
proves (a) and (hl).

To prove (b2), assume that {X : conjold} is safe with respect to 1.
Clearly the following properties hold:

"* Z(f(S1,. . . ,sS) E f(sel,... ,sen)) = 1(S1 E se, A.. A Sn E sen),

"* p > f(sl,..., sn) implies p t> a, A--. A p > Sn

"* {X : confold} is safe with respect to I

and so Proposition 30 proves that {X : conj.} is safe with respect to I.

If step (iii) is used, then conjold is conj A s1 E sel where s, is of the form
f(-- -) and se, is either T or of the form g( ... ) such that f # g, and conj]..•
is conj. Clearly

p E I(conj A si E sel) implies p E I(conj)

and it follows that 1f({X : conjold}) _ I({X : conij). This proves (a). Now

consider (bl) and suppose that {X : conj.old} is safe with respect to I, and
consider the following property:

p E I(conj) implies p L> s (7.23)

To prove (7.23), suppose that p !> s does not hold. This implies that
p . I(conjold). Since Seold is safe with respect to.1, there exists a quantified
condition ezp, in conj od such that p t> ezpp and p V I(ezpp). Since ezpp
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cannot be si E sel, it must be the case that ezp, appears in conj. Hence
p . 2(conj). This completes the proof of (7.23).

Now, consider the condition s, E se1 . If p 1> si, then it is dear that
p(si) E I(sel) because if se, is either T or g(...) then 1(sel) contains all
values of the form f(...). Hence p E 1(si E Sel) iff p t> si. Combining this
with (7.23) proves that

p E :t(conj) implies p E I(conj A si E sel)

and so Z({X : conjin,) _ I({X : coniold}). Combining this with (a)
proves (bl).

To prove (b2), assume that {X : conjold) is safe with respect to 2. Now,
we have already proved that p E I(si E sel) iff p t> si, and so if p r> S,
then p E 1(s8 E sel) implies p E 2(true). Hence the three preconditions
of Proposition 30 hold (note that the second is vacuous since n = 0) and it
follows that {X : conjn} is safe with respect to 1.

If step (iv) is used, then conjold is conj A f(si,.. . ,s, ) E {sel,... ,ser}
and conji, is conj A f(s,.. .,s,) E W-1 A ... A f(s0,. . . , S) E sTe. It is
easy to verify that if p t> f(s,... ,sn) then:

p(fSz,...,..)) EZ({sei,...,sem}) if

P(f(si, - -., s.)) E 1(33eI-) A ... A pffai, , 8.)) E(7.24)

and this implies that Z({X : conjoid)) = U({X : conj,,,}j), for all inter-
pretations 1, and hence proves (a) and (bi). To prove (b2), assume that
{X : conjold} is safe with respect to 1. Now, it follows from (7.24) that

SI(f(s ,...,,.) Es I,..., , s m l)-

Also, it is clear that

P t> (.f( , -S, ) E {Se,,... ,Se}) if
P t> (f(a,,,..,,) E Te1A As(,,,...,,.S) E 3e-•-) •

This establishes the preconditions of Proposition 30. Hence {X : conj,,,,}
is safe with respect to 1. fl
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Proposition 32 If one of steps (v) or (vi) of REDUCE is applied to a
collection of constraints then the effect of the step is to replace a con-
straint X D {X : conjold} by n > 0 constraints X D {X : conj1}, ... ,

X D_ {X : conj, } such that, for any interpretation 1,

(a) I({X- coni, od) Z({X: conjI} U .. U {X: conj.}), and

(b) if {X : conj} is safe with respect to I then

(bi) Z({X : cOnjod)) = 7({X: conj1} U... U {X : conjn), and

(b2) each {X : conj,} is safe with respect to -.

Proof: If step (v) is used, then the effect of the step is to delete X -D (X:
conj0,1} (i.e. n = 0). The proofs for (a) and (bl) follow from the fact that
there do not exist environments p and interpretations I such that p t> f( ... )
and p(f(...)) E Z(g(...)). Hence I({X : conjoldI) is the empty set, for all
2. Moreover, condition (b2) is vacuous.

If step (vi) is used, then conj.od is f(si,...,Sn) E f(sei,...,se,,) and
each conji is conj A si E Te. The proof essentially follows from the fol-
lowing chain of equivalences in which p is an environment such that p I>
f(s,1 ... ,Sn):

p E (fAs,,...,93n) E se,.'')

iff p(f(si,...,sn)) E Z(f(se,,...,se.))

iff p f(sA,...,sf)) V7(f(sej,...,se,))

iT 3i (p(s,) V I(se,)) (7.25)

if 3i (p(s,) E )

To prove (a), suppose that v E I({X : conjold}). This implies that for some
p, p(X) = v and p E Z(conj0 1d). Hence p E I(conj), p I> f(s, ... ,sq) and

p E .Z (f(s 1 ,...,sn) E f(se1 ,...,se.)). The chain of equivalences (7.25)

proves that there is an i such that p E I (si E 3-r). Also, p t> f(sj,... ,s.)
implies that p t> si. Hence p E T(conj A si E s-,). This means that, for
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some i, v E I({X : conji}). Hence v E I({X : conj1 } U ... U {X : conjn}),
and this proves (a).

Consider (bl), and assume that {X : conjold} is safe with respect to 1.
It is first necessary to show that

p E I(conj) implies p t> si (7.26)

where i ranges from I to n. To prove (7.26), fix i and suppose that p t> si
does not hold. This means that p is not defined on f(sl, ... , s,'), and so p ý
IT(conj.old). Since con0jod is safe with respect to 1, there exists a quantified
condition ezp, in conjold such that p C> ezp, and p . Z(ezp,). Since expp

cannot be f(ai,...,s,) E f(se1 ,...,sen), it must be the case that ezpp
appears in conj. Hence p V Z(conj). This completes the proof of (7.26).

To complete the proof of (b1), suppose that v E 2 ({X : conji}), for
some i, i = 1..n. This implies that there is an environment p such that
p E 2(conj) and p E 7(s, E 3-e'F). From the implication (7.26), it follows
that p t> f(si,...,s,). Combining this with p E I(si E T-•) and the chain
of equivalences (7.25) proves that p E I (f(si, .. . , S) E f(se,. .. ,en)).
Hence p E I(conjold) and so v E Z({X : conjold)).

Finally, consider (b2) and assume that {X : conjjd} is safe with respect
to 1. Now, the chain of equivalences (7.25) can be used to verify that, for
all environments such that p t> f((si,... ,n),

p E I(si E We) implies p E (f(AS,...,a, ) E f(sel,...,sen))

Moreover, p t> f(sI,... , ,S) implies p t> si, for i = 1..n. Hence, Proposition
30 can be applied to prove that {X : conj A si E sei} is safe with respect to
21. 0

The following lemma combines these two propositions with Propositions
26 and 29 to prove the correctness of REDUCE. In essence, this lemma says
that REDUCE terminates, and produces reduced form constraints whose least
model is the same as the least model of the input constraints. However, it
is convenient to prove the lemma in a somewhat more general form because
REDUCE is used in a variety of different contexts during the algorithm. Note
that it is straightforward to combine the third and fourth parts of the lemma
to prove that REDUCE, preserves least models, and this proof is contained in
the corollary immediately following the lemma. Also note that the last part
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of the lemma describes safeness properties of the result of applying reduce,
and this is needed because REDUCE will in general be applied many times
during the algorithm.

Lemma 14 (Correctness of Reduce) Let C be a collection of constraints
and let I be an interpretation. Then:

"* REDUCE terminates on C;

"* if C is in standard form and each quantified condition in C is of one
of the forms (I-IV) then REDUCE(C) is in reduced form;

"* if v E T(se) for some constraint Y D se in C then there is a constraint
YD_. se' in REDUCE(C) such that v E I(se');

"• if C is safe w.r.t. I and v E I(se) for some constraint Y ;_ se in
REDUCE(C) then there is a constraint Y 2 se' in C such that v E I(se'),
and

"* if C is safe w.r.t. I then REDUCE(C) is safe w.r.t. I;

Proof: The two parts of the lemma are just a restatements of Propo-
sitions 26 and 29. The remaining three parts essentially follow from re-
peated applications of Propositions 31 and 32. To summarize these two
propositions, let C be a collection of constraints and consider a single ap-
plication of one of the steps that make up REDUCE. Let C' be the result
of the application of this step. Note that each step of REDUCE can be
thought of as replacing one constraint by a (possibly empty) collection
of constraints. Let the replaced constraint be X D sex and let the col-
lection of constraints be X D seD,...X _ se,, n > 0. That is, C' is
(C - {X D sex)) U {X 2 se,,... ,X D seDM . Propositions 31 and 32 imply
that:

(a) I(sex) g I(se, U ... U sen), and

(b) if C is safe with respect to I then

(bl) I(sex) = 1 (se, U-.. U se,), and

(b2) sel,..., sen are safe with respect to I.
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Using (a), (bi) and (b2), the following fact can be established: if C' is
obtained from C by one application of the steps that compose REDUCE then

(1) if v E Z(se) for some constraint Y D se in C then there is a constraint
Y D se' in C' such that v E X(se');

(2) if C is safe w.r.t. I and v E I(se) for some constraint Y 2? se in C'
then there is a constraint Y D se' in C such that v E 7(se'), and

(3) if C is safe w.r.t. I then REDUCE(C) is safe w.r.t. 7.

To prove (1), suppose that v E Z(se) for some constraint Y Q se in C. If this
constraint is in fact X 2 sex then v E I (sel U ... U se,,) by (a). Hence, for
some i, v E sei. Since C' contains X ; sei, i = 1..n, the proof is complete.
On the other hand, if y 2? se is different from X D sex, then Y ;2 se appears
in C and so the proof is immediate.

To prove (2), suppose that C is safe with respect to I and suppose that

v E 7(se) for some constraint Y D se in C. If this constraint is one of the
constraints AX D sei, i = 1..n, then v E I7(se, U ... Use,) and so by (bI),
v E 17(sex). Since C contains X 2 sex, the proof for this case is complete.
On the other hand, if Y 2? se is different from the X 2 se,, then Y D se
appears in C and so the proof is immediate.

To prove (3), let se be a quantified set expression in C'. If se is one of
the sei, then it follows from (b2) that se is safe with respect to 1. On the

other hand, if se is not one of the sei, then se appears in C, and hence se is

safe with respect to I because C is safe with respect to 7.

The proof of the lemma can now be completed by applying this fact to
each step performed during REDUCE(C) and chaining the results together.
0

Corollary 1 Let C be a collection of constraints. If C is safe with respect
to lm(C) then IM(REDUCE(C)) = IM(C).

Proof: Let I denote lm(C) and consider a constraint X D) se in REDUCE(C).
Let v be any value in 7(se). By part (c) of Lemma 14 (noting that C is safe
with respect to .1 = lm(C)), there is a constraint X D se' in C such that
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v E I(se'). Since I is a model of C, it follows that v E I(X). Hence I is a
model of X D se, and since this was an arbitrary constraint in REDUCE(C),
I ý= REDUCE(C). Thus lm(C) ;/ Im(REDUCE(C)).

Conversely, let I denote IM(REDUCE(C)) and consider a constraint X D
se in C. If v E I(se) then by part (b) of Lemma 14 (noting that safeness
is not required here) there is a constraint X D se' in REDUCE(C) such that
v E I(se'). Since I is a model of REDUCE(C), it follows that v E Y(X).
Hence I is a model of each constraint in C, and so Im(C) _ IM(REDUCE(C)).

0
This completes the proof of correctness for REDUCE. Now, the set con-

straints SCp for a program P must be initially put into reduced form. This
can be achieved by first applying STANDARDIZE (to put them into standard
form) and then applying REDUCE (to put them into reduced form). We now
prove that this initialization process is correct. The main part of this is to
prove that SCp is safe with respect to lm(SCp).

Lemma 15 (Initialization) Let SCp be the set constraints for a program
P, and let Co be REDUCE(STANDA RDIZE(SCp)). Then

(a) Co is in reduced form;

(b) ,m(Co) =,r(SCp) lm(SCp).

(c) Co is safe with respect to lm(Co).

Proof: First consider (a). By proposition 14, we only need to show that
each quantified condition in STAN DARDIZE(SCp) is of one of the forms (I-
IV). Now, it has already been argued that the quantified conditions in SCp
are of one of the forms (I-IV). When STANDARDIZE to SCp the only step that
may alter quantified set expressions is the step that replaces a set expression
by a new set variable and adds a constraint between the new set variable
and the replaced expression. It follows that STANDARDIZE preserves the
form (I-V).

To prove the remaining parts of the lemma, it must first be established
that SCp is safe with respect to lm(3Cp). Recall the construction of SCp
from section 6.2, page 152, where set constraints are described for each of
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the five different kinds of environment constraints. In most cases it is easy
to see that the quantified set expressions introduced are safe with respect
to Im(SCp) because they contain only quantified conditions of the form
X E se or s E a where a contains only function symbols. There are only
three non-trivial cases.

The first involves the set constraints

XA ;_ {X, : defined(t) A Aj=,.., Xi E Xý}

introduced during the translation of i'" _D 'FA[X,-,t], where defined(t) de-
notes the conjunction of all conditions of the form s E f(T,..., T) such that
fj(s) is a subterm of t. Let conj denote defined(t) A Aj=l..m Xj E X,'. To
show that the quantified set expressions {Xi : conj} are safe with respect to
lm(SCp), consider an environment p such that p V lm(SCp)(conj). Clearly
there must exist dt ieast one quantified condition s E se in conj such that
p 0 lm(SCp)(s E se). Pick the quantified condition such that the number of
function symbols in s is minimized. Now, if it is not the case that p t> s, then
s must contain a subterm of the form fj' (s') such that either p(s') is not de-
fined or else p(s') is not of the form f(-.. ). This means that s' E f(T,..., T)
must appear in conj and that p ý I(s' E f(T,.. . , T)). However s' contains
fewer function symbols than s, and this contradicts the choice of s. Hence it
must be the case that p t> s, and this completes the proof that each quanti-
fied set expression {Xi : defined(t) A Aj=i..,m Xi E VA} is safe with respect
to lm(sCp).

The second non-trivial case involves the set constraints

X D2 {X, : defined(conjk) A Ajfl..,,,Xi E Xý}

introduced during the translation of I0 D TA[conj1 V... V conjn]. The proof
for the quantified conditions in these constraints is identical to the first case.

The third non-trivial case involves the set constraints

Xi! 2 {Xi : translate(conjk) A Aj-.. mXj E Xj

introduced during the translation of I't D VI[conjl V ... V conj.]. Let
I denote lm(SCp). The safeness of these quantified set expressions relies
on a combination of two factors: first, the quantified conditions Xi E A'j,
j = 1..m, and second, properties of the sets assigned to the XA under I.
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These two factors are combined in the property

f p E I (Aj=i..m Xj E Xi) then p t> conjk (7.27)

which dearly implies that {Xi : translate(conjk) A Ajfi..m Xi E Xj ) is safe
with respect to ". To prove (7.27), consider the values of the variables A'j
under I. Now, the constraints for these variables are

,j ;_ {Xj : defined(conjk) A AL=,... X1 E XI}

and moreover, there is only one lower bound for each variable Xi. Hence,
by Proposition 18, these inequalities are in fact equalities in 1. That is,

17(Xi) = IT({Xi : defined(conjk) A /&=... X1 E Xj'}),j = 1..m (7.28)

Using the equality (7.28), the expression p E I(Aj=i.., Xi E Xi) can be
significantly simplified. Recall that X1,...,X,X is a list of the program
variables, and let p denote the set environment that maps the program
variables X, into I(X,). Now, consider the following chain of equivalences:

P E17 Aj~..mXiE X,)
if A p(Xi) E 1(Xi)

j=l..m

if A p(Xi) E p(x,: X idefined(onjk) ) A Axi E p (X) E
j=l..m j=l..m

if" A P(Xi) E {p(Xi) : p E I(defined(conjk)) A p ) E 0
.i=l..m

iff p E A ({p E L : p E Z(defined(conjik)})

iff p E A ({p E g : p(s) E I(se) for each s E se in defined(conjk)})

iff p E A ({p E g: p(s) has form f(-...) for each term f•,1(s) in condk})

iff p E A ({p E e : p t> condk})

Now, by Proposition 14, {p E # : p t> condk) is set based. Hence the con-
dition p E A ({p E Lp p t> condk}) is equivalent to p t> condk. This means
that p E (Ajim..n Xi E Xi) implies that p t> condk, and this completes
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the proof of (7.27). This completes the proof that all of the quantified set
expressions appearing in $Cp are safe with respect to lm(SCp).

Consider the application of STANDARDIZE to SCp. Suppose that C' is
obtained form C by a single step of STANDARDIZE and that C is safe with
respect to Im(C). It has already been proved that lm(C)(X) = Im(C')(X)
for each X E var(C) (see the proof of Proposition 21). Now, suppose that
this step of does not introduce any new quantified set expressions, and this
implies that C' is safe with respect to Im(C). Since the safety of a quantified
set expressions se with respect to an interpretation only depends on the set
variables appearing in se, it follows that C' is safe with respect to lm(C).

Now consider the case where the step of STANDARDIZE does introduce
new quantified set expressions. As has already been noted, the only step that
can do this is the step that replaces a non-standard occurrence with a new
variable. Hence, C must contain a quantified set expression {X : conj A ezp}
such that ezp is either s E se or stse and the new quantified set expression in
C' is {X : conjAezp'} where ezp' is s E Z or stZ and Z is a new set variable.
Moreover, Z D se must be the only lower bound for Z in C'. Proposition
18 implies that lm(C')(Z) = lm(C')(se) and so lm(C')(ezp) = lm(C%)(ezp').
Since {X : conj A ezp} contains only variables from C, and {X :conj A ezp}
is safe with respect to Im(C), it follows that {X : conj A ezp} is safe with
respect to lm(C). In summary,

* lm(C')(exp) = 1m(C')(ezp');

* p I> ezp iff p I> ezp' (this is easy to verify), and

* {X : conj A ezp} is safe with respect to lm(C').

Hence the three preconditions of Proposition 30 hold. It follows that {X:
conj A ezp'} is safe with respect to lm(C').

This proves that a single step of STANDARDIZE preserves safeness with
respect to the least model. Repeatedly applying this fact proves that if C
is safe with respect to Im(C) then STANDARDIZE(C) is safe with respect to
Im(STAN DARDIZE(C)).

Now, it was previously shown that SCp is safe with respect to lm(SCp),
and so STANDAR.DIZE(SCp) is safe with respect to lm(STANDARDIZE(SCp)).
Hence Corollary 1 can be applied to prove that
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lm(STANDARDIZE($Cp)) = IM(REDUCE(STANDARDIZE(Sp))).

By the correctness of STANDARDIZE (Proposition 21), lm(SCp) =:ar(SCp)

IMa(STANDARDIZE(SCp)). Hence

/m(SCp) =.ar(SCp) lm7(STANDAILDIZE(SCp))
-" IM(REDUCE(STANDARDIZE(SCp)))

= lm(Co).

Furthermore, since the constraints STANDARDIZE(SCp) are safe with respect
to /m(STANDARDIZE(SCp)), Lemma 14 also implies that Co is safe with
respect to lm(Co). 0

Transformations

We have just shown how set constraints SCp can be converted into equivalent
constraints Co that are in standard form and reduced form. We now present
an instance of the generic algorithm for obtaining the least model of the
constraints Co. The instance of the generic algorithm is defined by the
following collection of transformations. The first group of transformations
deal with substitution.

Transformation 5 (Qexp-Substitution) If C contains the two con-
straints X D {X : (s E Y) A conj} and y ;_ a where a is atomic, then
output REDUCE(X {X :(s E a) A conj}). 0

Transformation 6 (()-Substitution) If C contains the two constraints
X D al n ... n ai-. n Y n ai+l n ... n a, and Y D a where a is atomic
and n > 2, then output X D al n ... n ai-I n a n ai+l n ... n a,. 0

Transformation 7 (Var-Substitution) If C ontains Y ; a and X D Y
and where a is atomic, then output X D a. 0

We remark that the notion of substitution described by these transfor-
mations is more restrictive than the substitution used in the intersection-
projection algorithm. In particular, recall that Transformation 6 substituted
for any set variable Y appearing in an expression op(al,... , ai-1 , Y, ai+, an).
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If this very general notion of substitution was carried over to quantified set
expressions, then there would be a substitution for the set variable Y in the
constraint X D {X : . t Y}. However the above transformations do not
admit substitutions into quantified conditions of the form s t Y and, as we
shall see later, this is specifically required for termination.

Note that in the first transformation, the expression {X : (s E a) A conj}
may not be in reduced form. Hence REDUCE must be applied. For example,
consider the constraints

X D {X:g(X,X)E Y}

Y ;_ g(b,c).

where b and c are constants and g is binary function symbol. When the
second constraint is substituted into the first, the resulting constraint X D
{X: g(X, X) E j(b}c)} is not in reduced form. The subsequent application
of REDUCE results in the following reduced form constraints.

X D {X:XEb}
X' 2 {X:XEV}

The second group of transformations deal with simplifying projections.
We note that there are two possible approaches to dealing with projections.
We could just extend the transformation for projections from the projection-
intersection algorithm (see Transformation 3, page 182) to deal with the
additional cases involving T and constants of the form S. However, since
projections are essentially special cases of quantified set expressions, another
approach is to convert them to quantified set expressions. We choose the
latter approach for presentational simplicity, since it avoids some duplication
of work. (However, note that their axe implementation reasons for distin-
guishing between arbitrary quantified set expressions and the special case of
projections.) For projections, we therefore have the single transformation:

Transformation 8 (Projection) If C contains X D. fj'(a) then output

REDUCE(,• 2 {Xi : f(XI,...,X, ) E a}) where the arity of f is n and
X 1,... , Xn are distinct program variables. [0

It is assumed that the X 1,... , X,, are chosen in some canonical manner (for
example, using some fixed listing of VAR) so that this transformation cannot
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be repeatedly applied to produce REDUCE(X 2 {Xi : f(XI,... ,Xn) E a}),

and then REDUCE(X D {Xi : f(XI,.... X'n) E a}) etc.

The next group of transformation deal with intersection. These trans-
formations generalize the intersection transformation used in the projection-
intersection algorithm (see Transformation 4, page 182) to deal with the T
and S.

Transformation 9 (Intersection-1) If C contains X D a,13. .-l a,,, m >
2, then let -1 ,... ,•n and at, ... , a'-n be subsequences of a,,.•• ,am such

that the first subsequence contains the complement constants in al,... ,am,
and the second contains the remaining atomic set ezpressions, and output
the constraint X D a' n ... n a_'-n3where• = S •U..US. [

Transformation 10 (Intersection-2) If C contains X D a, n ... i am n 3
such that m > 2, and each ai is of the form f(aji,... ,ai,n), then let Ni =
Ui=i..,m Ar(aij), j = 1..n, and output the constraints

"* X Df(VN,,...,VN,,) n, and

"* VN, ;_ alj n ... n a,,j for each VN, f var(C). [1

Transformation 11 (Intersection-3) If X D f(a 1 ,..., a,,,) n3 appears
in C and f(T,..., T) 0 S then

(a) if f'(...) E S implies f J f' then output X D f(aj,...,an);

(b) otherwise, pick an element of the form f(sei,... ,sen) from S, let Y'
be S - {f(sex,...,sen)}, let N, be /(ai) U {(7j}, j = 1..n, and output
the constraints:

"* X D f(al,...,aj-l,VN,,ai+1,...,an) n 37S, j = 1..n, and

"• VN. D;? af n for each VN, var(C). 0

The first transformation serves to collect constants of the form 3 together
so that constraints of the form X D a, n ... nf aLf n l n - • • n S, are converted
into the form X D a, n... 1n ak n37!. Note that in the boundary case where
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n = 0, S is the empty set and the constraint AM D al n .. n aA n T is
constructed. The second transformation then combines expressions of the
form f(...) -... n f(...) into f(...). The final transformation deals with
the interaction of expressions of the form f(...) and 3. Note that these
transformations also simplify constraints involving T because T is identified
with {f . Hence Transformation 11 simplifies AX D a n T into X D a.

To illustrate the behavior of these transformations, consider the con-
straints

X' 2 g(b, b) n g(y, y) n {g(b, c)} n {g(c, b))
Y Db.

In particular, note that in the least model of these constraints, g(b,b) is
an element of X' (in fact it is the only element of M). We now show how
the intersection transformations add to these constraints to make this fact
explicit. First Transformation 9 is applied to obtain

X _ g(b, b) n g(y, Y) n {g(b, c), g(c, b)}

Transformation 10 can now be applied to this constraint to yield:

A' 2 g(Vib,y),Vfbvy) ) ng(b,c),g(c,b))

V{b,Y) _ baY

A subsequent application of Transformation 10 to V{by) 2 b A Y yields
Vfb,yj ;? b. Also, Transformation 11 can be applied to X _D g( Vfb,Y), V{b,YI)A

{g(b, c),g(c, b)} to obtain:

S2 g(V{b,Y,-), V{by)) A g(c, b)

X 2 g(V{b,y}, V{b,Y,c-)fng(c,b)

V{b,YT} -2 VQb,y) A

VA bying Tn Vrb,ya n t
Applying Transformation 11 to the first two of these constraints yields:
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X D g(Vfb,y,,VBb,yl)

V2b,yE,•6 ;? Vfb,y,) nE
Finally, consider applying transformations to the constraints for vfb,y,•,

V{b,y,--) and V{fb,',;). This yields the single constraint

V{b,Y,-1 2 b.

To summarize, the collection now contains the following explicit form con-
straints:

X 3_ 9(Vfb,y,ý,) V{b,Y 7 )

X D g(VfbYZ,V~b,y,$})

Y•_b
Vf býy) D b

V{by,} D b

Hence, g(b, b) E X is now explicit (that is, g(b, b) is now an element of A' in
the least model of the ezplicit(C)).

The final group of transformations deals with quantified set expressions.
The first two transformations serve to remove apartnes. conditions. One
deals with s t a in the case where a is a singleton set under the interpreta-
tion lm(ezplicit(C)), and the other deals with the case where a contains more
than one element. The last transformation replaces a quantified set expres-
sion with an intersection of atomic set expressions, and for this transforma-
tion some preliminary definitions are needed. Define that a conjunction of
quantified conditions conj is in variablezexpression form if each quantified
condition in conj is of the form X E a where X is a program variable and
a is an atomic set expressions. For such a conjunction, let X be a program
variable appearing in conj and define that A conj is a, nl ... nl an where
X E a,,..., X E an lists all of the quantified conditions in conj that have
the form X E a.
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Transformation 12 (Qexp-t-1) If C contains X D {X : s t a A conj} and
lm(ezplicitC))(a) = {v} then output REDUCE(X D {X : s E YA conj}). fl

Transformation 13 (Qexp-t-2) If C contains X D {X : a A conj} and
lm(ezplicii(C))(a) contains more than one element then output the constraint
X D{ X: conj}. f

Transformation 14 (Qexp-Compaction) If C contains X D {X : conj}
such that conj is in compaction form and lm(ezplicit(C))(A conj) is non-
empty for each program variable Y appearing in conj, then output the con-
straint X D A conj. f

To illustrate this group of transformations, consider a collection of con-
straints C that contains the following constraints:

X D {X:f(XX)EY A XtZ}

Y2 f(b,c)
Y - f(d,d)
Y _ f(e,e)

Suppose that there are additional constraints for Y and that, in the least
model of ezplicit(C), Y is {e}. We now show how transformations can be
applied so that d E X in the least model becomes explicit. First, Transfor-
mation 12 can be applied to produce

X D {X: f(X,X)EY A XEF}.

Now, the constraints for Y can all be used to substitute for the occurrence
of Y in X 2 {X : f(X, X) E Y A X E F}, and the result is the following
constraints:

X 2 {X: XEb A XEc A XEF}
X _D {X: XEd A XEF}
X -D {X: XEe A XEF}

The compaction transformation can be applied to these three constraints to
obtain:

X D bncnF
X D dnF
X D eflz
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On applying the intersection transformation (Transformation 10) to this
last constraint, the constraint X D d is obtained, and thus d E X becomes
explicit.

Finally, we can define the algorithm for solving quantified set expres-
sions. Let A2 denote Transformations 5-14, and define that the quantified
expression algorithm inputs set constraints C, converts C into constraints Co
by applying STANDARDIZE and then REDUCE, and then exhaustively applies
the transformations A2 to Co as outlined by the generic algorithm.

Correctness

The proof of correctness of the quantified set expression algorithm is fairly
similax in structure to that for the intersection-projection algorithm de-
scribed in the previous section. The main differences are that atomic set
expressions now include T and 3, and the presence of quantified set expres-
sions. We shall often omit proof details for cases that are essentially the
same as those in the previous section, and instead focus on the new cases.
We begin by considering a generalization of the atomic set expression in-
variant employed in the intersection-projection algorithm (see Proposition
22, page 185).

Invariant 3 (Atomic Set Expression Invariant) A collection C of con-
straints satisfies the atomic set ezpression invariant if each atomic set ex-
pressions in atomic(C) either

(i) appears in atomic(Co);

(ii) is introduced by an application of Transformation 12;

(iii) is of the form f(al,... , a,,) where f is a function symbol appearing in
Co, and each ai is either an intersection variable or a strict subterm
of some atomic set expression that falls into cases (i) or (ii); or

(iv) is of the form 3- such that S C atomic(SI U ... U S") for some comple-
ment constants S-,... ,-• satisfying cases (i) or (ii) of the invariant.

0
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This main changes in the (modified) atomic expression invariant are due to
Transformations 9, 11 and 12, which may introduce new atomic set expres-
sions of the form 3. It is convenient to prove this invariant in tandem with
two additional properties: during the algorithm all constraints are both in
standard form and reduced form.

Proposition 33 (Invariants) Each Ci constructed by the algorithm is
in reduced form and standard form, and satisfies the atomic set ezpression
invariant.

Proof: By the Initialization Lemma (Lemma 15), the initial constraints
Co = REDUCE (STANDAIRDIZE(SCp)) are in reduced form and standard form.
It is easy to verify, that each transformation preserves reduced form and
standard form, noting that whenever a transformation may construct con-
straints that are not in reduced form, the procedure REDUCE is immediately
applied to return the constraints to reduced form. This completes the first
part of the proof.

Now consider the atomic expression invariant. Clearly C0 satisfies the
atomic set expression invariant, and it therefore remains to prove that each
transformation preserves this invariant. To this end, let C be a collection of
constraints that satisfies the atomic set expression invariant, and consider
the sets 6(C) for each transformation 6 in A2. First suppose that 6 is one
of Transformations 6, 7, 13 and 14. In all of these cases, it is clear that
atomic(6(C)) _ atomic(C), and so the proof is trivial.

Before considering the remaining transformations, it is useful to outline
some properties of the atomic set expression invariant. Suppose that C
satisfies the atomic set expression invariant. Now, note that condition (iii)
can only be satisfied by an atomic set expression of the form f(K--) and
that condition (iv) of this invariant can only be satisfied by a complement
constant. Hence, if f(...) is an atomic set expression appearing in C then
it must satisfy one of conditions (i-iii) of the invariant. Similarly, if 3
appears in C then it must satisfy one of conditions (i), (ii) and (iv), and this
implies that there are constants Y,.... ,Y'3 that satisfy parts (i) or (ii) of the
invariant such that S C atomic(SI U ... U SO).

Transformation 5:. Let se.a denote {X : (s E Y) A conj} and let se,.
denote {X : (a E a) A conj}. Note that a is a non-variable atomic set
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expression. Since X D seo0Id and Y Q a both satisfy the atomic set expression
invariant, it follows that X 2 se,,• also satisfies this invariant. If s is a
program variable, then X' ) se-D is in reduced form, and REDUCE has no
effect. Hence in this case 6(C) trivially satisfies the atomic set expression
invariant.

In the remaining case, s is not a program variable, and REDUCE is needed
to return the constraint X' D se,. to reduced form. Recall that REDUCE is
defined to be the exhaustive application of the six steps show in Figure 7.5,
page 199. Clearly these steps do not affect the quantified conditions in conj.
Hence, the application of REDUCE to X 2? se,,,, can only involve applications
of steps to the quantified condition a E a and any new quantified conditions
produced by such steps. It is easy to verify that all new quantified conditions
produced must have the form 3' E a' where a' is a subterm of s and a' is
either a subterm of a or else of the form 3 where there exists a constant 3'1 in
a such that S C atomic(S ' ). (Note that step (vi) cannot be applied during
REDUCE(X D se..), and this is the only step that builds up completely
new set expressions.) It follows that each element of atomic(6(C)) either (a)
appears in atomic(C) or (b) has the form 3 such that atomic(C) contains a
constant "71 and S C atomic(S ' ). By combining this with the assumption
that C satisfies the atomic set expression invariant, it is easy to verify that
REDUCE(X D ser.es) satisfies the atomic set expression invariant.

Transformation 8: Since C satisfies the atomic set expression invariant
it is dear that X' D {X : f(X 1 ,... ,X,) E a) also satisfies the atomic
set expression invariant. The argument that 6(C) = REDUCE(X 2 {Xi :
f (Xi,... , X) E a)) also satisfies this invariant is identical that for Trans-
formation 5.

Transformation 9: This transformation may introduce new atomic set
expressions of the form 9 such that 7..... , appear in atomic(C) and
S = S, U... U S,,. It is immediate that 3 satisfies part (iv) of the invariant.

Transformation 10: This transformation may introduce new atomic set
expressions of the form f(VN ...- , VN,) such that each VN, is an intersection
variable and f is a function symbol and appearing in C (and hence in Co, since
no transformation can introduce new function symbols). Such expressions
satisfy part (iii) of the atomic set expression invariant.
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Transformation 11: The new atomic set expressions introduced by this
transformation are either of the form (a) f(aj,... , a,) such that each a,
is an intersection variable or a strict subterm of an atomic set expression
appearing in atomic(C), or (b) "i such that atomic(C) contains an expres-
sion of the form 3 where f(sej,... ,sei,... , ,sen) E S. First consider case
(a). Since C satisfies the atomic expression invariant, it follows that if ai is
a strict subterm of an atomic set expression appearing in atomic(C), then
ai must either appear in atomic(Co), be introduced by Transformation 12,
or else be an intersection variable. Hence, it is clear that in case (a), the
new atomic set expression satisfies part (iii) of the atomic set expression
invariant. Now consider case (b). In this case, it is easy to verify that the
expression 3-i satisfies the atomic set expression invariant because 3 must
satisfy part (iv) of the invariant.

Transformation 12: By definition, any new atomic set expressions in-
troduced by this transformation satisfy part (ii) of the atomic expression
invariant. 0

We next establish some basic properties of the transformations. Intu-
itively, each transformation picks a constraint X D -se from the current col-
lection C of constraints and endeavors to make the information contained in
the constraint explicit by adding new constraints M - sej, ... , X - se,' that
are "closer" to explicit form (strictly speaking, the transformations dealing
with intersection output some additional constraints for new intersection
variables). Now, the following sequence of propositions consider each trans-
formation in turn and essentially relate the expression se in the constraint
A' D se picked from C with the expressions se1 ,..., se,, in the constraints
constructed by the transformation. These relationships shall be used to
prove that the transformations are sound (in the sense that they preserve
lm(C)) and complete (in the sense that, on termination of the exhaustive
application of the transformations, all information about the least model is
contained in the explicit form constraints). Note that each proposition cor-
responds to a transformations in A2; each proposition employs the notation
used in the specification of the corresponding transformation.

Proposition 34 (Transformation 5) Let the application of REDUCE to
X D {X : (s E a) A conj} result in the constraints M - sel,...1  D se,,,
and let I be an interpretation.
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(a) If I 1= Y;_ a and {X : (s E Y) A conj} is safe with respect to 7
then ({X : (s E Y) A conj}) ;_ 1(sei), i = 1..n.

(b) I ({X : s E a A conj})C_ I(se1 U... Use,).

Proof: Consider part (a) and suppose that I is a model of Y ;_ a and
{X : (s E Y) A conj} is safe with respect to I. This implies that T(Y) ;_ T(a)
and so:

I(s E a) C- I(s E Y) (7.29)

Moreover, p L> (a E Y) iff p t> (s E Y). Combining this with the assumption
that {X : s E Y A conj} is safe with respect to I establishes the three pre-
conditions of Proposition 30. Hence {X : s E a A eonj} is safe with respect
to 1. It follows from Lemma 14 that

"({X : sEa A coni}) 2 I(se,), i = 1..n.

Now, (7.29) implies that IT({X : (sE Y) A coni}) ; I({X : (sEa) A coni}).
Hence, I({X : (s E Y) A conj}) ;? I(sei), i = 1..n, and this proves (a).

Finally, part (b) follows immediately from Lemma 14, and this completes
the proof of the proposition. 0

Proposition 35 (Transformation 6) IfT 1= Y D a then
I(af n- -a 1..nai_ nyai+, n...• na) 2_ I(al n --.Aai_ n.anai+, n-...Aa,).o

Proposition 36 (Transformation 7) If I 1= Y 2_ a then 1(Y) 2? 1(a).

[

Proposition 37 (Transformation 8) For all interpretations I,

I(fg7(a)) = ({x, :f(X,,...,X,)'E a}).

Proof: The proof follows easily from the following chain of equalities:

T(f(j1(a)) ={v:f(v,...,v,)EX(a)}

= {p(Xi): p(f(Xi,...,X.)) E 7(a))
- I({X,:f(Xi,...,X.)E a}). fl
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Proposition 38 (Transformation 9) If -, .... ,n and a',,... , al_- are
two subsequences of a, fn ... n a. such that each ai is in one of the two
subsequences, then, for all interpretations 1,

l~an..na) =1(jn..n' A-nn) where S= Sj U... U S..

Proof: The proof follows easily from the following chain of equalities:

1(afln...fnlan) v{ A=,..n (v V 2I(se) for each se E S)}
= v: E1I(aln...n a_) }

v V .1(se) for each se ES, U... U Sn
T (a'• n ... n a'_n)

v V T(se) for each se ES
= {v: n ... n a' )

= (afln...fna_.n-fln). 0

Proposition 39 (Transformation 10) If I is an interpretation such that
for each j, I (VN,) = 2(a,4 n ... n an,,j), then

I (, .. a nT)= 1 (f(VNl,..., VNJ)n ')

Proof: The proof is straightforward:

= I (f(a,,j,..., a,,1 ) n---n f(a,,,..., a,) n3)
= 7 (.f(ai,, n ... n am,,,..., a,,n n ... n a,,,,) n •

=z ((vN•,..., VNJ n 9)

Proposition 40(a) (Transformation 11) If S contains no elements of
the form f(...) then, for all interpretations .,

Z(f(aj,...,a,,)nT) = 1(f(al,...,a,)).

Proof: The proof follows from the following chain of equalities:
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= : {v E EI(f(aj,..., a,)) and v V T(se) for all se E S)

f(vl , ... ,9 ,)E (f(al,. ..,an))and }= f~l,..,v) :f(vl,..., v.) f 1(se) for all se E S

= f((al -- ,..)a fv,)). - n)E-(~l,.,a)

The first equality follows from the definition of 1. The second step fol-
lows from the fact that any element of I(f(a,,..., a,)) must have the form
f(vj,...,vn). Now consider the third equality. Recall that a constant of
the form S is such that S is a set of atomic set expressions of the form
g(..-). Now, by assumption, S does not contain any elements of the form
f(.--). Hence, S contains only expressions of the form g(...) where g $ f.
It follows that if se E S then I(se) cannot contain any elements of the form
f(v,,...,vn), and so the condition f(v1 ,...,v,) V 1(se) for all se E S is
vacuously true. The last equality again follows from the definition of 1. 0

Proposition 40(b) (Transformation 11) If I is an interpretation such
that for each j, I(VNj) = I(aj n T'-j), then

17(f~l .)n')= U f(ai,.. ,ai-I IVipaj+j an) nai)
Pi=l..n c

Proof: The proof follows from the following chain of equalities:
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Z(f(ai,..., a.)n 3r)
I (f(al,, ... Ian) n f(se,,... ,se,) n YI)

= - v E Z(f(al,... ,an)) and v 0.(f(se ,...,sen))} nZ(3-7 )

{vi f(v,... v.)E (f(a,...,an)) nf(v1 , -. ,,,.) ¢ (f(sej,...,sen)) I

{vi,...-Vn) vi EI(a,) for i= 1..n, and nvi J! Y(sei) for some j, I _< j :5 n

vi EZ(ai) for i= ..n, and }
{f (vi,. vi E 2(e') for some j, 1 f< j n n )

= {vi EI(a 1 ) fori#j, and }
j=L..vi E Y(aj n e-G)

vi EX(a,) fori#j, and )
.. , ... ,svv E. (VN,)

= U I•(ai(,...,a.i,V_,v•,,aj+,,...,a,))flI(:)
jfl..n

Proposition 41 (Transformation 12) Let the application of REDUCE to
X D_ {X : s E VA conj} result in the constraints X D. sel,... ,X D_ sen, and
let I be an interpretation.

(a) If v E Z(Y) and {X : s t a A conj} is safe with respect to Z
then T({X :,s t a A conj}) 2_(sej), i = 1..n.

(b) ({X : s E V A conj) C_ I(see U ... U se,).

Proof: First consider (a). Suppose that v E 7(Y) and {X : s t a A conj} is
safe with respect to I and consider the following chain of implications:
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p E I(s E V) implies p(s) g 1(v)
implies p(s) f {v}
implies v i p(s)
implies 3v'(v' # p(s) A v' E 1(a)
implies p E I(s t a).

This proves that I(s E V) C_ I(s t a). Moreover, p t> (s E V) if" p t> (s t a).
Combining this with the assumption that {X : s t a A conj} is safe with
respect to I establishes the preconditions of Proposition 30. This implies
that {X : s E F A conj} is safe with respect to I. Hence, Lemma 14 proves
that I({X : s t a A conj}) 2 I(sei), i = 1..n. Now, 1(s E V) _ 1(s t a) also
implies that I({X : s t a A conj}) Q I({X : s E V^A conj)). It follows that
I({X : s t a A conj}) ;? T(sei), i = 1..n, and this proves (a).

Finally, part (b) follows immediately from Lemma 14, and this completes
the proof of the proposition. [0

Proposition 42 (Transformation 13) Let I be an interpretation. If
{X : s t a A conj} is safe with respect to I and 1(a) contains more than one
element then I({X : s t a A conj}) = 1({X : conj})

Proof: If p t> s then p E 1(s t a) iff 3v'(v' # p(s) A v' E 1(a)), but since
T(a) contains more than one element, V can always be chosen to be different
from p(s). Hence p E I(s t a) is true just in case p t> s. Therefore, to prove
the proposition it suffices to show that

p E T(conj) implies p I> s

and this implication can be proved as follows. Suppose suppose that p t> s
does not hold. This implies that p ý T(s t a A conj). Since {X : s t a A conj} is
safe with respect to I, there exists a quantified condition ezp, in s t a A conj
such that p i> s and p V I(ezpp). Clearly expp cannot be s t a because it
has just been shown that p E T(s t a) iff p t> s. Hence exp,, must appear in
conj and it follows that p . I(conj). 0

Proposition 43 (Transformation 14) Let 7 be an interpretation and
let conj be a conjunction of quantified conditions in compaction form. If
I(M conj) is non-empty for each program variable Y appearing in conj, then
I(A conj) = I({X : conj}).
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Proof: Let X1,... ,X,, be a listing of the program variables appearing in
{X : conj} and let X be Xk. Since conj is in compaction form, each of its
quantified condition is of the form Xi E a where a is atomic. For each i,
let Xi E ai, 1,..., Xi E ai,,, be the quantified conditions in conj of the form
Xi E a. Now consider the following chain of containments and equalities:

Y ({X: coni}) = {p(Xk) p E I(conj)}

= {P(Xk) : Vi YI (p(Xi) E I-(ai))}
= {p(Xk) Vi(p(Xi) E Z(ai•, nf .-. n a,,.,))}

= {p(Xk) Vi (p(Xi) E I(conjx,))}

= {p(Xk): p(Xk) E ZT(coniXk)}

= I(A coni).

The fifth equality (which removes the universal quantifier) follows from the
fact that each ai,1 n ... ln ai,n, is non-empty in lm(explicit(C)) and since
Im(ezplicit(C)) _ Z, this implies that Z(aij nl ... n ai,ni) {l. 0[

We now use these basic propositions to prove that the transformation
are sound (that is, they preseý,ve the least model). Note that a number of
the propositions have side coiiditions relating to intersection variables and
safeness. We therefore prove soundness 'in conjunction with two invariants.

Invariant 4 [Intersection Variable Invariant] C satisfies the intersection
variable invariant if VN E var(C) implies that lm(C) k VN = (n N). o

Invariant 5 (Safeness Invariant) C satisfies the safeness invariant if C
is safe with respect to lm(C). J

The key part of the proof that A2 is sound is the following proposition, which
says that the transformations are sound if both invariants are satisfied, and
moreover, that the transformations preserve the invariants.

Proposition 44 Let C be a collection of constraints that satisfies the in-
tersection variable invariant and the safeness invariant. Then, for each
transformation 6 in A2,
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I. lm(C u 6(c)) =,,,(C) Im(C);

2. C U 6(C) satisfies the intersection variable invariant, and

3. C U 6(C) satisfies the safeness invariant.

Proof (No New Variables): This case covers all transformation appli-
cations except those that may introduce new variables. Specifically, it ex-
cludes Transformation 10 and case (b) of Transformation 11. First consider
part (1). Since 6 does not introduce new variables, part (1) reduces to
lm(CU6(C)) = lm(C). It is easy to verify that lm(CU6(C)) 2 lm(C) (Propo-
sition 50 in Appendix I contains a proof of this in a very general setting).
Hence it suffices to show that lm(C) is a model of 6(C). Let IT denote lm(C),
and since C satisfies the safeness invariant, this implies that each quantified
set expression in C is safe with respect to I. It follows that the preconditions
of Propositions 34-38, 40(a) and 41-43 (corresponding to Transformations
5-9, case (a) of Transformation 11,. ad Transformations 12-14 respectively)
are satisfied. These propositions imply that 6(C) consists of a collection of
constraints X D sel, ... , AX D see, n > 1, such that there is a constraint
of the form X D se in C and I7(se) 2 T(sej), i = 1..n. Now, since X D se
appears in C, it must be the case that 27(A') 2? 1(se). Hence I(X) 2? T(se,),
i = 1..n, and this proves the I is a model of 6(C), and completes the proof
of(l).

Consider part (2). Since all intersection variables in C U 6(C)) appear in
C, part (2) immediately follows from part (1) and the fact that C satisfies
the intersection variable invariant.

Consider part (3) of the proposition. By assumption, each quantified set
expression in C is safe with respect to lm(C). Since lm(C) = lm(C U 6(C)), it
follows that these same quantified set expressions are also safe with respect
to lm(C U 6(C)). It remains to consider the new quantified set expression
introduced by 6(C). The only transformations that can introduced new
quantified set expressions are 5, 8, 12 and 13. Let I denote lm(C U b(C))
and consider each of these transformations in turn.

In the case of Transformation 5, {X : (s E Y) A conj} is safe with respect
to 2I because C is assumed to be safe with respect to 1. Moreover, since I is a
model of C, 1(Y) D T(a), and so 1(s E a) _ 1(s E Y). Combining this with
the fact that p t> (s E a) iff p t> (s E Y), establishes the three preconditions of
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Proposition 30. Hence {X : a E a A conj} is safe with respect to 7. Finally,
by Lemma 14, it follows that 6(C) = ItEDUCE(X D {X : (s E a) A conj}) is
safe with respect to 1.

In the case of Transformation 8, it is clear that the quantified set ex-
pression {Xi : f(XI,... ,X,,) E a} is safe with respect to I because p t>
f(X,,...,Xn) for all environments p. Hence, 6(C) = REDUCE(X D {Xi

f(X 1 ,. . . ,X.) E a}) is safe with respect to 7, by Lemma 14.

In the case of Transformation 12, {X : (s t a) A conj) is safe with respect
to I because C is assumed to be safe with respect to 7. Also, since I _D

lm(ezplicit(C)) it follows that 1(a) ;? T(v). Using this, it is easy to verify
that I(s E V) _ 1(s t a). Combining this with the fact that p t> (s E F)

iff p I> (s t a), establishes the three preconditions of Proposition 30. Hence
{X : 8 FA conj} is safe with respect to 7. Finally, by Lemma 14, it follows
that 6(C) is safe with respect to 1.

Consider Transformation 13. The only new quantified set expression in
6(C) is {X : conj}. Since Y 2 lm(ezplicitC)), it follows that 1(a) must
contain at least two elements. If p t> s, then by definition, p E T(s t a) iff
3V(v' #• p(s) A v' E 1(a)), but since 7(a) contains more than one element,
V' can always be chosen to be different from p(s). Hence, if p t> s then
p E 1(s t a). Now, suppose that p % 1(conj). Then p % T(s t a A conj).
Since C is assumed to be safe with respect to 1, it follows that there exists
a quantified set expression exp, in s t a A conj such that p b> exp, but
p . 1(ezpp). If ezpp is s t a, then p t> s and p 0 1(s t a), but we have just
proved that this is not possible. Hence exp,. must appear in conj and this
completes the proof that 6(C) is safe. 0

Proof (Intersection Variables): This case covers transformation appli-
cations that may introduce new variables, that is, Transformation 10 and
case (b) of Transformation 11. The proof for these transformations builds
on the a similar proof in Proposition 25 (page 187). Some of the follow-
ing material is a duplication of material from Proposition 25, however it is
repeated because this proof is a key part of the correctness argument.

Consider the intersection variables VN ,...., VN. mentioned by Transfor-
mations 10 and 11. For each VNp, j = 1..n, either VN, appears in var(C)
or else a constraint VNj ;? aj n -.-. fn anj is included in 6(C) such that
Ni = Ui=.,,AK(alj). Note that each aij appears in C. Using this fact, an
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interpretation I can be defined as follows:

{ m(C)(aj n... fl aj) if X 0 var(C) and X is VNj
1(X = m(C)(X) otherwise

That is, I extends im(C) to the new intersection variables such that I
satisfies each constraint VN3 _2 aj n ... A amj that appears in 6(C). The
main part of the proof for this case is that I = lm(C U 6(C)).

Consider each of the set expressions a1j. As has already been noted,
each aij appears in C, and this can be used to prove that each aij satisfies
the following equation:

Z(ai~j) = (lAwC(a, )) (7.30)

To prove this, observe that if air is an intersection variable, then (7.30)
follows from the intersection variable invariant for C, and if aij is not an
intersection variable then nA/(ar) is just ai,. Equation (7.30) can be used
to prove the following chain of equalities

T(alj n... n arj) = T(aij) n... j n 1(r)

= I(flK(ai,)) nfl... I K n - (aj))

= 1(nfl (ai, U... U (aj))
= m(kj)

which proves that, for all j, I(alj n... n aJ) = T(AN,). Now, if VN,
is introduced by 6, then I(VN,) = l(a0 n ... n" am,,) by definition of 1.
On the other hand, if VN, appears in C then I(VN,) = x(fNi) because C
satisfies the intersection variable invariant. Hence, for j = 1..n,

,(VN,) = ifN) -= (aij n... n a,,j) (7.31)

The main use of (7.31) is to prove that I is a model of b(C). Recall
the definitions of Transformations 10 and 11. In both cases, there is a
constraint X D se in C such that the constraints in 6(C) are either of the
form (a) X D se' or (b) VN, 2? a 4 lnA.. -Aamn where VN, is a new intersection
variable. By definition, I is a model of the constraints in (b). Consider a
constraint X D se' in (a), and recall Propositions 39, 40(a) and 40(b). It is
clear from (7.31) that I satisfies the preconditions of these transformations.
It follows that l(se) 2 Z(se'). Moreover, I is a model of C, and so0 (X) 2_
I(se) 2? I(se'). Hence I is a model of X D se. This completes the proof
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that I is a model of 6(C).

I is not only a model of C U 6(C), it is in fact the least model. To see
this, let I' be an arbitrary model of C U 6(C). If X' is a variable that is
different from the VN, introduced at this step, then I'(,) ;? I(X) because
V D Iam(C) and Im(C) = T(X) by definition of 1. On the other hand, for
the variables VN, introduced at this step, consider the following chain:

I'(VN,) ;? I(a1 , n ... n am,,) ; 1(aid n ... n a,) = I(VNi,).

The first containment follows because V' is a model of 6(C). The second
is because a1, n ... n a,,,, contains only variables from C, and it has just
been proved that I'(X) 2? I(X) for variables X' E var(C). The final equality
follows from the definition of 1. This completes the proof that lm(CU6(C)) 2
1. Combining this with I D lm(C U 6(C)) proves that I = lm(C U 6(C)).

Now, by definition, I agrees with Im(C) on var(C), and so lm(C) =,,r(c)
lm(C U 6(C)). This proves part (1) of the proposition. To prove part (2),
we need to show that I(VN) = I(lN) for all intersection variables VN
appearing in C. Suppose that VN E var(C). Since C satisfies the intersection
invariant and I agrees with Im(C) on var(C),

I(VN) = lm(C)(VN) = lm(C)(flN) = I(fl N).

On the other hand, if VN is introduced by 6(C), then I(VN) = l(mlN)
follows from (7.31).

It remains to show that C U 6(C) satisfies the safeness invariant. Now,
none of the transformations considered introduce new quantified set expres-
sions. Hence each quantified set expression in C U 6(C) is safe with respect to
Im(C). Moreover, these quantified set expression only involve variables from
var(C). Since Im(C) and lm(C U 6(C) agree on var(C), it is easy to verify
that C U 6(C) is safe with respect to lm(C U 6(C)). Hence C U 6(C) satisfies
the safeness invariant. 0

We have already been shown that Co = REDUCE (STANDARD[ZE(SCp))

satisfies the safeness invariant. Also, it is clear that Co satisfies the intersec-
tion variable invariant (since it does not contain any intersection variables).
Hence, the previous proposition directly implies that:
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Lemma 16 (Soundness) A2 is sound on each Ci constructed by the algo-
rithm.

Proof: Clearly Co satisfies the safeness invariant and the intersection vari-
able invariant. Repeated application of Proposition 44 proves that each Ci
constructed by the algorithm satisfies both of these invariants. It also proves
that each Ci is sound on C,. f'

We now prove that the algorithm terminates. We begin by showing that
A2 is atomically bounded.

Lemma 17 (Atomically Bounded) A2 is atomically bounded.

Proof: The proof proceeds by establishing a bound on the atomic set ex-
pressions that can be introduced by the algorithm. It has already been
established in Proposition 33 that each C, constructed by the algorithm sat-
isfies the atomic set expression invariant. This implies that each atomic set
expression introduced by the algorithm either:

(i) appears in atomic(Co);

(ii) is introduced by an application of Transformation 12;

(iii) is of the form f(at,... , an) where f is a function symbol appearing in
C0, and each a, is either an intersection variable or a strict subterm of
some atomic set expression that falls into cases (i) or (ii); or

(iv) is of the form 3 such that S C atomic(S1 U ... U Sn) for some comple-
ment constants j,... Yk satisfying cases (i) or (ii) of the invariant.

Now, the set of atomic set expressions that satisfy (i) is fixed. Moreover,
the atomic set expressions that may satisfy (iii) and (iv) are essentially de-
termined by those that satisfy (i) and (ii). The critical item is therefore (ii),
since Transformation 12 can introduce completely new atomic set expres-
sions. When this transformation is applied to reduced form constraints C,
the effect is to add constraints REDUCE(X _2 {X : s E F A conji) such that
X 2_ {X : s t a A conj} is a constraint in C and lm(ezplicitC))(a) = {v}.
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Recall the steps of REDUCE (see Figure 7.5, page 199). Clearly these
steps do not affect the quantified conditions in conj since conj is in reduced
form. Hence, the application of REDUCE to X D {X : 3 E V A conj} can
only involve applications of steps to the quantified condition a E -0 and any
new quantified conditions produced by such steps. In other words, all new
quantified conditions in REDUCE(X _D {X : 8 E 1 A coni}) can be traced
back to 8 E W. Thus the new quantified conditions in REDUCE(X D {X : s E
V A conj}) are the same as the new quantified conditions in REDUCE(X _
{X: a E V}).

Moreover, any new atomic set expressions introduced by this application
of Transformation 12 must be contained in the new quantified conditions.
It follows that all new atomic set expressions introduced by this application
of Transformation 12 are contained in the set ATM,,,, defined by:

A TM.,, (a E atomic(): E a' is a constraint inATMv= Eatoica' :REDUCE (X • X:) () I

Importantly, if there is another constraint of the form X D {X : s t a A
conj'} in C, then the atomic set expressions introduced by an application of
Transformation 12 to this constraint are also contained in ATM,,,.

Now, consider the expressions s t a. It is easy to verify that no trans-
formation introduces new expressions of this form. Hence the only ex-
pressions of the form s t a that appear during the algorithm are those
that appear in Co. This means that the new atomic set expressions in-
troduced by Transformation 12 are dependent on a finite set quantified
conditions a t a, and the possible values v such that lm(ezplicit(C)) =
{v) for some collection of constraints C constructed during the algorithm.
Now, consider the sequence of constraints Co,C 1,... constructed by the algo-
rithm. Since these are an increasing sequence of collections, it follows that
lm(ezplicit(Co)), lm(ezplicit(C1 )),... is an increasing sequence of interpre-
tations. Hence, for any atomic set expression a, if lm(ezplicit(Cj))(a) and
lm(ezplicit(Ci))(a) are both singleton sets, then it must be the case that
lm(ezplicit(C1))(a) = lm(ezplicit(Ci))(a). This means that for each a, there
is exactly one value of v such that lm(ezp1icit(Cj))(a) = {v}. Denote this
value (if it exists) by v.. A key consequence of this is that if an applica-
tion of Transformation 12 occurs during the algorithm and the application
involves the quantified condition s t a, then any new atomic set expressions
introduced by this application must be contained in ATM(s, v.) where v.
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is the value associated with a. In summary then, the atomic set expressions
introduced by Transformation 12 must be contained in the finite set

{a: a E ATM(s,v.) and s t a appears in Co}

Now, consider the union of this set with atomic(Co). This combined
set contains all of the atomic set expressions that can be introduced during
algorithm execution that satisfy part (i) or (ii) of the atomic set expression
invariant. Let K be the cardinality of this combined set. Now, the atomic
set expressions that satisfy parts (iii) and (iv) of the atomic set expression
invariant are essentially expressions that are derived from (i) and (ii), and
these can be bounded using the bounds on (i) and (ii) as follows.

First consider the atomic set expressions that satisfy (iii). These are
of the form f(al,... ,a.) where each aj appears in (i) or (ii) or is an in-
tersection variable. Now, intersection variables are of the form VN such
that N is some set of atomic set expressions. Moreover, by inspection of
Transformations 10 and 11 (these are the only transformations that intro-
duce intersection variables), N contains only atomic set expressions ao such
that f(al,...,a,) is an atomic set expressions that appears at some stage
during the algorithm. It follows that the number of intersection variables
is bounded by 2 K. Hence the number of atomic set expressions that satisfy
(iii) is bounded by F.(K')' where F is the number of function symbols ap-
pearing in Co, n is the maximum arity of a function symbol in Co, and K' is
K+ 2K.

Finally, consider the atomic set expressions that satisfy (iv). These are
of the form 3 such that there are constants 37,... ,3 that fall into cases
(i) or (ii), and S g atomic(S1 U ... U S,,). Now, a finite bound has already
been established for the number of atomic set expressions introduced during
the algorithm that satisfy parts (i) and (ii) of the atomic set expression
invariant. Hence the set

atomic({a :a E S and 3 satisfies (i) or (ii)})

is finite. Let it have cardinality K". Then the number of atomic set expres-
sions introduced by the algorithm that satisfy (iv) can be bounded by 2K".

This completes the proof that only a finite number of different atomic set
expressions may be introduced by the algorithm. fl
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Lemma 18 (Termination) Let Co be a collection of constraints in reduced
form and standard form. Then the instance of the generic algorithm defined
by A2 terminates on Co.

Proof: The proof proceeds by establishing a bound on the number of dis-
tinct constraints that may be introduced by the algorithm. Since the con-
straints encountered during the algorithm are in standard form, they must
all have one of the following forms:

(a) X _2 f•](a),

(b) X {X : ezpl A... A ezpn,

(c) X ; al n ... n"a., n > 2 or

(d) X 2 a,

where a, a,, ... ,a,, are atomic set expressions, X is a set variable, and f-1
is a projection symbol, and evl,... , ezpn are quantified conditions. Now,
consider these four kinds of constraints in turn.

In case (a), note that no transformation introduces constraints involving
projection operations. Hence any constraint in this class must in fact ap-
pear in Co, and this places a trivial bound on the number of these kinds of
constraints that can be encountered during the algorithm.

Now consider case (b). Each ezpi is either of the form a E a or s t a such
that s is a program term and a is an atomic set expression. A bound has
already been established on the number of possible atomic set expressions.
Now focus on the program terms a. It has already been observed that the
only transformations capable of introducing new quantified set expressions
are 5, 8, 12 and 13. Observe that Transformations 5, 12 and 13 only in-
troduce subterms of program terms already appearing. Specifically, when
one of Transformations 5, 12 and 13 is applied to constraints C, then any
new quantified set expression must be of the form s E a or a t a such that C
contains a quantified condition S' E a' and s is a subterm of s'.

On the other hand, Transformation 8 may introduce completely new
program terms. Specifically, this transformation introduces a program term
f(X 1,... ,X,,) for each occurrence of a constraint falling into case (a). As
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noted previously, it is assumed that the X1,..., X, are chosen in some
canonical manner (for example, using some fixed listing of VAR) so that this
transformation cannot be repeatedly applied to a constraint X _ f•(a) to

produce REDUCE(X D {Xi : f(X,. .. ,X,•) E a)), and then REDUCE(X 2D
Xi' : f(X , ... , X.) E a)), etc. Hence there is exactly one application of

Transformation 8 for each occurrence of a constraint that falls into case
(a). Clearly the subsequent application of REDUCE (and subsequent appli-
cations of other transformation) may introduce subterms of f(X 1,...,X.).
To summarize then, each constraint X 2 f'(a) in Co may introduce a fi-
nite number of new program terms, namely f(X 1,... ,X1 ), X1,... ,X,. It

follows that there is a bound on the number of program terms introduced
by Transformation 8.

This means that there is a bound on the number of distinct program
terms that may be encountered during the algorithm. Combining this with
the bound atomic set expressions, proves that the number of quantified
conditions 8 E a and s t a is bounded. Since each conj is maintained in
a non-redundant form, it follows that there is a bound on the number of
conjunctions ezp1 A ... A ezp,.. This implies a bound on the expressions
{X : ezpl A... A ezp,m) because the program variable X must either appear
in C or be introduced by an application of Transformation 8. This in turn
implies the existence of a bound on the number of constraints of the form
X 2D X : ezpl A --- A ezp.) that can be introduced by the algorithm since
there is a bound on the number of set variables X (set variables are atomic
set expressions).

Finally, consider cases (c) and (d). Since each constraint of the form
X D a nl ... n a,, is such that Co contains an intersection operator of arity
m > n, the bound on atomic set expressions implies a bound on the number
of such constraints. Similarly, a bound may be established on the number
of constraints of the form X D a.

This completes the proof that the algorithm can only introduce a finite
number of distinct constraints, and since C0,C1,C2,... is an increasing se-
quence of constraints, it follows that at some stage it must be the case that
Cn+1 = C., and so the algorithm terminates. 0

It remains to prove that A 2 is complete.

Lemma 19 (Completeness) A2 is complete.
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Proof: The proof of completeness has the same basic structure as the
completeness proof for the intersection-projection algorithm. Some of the
cases (particularly those dealing with intersection) are just adaptations of
this previous proof. Let C be the result of exhaustively applying A2 to a
collection of constraints. This implies that 6(C) _ C for all transformations
b in A2. Adopting the notation of the generic algorithm, let the sequence of
constraints obtained by this exhaustive application be C0,C 1,... ,Ci where
Ci = C. Let VD denote the subset of constraints in C of form X D a where a
is a non-variable atomic set expression. Clearly P C_ ezplicit(C) g C, and so
Im(D) _ lm(ezplicit(C)) _ Im(C). The remainder of the proof shows that
lm(D) _ Im(C), and it is clear that this implies lm(explicit(C)) = lm(C), as
required by the definition of completeness.

To prove that lm(D) 2 lm(C), we shall show that lm(D) is a model of C.
Let Tv denote Im(D). Proposition 17 provides the following characterization
of Tv:

v E TD(') iff v E ZD(a) for some constraint X D a in C (7.32)
where a is non-variable atomic set expression

The remainder of the proof uses this fact to show that Iv is a model of
C. Consider each possible constraint in C in turn:

Case (i): Consider a constraint of the form X ? a where a is an atomic set
expression. The proof here is identical to that in Lemma 13 (completeness
of the intersection-projection algorithm).

Case (ii): Consider a constraint of the form X D a nl ... n a, where each
ai is an atomic set expression and m > 2. The proof is by induction on
v and the induction hypothesis is: for all values v and for all constraints
X _Da, ... n a,,, m > 2, appearing in C,

(a) v E Iv(al n ... n a,,) implies v E Ip(X), and

(b) if Y D a, n... n a,,, is introduced by an application of Transformation
10 or 11 then v E ITD(X) implies v E Iv(a, n ... n am).

Let v be a value such that the induction hypothesis holds for all values
with fewer function symbols that v. Before considering (a) and (b), it is
convenient to first prove the following statement: if v' has fewer symbols
that v and a,,..., ak appear in C, then
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V1 E TD(al n ... n ak) iff A v' E TID(a) where N = U A/(aj) (7.33)
aEN j3=..k

This is proved by a secondary induction on i. Suppose that (7.33) holds for
all i' < i. Let a,,..., ak appear in Ci and consider the following chain of
propositions.

v' E T(al n ... nlan) i A EIv(a,)
j=1..m

"if A A V vE TD(a)
j=l..m aEAr(sj)

if A V' E I(a) where N = U A(a)
aEN j l..k

The first step is just an expansion of n. For the second step, take each
aj in turn and consider two cases. If aj is not an intersection variable
then N(aj) = {aj} and so the second step is trivial. On the other hand,
suppose that as is an intersection variable, say VNj. Corresponding to VN,,
there exists a constraint VN, ;? a' n ... n al, I > 2, that is introduced by
Transformation 10 or 11. Moreover, this constraint must appear in Ci- 1
and Nj = .r(a') U ... U Ar(a'). Now, since V is smaller than v and Ci- 1
is constructed before Ci, the main induction hypothesis and the secondary
induction hypothesis respectively imply that

V' E ,(alln...nall) iff V' E (Vjtj), and

V' ETD (a' nl...fn ll) iff Av' 1D (a)
aENj

and the second step follows immediately. The final step in the chain follows
from the definition of N. This completes the inductive proof of (7.33). The
following key property is an immediate corollary of (7.33): if v' has fewer
symbols than v, and VN, a,,...,ak appear in Ci where N = N(ai) U U.. U
AK(a,,), then

v' E v(V•N) iff v' E 1D(a, n... n a,) (7.34)

Now consider part (a) of the main induction hypothesis. Assume that
v E Xv(aln-.. nlam). It follows that v E ai, i = 1..m. Now, if one of the ai is
a set variable, say Y, then (7.32) implies that there exists a constraint Y D a
in C where a is a non-variable atomic set expression such that v E Zv(a).
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This means that the preconditions of Transformation 6 are satisfied, and so
the constraint X D al ..n fi -n a--i na ai+n l n -.- n a must appear in C.

This argument may be repeated if necessary, and it follows that C must
contain a constraint of the form X _? a, n ... n a,. where each ai is a
non-variable atomic set expression and v E Iv(a nl ... n am). Now, Trans-
formation 9 can be applied to this constraint, and since this application does
not produce any new constraints, it must be the case that C contains a con-
straint of the form X D al n-. n am n l such that v E Iv(a n-... n am nf9)
and each ai is of the an atomic set expression that is not a set variable
or a complement constant. Let v be f(vj,...,v,t). It follows that each
ai must be of the form f(aj,,,...,aj,,) such that vi E Tv(aij), i = 1..M,
j = 1..n. This implies that vi E Tv(aIj n ... n amj). Since C contains
all constraints generated by Transformation 10, it follows that C contains
X D f(VN,.. .. VNJ) n such that Ni = Af(aij) U ... U A(amj), =1..n.

By (7.34), vj E Zz,(VNj). Hence v E ITv(f(VN 1,... ., VN) A3;).

Hence, C must contain a constraint of the form X D f(al,... ,an) n
such that f(vI,...,vn) E I(f(al,..., an) n 3). In fact C may contain a
number of constraints of this form. Pick the constraint that minimizes the
cardinality of the set S. Now, Transformation 10 can be applied to this
constraint. Suppose that S contains an element of the form f(sel,. . . Isen).
This implies that C must contain the constraints

X ; f(aI,...,aj_l,VNjaj+l,...,an) n S',j = 1..n

where S' is S - (f(sej,... ,se,)} and N3 is KA(ai) U {T'j), j = l..n. Since

f(v...., v,,) E Ip(39), it must be the case that

f v , . , n € z D( f ( ae z , ..., se n ) .-

Hence, for some 1, vi 0 TD(jei). We shall now argue that

a n (7.35)

Clearly f(v 1,..., ,-,) E Zv(3-7) and so it suffices to prove that f(vi,... , v,) E
2Tv(f(aj,...,al-•, iVN,,al+I,...,an). Since vi E ZT(ag) and viE Ye-, it fol-
lows from (7.34) that vi E TV(VN,). Moreover, vi ETV (ai), i = 1..n. Hence
f(vi,... ,v,,) E Tv(f(al,...,ai-l,VNjaz+1,...,an)) and this completes the
proof of (7.35).
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Now, S' is smaller than S and this violates the assumption that the con-
straint X D f(aj,..., a,,) n 3 minimizes the cardinality of the set S. Hence,
the assumption that S cntains an element of the form f(sel, . . . ,se') must
not be valid. This implies that an application of Transformation 10 to
the constraint X D f(al,... , a,,) n 3 must in fact produce the constraint
* D f(al,. . . , a.). Moreover, C must already contain this constraint. Hence
* contains AX D f(aj,... ,a,,), and it follows that v E Iv(X), and this com-
pletes the proof of (a).

To prove (b), suppose that X D se is introduced by an application of
Transformation 11 or 10. By inspection of Transformations 11 and 10, X
must be an intersection variable. The first part of the proof shall establish
that if X D se' appears in Ci then

v E Zv(se') implies v E Tv(se) (7.36)

The proof proceeds by induction. Suppose that (7.36) holds for all i' < i
and let X D se' be a constraint in Ci and let v be a value in ZT(se').
Now, either X D_ se' appears for the first time in Ci, or else Ci-I contains a
constraint of the form X D se'. In the first case, (7.36) is vacuously true.
Now consider the second case. Clearly the only transformations that could
add the constraint X D se' are 6, 9, 10 and 11. We consider each of these
in turn.

If Transformation 6 is used to obtain X D se', then Ci- 1 must contain
constraints X' D a, n ... n a-.n flY n aj+i n ... n a, and Y _2 a such that
n > 2, a is an atomic set expression that is not a set variable, and se' is
a, n ... n ai-. n a n ai+l n ... n an. Clearly Y ;? a appears in D. Now,
suppose that v E Iv(se'). Thus v E T(aj), j y i, and v E 1(a). Since Y 2 a
appears in D, v E Iv(Y), and so

v E TD(al n ... n ait n Y n ai+l n ... n an)

Since this constraint appears in Ci- 1 and Ci-. satisfies (7.36), it follows
v E Zv(se') and this proves that (7.36) holds for i.

If Transformation 9 is used to obtain X D se', then Ci- 1 must contain a
constraint X D a, n ..*.am, m > 2, such that se' is X a'1 n...nal _,n3
where Sl, ... ,. and a~ ..... , a'_n are subsequences of a,,..., am such that
the first subsequence contains the complement constants in a1,... ,a,, and
the second contains the remaining atomic set expressions, and S = S, U-.. U
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S,. Now, suppose that v E Ip(se'). It is easy to verify that this implies
v E ID(ai), i = 1..m, and so v E Iz,(a, n ... n an). Since this constraint
appears in Ci- 1 and Ci-I satisfies (7.36), it follows v E Zv(se') and this
proves that (7.36) holds for i.

If Transformation 10 is used to obtain A' D se', then Ci-I must con-
tain a constraint X D a, nf...nam n-3 such that m > 2, each ai is
of the form f(ai,,,...,aj,,), and se' is AX D f(VN,,... ,VNJ) n S where

Nj = Uij=..mA•(aij), j = 1..n. Now, suppose that f(vj,...,vn) E ID(se').
This implies that vi E t1p(;VN,), j = 1..n, and f(vi, .-. . ,vn) E TD (S). Since
each vi has fewer symbols than v, property (7.34) can be applied to show
that vi E TD(aljn... .namj). It follows that vi E Tv(aij), j = 1..n, i = 1..m,
and so v E Tv(f(ai,,... ,ai,,)), i = 1..m. Hence v E Zv(a nl ... n amn n).
Since this constraint appears in Ci- 1 and Ci-I satisfies (7.36), it follows
v E ID(se') and this proves that (7.36) holds for i.

Finally, if Transformation 11 is used to obtain X" D se', then Ci-I must
contain a constraint X D f(a,,..., an) n 3 such that f(T,..., T) € S and
either (i) se' is X' D f(al,...,an) and f'(...) E S implies f $ f', or else(ii) se' is X D_ f (a,,..., ak_1,,V:%,Iak+,,...-,an) n 1,for some k, 1 _< k <_
n, such that f(se,,. .. ,sen) E S, S' is S - {f(sel,.. .,sen)} and Nk is
AJ(ak) U {s-k}. Now, suppose that f(vi,... ,v,) E Iv(se'). In case (i),
it is immediate that f(vj,...,vn) E tv(f(a,,...,an)). It is also easy to
verify that f(v,,... ,vn) E TD (3 ), and so f(vi,... ,vn) E Tv(f(ai,... ,an)n
3). In case (ii), vi E Ip(aj), j # k, vk E I.D(VN,) and f(vj,... ,v,) E

TD(S'). Applying (7.34) proves that vi E Ip(aj n We-•). Hence vi E Ip(aj).
Also, vE Z -(7-), and it is easy to verify that this implies f(v,,... , v, ) E
D(f (scj,... , sen )). Combining this with f(v, ... , vn) E TD(S) proves that

f(vl, .-. . , vn) E Ir (-). Thus, in either case, f(vv, , . . , v,) E 1-D(se'). Since
this constraint appears in Ci-. and Ci-. satisfies (7.36), it follows v E ZD(se')
and this proves that (7.36) holds for i.

This completes the proof of (7.36), and (b) can now be proved as follows.
If v E Zp(X') then there exists a constraint X D a in V such that v E Dv(a).
Since X' D a also appears in C, it follows from (7.36) that v E Xv(aj n ... n
am).

Case (iii): Consider a constraint of the form AX D {X : conj}. Suppose
that v E Z.({X :conj}). This implies that there is an environment p such
that p E XD(conj) and p(X) = v. Now, consider the following cases of conj:
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Case (iii)(a): Suppose that conj is in compaction form. Since p E Iv({X:
conjj), it follows that I.D(f conj) is non-empty for each Y appearing in
conj, and hence each lm(ezplicit(C))([A coni) is also non-empty. By Propo-
sition 43, Iv({X : conj}) = -D(I• conj). It follows that v E ID(A Coni).
Moreover, since each lm(ezplicit(C))([i conj) is non-empty, the precondi-
tions of Transformation 14 are satisfied, and so C must contain the con-
straint X D A( conj. This constraint falls either into case (i) or (ii) consid-
ered above. Since these cases have already been established for v, it follows
that v E TD(X).

Case (iii)(b): Suppose that conj does not contain any quantified conditions
of the form s t a. Since conj is in reduced form, each condition in conj is
either of the form X E a or S E X where X is a program variable, s is a
program term consisting of program variables and function symbols, a is an
atomic set expression and X is a set variable. Now, let s, E a,,... ,sn E an
be a listing of the quantified conditions in conj that do not contain set
variables (such conditions must be of the form s E a where a is ground).
Define V(conj) to be the number of function symbols appearing in si,.... sn.
The proof for this case shall be argued by induction on V. In the base case
where V(conj) is 0, each quantified condition in conj must have the form
X E a where X is a program variable. Hence conj is in compaction form,
and so the proof for the base case follows from case (iii)(a).

For the induction case, suppose that V(conj) _< j implies that v E
TD(X), and consider conj such that V(conj) = j + 1. Since V(conj) > 0,
it must be the case that conj is of the form conj' A s E a such that s
contains some function symbols. This implies that a must be a variable, say
y. Moreover, p is such that p(s) E IT(Y). Hence, there exists a constraint
Y D a' in C such that a' is a non-variable atomic expression and p(s) E
Zv(a'). Hence Transformation 5 is applicable and it follows that C must
contain REDUCE(X D {X : coni' A s E a')). Clearly v E Iv({X : conj'A a E
a')). Moreover, Lemma 14 proves that there exists a constraint X D se' in
REDUCE(X D {X : conj' A s E a')) such that v E lp(se'). By inspection
of the steps that make up REDUCE, it is clear that se' is in fact of the form
{X : coni"). It remains to show that V(conj") < V(conj).

Now, it is easy to verify that each step of REDUCE does not increase
V. In fact, except for step (iv), all steps replace a quantified set expression
by a (possibly empty) collection of quantified set expressions such that each
new quantified set expression contains fewer function symbols in its program
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terms than the original quantified set expression. In other words, for these
steps, the new quantified set expression have a strictly smaller V than the
original quantified set expression. Step (iv), on the other hand, may intro-
duce function symbols (by duplicating a program term), but the quantified
conditions involved are of the form s" E a" where a" is ground, and hence
they do not contribute to V, and so step (iv) leaves V unchanged. Now,
consider the quantified conditions s E a' constructed by Transformation 5.
Clearly at least one step of REDUCE is applicable to 8 E a (since s is not a
program variable, and a is not a set variable). Now, consider two cases. If
a' is ground, then V(conj' A 8 E a') < V(conj' A s E a), and since REDUCE

does not increase V, it follows that V(conj") < V(conj). If a' is not ground,
then one of the steps other than (iv) is applicable, and again it follows that
V(conj") < V(conj). This completes the inductive proof of case (iii)(b).

Case (iii)(c): Suppose that conj contains an apartness condition's t a. The
proof for this case is by induction on the number of apartness conditions in
conj. If conj does not contain any such conditions, then it falls into case
(iii)(b), and this proves the base case. For the induction case, suppose that
conj has less than k > 1 apartness conditions then v E ID(X), and consider
the case where conj has exactly k apartness conditions. Clearly conj has at
least one apartness condition, say s t a. Since p E ID(conj), it follows that
p E Iv(s t a). Hence there is some value v' in Iv(a) such that p(s) 6 v'.
Since TD C_ Im(ezplicit(C)), this implies that either Transformation 12 or 13
is applicable, depending on whether V is the only value in lm(ezplicit(C))(a).
In either case, Proposition 41 or Proposition 42 can be applied to show that
there is a constraint X D {X : ,onj'} in C such that v E Iv({X : conj'})
and conj' contains exactly one fewer apartness condition than conj. Hence
v E TD(X) follows from the induction hypothesis.

Case (iv): Consider a constraint of the form X _ fD (a). Suppose that

v E Zv(f(, (a)). Clearly Transformation 8 is applicable, and so C contains
the constraint X D {Xi :f(X 1 ,.. . ,X,) E a}. By Proposition 37, Zv({X :
conj}) = 2TD-(f )(a)). It follows that v E TD({X : conj}). Now, since
X 2 {X, : f(X 1 ,... ,X,) E a} appears in C, case (iv) can be applied to
prove that v E Xv(X), and this completes the proof for this case. [0

Combining the above lemmas with Theorem 7 proves that:
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Theorem 9 (Correctness of Quantified Set Expression Algorithm)
Let SCp be the set constraints corresponding to a program P, and let Co
= REDUCE(STANDARDIZE(SCp)). When input with Co, the instance of the
generic algorithm defined by A2 terminates and outputs explicit form con-
straints C.,t such that lm(C,,t) =tr..(SCp) lm(SCp).

We note that many decisions about the design of the algorithm were
made to simplify presentation at the expense of efficiency. We now outline
a number of these. First, consider the transformation involving substitution
into quantified set expressions (Transformation 5). If C contains

X 3- {X: X E Y A f(X) E Z}
Y 2 f(U)
Y ; f(W)

then Transformation 5 adds the constraints

X 3 {X: X E f(U) A f(X) E Z}, (7.37)
X D{ X: X E f(W) A Z( }. (7Z)7

These constraints are unnecessary because the compaction transformation
only requires that the left hand side of a quantified condition be a variable;
the right hand side does not have to be a non-variable expression. Moreover,
these extra constraints can lead to further redundant constraints, and may
introduce unnecessary intersection variables. To illustrate this, suppose that
the only lower bound for Z is Z - f(Y). Substituting this constraint into
the constraints (7.37) eventually leads to the constraint A' D f(U) n f(W),
and this may introduce a new intersection variable. Note that substituting
Z D f(Y) into AX D {X : X E Y A f(X) E Z} leads to AX D {X : X E
y), which via compaction yields X' 3 Y, and by further substitution to
X D f((U) and X D f(W). To avoid such redundant substitution steps,
Transformation 5 can be modified so that s is required to be a non-variable
program term.

Second, consider the redundancies inherent in the original constraints

SCp. In particular, SCp contains many groups of constraints of the form

X'1  {X, :conj},...,Xn 2 {Xn :conj} (7.38)

Now, during execution of the algorithm, the occurrences of conj are treated
in an identical manner in the sense that if a transformation is applied to
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one occurrence, then it can be applied to another. Hence, the work of
"solving" conj is duplicated for each occurrence in the initial constraints. It
is therefore appropriate to consider grouping these constraints together into
a form such as

(XII..., ¥n) ) ;? (X l,...,X .,) : coni).

whose meaning is identical to the constraints (7.38). The only main change
required for this new kind of constraint involves the compaction transfor-
mation. Specifically, this transformation becomes:

If C contains (X;,...,Xu) _ {(X 1,...,Xn) :conj) such that
conj is in compaction form and lm(explicit(C))(A conj) is non-
empty, for each X E .. ".... ,X'}, then output the constraints
X D_ Aconj, for each X E ',... ,X•}.

We also observe that the bounds described in the termination argument
(see Lemma 18) can be significantly tightened. By doing so, it is fairly
straightforward to obtain an EXPTIME bound on the execution of the algo-
rithm. We note that EXPTIME bounds have been reported by Fruhwirth,
Shapiro, Vardi and Yardeni [18] for a related class of set constraints.

7.7 Related Work

We conclude this chapter with a discussion of the literature related to set
constraint algorithms. Early work by Reynolds [63] describes a simplifica-
tion algorithm for set constraints involving projection. The motivation for
this work was the inference of data type definitions in a first order functional
language. Subsequently, a similar algorithm was independently developed
by Jones and Muchnick [32]. In essence, these algorithms consist of Trans-
formations 1, 2 and 3. Further work by [30, 31, 50, 56] has extended the basic
approach to higher order functions, binding time analysis and analysis for
compile-time garbage collection and globalization of function parameters.
Again, projection is the only operator employed.

Constraints involving notions of both intersection and projection were
first used by Mishra [48] to approximate the success set of a logic program.
Specifically, the constraints contained intersection and a form of projection.
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However, for algorithmic reasons, an approximate form of union was used
(see the discussion of W in Section 5.6, page 134). In essence, this restriction
ensured that the set of atoms and terms that could be defined were tuple-
distributive in the sense that they were closed under the * operator defined
on page 134. Moreover, only partial algorithms were given.

The first decidability results for set constraints were obtained by Heintze
and Jaffar in [21, 22]. In [21], an algorithm was presented for solving con-
straints involving quantified expressions of the form {X : s E se) where 8 is
a program term constructed from program variables and function symbols.
The purpose of this was to obtain a simple and decidable approximation to
the success set of a logic program (the approximation defined is equivalent
to bottom-up sbap). In [22] the set constraint calculus was formalized and
studied them in an abstract setting (most of our definitions and notation for
set constraints are taken from this paper). Its main result of was a decision
procedure to determine the satisfiability of definite set constraints, which
are constraints of the form a D se where a is a set expression that contains
no set operators and se is a set expression whose set operators are projec-
tions and intersections. Collections of definite constraint have least models
whenever they are satisfiable.

Soon after writing [21, 22], we discovered an alternative proof of the
results therein using a reduction to a result by Fili [16]. To motivate this
reduction, first note that for some programs P, bottom-up set based analysis
is exact in the sense that, using bottom-up semantics, sbap = lm(&Cp). A
syntactic characterization of a class of programs with this property is given in
[21]; call this class EXACT(sba). Now, the main result of [21] essentially shows
that bottom-up sba, is decidable and is a regular set. As a corollary, the
success set of all programs in EXACT(Sba) is decidable and regular. Moreover,
using the transformations described in [25], an arbitrary program P can be
transformed to a program P' in EXACT(sba) such that sbap = sbap, (for
bottom-up semantics). This means that the problem of computing bottom-
up sbap is equivalent to the problem of computing lm(CCp) for programs in
EXACT(sba). Now, in [16], Fil6 defines a subclass of logic programs based
on an extended notion of tree automata called pattern replacing automata,
and shows that the success set of all programs in this class is decidable and
regular. The key step for using this result to prove the decidability and
regularity of bottom-up sbap is a transformation that maps any program in
EXACT(sba) into an equivalent program in Fil6's class.
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We now review some of the main works subsequent to ours. In [18],
Fruhwirth, Shapiro, Vardi and Yardeni provided another proof of the de-
cidability of shop. Their proof uses a technique very similar to the above
reduction to Fil6's result, although they were unaware of his result and es-
sentially gave an alternative proof of it. In [5] Aiken and Murphy presented
an algorithm for set constraints involving intersection and complement but
omitting projection.

Very recently, Bachmair, Gandzinger and Waldmann [8] have obtained
an elegant proof of the decidability of the satisfaction problem for a large
subclass of set constraints involving complementation, intersection and pro-
jection (in particular, the class they consider properly contains the definite
constraints considered in [22] and the constraints considered in [5]). The
basis of their result is a translation from set constraints into predicate calcu-
lus formulas constructed from monadic predicates, variables and quantifiers
(note that there are no function symbols). We briefly outline the approach.

It has long been recognized that there are close connections between set
constraints and various fragments of logic (for example, see [22], where it
is observed that results by Rabin [621 prove the decidability of monadic set
constraints). Such relationships exists because set based reasoning can be
expressed in the predicate calculus by regarding a monadic predicate as the
set of values on which it is true. Hence, a set constraint X D f(X) U a can
be translated into the formula Px(a) A (Px(z) 4* Px(f(z)), where Px is the
predicate introduced to capture the set variable X.

The key idea of [8] is the use of skolemization to establish a correspon-
dence between set constraints and a class of formulas that was shown decid-
able by Lbwenheim [42] (see [2] for a somewhat simpler proof). In essence,
set constraints are equivalent to predicate calculus formulas that are the
result of skolemizing a formula with monadic predicates that is in prenex
normal form. For example, consider the set constraint X :) f(X) where
E = {a, f}. This can be written in the predicate calculus as

Px(x)=*P,(x)(z) A Pf(x)(f(z))*•Px(z) A Pf(x)(a)4*false

where the predicates Px and Pj(X) capture the values of X and f(X) re-
spectively. Now, this formula is just the result of skolemizing2

2 Note that this formula contains only one occurrence of the variable f, and this occurrence
appears in the expression PI(x)(f), where PI(x) is a predicate symbol and f is the bound variable
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3aVx3f(Px(.)=* Pf(x)(x) A Pf(x)(f) *Px(z) A Pf(x)(a)*,false)

which is in prenex normal form and consists of only variables and monadic
predicates symbols. The specific subclass of set constraints considered by [8]
can be characterized as constraints of the form se1 _ Se2 such that se1 does
not contain the projection symbol. The general set constraint problem posed
in [22] (that is, arbitrary constraints involving complementation, intersection
and projection) is still open.

We now provide an algorithmic comparison between this chapter and
other works in the literature. The set constraint algorithm presented in
this chapter is based on algorithms developed by Heintze and Jaffar [21,
22, 23]. The main difference is that we consider more general quantified
set expressions. In particular, [21] was restricted to quantified expressions
that are of the form {X : conj} such that each quantified condition in
conj is of the form 8 E se where s is constructed from function symbols
and program variables, and se is a set expression. [23] essentially considered
quantified conditions of the the form X E X and XtX where X is a program
variable and X is a set variable. In contrast, the algorithm presented in this
chapter deals with quantified conditions of the form s E se and s t se,
where s may contain function symbols, projections and program variables,
and se is a set expression3 . It also deals with complement constants. The
extensions to quantified expressions are necessary because the imperative
language considered in this thesis is much more general than that used in
[23]. We note that it is the appearance of projections in quantified conditions
that necessitates the use of the safeness invariant.

There are two main alternatives to the approach we have adopted for
computing set program approximations. The first is based on the trans-
formation of set constraints into the class considered by Fili [16], and the
second is based on the transformation of set constraints into the monadic
predicate formulas considered by Bachmair, Gandzinger and Waldmann [8].
While these approaches involve simpler correctness proofs, the approach of
[22], which we have adapted, has a number of important advantages. Specif-
ically, it is more direct than the other methods and remains entirely within
the framework of set constraints. Moreover, the algorithms involved are

in question.
3 Strictly speaking, for decidability reasons, the program term a in a E se cannot contain

completely arbitrary combinations of function symbols, projections and variables. See page 197
for further details.
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simpler and more intuitive (although the proofs are not). Moreover, it pro-
vides greater flexibility, yields an explicit representation of the least model
the constraints, and appears to be more amenable to implementation. We
now expand on these last three points.

The algorithm in [221 is very flexible in the sense that it can be extended
in a number of ways to deal with a variety of set operators arising from
the analysis of different programming languages (as has been exploited in
this thesis). In contrast, the other approaches typically involve translations
into (decidable subclasses of) other formal systems, and intuitive extensions
to the set constraints do not usually map into intuitive extensions in these
formal systems. This is either because the transformations themselves do
not make sense on the extensions, or else the translation of the extended
constraints gives rise to formulas in the formal system that does not satisfy
the relevant syntactic criteria required for decidability. For example, there
does not appear to be any way to extend [8] so that the reverse skolem-
ization transformation can be applied to constraints that contain quantified
set expressions. Similarly, although [16] can be used to solve set constraints
involving a restricted form of quantified set expressions, this method cannot
be extended to solve quantified set expressions involving apartness condi-
tions or quantified conditions of the form s E se where s contains projection
symbols.

An explicit representation of the least model of the constraints is par-
ticularly important for program analysis applications. This representation
provides the characterization of the structure of possible run-time values that
is needed for many compile-time code improvements. Such an explicit rep-
resentation is computed by the algorithm in [22] and the algorithm obtained
using [16]. In contrast, although the algorithm of [8] provides a method of
answering questions about the least model (including membership and non-
emptiness), it does not provide any notion of explicit representation of the
least model.

The set constraints algorithms based on [8] and [16] are complex and
highly combinatorial in nature and do not appear to provide a basis for
implementation. In contrast, the algorithm in [22] is very simple and appears
to be better suited to implementation. In particular, it can be reformulated
in such a way that simple operations such as projection can be treated
specially and implemented cheaply. More generally, because this algorithm
is very direct, it is easy to take advantage of the structural properties of set
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constraints that arise from typical programs. This appears to be crucial for
practical implementation of set based analysis. On the other hand, because
the approaches based on [8] and [16] use involved transformations into other
formal systems, such properties are more difficult to exploit.



Chapter 8

Implementation

The algorithm described in Chapter 7 focussed on the issue of decidability
of set based analysis. In particular, numerous aspects of the algorithm were
designed for clarity rather than efficiency. As a result, a straightforward im-
plementation of this algorithm gives very poor performance. This chapter
describes the design and implementation of a prototype system for practi-
cal set based analysis. In particular, we show that substantial progress can
be made by redesigning the algorithms, employing appropriate representa-
tion techniques, and removing various forms of redundancy. We provide
empirical evidence to show that practical set based analysis is within reach.

257
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8.1 Introduction

This chapter is a progress report on an ongoing effort to incorporate set
based analysis in an experimental compiler, and focuses on one of the main
uncertainties of set based analysis: its computational cost. It is clear that
solving set constraints can be expensive in the worst case, and this is due to
the exponential behavior of the intersection operation (see [18] for a formal
account of the exponential behavior of one class of set constraints). How-
ever it is not clear whether worst case behavior is a good indication of the
practicality of set based analysis, since programs rarely exhibit the extremes
of behavior used in worst case analysis. For example, in the worst case, the
arity of predicate and function symbols may increase linearly with the size
of a program, but this is rarely the case in practice. Moreover, many pro-
grams have a very hierarchical structure and mutual recursion rarely extends
beyond a small number of predicates.

We address the question of practicality by developing and evaluating an
implementation of the set constraint simplification algorithm. For simplic-
ity, we shall restrict our attention to intersection-projection constraints (see
Section 7.5), and for convenience we shall write these constraints as equal-
ities. Specifically, the constraints considered in the implementation are of
the form X4 = se1,... , = se,, where X',... , X are distinct set variables,
and each sei is constructed from union, function symbols, set variables and
intersection and projection operators.

Corresponding to a program P, constraints of this form can be con-
structed to analyze P, in a manner similar to the construction of SCp. The
differences between these constraints and SCp are relatively minor, although
in general the constraints SCp are slightly more accurate. Most importantly,
the constraints used here provide a similar uniform treatment of structures,
and represent the core part of the more complex constraints. Also, the
proofs of correctness of the constraints can be adapted from the correctness
of SCp. Since the focus of this chapter is on solving set constraints, and not
on the specific construction of constraints from a program, we shall omit the
full details of this construction, and instead give some examples. Through-
out this chapter we shall focus on logic programs because they tend to yield
constraints that are more difficult to solve.

The method for constructing constraints from a program is essentially
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Ret, = p(X)
p(X) - q(X),r(X). Retq = q(a) U q(f(Y))

q(a). Ret, = r(f(Z))

q(f(Y)) - q(Y). X = q-(Retq) n r-l(Ret,)

r(f(Z)). Y = q-(Retq)

Z=T

Figure 8.1: Bottom-Up Set Constraints

the same as that outlined in Chapter 2 and then formalized in Chapter 4.
First, set variables are introduced to capture the sets of values of each pro-
gram variable at each point in the program. Then constraints are written
between these sets to safely approximate the local consistency conditions of
the program. Figure 8.1 illustrates the construction of constraints to ap-
proximate the bottom-up semantics of a logic program. The main difference
between these constraints and SCp is that, for convenience, we have used
variables Ret,, Retq and Ret, to capture the sets of ground atoms in the
success set corresponding to the predicates p, q and r respectively. As be-
fore, set variables X, Y and Z are used to capture the sets of values for the
program variables X, Y and Z respectively. For example, the constraint
X = q-1 (Retq) n r-'(Ret,) indicates that the set of values for the program
variable X consists of those values v such that q(v) is in Retq and r(v) is in
Ret,.

Figure 8.2 shows how constraints may be constructed for the analysis
of a logic program under a top-down left-to-right execution strategy. Re-
calling the notation for program points, note that program point 3 indi-
cates program execution just before q(X) is called in the body of the rule
p(X)-q(X), r(X), point 4 indicates execution just before r(X), and point
5 indicates execution after both body atoms have succeeded. As in SCp, a
set variable is introduced to describe the values of each program variable at
each program point. The set variables AX3 , A'4, and AX5 respectively denote
the values of X at points 3, 4 and 5. The variables Callp, Callq and Callr
have been introduced to capture the possible calls to p, q and r. For exam-
ple, the constraint A'X = p-1 (Callp) n q- 1 (Retq) indicates that the values of
X at point 3 consists of all v such that p(v) is in Callp and q(v) is in Retq.
Additional initial goals can be accommodated by appropriately modifying
the equations for Call,, Callq and Call,. Figure 8.3 contains another ex-
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W2 P1 (Retp)
X'3 p-1 (Callp)

x4 p1 (Call,,) n q-1 (Ret.)

2. E..-p(W) 1. X'5 P-'p(Callp) nl q-'(Ret.) nl 7-1(Ret,)

5. p(X) ~- q(X)3 , r(X)4 . y7 r1 I(Call,)

7. T(Y). Retq = q(a)
Ret,. = r(y7 )
Call,, = p(W1 )

Call, = q(X 3 )
Call,. = r(X4)

Figure 8.2: Top-Down Set Constraints

2. 4-app (cons(b, nil), cons(c, nil), V) 1.
3. app(nil, W, W).
5. app(cons(X, L), Y, cons(X, Z)).-app(L, Y, Z)4.

V2  = appI( Retap
-,3 app-l(Calla6 p) nl app-'(Call8pp)

A" -cons-'~ (app- (Call4 ,,,)) n cons-'( app-1 (Call4 ,,,))
f4= cons-'j app(Call4 ,,,))

y4= app-1(Call4 pp)

Z4= cons-'(app-1(Call4 ,,,))

X'5  = cons-'( app-'(Callapp)) nl cons-' ( app-1(Calla4 p))

f-5= cons-'(app-jl(Call4 ,,,)) nl appl( Ret i,,,)

= app(Call4 ,,,) nl app~(Re 4 ,,
V - cons-'(app-'(Calla,,,)) nl appl( R~et i,,)

Ret4,,p = app(nil, W3 , W3) U app(cons(X5 , £5), Y5, cons(X,5, Z5))
Call41,, = app(eons(b, nil), cons(c, nil), V1) U app(12' , y4, Z4)

Figure 8.3: The Append Program and Its Top-Down Constraints
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ample of the construction of the top-down constraints, this time involving
the apptnd program.

8.2 The Basic Set Constraint Algorithm

We present a reformulation of the algorithm for intersection-projection con-
straints from Section 7.5. The main difference from the algorithm in Sec-
tion 7.5 is in this presentation we have attempted to minimize the number
of transformation steps that have to be performed by combining the substi-
tution, projection simplification and intersection simplification transforma-
tions.

The first step of the algorithm is a preprocessing stage that puts the
constraints in a convenient form. This form essentially corresponds to a
restriction of standard form. Define that an intersector is of the form a, n

n.. f an where the a, are atomic set expressions. A projector is of the form
fj7 (a) where a is an atonmc set expression. A constraint is in restricted
standard form if it is of the form X = sel U .-- U sen where at most one
of the sei is either a projector or an intersector, and the remaining sei are
atomic expressions. A collection of constraints X1 = sel,... , = sem is
in restricted standard form if X1 ,... , Xn are distinct set variables, and each
constraint is in restricted standard form.

The method for converting constraints to restricted standard form in-
volves repeatedly identifying an occurrence of a set expression that does not
satisfy the restricted standard form definition, replacing it by a new variable
and then adding a new equation between the new variable and the replaced
set expression. The details are very similar to the conversion of constraints
to standard form in Section 7.3, page 174. Importantly, given a collection
C of constraints of the form X1 = sel,...,Xn = se.. where XI,...,X, are
distinct variables, the resulting constraints, call them C0, are in restricted
standard form, and Im(C) =tar(c) Im(Co).

The bulk of the algorithm consists of the exhaustive application of four
transformations to restricted standard form constraints. Before presenting
these transformations, it is convenient to represent constraints using an array
indexed by set variables. Specifically, let C be a collection of restricted
standard form constraints, and define rhsc as follows
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r dd f {sel,...,sen} if C contains X = se, U... U sen
rh(•) = { otherwise

where X ranges over the set variables in C. It is convenient to extend this
notation to atomic set expressions, so that rhs(a) denotes rhs(X) if a is the
set variable X, and rhs(a) denotes {a} if a is not a set variable. We can
now describe the first three transformation steps.

Transformation 15 If Y E rhs(X) and a E rhs(Y) is an atomic expression
then add a to rhs(X). 0

Transformation 16 If f) (a) E rhs(X) and rhs(a) contains T then add
T to rhs(X). I]

Transformation 17 If fF,](a) E rhs(,') and rhs(a) contains f(al,..., a,)

then add ai to rhs(X) if lm(explicit(C))(f(aj,..., a,)) # {}. 0

The last transformation simplifies intersectors. Again we use the VN
naming scheme for any new variables introduced during the simplification
of intersections.

Transformation 18 If al f ... nl a. E rhs(X) and there exists a sequence
a,...,a such that a E rhs(ai), i = 1..m, and for some f E E, each ai
has the form f(...) or T, then let a.',.. .,a be the elements of a .... ,a'
of the form f(...) and

* if k = 0 then add T to rhs(X);
if k > 0, let the arity of f be n, let a' b et

Ni = AN(aij) U... U A/(akj), j=1..n, and

- add f((VN1,..., VN,,) to rhr(X), and

- for each j, if rhs(VNj)= { then add a, jn ... nfakj to rhs(VN,).

El
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W XU f- 1 (f 2 (W)), A. Add f(W) to rhs(W);

X f(y) n Z, B. Add f(V{y,.}) to rhs(X), and
set rhs(V{y,,}) to {Y n a};

Z = f(a) U g(a), C. Add f(V{y,a}) to rhs(W);
D. Add a to rhs(Vfy,.});

Figure 8.4: Example Execution of the Reformulated Algorithm

The reformulated algorithm can now be stated as: exhaustively apply
those instances of Transformations 15-18 that change rhs, and on termina-
tion output the explicit form constraints resulting from the deletion of all
intersectors, projectors and variables from rhs. The main difference between
this algorithm and the intersection-projection algorithm in Chapter 7 is that
the op-substitution, projection simplification and intersection simplification
transformations (Transformations 1, 3 and 4 respectively) have been com-
bined in an effort to minimize the number of transformation applications
performed during the algorithm. The proofs of termination and correct-
ness of the reformulated algorithm are similar to those for the intersection-
projection algorithm. In summary,

Theorem 10 Let C be a collection of constraints in restricted standard
form. Then, the exhaustive application of Transformations 15-18 termi-
nates. Moreover, the resulting constraints C' are such that lm(C) =,at(c)

lm(ezplicit(C')). f

Figure 8.4 contains an example execution of the reformulated algorithm.
When input with the constraints shown below on the left column, the re-
formulated algorithm performs steps A, B, C and D, corresponding to ap-
plications of Transformations 16, 18, 15 and 18 respectively. The final out-
put of the algorithm consists of the constraints W = f(W) U f(Vfy.1),
X = f(V{y,. 1), Y = a, Z = f(a) Ug(a), and V{y,.} = a.

8.3 Outline of Implementation

The implementation of the preprocessing phase is fairly straightforward.
We shall instead concentrate on the implementation of the core part of the
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algorithm. We first classify the kinds of expressions that can appear in the
sets rhs(X). First, there are non-variable atomic expressions, and we refer to
these as constructed ezpressions and denote them by ce. In essence, these are
the central objects that are manipulated by the algorithm. Second, there
are the projectors, and these can be viewed as operators on constructed
expressions. For example, if rhs(X) contains the constructed expression
f(a,, a2), then fC(X) produces a2 (which must either be a constructed
expression or a variable). Specifically, corresponding to each projector of
the form f(l(...), define a partial function projji as follows

ai if ce is f(a1,... ,a,,)

projf,i(ce) = T if ce is T
undefined otherwise

The third class of expressions consists of the intersectors. Again these
can be viewed as operators on constructed expressions, and corresponding to
each m-ary intersection expression, we define a partial function intersect..
as follows. Let ce l ,...,cern be a sequence of constructed expressions such
that, for some f E E, each cei has the form f(...) or T, let a,,... ,ak be the
elements of ce 1,...,cem of the form f( ... ), let each ai be f(aij,,... ,ai,n),
i = 1..k, let Ni is N(a , j) U.. U A/(akj), j = 1..n, and define that

intersectm(cei,...,cern) = f(VNT,...,VN,) if k = 0
f(VN,... VNJ if k >l1

and that intersectm(cei,... ,cen) is undefined if the sequence cel,... ,cern
is not of the specified form. The final kind of expressions that can occur in
rhs are simply variables, and their main effect in the algorithm is to directly
transfer constructed expressions from one equation to another.

On the basis of this classification, we represent the array rhs as three
separate arrays, con, vat and op. Let con(X) denote the set of constructed
expressions in rhs(X), let var(X) denote the set of variables in rhs(X)
and let op(X,) denote the set of projectors and intersectors in rhs(X). For
example, the equation X = f 2 (X) U f(X) U f- 1 (X) U Y is represented as
con(X) = {f 2 (X),f(X)}, op(X) = {f-(X)}, and var(X) = {Y}. Note
that the preprocessing phase ensures that initially op(Xi) is either empty
or a singleton set, and that the algorithm never alters op(Xi). Hence we
shall treat op(Xi) as either the empty set, or a projector or an intersector.
Corresponding to the convention that rhs(a) is just {a} if a is not a set
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variable, we shall similarly define that con(a) is {a} if a is not a set variable.
Using this new notation, Transformations 15-18 can be rephrased as:

* If op(X) is fi.1 (y), ce E con(Y) and nonempty(t), then if projji(ce)
is a variable, add it to var(X), and otherwise add it to con(X).

e If op(X) is a, nl...nfan and cei E con(ai), i = 1..m, then add
intersect,n(cei,... ,cem) to con(X), and construct appropriate equa-
tions for any new intersection variables introduced.

e If Y E var(X) and ce E con(y), then add ce to con(X).

where "add" is used informally to mean that if the operation is defined then
add the resulting atomic expression to the specified set if it does not already
appear there, and nonempty(ce) denotes a function that determines whether
ce is non-empty in lm(ezplicit(C)) (we shall address the implementation of
nonempty later in this section).

Our implementation is essentially based on the above formulation of
transformations. Two key observations about this formulation motivate a
number of major implementation design decisions. First, a frequent oper-
ation in the algorithm involves comparison of constructed expressions, and
in particular, the determination of whether a new constructed expression is
already an element of a set. Second, at any particular instance, there may
be many possible steps, but only a few of these are likely to be productive.
It is therefore important to be able to focus on those steps that are likely to
be productive. We now elaborate.

Representation of Constructed Expressions

To provide the cheap comparison for constructed expressions, we code each
such expression as an integer in the following simple manner. As each vari-
able is encountered, a unique positive integer is allocated for it. Notation-
ally we shall write #X to denote the integer associated with the variable
X. Function and constant symbol are also identified by positive integers;
we write #f to denote the integer for the function symbol f. The coding of
constructed expressions is essentially performed by incrementally building
a mapping C from sequences of integers into negative integers (( is ini-
tially empty). Specifically, the coding #ce of a constructed expression ce is
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achieved as follows. Let ce be f(a,,... , a,) and first compute the sequence
(#f, #al,...,#a.). Then, return ((#f,#a,,... ,#a.) if it is already de-
fined, and otherwise allocate a new negative integer say j, update C appro-
priately and then return j. An array is also maintained to map each coding
into the sequence it represents. This is used particularly by the projection
operation.

Coding constructed expressions as integers provides a very compact rep-
resentation since there is maximal sharing between constructed expressions
that have common subexpressions. It also allows the set con(X) to be rep-
resented efficiently. Specifically, we represent the relationship a E con(X)
using ordered pairs (#a, #X), and this in turn is implemented using a hash
table. Similar comments apply to a number of other operations of the al-
gorithm, and hashing techniques are heavily used throughout. Although
fairly simple methods have proved effective for moderate sized problems, it
is likely that specialized hashing techniques will be important for handling
very large analysis problems.

However the use of the coding represents a tradeoff. Whilst operations
such as comparison of constructed expressions are dramatically improved,
the operation of projection becomes slightly more expensive and also there
are overheads in initializing and maintaining the data structures used. Thus
far, these costs appear to be insignificant compared to the substantial im-
provements over a very early implementation using an explicit PROLOG-style
term representation.

Dependency Directed Updating

We now address the issue of focusing on productive steps. Note that once a
particular instance of a step has been applied, it never needs to be applied
again. For example, if op(X) is the projector f!'(Y) and the constructed

expression f(b, c) appears in con(Y), then once b has been added to con(X),
we never again need to apply op(X) to f(b,c). We exploit this by using
a dependency directed updating scheme. In other words we only apply
operations to new constructed expressions. Specifically, we define an array
dep such that dep(X) is the set consisting of
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X = buf(X)uZ
Y = cu(XnZ)
Z = dUfj(X)

cn Ivr o dep

X b,f(X) Z n1dep(y),proj-dep(Z)
y c XnZ

z d f f•(X) vardep(X),naep(y)

Figure 8.5: Example Constraints and Their Representation

{ var-dep(Y) : X E var(Y)}

U {proj.dep(Y): fj (X) E op(Y)}
U {n.dep(Y) : (a nl ... n an) E op(Y) where some aj is X }

We refer to items of the form var-dep(y), proj.dep(Y) or n-dep(Y) as de-
pendencies. The set of dependencies for a variable X indicates where any
new constructed expressions for X have to be propagated. Figure 8.5 con-
tains an example collection of constraints and its representation in terms
of arrays con, var op and dep. Using this representation, the algorithm
can now be described in Figure 8.6. The algorithm is initiated by inspect-
ing each variable X and calling add(projfj(ce),X) for each cc E rhs(a) if
op(X) is fý,)'(a), and calling add(intersect.(cel,... ,cej)) for each sequence
(ee, ... ,cen) such that cei E rhs(ai), if op(X) is a, n... n an.

Intersection Variables and Non-Empty

We conclude by discussing intersection variables and the function nonempty.
The generation and management of intersection variables is straightforward.
Corresponding to the function .A, an array is used to record the set of atomic
set expressions corresponding to each intersection variable. The mapping
from a set of atomic set expressions {a,,..., a.} into an intersection variable
is performed by first constructing KA(al) U... u.A(a.). The elements of this
set are then sorted and the resulting sequence is looked up in a hash table,
where each entry of this table consists of a sorted list of atomic expressions
and the corresponding intersection variable. If the sequence is found in the
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update(ce, dep, X) {
if dep is tarTdep(Y) then add(ce,Y);

if dep is proj-dep(Y) and op(Y) is f•)'(X) then add(projfj(ce),Y);

if dep is (Ldep(Y) and op(Y) is a4 n ... n a,, then
let X be ai; /* note that AX must appear in a, .... a,, /
foreach sequence (ce,. .. , ce- 1 , ce, cei+l,..., cen)

such that ce3 E rhs(ai), j 9 i
add( intersect,( cex , . . . , eei-1, ce, cei+i,...- , een), Y]);

construct appropriate equations for any new intersection variables;

add(ce,,') {
if ce 0 con(X) then

con(X) := con(X) U {ce};
foreach dep' E dep(X)

update(ce, dep', X);

F
Figure 8.6: Dependency-Based Algorithm
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table, the appropriate intersection variable is returned. If the sequence is
not found, then a new variable VN is generated and the table is updated
appropriately. Also a new equation is generated by setting var(VN) := J},
con(VN) := 0 and op(VN) := fal n... na, } where N is A/(ai)U- .- UA/'(a,),
and updating the dependencies for each variable X in .a.,...,an, using
dep(X) := dep(X) U {op.dep(VN)}, and then finally, if each ai is a non-
variable atomic expression, calling add(intersectn(al,..., an), VN)

We now address the issue of the non-empty condition in the projec-
tor step. The algorithm used is essentially a variation of the algorithm
to determine non-emptiness described in Section 7.1. However the previ-
ous algorithm is modified so that it incrementally computes the mapping
nonempty, instead of recomputing it each time it is needed. As before, let
nonempty be an array that maps each atomic expression a to a boolean
value that is true if a is currently known to be non-empty. At the start
of the algorithm, each entry in nonempty is set to true iff a is a ground
atomic expression that is non-empty under all interpretations. The value of
nonempty(f(ai,... ,an)) is updated to true if nonempty(ai) is true for all
1 < i < n. The value of nonempty(X) for a variable X is updated to true if
con(X) contains a non-empty atomic expression. This updating is managed
using lists of dependencies. For each atomic expression a, we maintain the
list of the atomic expressions directly dependent on nonempty(a). When
nonempty(a) changes from false to true, the atomic expressions dependent
on a are recomputed. In essence, the computing of nonempty is merged into
the rest of the algorithm. Hence, whenever we need to determine whether
a is currently non-empty, we just inspect nonempty(a); there is no explicit
call to the nonempty function.

We now address the issue of how to incorporate the non-empty condition
in the projector updating step. Recall that the step is: if op(X) is fj)l(Y),
ce E con(Y) and nonempty(ce), then add projf,i(ce) to con(X) or var(X).
Now, there is no difficulty if we find that nonempty(ce) is true, since we
can then proceed with the updating step. However, if nonempty(ce) is false
then we need to ensure that if nonempty(ce) ever becomes true, then the
projector updating step is eventually completed. This is achieved by adding
a new kind of dependency to the non-empty dependency lists.
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8.4 Intersectors

The previous section outlined a rudimentary implementation, which al-
though a significant improvement over a naive implementation, is still im-
practical. The main reason for this is intersectors, which are perhaps the
most problematic part of the implementation. Not only are they responsible
for introducing new variables, but updating intersectors has a combinatorial
nature. For example, consider an intersector a nl ... n a,,, and suppose that
ce has been freshly added to con(ai). Then, in updating this intersector us-
ing this constructed expression, we must consider all possible combinations
of cei E con(ai), j i.

A first step in dealing with this problem is to partition the constructed
expressions in con(X) according to their principal function symbol. For
example, consider updating the intersector X n Y nl Z using a newly con-
structed expression f(Y) for Z. If con(X) = {f(X),f(W),g(X)) and
con(y) = {f(Z),g(Y)}, then dearly we only need to consider the inter-
sections f(X) n f(Z) n f(Y) and f(W)n f(Z)n f(y), and we can ignore
intersections such as f(X) n g(y) n f(Y), since they will always be empty.
Although this very simple modification is useful, more fundamental changes
axe required to implement intersection efficiently. In essence we need to ex-
ploit the substantial redundancy that is typically present in set constraints.

Minimal DNF Expansion

Consider the intersector X n Y n Z where con(X), con(Y) and con(Z) are
respectively fA, B, C}, fA, C, D) and {A, B, D), where A, B, C and D are
distinct constructed expressions. In essence, we wish to compute

(A U B U C) n (A U C U D) n (A U B U D).

A naive expansion of this expression would lead to 27 intersections: An AnA,
A n A A C, etc. However for this example, we only need to compute the ex-
pressions A, BAD, CAB and CAD, and so we can reduce 27 intersections to
just three. The problem of minimizing the number of expressions that must
be computed can be viewed as a special case of computing a minimal DNF
form, given an expression in CNF. A number of different approaches were
tested. The essence of the current approach is to precompute information
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about the pattern of occurrences of constructed terms that appear in more
than one "disjunction", and then to use this information to sequentially
build up minimal conjunctions.

We now outline how this approach to intersection is incorporated in the
implementation. It is clear that updating intersectors is very expensive, and
should therefore be done as infrequently as possible. This can be achieved by
giving precedence to updates involving projectors. Specifically, the updating
is split into two phases. The first consists of the exhaustive updating using
projectors. The second consists of updating using intersectors. The algo-
rithm then proceeds by repeatedly alternating these two phases. As a side
effect, this organization of updating steps also enhances the performance
of the DNF minimization algorithm, since by delaying its application, the
amount of redundancy increases. The algorithm can now be described as

repeat
exhaustively apply all possible projector steps;
recompute each intersector;

until no change;

Approximating Subsumption Relationships

We conclude this section by describing an enhancement the performance of
intersector recomputation. This modification is perhaps the most important
described so far. Consider an intersector X n Y. If con(X) = {A, BI and
con(Y) = fC, D) and in the least model of the equations, A C B and
C g D, then clearly the recomputation of the intersector can be reduced to
computing B n D. However, establishing whether subsumption relationships
such as A C B hold in the least model can only be done, in general, once the
least model is known. The approach used here involves approximating the
least model using the information contained in the array con. Specifically,
this array defines an equation for each variable X:

X = a, U... U a., where con(X) =•a,,...,a,).

Hence con can be considered to define a collection of equations in explicit
form, and this in turn defines an interpretation, call it 1•. This interpre-
tation represents the part of the least model that has been computed by the
algorithm so far. If .in denotes the least model of the constraints input to
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the algorithm, then I,(X) L t1,,(X) for all variables X appearing in the
input constraints.

Importantly, Z, provides a useful approximate of the subsumption re-
lationships that hold in ia, and can be used to simplify the intersector
computation as follows. First, we use 11.. to compute the non-redundant
components of the sets con(X). Let S be a set of constructed expressions,
let 7 be an interpretation and define that ce is a maximal element of S with
respect to I if ce E S and for each se' E S, I(se') 6 1(se). In other words,
there is no expression in S that is strictly larger than se. Then, given the
sets con(X), define for each X the set of maximal constructed expressions
as follows:

max-con(X) =I {ce E con(X) : ce is maximal wrt .T, (8.39)

If con(X) contains several maximal elements that are equal under -•,a, then
we put one of them in mazxcon(X) and discard the others. Finally, the
updating of each intersector is carried out using the constructed expressions
in maz.con instead of con.

In general, there is no formal connection between the subsumption rela-
tionships that hold in Ij,n and I-,,n, and the sets max.con(X) are essentially
arbitrary subsets of con(X). However, in practice the correlation between
the subsumption relationships that hold in 1in and -I, is dose, especially
after the early stages of the algorithm. In essence this is because T•, in-
creases quickly in the early stages of the algorithm, and for most of the
algorithm's execution it closely approximates I1,n. We shall provide some
empirical evidence to support this claim in the next section.

We now briefly outline the correctness of this modified intersector recom-
putation. Since the modified intersector recomputation serves to reduce the
number of constructed expressions that would otherwise be generated, the
main change in the proof from the basic intersection-projection algorithm
relates to completeness. In essence, the key to the proof involves showing
that the modified algorithm produces sufficient constructed expressions so
that I is a model of the constraints. Modifications to the previous com-
pleteness proof are needed when the definitions of transformations are used
to argue that, on termination, certain constraints are present. The main ob-
servation required is that when mazxcon is computed from con using (8.39),
the explicit form constraints described by max-con, call them Cn.,g,., are
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such that 1m(Cm, .c,) = I,.

Additional Improvements

The preceding sections contain only the major design decisions of our im-
plementation. However, there are number of minor modifications which, in
sum, have an important impact on the systems performance. We now very
briefly summarize a number of these. During the execution of the algorithm,
many variables have the same con sets. Typically the number of distinct sets
con(X), where X ranges over all set variables, is approximately a third of
the total number of set variables. Hence a number of operations only need to
be computed once for each distinct set con(X), and this can lead to impor-
tant savings, particularly in the subsumption component of the algorithm.
The computation of intersectors is another place where many improvements
can be made. First, it is worthwhile to store the sequences of constructed
expressions that have been considered at each intersector. Then, when re-
computing an intersector, any sequence that has been generated previously
can be ignored. Second, an intersector only needs to be recomputed if the
variables on which it depends have changed since the last time it was re-
computed. By keeping track of the changes to these variables, the number
of intersector recomputations can be reduced by up to 50%.

8.5 Empirics

The implementation described in this paper has been developed over a pe-
riod of three years. A very early version used an explicit representation
for constructed expressions. However the comparison of constructed expres-
sions was prohibitively expensive and only very small programs could be
analyzed. The next version employed integer term representation as well
as an early form of the modifications for intersector simplification described
in the previous section. Most of the basic notions described in this paper
were contained in this version. The current version re-implements these
notions more efficiently and makes greater use of dependency directed up-
dating. The subsumption algorithm was completely redesigned using bit
vectors. The system consists of approximately 4,500 lines of Standard ML
(this includes programs to construct the set constraints corresponding to a
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VI (Nov 89) V2 (Nov 90) V3 (Nov 91)
time eqns time eqns time eqns

nrev-bu 0 18 0.03 14 0.01 10
nrev-td 3.7 50 0.48 48 0.21 35
imp-bu 1 2801 400 11 4.71 233 0.91 128
imp-td 1 ??I ??71 211 459 5.3 372
dnf-bu >2600 1>511 11 2.1 1142 H0.65 96M
dnf-td ?? ?? 11 210 1002 12.59 440

Table 8.1: Impact of Design Decisions

program as well as the set constraint solver and its front end).

Table 8.5 compares these three versions of the algorithm. The bench-
marks used in this table are based on three small logic programs. The first
is the standard naive reverse program for reversing lists program (which
consists of four rules, two of them facts). The second is an interpreter for a
simple imperative programming language similar to the language outlined
in Chapter 3. This program consists of 55 rules, 25 of them facts. The
third program is a program to convert a propositional logic formula into a
formula in disjunctive normal form. It contains 32 rules (10 facts and 22
non-facts with an average of about 2 body atoms per non-fact rule) and
contains a large number of mutually recursive calls. For all of these pro-
gram, we consider the set constraints corresponding to both bottom-up and
top-down left-to-right execution. For each version of the algorithm and each
benchmark, we give the time taken to run the benchmark and the number
of equations generated. All timings are on a Sun Sparc 1+ (24MB) running
Mach and using version 0.75 of Standard ML of New Jersey. Note that
for the larger examples, the difference between the first and third imple-
mentations is in excess of one thousand. In fact timings for a number of
benchmarks could not be obtained using the first implementation.

We now give more timings for the third implementation, with particular
emphasis on the design decisions outlined in the previous sections. Table 8.5
presents a breakdown of the time and space behavior of the algorithm. Two
additional benchmarks are used in this table. The constraints for these
benchmarks are given in Figure 8.7, where f' 1 (X) denotes 11 applications
of f to X and f-s(X) denotes 33 applications of the projector f-1 to X.
These are essentially pathological cases designed for testing the ro'bustness
of the intersector and projector parts of the algorithm respectively. Neither
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time space

total proj sub n con model
(secs) I(%) (%) (%) eqns n exps size

nrev-bu 0.01 0 100 0 10+0 0+0 11 10
nrev-td 0.21 10 76 14 20+15 8+5 20 26

imp-bu 1 0.9 8 851 7 11120+1381 13+12 1 119 1 473
imp-td 5.3 8 180 112 11246+126 1246+126 1231 1 110Ednf-bu 10.651 29 J68 1 3 11 88+8 13+4 1 821 1591
dnf-td 12.59 6 59 3511 156+284 53+254 1 313 1739E lcm 1 13.861 01 99 1 [1[ 3+142 3+1421 1711 148]
hcf 127.541 11 99 101 1+33 0+0 1 148 1_4

Table 8.2: Time and Space Measurements for V3

lcm hcf

X = a U f(X)
Y = a U f 13(y) X = a U f-3(X) U f 144(X)

Z=Xny

Figure 8.7: The lcm and hcf Benchmarks

benefits form the subsumption component of the algorithm.

For each benchmark, Table 8.5 gives timing information, equation counts
and an indication of the space used. The first column of the table is total
time, and the next three columns break this down into time spent on pro-
jectors, inferring subsumption relationships and intersectors, each expressed
as a percentage of total time. Column 5 gives the total number of equations
in the form z + y where z is the number of equations in the benchmark,
and y is the number of additional equations generated during execution.
Column 6 give the number of equations whose right hand side contains an
intersector. Again entries are of the form z + y where z is the number
of intersectors in the input equations, and y is the number of intersectors
introduced during execution. Columns 7 is the total number of distinct con-
structed expressions. Column 8 provides a measure of the complexity of
the least model constructed by the algorithm, and is obtained as follows.
First, list all of the sets max-con(X), for each set variable X. Some of these
sets will be the same (in which case the corresponding variables are equal
in the least model). The complexity measure is then obtained by summing
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subsumption no subsumption
time total con table time total con table

(secs) eqns exps size (secs) eqns exps size
nrev-bu 0.01 101 11 16 0 10 11 16
nrev-td 0.21 35 20 75 0.11 35 20 75
dnf-bu 1 0.65 96 82 1689 if 1.011 184 126 5309[
dnf-td 112.59 440 313 9317 s% 218 2669 1510 280K9
lcm I 13.86 145 171 292 0.26 145 171 292
hcf 27.54 34J 148 1644 0.31 34[ 148 1644g4

Table 8.3: Effects of the Subsumption Modification

the cardinalities of the distinct sets that appear in this list. These results
show that bottom-up constraints are substantially easier to solve than top-
down left-to-right constraints. This general relationship holds because, by
their nature, top-down constraints are more complicated and more accurate
than the bottom-up constraints. The subsumption approximation part of
the algorithm accounts for the majority of execution time. The 1cm and hcf
examples show extreme behavior. In the case of 1cm, the output for AX is
X = a U f 143 (X), and for hcf the output is AX = a U f 3 (X).

The driving example used during the development of this implementation
was the top-down left-to-right constraints for the dnf program. A number
of features of this program lead to top-down constraints that are unusually
expensive to solve. In particular, it was this program that motivated the
subsumption approximation part of the implementation. Table 8.5 illus-
trates the effects of the subsumption component of the algorithm on all of
the example constraints. For the analysis of nrev, and for the 1cm and hcf
constraints, there is little redundancy and the subsumption component is
expensive and provides no direct benefit. However for the more substantial
dnf program, it is dearly of benefit, and in the case of top-down analysis, it
is crucial. Specifically, in this case the difference in time is nearly a factor
of 20, and for one measure of memory usage (the number of entries in the
central hash table of the implementation), the difference is a factor of 30.
(In fact the measurements for this entry in the table had to be made on a
64MB DECstation 5000, and then converted to equivalent Sparc 1+ times).

Table 8.5 illustrates the dynamic behavior of the algorithm by giving
cumulative measures of the consumption of resources during execution of
the top-down dnf constraints. One "iteration" corresponds to an exhaustive
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Iterations
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

% time 2 8 18 31 47 61 81 91 100
% neqns 19 24 40 67 85 96: 100 100 -100

% model 23 43 58 68 78 86 93 100 100

Tabe 8.4: Cumulative Consumption of Resources During Execution.

application of the projector transformation followed by a recomputation of
each intersector. The measure of the amount of the least model computed
at each stage is obtained as follows. Let mazx-con(X)fui,.i denote the value
of the set maz..con(,) on termination of the algorithm. Let 6(X) denote
the proportion of the elements in mazxcon(X)IJin,1 that currently appear
in con(X), and this represents a pessimistic estimate of the proportion of X
that has been currently computed. Finally, the measure of the amount of
the least model computed is just the average of b(X) over all variables X
currently appearing in the equations. The behavior of this measure indicates
that the model grows quickly in the early stages, and that most of the time
is spent obtaining the last few components of the model. This supports
the notion that during most of the execution of the algorithm, mazxcon(X)
provides a fairly good approximation to the least model for the purposes of
obtaining subsumption relationships.

To illustrate the effects of the minimal dnf expansions component of in-
tersector simplification, we again use the top-down dnf constraints. When
applied to these constraints, the implementation constructs 1270 intersec-
tions. In comparison, a simple expansion of these formulas would have led
to 1921 intersections. Although this only represents a direct saving of 649
intersections, or about a third, the indirect savings, in terms of intersection
variables that do not need to be introduced, is more significant.

In summary then, we have worked with a moderate sized program (dnf)
that exhibits properties that are problematic for analysis, such as substantial
mutual recursion and intersection. Very significant progress has been made
and this example can now be analyzed within a reasonable time and space
bound. While this provides strong evidence that set based analysis can be
made practical, much work remains. Our experience suggests that a number
of components of the algorithm can be further improved. Currently the
major expense is the subsumption algorithm, and one reason for this is that
it is not by nature incremental. We are investigating ways of overcoming
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this, including trading some of its effectiveness for the ability to reuse results
from previous iterations. Another avenue for improvement lies in the use of
specialized hashing techniques.

Thus far we have focussed extensively on efficiency aspects of the anal-
ysis. However we have now reached a stage where moderate sized programs
can be analyzed. We therefore plan to use this implementation to investigate
set based analysis, with particular emphasis on the quality of the informa-
tion obtained1 and its relevance to compilation. Practical program analysis
must also deal with operations such as call, assert and retract. Preliminary
work suggests that it may be possible to directly modeled these operations
in a set constraint framework.

We conclude with a discussion of related work. Most of the work on
implementation of analysis for logic programs is based on abstract interpre-
tation and the algorithms used are fundamentally different from those for
solving set constraints. Our work is more closely connected to work on types
for logic programs in which types are defined by ignoring inter-variable or
inter-argument dependencies. Implementations have been reported in [55]
and [68], but the former does not focus on practical issues, and the latter is
not directly comparable to our work since it deals with type cheddng rather
than type inference. The most closely related work to ours is [4], which
describes an implementation of type inference for the functional language
FL. In very general terms their observations about the complexity of the
intersection operation are similar to ours. However, the two algorithms are
completely different in nature. In particular their algorithm does not include
the projection operation, and this appears to substantially alter the tradeoffs
and design decisions that are made. Furthermore, our implementation has
been specifically designed to deal with constraints where there is substantial
mutual dependency between variables. Such constraints are typical in the
constraints generated for the top-down analysis of logic programs.

1 As an example of the output of the algorithm, the top-down analysis of the dnf program
constructs the following set X to describe the set of terms that are the result of putting an
arbitrary input formula into dnf: X = or(X, X) U and(X, X) U not(C) where C describes the set
of propositional constants.



Part III

Extensions and Future Work

The developments of Parts I and II have focussed on approximat-
ing the run-time values of program variables in imperative and logic
programs. The main reason for this focus was to provide a concrete
setting for the formalization of set based analysis. However, the un-
derlying ideas of set based analysis are by no means restricted to this
kind of analysis. We now show how they can be extended to capture
information other than variable values, reason about inter-variable
dependencies, and analyze functional languages. The style of pre-
sentation for this part shall emphasize examples and intuition rather
than formal details.

We begin by outlining how set constraints may be used for com-
puting program properties such as modes (in logic programming)
and structure sharing. We then address the issue of inter-variable
dependencies. It is clear that many kinds of analysis benefit from
information about inter-variable dependencies, and in this respect
set based analysis is deficient. We therefore develop an approach
to program analysis that combines the accuracy of reasoning about
program structures inherent in set based analysis, with the ability of
abstract interpretation to reason about inter-variable dependencies.
This is carried out in the context of logic programs, and leads to a hy-
brid logic program analysis engine that is more accurate than either
abstract interpretation or set constraints. We conclude by outlining
how set based analysis may be applied to functional languages. We
focus on Standard ML, and illustrate connections with type systems,
particularly those based on simple subtypes.
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Chapter 9

Modes and Structure
Sharing

The core part of this thesis focuses on the possible run-time values of pro-
gram variable. However, the basic process of constructing set constraints
from a program and then solving these set constraints preserves numerous
structural properties of a program. It is therefore possible, with only minor
modifications to the set constraint algorithm, to compute approximations to
a variety of other program properties. We illustrate this with two kinds of
analysis. First, we outline the computation of instantiation levels of variables
during execution of a logic program (mode analysis). Second, we describe
the use of set based analysis to obtain information about the sharing of
structures between program variables. This chapter provides only an infor-
mal description of what is involved for these two extensions. Its purpose is
to demonstrate that the techniques of set based analysis are not tied to a
specific kind of analysis, just as they are not tied to a specific operational
model.

281
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X' T
,V -T(Retp)

XI3  p-I(Ret,) n qjj' (Retq)
3. -- p(X)I, q(X)I. P4 = y'(p-(Callp))

4 p(f(b,Y)). Z - fj'(p-'(Calp))
5. q(f(Z,c)). Callp = p(X1 )

Callq = p(X 2)
Retp = p(f(b,Y4 ))

Callp = q(f(Zs,c))

Figure 9.1: Mode Analysis Example

9.1 Mode Analysis

Mode analysis involves determining information about the instantiation of
variables during the execution of a program. For example, at some point
during program execution, a variable X could be uninstantiated (the values
of X are not constrained), instantiated to some fixed value (there is only
one possible value for X), or else partially determined (some of the structure
of X is fixed, but the value of X is not uniquely determined). In the first
case X is said to be free, in the second case X is said to be ground, and in
the third case X is said to be partially instantiated. Consider the (labeled)
program in Figure 9.1, and suppose that the goal +- p(X), q(X) is executed
in a left-to-right manner. When p(X) is selected from the goal, X is free.
When q(X) is selected, X is partially instantiated. Finally, when the goal
has completed execution, X is ground. Note how the instantiation of X
changes as the goal executes.

To illustrate the use of set constraints to compute mode information,
we shall focus on groundness information. That is, we shall seek to infer
when a program variable is ground. Throughout this chapter, we shall
use set constraints of the form A'1 = se1 ,...,X, = se, where A 1,...
are distinct set variables, and each sei is constructed from union, function
symbols, set variables and the intersection and projection operators. Recall
that in Chapter 8 we outlined how such constraints could be obtained from a
program (see Section 8.1, page 259). Such constraints are more compact but
slightly less accurate than SCp. Consider the program and its constraints
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shown in Figure 9.1. The output of the set constraint algorithm on these
constraints is:

X 1 D T
X2 ; f(b,Y 4 )
X3 _D f(b,c)
y4 D:: T

Z 5 D T

Now, if we interpret T as the set of all terms (not just ground terms), then
the least model of the above constraints is

X1 f-all terms)
X2 f {f(b,s) : s is an arbitrary term}

X3 f{f(b, c)}
y4 f. all terms}
Zs- f{all terms)

and this correctly describes information about the groundness of X during
program execution. This process can be formalized by re-interpreting set
constraints so that they map into arbitrary sets of terms, rather than sets
of ground terms. The details are considerable and are beyond the scope of
the thesis. We instead give some intuition and some further examples.

The underlying reason why set constraints can be used to obtain mode
information is that they correspond closely to the operational behavior of a
program. Broadly speaking, union is used to model rule choices, projections
are used to model the matching of one atom against another, intersection is
used to model unification, and top corresponds to an uninstantiated variable.
Moreover, the set constraint algorithm preserves this correspondence. In
particular, the simplification of the intersection operator (conservatively)
models the behavior of intersection. For example, the set expression f(b)n T
is essentially simplified into f(b), corresponding to the unification of f(b)
with an uninstantiated variable. Note that during the algorithm T cannot
be (safely) interpreted as an uninstantiated variable. Instead it must be
interpreted as an unknown structure. This is essentially because aliasing
effects are ignored.

Consider the append program in Figure 9.2. When such a program is
analyzed, we typically wish to infer properties such as: what are the possible
"modes" of calls to append, given that it is called with first and second
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2. 4-app(*, *,T)'.

3. app(nil,WW).
5. app(cons(X, L), Y, cons(X, Z))*4-app(L, Y, Z)4.

V2  = qpp'( Ret.)
W3= app(Callapp) n app-1(Ca~ll.)

X4 = Con$-' (app-1(Ca~ll0 p)) n cons-j' ( pp-1 (Call.,,))
-4 = ons-'(qpp-'(Cal1~pp))

34= app-1(Call~pp)
Z4- cons-1(app-'(Call.,,))

X" = con.s'( app jj(Call.pp)) n cons-(app-1(Call.pp))

V - cons-(appj'j(Call0 1 p,)) n app-1(Ret~pp)

YS- app-'(Callp,,) n app-1(Ret.,,,)
V = cons-'(app-'(CallQp)) n app-1(Retp,,)

Ret4,,p = app(nil, W3, WV) u app(co ns(X5 ,, C5), Y5 , cons(X5 , Z"))
Call8 ,, = app(cons(b, nil), corw(c, nil), V1 ) U app(4,3y4, Z4)

Figure 9.2: The Append Program and Its Top-Down Constraints
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arguments ground. To express this compactly, it is convenient to introduce
a new constant * to denote the set of ground terms. That is, T denotes all
terms and * denotes just ground terms. Corresponding to this new constant,
we have some new simplification rules:

= *

n= (s n.n s)
Note that n i t cannot just be simplified into t since t may contain non-
ground terms, but * n t is always ground. For example, * n f(T) is not the
same as f(T).

The implementation described in Chapter 8 has been extended to pro-
vide mode information using the methods just outlined. Although it adds a
number of special cases, particular during the computation of intersectors,
the overhead of these modifications appears to be negligible. In fact a num-
ber of the benchmarks used in Chapter 8 employ an initial goal involving *

and T. For example, the top-down benchmarks involving the naive reverse
program, the imperative language interpreter and the dnf program used the
initial goals 4--nrev(*, T), +--eval(*, T) and +-dnf(*, T) respectively. In each
case, the modes computed are the obvious ones (for example, all calls to nrev
have first argument ground, and all calls to append have first and second
arguments ground).

To give some intuition about the accuracy of the mode information gen-
erated, consider a simple abstract interpretation algorithm that uses the ap-
proximate values any and ground and represents substitutions as mappings
from program variables into {any, ground). The information computed by
the set constraint approach will be strictly more accurate than this simple
abstract interpretation algorithm. In particular, it will perform better on
programs involving structural information. For example, the set constraint
approach determines that after execution of the goal 4-p(f(X, b)) in the first
program of Figure 9.3, X will be ground, whereas the abstract interpretation
algorithm will be unable to determine this fact.

However, the set constraint approach ignores inter-variable dependen-
cies, and these are dearly important for mode analysis. For example, in the
second program of Figure 9.3, the set constraint approach is not able to de-
termine that after execution of 4-eq(X, Y), r(Y), the variable X is ground.
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4--p(Y), r(Y, X).-p(f(X,b)). •--eq(X, Y), r(Y). +p(U )'--(U').

p(U ).-q(U ). eq(U, U ). q(f)a, V ).

q(f(a, V)). r(a). q(f(a, V)).
r(f(Wl, W2), WI).

Figure 9.3: Three Programs Illustrating Accuracy of Mode Analysis

E-p(X,Y). 4-13(X,Y).p(z, Z) -.. q(Z). f b)f ))
q(f(b)).

Figure 9.4: Sharing of Structures Between Variables

In contrast, abstract interpretation approaches have been developed to cap-
ture information about the aliasing and sharing behavior of variables; see
[15, 27, 44, 51, 59] for example. These dependency-based approaches infer
that both X and Y are ground for this program. They are, however, rather
weak in reasoning about partially instantiated structures. For example, in
the first program, the dependency-based approaches cannot infer that X
is ground since this requires reasoning about the structure of the terms to
which U can be bound.

In summary, the set constraint approach is more accurate on some pro-
grams because of its superior ability to reason about term structure, and
the abstract interpretation approach is more accurate on some programs be-
cause of its ability to capture information about inter-variable dependencies.
Note that neither approach is able to determine that X is ground after the
execution of the goal 4-p(Y),r(YX) in the third program of Figure 9.3.
This motivates the development of hybrid approaches that incorporate set
based techniques (for reasoning about term structure) and abstract inter-
pretation techniques (for reasoning about dependencies). We shall consider
such an approach in Chapter 10.

9.2 Sharing Analysis

We now outline how set constraints can be used to obtain information about
the sharing of structures between program variables. Consider the two pro-
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grams in Figure 9.4. While the declarative semantics of both programs is
the same (the answer substitution for --p(X,Y) is [XF-+f(b),Y1-*f(b)] in
both cases), there axe important differences between these programs at the
implementation level. In particular, after execution of the goal in the first
program, it is usually the case that X and Y are bound to the same "copy"
of the structure f(b). In contrast, after execution of the goal in the second
program, X and Y are typically bound to different "copies" of the structure
f(b).

Such differences become important when one considers optimizations
involving reuse of structures. To illustrate such optimizations, consider the
following rule

p(X,Y,L) - q(X,LX), r(YLY), app(LX,LY,L).

where app denotes the standard list append predicate (which appears in
Figure 9.2). Suppose that it has already been determined that whenever this
rule is called, X and Y are both ground and do not contain any occurrences
of the list constructor cons, and L is free. Now, the rule executes by calling
q and r, which generate lists LX and LY from the input values of T and
Y, and then combining the results. If we can determine after execution of
q(X, LX) and r(Y, LY) that LX and LY are both ground and do not share
any cons symbols, then the operation of appending LX and LY to give
L can be significantly improved by modifying the execution of app so that
the structure of LX is reused. In effect, this modified append operation
destructively updates the end of the list LX to point to the list LY.

We now show how set constraints can be adopted to compute the kind
of sharing information needed for structure reuse optimizations. The set
constraints corresponding to the two programs in Figure 9.4 are given in
Figure 9.5. After substituting the definitions of Callp, Retp and performing
some obvious simplifications of the projection symbols, these constraints
become:

X1-T
YI= T X 1 = T
X 2  Z 4  

y 1 = T
Y2 .Z4 X =X2  f(b)
Z3 =T y2 = f(b)
Z4 Tn Tnf(b)
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2. --p(X,Y) 1 . 2. --p(X,Y)'.

4. p(Z,Z) - q(Z)3 . 3. p(f(b),f(b)).
5. q(f(b)).

Y 1 -=T
X2= p(Ret X'=T

P(=T

y2 = P l(Retp) Y 1 = T
51= pj(Callp) nl p-1(Callp) l= P(Retp)

V = p5'(Cal,) nlp-np(Callp) n q-(Ret.) y2 = p'(Retp)

Callp = p(X, 3yl) Callp = p(X, P")

Call_ = q(Z 3 ) Retp = p(f(b),f(b))

Retp = p(Z 4 , Z 4)

Retq = q(f(b))

Figure 9.5: Set Constraints for Programs in Figure 9.4

Consider giving a unique label to each occurrence of a function symbol in
the set constraints constructed from a program. Using labels (j,@ etc., the
above constraints become

X1 =T
Y' T X1 =T
X 2 = Z4 Y1 =T
y2 = Z4 X2 = •(b)
Z3 T rnf T Y1 = f0(61))
Z4 T Vn Tn 1004)

Now, the definition of interpretation of set constraints can be extended to
deal with labeled constraints as follows. First define that a labeled term
is a term in which some of the function symbols are labeled. Now define
that a labeled interpretation is a mapping from set variables into labeled
terms. Such an interpretation is extended to map from labeled set expressions
into sets of labeled terms. For example I(se, U se2) = I(sel) U Z(se2),

-1f 090) = f{Si: A 81l,... -,SO) E 17(se) or f A (sl,---,S... s ) E 17(se)) where

A ranges over labels, and T(T) is the set of all unlabeled terms. Models
and least models are defined in the expected way. For example, in the least
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models of the above constraints, the sets for A'2 and Y2 are respectively:

X' -A
2 = {fO(~ 1 fD(bP))}

y2 = {f(b0)} y2 = {f(b0)}

Now, in the least model of the first constraints, the sets for X 2 and Y2 contain
terms with common labels, and this indicates the possibility of sharing of
structures between these two variables. In contrast, in the least model of
the second constraints, the sets for X 2 and Y2 do not contain terms with
common labels, and this reflects the fact that there can be no sharing of
structures between these two variables.

Note that we have defined 1(T) to be the set of all unlabeled terms.
Otherwise we could not obtain any useful information from the least model
since it would indicate possible sharing between A'1 and Y*. Thus far we
have not considered how intersection is interpreted, and this represents the
most difficult part of the extension. Intuitively, intersection operations cor-
responds to unification operations during program execution. Now, suppose
that a variable X is bound to the term fJ(sl) and consider unifying this
with f@(S2). Although this unification step may change the structure of
sl, it cannot change the binding of X. That is, after unification, X is still
bound to an occurrence of f with label (&- To reflect this, we first define
a partial function A for combining labeled terms such that the leftmost la-
bel is preserved. Specifically, let tl,... ,t.. be labeled terms such that, for
some function symbol f, each ti is either of the form f•i(i, 1, ... ,t•,,) or
f(tjj,...,tj,,). Define that tj A... Amt,, is fA,(s 1,...,sm) where j > 1 is
the smallest index such that tj is of the form f(ti,, ,.. . ,ti,,n), and each
Sk = tl,k A ... A tn,k, k = 1..n. If j does not exist, then tj A - t- -" t is
f(si,.. . , s,). Finally, I(sei n ... n se,,) can be defined as follows:

s A ... A sm : si E I(sel),. .,m E , (se).

This means that n is no longer a commutative operation, and reflects the
complexity of reasoning about implementation behavior.

Corresponding to the changes in the interpretation of labeled set con-
straints, the transformations of the set constraint algorithm are appro-
priately modified. For example, the transformation for simplifying pro-
jections ignores labels, and simplifies both X D fj(fP(8 1, ... , S)) and

X D f'(f(s, ... ,s,.)) into A' D si. The transformation for simplifying in-
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tersection preserves the leftmost label. For example, X D T n fAl (s) fn fA2 (t)
is simplified into X D fP1 (VN) where N = KA(s) U f(t).

We remark that to prove such an analysis correct, we would need to
start with a much richer notion of operational semantics than has been
used to date. In particular, we would need an operational semantics that
characterizes the construction of term structures during unification in logic
programming implementations. We also note that a number of details have
been omitted in the analysis we have just outlined. For example, consider
the following program, and its (somewhat simplified) set constraints:

XI=T
YI-T

3. .- p(X,Y)I, r(Y) 2 . X2 Tl nW4
4. p(W,W). y2 =TfnW
5. r(a). X3 =TnW4

Y3 = Tnf•l a
W 4 =T

Now, because of the aliasing of X to Y, there is sharing of structure between
X and Y after the execution of the goal --p(X,Y),r(Y). However this is
not directly reflected in the set constraints for the program. This issue is
addressed through the use of labels on the T constants introduced for the
two occurrences of W. More generally, extensions are needed to deal with
multiple occurrences of variables in the heads of rules.



Chapter 10

The Unfolding Engine

In order to define a simple, intuitive notion of approximation, set based anal-
ysis ignores all inter-variable dependencies. In terms of accuracy, set based
analysis offers a superior ability to reason about data structures. The disad-
vantage is a complete inability to reason about inter-variable dependencies,
and it is clear that many kinds of analysis benefit from information about
such dependencies. This motivates an investigation of ways to re-incorporate
restricted forms of inter-variable dependency into set based analysis. Since
abstract interpretation offers a limited ability to reason about inter-variable
dependencies, it is natural to consider combinations of set based analy-
sis techniques (for accurate reasoning about data structures) and abstract
interpretation (for reasoning about inter-variable dependencies). In this
chapter, we present a hybrid algorithm for analysis of logic programs that
combines these techniques in way that enhances the effectiveness of both. In
particular, we describe a parameterized algorithm, called the unfolding en-
gine, that is strictly more accurate than either abstract interpretation or set
constraint approaches. Importantly, the underlying approach of unfolding
semantic constraints can be easily adapted to other programming languages.

291
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10.1 Motivation

In Section 9.1 we discussed the use of set constraints for mode analysis.
The advantage of the set constraint approach lies in its ability to accurately
and uniformly reason about structure, and this is particular important for
reasoning about partially instantiated terms. However, the set based ap-
proach ignores all inter-variable dependencies, and such dependencies axe
important for reasoning about modes. On the other hand, abstract inter-
pretation approaches to mode analysis are able to capture some information
about inter-variable dependencies, but are limited in their ability to rea-
soning about term structure. These differences are illustrated by the three
programs in Figure 9.3 on page 286. For the first of these programs, the set
constraint approach performs better than standard abstract interpretation
approaches. For the second, abstract interpretation approaches are superior.
The third program in the figure is

4-p(Y), r(Y, X).

p(U)4-q(U).
q(f(a, V)).
r(f(Wl, W2), WI).

and for this program, neither approach is able to determine that X is ground
after execution of the goal E-p(Y), r(Y, X). In this chapter we describe an
approach to analysis that addresses these deficiencies and is able to deter-
mine that X is ground.

Recall that abstract interpretation approaches to analysis can be viewed
as consisting of two main components: an abstract domain and an imple-
mentation of an iterative fixed point computation. Now, the key differences
between these algorithms usually pertain to the design of the abstract do-
main and its associated algorithms. Differences between the fixed point
computations are relatively minor (often algorithms differ because ad hoc
approximations are introduced for efficiency reasons). For this reason it is
possible to speak of an idealized generic algorithm or "engine" that encom-
passes the essence of the fixed point computations.

In this chapter we develop a new engine for logic program analysis. As in-
stances of this engine, we obtain analysis algorithms that combine the ability
of set based analysis to reason about structural information with the ability
of abstract interpretation to reason about dependencies between variables.
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The new engine is based upon the use of unfold transformations. While the
standard engine iterates over fixed semantic equations, this unfolding engine
iterates over dynamically changing equations. The main result shows that
the unfolding engine is uniformly more accurate than the standard engine
in the sense that, given an abstract domain, the output of the unfolding
engine, for any program, is more accurate than that of the standard engine.
We remark that this chapter contains essentially the same material as [26].

10.2 Collecting Semantics

Most program analysis start with what is essentially a representation of
an approximation of a program's collecting semantics. This is essentially
obtained by starting with semantic equations that characterize the collec-
tion semantics, and then replacing exact operations in these equations by
approximate operations. The analysis then proceeds by using these approx-
imate semantic equations. In contrast, the unfolding engine starts with a
representation of the collecting semantics that is exact, and changes the
representation during its execution.

We begin by describing the initial representation of the collecting seman-
tics. Again, the representation employs constraints rather than equations.
These constraints are similar to the environment constraints described in
Chapter 4. However the environment constraints provide a characterization
of the collecting semantics in terms of mappings from program variables to
values (ground terms), and so they are not well suitable to studying proper-
ties such as the instantiation level of variables. Moreover, the environment
constraints are based on a very abstract notion of operational model that
does not directly incorporate any notion of equation solving or unification.
Hence properties specific to the equation solving process cannot be inferred.

The new representation of collecting semantics commits to a specific op-
erational model based on unification (more generally, it would be appropriate
to employ operational models parameterized by some notion of constraint
solving). We begin by consider constraint corresponding to bottom-up ex-
ecution. Consider Figure 10.1, which contains the standard logic program
for appending two lists. Now, to construct constraints to capture the com-
puted answer substitutions obtained from executing the body of each rule
in this program, first introduce set variables If and #2 to represent the sets
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1. app(nil,WW).

2. app(X.Xs, Y,X.Zs)i--app(Xs, Y, Za).

Figure 10.1: Append Program

of answer substitutions for rules 1 and 2 respectively. Then construct the
following constraints:

VD J {mguOj)Is,

*2 { mgu (app(Xs, Y, Zs) = O (app(nil, W, W)) j~

D1, f mgu (Gpp(Xs, Y, Z-9) = 0 (aPP(XX.Xa, Y, X.Z~s)) Q2 : e E ju2} LS
where S and S2 denote the sets of variables in rules I and 2 respectively. The
function mgu denotes the unification algorithm at hand (we shall assume a
fixed unification algorithm throughout this chapter), which maps a set of
equations to its most general unifier. If the set of equations is empty, then the
identity substitution is returned. Where S is a set of program variables, the
function Is restricts the domain of a set of substitutions to the variables S.
For example, if 0 maps X into b, Y into c and maps all other variables Z into
Z, then {0}I{x) consists of the single substitution that maps X into b and
is the identity on all other variables. Finally, where t is a term (constructed
from predicates and function symbols), Itis denotes the renaming of the
variables in t into new variables so that var(Itiv) n S = {0.

A model of such constraints maps both %I and V2 into a set of substitu-
tions, such that each constraint is satisfied. Models are ordered component-
wise, so that Model1 •_ Model2 iff Modell(f) _ Model 2(f) for each variable
T . As an example,

q, .- f (W .-+ W)}

92Y [Y W , -- W , Y-W ,.
a Z'-. i [X Z3.-* X'.W Zs - X'.X".W

where X', Xl,... are new variables, is a model of the above constraints for
the append program. It is in fact the least such model (up to renaming of
new variables). It coincides exactly with the program's meaning in the sense
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that the set for VI consists of the computed answer substitutions obtained
when the body of the Oh rule is executed as a goal.

More formally, let P be a logic program and introduce variables IT for
each rule label in P. Recall that if a is a rule label, then var(a) denotes the
set of variables in the rule with label a. The constraints for P are defined
as follows.

Definition 19 (Bottom-up Semantic Constraints) For each rule RG E
with body Ar',..., A~n, construct the constraints

JmguA f=6B ) :191 E ?1@ A ... A On E T1 I

where the fli, i > 1, range over rule labels such that Bf' is a head atom in
P and Ai and Bi are compatible. fl

Before providing more examples, we first introduce an abbreviation for the
right hand sides of these constraints. Specifically, we shall abbreviate ex-
pressions of the form

{mgu(sl =i L=. #--)1 =I 0-(t) 1 ) E }V
var~)" vara)) i = 1..n I lua(a)

by ([s, = til,8 ... , [s. = tnli). Such an expression is called a cluster.
For example, the constraints for the append program (Figure 10.1) can be
written as follows. Note that the right hand side of the first constraint is an
empty duster.

IF I 01
1@ D ([app(Xs,YZs)= app(nil,W,W)]h) 2

%2 D ([app(Xs, Y, Zs) = app(X.Xs, Y, X.Zs)12)2

In general, expressions such as [s = t]. contained in dusters are called
groups, and the individual equations contained in groups are called group
equations. (Note that group equations are not pure equations; thus [s = t],
is different from [t = sa].) The subscript a indicates the rule a, and is called
the dependency of the group.
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1. p(f(X))--p(X), q(X), r(Y).

2. p(b).
3. q(W).

4. r(c).

V' 2 ( [p(X) = p(f(x))],, [q(X) = q(W)]3 , [fr(Y) = r(c)L,)

i1 2 (• ([p(X) = p(b)]%, [q(X) = q(W)13 , [r(Y) = r(c))1

,Q2 -D 0 2
,@3 :)0
jp 4 -: 0 4

Figure 10.2: Examnple Clusters Containing More Than One Group

Figure 10.2 contains another program and its semantic constraints, il-
lustrating clusters that contain more than one group.

In the least model, 9' is f (X " b, Y P-. c), (X e-. f(b), Y 1-- c), (X ,-
f~f~b)), Y - c),...}.I.

We conclude by describing the semantic constraints for top-down left-to-
right execution. Again, let P be a logic program and introduce variables Va
for each label a• in P. Recall that if cr is a rule label, then var(oa) denotes
the set of variables in the rule with label a, and if a is a body atom label,
then var(a) denotes the set of variables in the rule that contains the body
atom with label a. Also recall that goals are treated as rules without heads.
Using the abbreviated notation for dlusters, the top-down constraints for P
can be defined as follows.
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Definition 20 (Top-Down Semantic Constraints) For each rule R* E
P with body A', ... , Ar" and head Ao (if it exists), £Cp contains the con-
straints

Ifal' D ([Ao E Bo],o).
%P02 D ([Ao E Bo], 0 , [A l E BI],0 1)

j,@an 2 ([Ao E Bo],00, [A, E B1]01,... ,[An.... E n10i,

ipa D ([Ao E Bo]o, [Al E Bil]0 ..... [(An E BRl~o,)

where f3o ranges over body atom labels such that Bo0 is a body atom in P
and Ao and B0 are compatible, and the [)i, i >_ 1, range over rule labels such
that Bfi is a head atom in P and A, and BA are compatible. ['

If the rule R is a goal, then Ao does not exist, and the group [Ao E Bo]#. is
simply deleted from each expression. Figure 10.3 illustrates the construction
of the top-down constraints using the append program.

Consider the third rule of the program. Recalling the notation for pro-
gram points, point 4 denotes the point just before app(Xs, Y, Zs) is called,
and point 5 denotes the point after the body of the third rule has com-
pleted execution. There are six constraints corresponding to this rule. Two
of them define the set of substitutions encountered at point 4 (and corre-
spond the possibility that this rule can be called from two places in the
program), and four of them define the set of substitutions at point 5 (and
correspond to the four combinations of possible calls to this rule and re-
turns from app(Xs, Y, Zs)). Note that, strictly speaking, the second and
fourth constraints in this collection are omitted because app(nil, W, W) and
app(b.nil, c.nil, V) are not compatible.

10.3 Unfolding Semantic Equations

A key idea behind our engine is the substitution of one cluster into an-
other. Such a substitution step may generate a new cluster. The engine is
essentially an exhaustive application of this step. We now elaborate.
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2. 4--app(b.rnil, c.nil, V)l
3. app(nil, W, W).
5. app(X.Xs, YX.Zs)4-app(Xs, YZa)4.

,@2 2 ([app(b.nilc.nil, V) = app(nil, WW)]3 )2

qf 2 D ([app(b.nil, c.nil, V) = app(X.Xs, Y, X.Z.9)]s ) 2

,@3 2 ([app(nil,WW) = app(b.nil,c.nil, V)11)3

'93 D ( [app(nil, W, W) = aPP(XS, Y, ZS)]4)3

qP' 2 (Iapp(X.Xs, Y, X.Z-9) = app(b.nil, c.nil, V% ) 3

,@4 2 ([app(X.Xs, Y, X.Za) = app(Xs, Y, ZS)14) 3

*5 [app(X.Xs, Y, X.Za) = app(b.nil, c.nil, V%)]1 'S( [aPP(X3, Y, Zs) = app(nil, W, W)J3  13

D 2 [app(X.Xs, Y, X.Zs) = app(b.nil, c.nil, V%)]
~.[app(Xs, Y, ZS) = aPP(X.X, Y, X.ZS)]5S 13

1@5 2D (app(X'X$,YX.Z) = aPP(XS, Y, ZS)]4'

( [app(Xs, YZs) = pp(nil, WW)J3  13
415 D ( [app(X.Xs, Y, X.Zs) = app(Xs, Y, ZS)]4 '

S[app(Xs, Y, Zs) = app(X.Xs, YX.ZS)15 1 3
Figure 10.3: Top-Down Semantics Constraints for Append
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Consider a group 9 whose dependency a is a fact, that is, the rule with
label a has no body. Since the equation for rule a is of the form ' __D (),
any model of the semantic constraints must map Ta to the singleton set
consisting of the identity substitution. Hence g has a fixed interpretation in
any model, and can be thought of as representing a fixed set of substitutions.
Call such groups 9 terminal. A group is in substitution form if the left hand
side of each equation therein is a variable; a duster is in substitution form
if each of its groups is in substitution form.

We illustrate informally how such dusters are used as substitutions by
returning to the bottom-up constraints for the append program (Figure
10.1). By rewriting equations such as p(sa,... ,s,) = p(ti,. .. ,tn) into si =
ti,... , sn = tn, these constraints may be simplified as follows.

(E Xs. = nil]
2= Wz 's W 1 1]2

[Xs =X.Xs
IF2 Y y

Zs X.Z= 12)2

Denote the two clusters in the constraints for T 2 by c/1 and c12 respec-
tively. cll contains a terminal group 91 that represents the substitution
[Xso-.nil, Yi-+W, Zst-+W]. c12 contains a group g2 that is non-terminal.
By substituting cl into c12 , we obtain the new cluster:

Y = W (10.40)
Zs = X.W 11)

and this can be used to construct a new constraint for %2:

Xs = X.nil
D Y = W (10.41)

Zs = X.W 112

The correctness of a substitution step follows from the fact that it is essen-
tially an "unfolding" operation using the definition of Xs, Y, and Zs. That
is, the new expression (10.40) is subsumed by Cl2 in the following sense:
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in all models I of the original constraints, 1((10.40)) C T(CLh). Hence the
addition of the constraint (10.41) does not change the least model of the
constraints.

However, the new equation is more explicit in the sense that it displays
more elements of the set @2 (as terminal groups). Clearly the process of
unfolding of constraints can be repeated indefinitely to obtain new clusters
([Xs = X.X'.nil, Y = W, Zs = X.X'.W] 1)2 , ... , etc. Note that each such
cluster represents an answer substitution for the body of the second rule
of the append program. To obtain a terminating analysis algorithm, this
process of adding new clusters must be curtailed by using a notion of ap-
proximation. Consider approximating the new groups constructed during
the substitution step. Each such group is terminal and hence defines a fixed
set of substitutions. Hence any traditional means for approximating sub-
stitution sets can be employed (see, for example, [36]). We present one
formalization as follows.

Definition 21 An abstract domain V is a set of abstract formulas together
with (a) an abstraction function ABS that maps a set of variables and a set
of substitutions into an abstract formula, and (b) a concretization function
CONC that maps an abstract formula into a set of substitutions such that
CONC(ABS(S, 0)) ; 0 for all 9 and finite sets S of variables. (Typi-
cally, some further algebraic conditions are specified, but these will not
concern us here.) The definition of ABS and CONC induces a notion of
abstract unification1

V-unify(S,s,t,A) t141 ABS (s, {mgu(s = IG(t)L..(.)):OE CONC(,A)})

where s and t are terms, S is a set of program variables and A E V. [0

As an example, consider the propositional formula domain used by Mar-
riot and Sondergaard to capture relationships between groundness of vari-
ables [44]. Specifically, let V,.op consist of all propositional formulas over
program variables. For example, X, X A Y, X V Y, X 4 Y are three
formulas in V 1,op. In essence, each formula A denotes the set of substitu-
tions that satisfies A. If A is a variable, say X, then 0 satisfies A if O(X) is

1 For pragmatic reasons, some analysis algorithms do not implement D.-nify exactly, but in-
stead use a conservative approximation.
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a ground term. The definition of satisfies is extended to non-variable formu-
las using the interpretation of the propositional connectives. For example,
the proposition X V Y is true in 0 if 0 grounds either X or Y. Similarly
X A Y is true if 0 grounds both X and Y, and X .4= Y is true if 0 either
grounds both X and Y or grounds neither of them. CONC and ABS can now
be defined as follows:

CONC(A) =ef f0 : 0 satisfies A}

ABS( ) def (the strongest proposition A such that

= var(A) C S and A is true for all 0 E e

For instance, mgu(X = f(a,Y)) can be approximated with respect to vari-
ables {X,Y} by the formula X o Y; similarly mgu(Xs = X.nil, Y =
W, Zs = X.W) with respect to {Xs, Y, Zs} can be approximated by (Xs A

Y .#* Zs).

Returning to the bottom-up semantic constraints for append, we recall
that the unfolding process may generate an unbounded number of new clus-
ters. This can be curtailed using the abstract domain Vp,,p in a straightfor-
ward way: approximate any new groups g constructed during the unfolding
step using ABS. Hence, instead of producing the constraint (10.41), the first
unfolding step now produces the constraint

,@2  D ( [Xs A Y #-* Z])2

Note, however, that this approximation of the unfolding step loses a
significant amount of structural information. In fact, when a group 91 is
substituted into a group 92, the resulting duster loses all information about
these two groups except for that contained in the D-approximation. A
key observation of this paper is that the group 92 can in fact be retained.
Specifically, we define that the substitution of G, into g2, which originally
yielded a single group [Xs A Y -=* Zs], now yields two groups:

Xs = X.Xs 1
[Xs A Y.-* Zs and 1' = Y

sZs = X.Zs 2

In other words, the group Q2 remains after the substitution, and is marked as
a residual group (indicated with the superscript with @). It is these residual
groups that provide our engine with the ability to reason about structures.
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10.4 The Engine

We begin with some definitions. We write i to denote a sequence of terms
Si ... , Isn. Similarly, if i denotes sl,...., 8s. and i denotes t, ,..., t,, we write

S= 1 to denote the sequence of equations si = t1 ,...,s, = tn. An exact
group is of the form [s, = ti,... ssn = tn]a where the si and ti are program
terms (constructed from function and predicate symbols and program vari-
ables). We shall frequently write exact groups using the sequence notation
as [,9 = tj]. An exact group is terminal if the rule with label a is a fact.
Some exact groups may be marked residual during execution of the engine.
An approximate group is defined with respect to a given abstract domain
V); it is simply of the form [A]. where A E V. A group is an exact or ap-
proximate group. A cluster is of the form (C1 ,..,Cn)a where each 9i is a
group. In the previous section, semantic constraints were constructed from
a program, and these form the starting point of the unfolding engine. At
all times, corresponding to each rule R*, there is a collection of constraints
of the form 1V D cl where cl is a cluster and V1 is the distinguished set
variable corresponding to rule label a.

Let 9 be the exact group [i = tj,. C is in substitution form if ; is
a sequence of variables. Now, suppose that 9 is in substitution form and
let Xl,... ,Xn be a listing of the variables in var(g). Now define subs(C)
to be the set of all substitutions of the form [X1.-+u,,...,Xmi4u.] such
that Xi = ui appears in C, i = 1..m. In essence, subs(G) consists of all
substitutions defined by taking subsets of the equations in C such that each
subset contains exactly one equation for each variable X,, i = 1..m. A
cluster is in substitution form if each group therein is either an approximate
group, or a terminal group in substitution form, or is marked as a residual
group. An exact group can be made into substitution form by deleting
certain equations:

f, = [X = t: X = t E and X is a variable

This operator will be used exclusively in the construction of residual groups.

The basic operation of the unfolding engine is the notion of substituting
a cluster in substitution form into a group. What results is a new cluster.
First define the composition of an exact group with an approximate group
as follows:
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i ti.1 o [A]#. dle [D-tsnif(S, g, i, A)]#

where S denotes var(si,... ,Sn), and D-unify(S,i,,.A) denotes the exten-
sion of D-unify to sequences:

D-unifi,(S,j,t!,A) =e ABS (S' fmgu (1 = 11~t 9(i))ia : 0 E CoNc(A)J.

Here IWtar(i) renames the sequence 0(1) so that it hau no variables in
common with var(g).

Similarly, the composition of an exact group with an exact group in
substitution form can be defined:

[Clao0[± =fi], =i [s = tO: (s=t) E C and 0 E subs I ii 1s)

where S denotes the variables in the right hand sides of the equations in E,
that is S = U(,=t)_e var(t). Intuitively, the renaming operation Iuils in this
definition is required because there is a renaming operation implicit in the
interpretation of both of the exact groups [Cl 0 and [X" = fi]p, but there is
only one such operation in the resulting group. In particular, without this
renaming, [X = f(W, Y)]o [Y = W], would incorrectly yield [X = f(W, W)].

We also define an approximate notion of the composition of an exact
group with an exact group in substitution form. Specifically, where [(1], is
an exact group and [62]p is an exact group in substitution form, define that
the approximate composition [(1]a o [621# consist of two groups. The first
group is simply the D-approximation of [(1], o [(210:

[ABS (S, mgu ([o6] 0 [E2]#))]#

where C, is i = i and S is var(g). The second group is a subset of [C11] o
[C21# selected by the function select. Specifically, if C2 is X" = fi, then
select ([E4]., [.2]#) is defined to be

[ toi: (s =t) E C1and 0E subs (fX= I~is)1
and either t is a variable or ItOe = Itl

where S denotes the variables in the right hand sides of the equations in C1,
and ItI is the number of symbols in the term t. Intuitively, select chooses
equations from [61]. o [E]2 in such a way that the size of any term therein
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does not exceed the size of the terms in the original equations [E],, and [6216.
For example, if [t],, and [C2]p are [X = W 1,Y = f(W 1),Z = f(W 2)]Q and
[W1 = g(a),W 2 = V]0 respectively, then [Cf] o [2]b, is [X = g(a),Y =
f(g(a)), Z = f(V)]#. However select([E]i, [621p) will contain the first and
third equations, but not the second because f(g(a)) is too big. As we see
later, it is possible to consider other definitions of select.

We are now in a position to define the main step of our engine.

Definition 22 (Unfolding Step) Let cld be a cluster containing a non-
terminal group 9. Let c12 be a cluster in substitution form. Construct a new
cluster by replacing 9 in cl, by all of the following groups:

* a, and this group is marked as residual;

* C o [A], for all approximate groups [A] E C12, and

G Co [E]., for all exact groups [C]. E c12.

We say that this new cluster is the result of substituting c12 into cl & .

0

For example, let cl and c12 be the following two clusters (where, for sim-
plicity, we have omitted the subscripts on dusters and groups):

([x=f(Y) ]Y) L (Z cv

The substitution of c12 into cll at the group [X = f(Y)], using the abstract
domain D,,p, results in the following cluster:

[x= f(u)

[x = f(V)

[true]
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The first group [X = f(Y)] in this duster is residual. The second group
[X = f(U)] is obtained from select([X = f(Y)] o [Y = U, Y = g(b),Z = c]).
(Note that the equation X = f(g(b)) is omitted by select.) The third
group [X] is approximate, and is obtained from ABS({X), mgu([X = f(Y)] o
[Y = U, Y = g(b), Z c c])). It contains the proposition that X is ground.
The fourth group [X = f(V)] is obtained from select([X = f(Y)] o [Y =
V]). Finally, the fifth group [true] is approximate and is obtained from
ABS({X}, Mgu([X = f(Y)] o [Y = V])).

We now define how unfolding steps are applied to a collection of semantic
constraints. Let C be a collection of semantic constraints and consider the
following transformation step.

Transformation 19 (Unfolding) If C contains the constraints * D cl1
and TOl D c12 such that cl contains a group [E],J and cl2 is in substitution
form, then let c13 be the result of substituting c12 into cl, at the group [E]a,
and construct the constraint To Q cl3. If this constraint does not appear in
C, then the unfolding step is said to be effective, and the constraint is added
to C.

The complete engine is presented in figure 10.4. It is essentially an ex-
haustive application of the unfolding step just defined. Note that before an
unfolding step is performed, it is necessary to perform some basic simplifi-
cation steps. These straightforward simplifications 2 are:

e replace a group equation of the form f(si,... ,s,•) = f(ti,... ,t,•) by
s1 = tI,..., Sn = tn;

o replace any group of the form [S1 = tl, ... . ,s = t4], where one of
the equations is of the form f(u 1 ,. . . ,u,) = W and W is a head-
only variable, by [si = tiO,... , s•n = t,481 where 0 is the substitution
[Wi-.f(W1,..., Wk)] and the variables WI,..., Wk are new variables.
(Intuitively, a group such as [f(X) = W, Y = W] does define a substi-
tution, but is not in substitution form. This simplification step reme-
dies the problem by transforming it into [f(X) = f(W 1),Y = f(W1)1,
which in turn can be simplified into [X = W1,Y = f(W 1)].)

2 We also observe that we can effectively ignore any constraint of the form X D d such that cd
contains either (a) a group equation of the form f(8-) = g(t), f 0 g, or (b) two group equations of
the form X = f(() and X = 9(t), f # s.
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input an arbitrary program P;

obtain the semantic constraints associated with P;

repeat
exhaustively apply the basic simplification steps;

apply an effective unfolding step if possible;

until the constraints do not change;
delete all residual groups3 ;

output all constraints involving substitution form dusters;

Figure 10.4: The Unfolding Engine

[ f(X) = U12  w] )• - [X - (W1, W2), Y -w]313

1. E--p(f(X)), q(X,Y). 2' - ([U = g(c,W3)14)•b)
2. p(U)4--r(U). %'2 : ([u f(= s)(c)
3. q(g(W1,W2),W1). %3 D ()3

4. r(g(c, W3)).

5. r(f(V))4-r(V). _:) ()

it5 ([V =g(c, W3)I4)~d

O (v= f(V)s) `)

5.5

Figure 10.5: Example to Illustrate Execution of Unfolding Engine

When no more effective unfolding steps can be performed, all dusters in
substitution form are output after first deleting any residual groups. Such
clusters represent fixed sets of substitutions because the groups they contain
are independent of the values given to the *1 variables. The important point
here is that the output is an ezplicit representation of a set of substitutions
for each variable V". A post-processing phase may then be applied to extract
the specific information sought.

Consider the program and its (simplified) semantic constraints shown
in Figure 10.5. The labels (a), (b), ... are used to identify dusters in the

3 These groups in fact do contain some structural informatio. We address the issue of extract-
ing this information in the next section. For now, we shall simply ignore them.
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following discussion. Two of the dusters in the constraints are in substi-
tution form, namely (b) and (d). Using these dusters, the following three
unfolding steps can be performed: duster (b) can be substituted into (a)
and duster (d) can be substituted into (c) and (e). These three unfolding
steps respectively result in the following new constraints.

V ( [f(X) = g(c, W3)]4  M

_ [X = g(W1, W2), Y = W113 ) 1

- [trUe4 ) 2

In the first of these unfolding steps, there is no residual group in (f) because
[C] = [] when [C] = [f(X) = U]. The new constraint involving (f) is vacuous
because it contains the conflicting group equation f(X) = g(c, W3).

Next, dusters (g) and (h) can be used in unfolding steps. We omit
the details for (h) since these steps do not lead to any new constraints.
Substituting (g) into (a) yields the constraint( [( X ) = f ( V ) ] s W I

[true]4 )h
[X = g(W1, W2), Y = W113

which is subsequently simplified into

S[X = V]S W
•,1 • [t,.,,],,

[X = g(W1, W2), Y = W113

Now, there are two possible substitutions into this new duster: (d) into
(j) and (h) into (j). These two substitution steps respectively yield
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(x [=Viso (k)
[X = 9(c, W3)J4•z • [true]4

[X = g(W1, W2), Y = W1]3

' IX = 0(V)]5

-- [trU1•e4

[X = g(WI,W2), Y = WI]3

The second constraint is vacuous because it contains the conflicting equa-
tions X = f(V) and X = g(W1,W2). At this point the engine termi-
nates, and outputs the constraints involving the following dusters: (b),
(d), (g), (h), and (k). The only output constraint for *1 is that involv-
ing cluster (k). This duster represents the fixed collection of substitutions
given by mgu(X = g(c,W3),X = g(W1,W2),Y = WI) conjoined with
true. This in turn can be simplified and projected onto {X,Y} to obtain
{(X•-*g(c,t), Y,-c) : t is any term} from which we can deduce that Y is
ground.

To see the need for residual groups in the above example, consider re-
moving the residual group in (g). Then the group [f(X) = f(V)]s would
not be in (i), and this implies that the group [X = V]s would not be in (j),
and this implies that the group [X = g(c, W3)]4 would not be in (k). Hence
it cannot be inferred that Y is ground.

One could raise the question as to why the group in (c), which gave rise
to the residual group in (g), could not itself be used for substitution into
(a). (That is, consider substituting (c) into (a).) Allowing this implies that
groups that are neither terminal nor residual are allowed to be substituted
into other dusters. Hence many more unfolding steps are permitted in
general. Moreover, this results in substantial loss of information. To see
this, consider the program and (simplified) semantics constraints in Figure
10.6. The engine dictates that duster (o) is first substituted into cluster (n)
to obtain the constraint:

q• ([XI= (Yý), X2= f(Y 2)J] \(P)

Cluster (p) is then substituted into duster (m) to obtain (after simplifica-
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G1D( U1 = f(XI) ]I(•

- (u2) = X2 12)-I(
*1. +-P(Ui,f(U2 )). i2 X1 = f (YI) ()2. p(f(x I), X 2) +- q(X I, X2). A2 = Y•1 ) 2n

3. q(f(Y1 ),f(Y2 )) - r(Y1 ,Y2). - X 2  f(Y 2) )2

4. r(f(X),f(X)). 23  D Y2=f(W) p4(o

LY2 = f(W) ]4)(30
,@ 4 ()4

Figure 10.6: Example Illustrating the Order of the Unfolding Steps

tion):

S[UI = f(XI12 )(q)

p1 :) [U12 = Y213
[uI = U214)1

Finally, duster (o) is substituted into (m) to obtain the constraint

[U2-" f(X1(W) (4

The engine then terminates and outputs the constraints involving dusters
in substitution form. Now, the only constraint output for *1 is the last
constraint added involving duster (q). Hence, we may conclude that U1 is
ground iff U2 is ground.

Now, suppose that we allow the substitution of duster (n) into (M),
obtaining 10 2 ([U1 = f(Xl)]6, [U2 = Y2], [true]), and then using (o)
to substitute into this, we obtain I'1 D ([U1 - f(X 1)J]@, [U2 = Y2]@,
[U2 = f(W)], [true]). Since the cluster in this constraint is in substitution
form, it is output. Clearly it forbids the inference that U1 is ground if[
U2 is ground. hituitively, the problem here was that the substitution of
(n) into (m) was performed before the information from (o) was used; this
information could not be recovered later.

In order to prove correctness of the engine, it is necessary to first define
the meaning of semantic constraints used by the engine. While the meaning
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of initial semantic constraints obtained from a program has already been
outlined (see Definition 19), we now have to define the meaning of the dus-
ters constructed by the algorithm, and in particular, deal with approximate
groups.

If 01 and 02 are substitutions, then let 01 o 02, the composition of 01 and
01, be the substitution that maps X into 01(02 (X)) for all program variables
X. Also, write 01 _• 02 if there exists a substitution 0 such that 02 = 0 o 01.
Now, let mgi be a function that maps a sequence of substitutions 01,..., O,
into a most general instance of the substitutions 0i, if one exists. That is,

09 _ mgi(O5,...,O,), i = 1..n, and for any other substitution 0, if 6i • 0,
i = 1..n then mgi(01,... ,OR) _< 0. For example, mgi([Xi-.f(W),Y.-*a],
[X'-*f(b)]) is [X.-,f(b), Yo-+a] (or some renaming thereof). Next, define a
function join that essentially maps a set S of variables and a sequence of
substitutions 01,... ,8n into mgi(01,... ,8O)Is after first renaming the vari-
ables in the domains of 0i,..., 0n to avoid variable conflicts. More formally,
define join(S,01,... ,On) by first picking a sequence of renamings V1,-.. .,19

such that the sets of variables Uxrsvar(ei(Oi(X))), i = 1..n, are disjoint.
Then define join(S,01 ,... ,0n) to be mgi( o001,..., 0, oO ,)S. For example,
join(S, [X-* f(a), Yt-. W], [X#-,W]) is equivalent to mgi([X,--+f(a), Y,-* W1 ],
[XW-.+W 2])Is where W1 and W2 are new variables. Finally, extend the join

function to apply over sets: joins(Ol,. .. ,On) V {joins(01,..., 0,) : 0i E
Oi,i = 1..n}.

An interpretation I of a collection of semantic constraints is a mapping
from each variable VP into a set of substitutions, denoted 1(**). Such a
mapping is extended to exact groups as follows:

i[= =7.) n {mgu (S.=I0a) iI ) :OE I(VI )

Similarly, 1([A]a) = CONc(A). The interpretation of dusters employs join
as follows:

I(0 1 ,...,9)))•e = join(var(),),(Gi),...,T(G,)).

As usual, an interpretation I is a model of a collection of semantic constraints
if T(TP,) ;2 1(cl) for each constraints 'P 2 d in the collection. A collection C
of semantic constraints is guaranteed to have a least model (modulo variable
renaming), and this shall be denoted by lm(C). Finally, the correctness of
the engine can be characterized as follows:
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Theorem 11 (Correctness and Termination) Let P be a program and
let V be a finite4 abstract domain. Then the unfolding engine terminates
on P using V, and the least model of the output semantic constraints is a
conservative approzimation of the collecting semantics of P.

Proof Outline: Let Cp be the semantic constraints for P. The first part of
the proof establishes that lm(Cp) corresponds to P's collecting semantics.
The proof is essentially similar to the proof of correspondence between envi-
ronment constraints and collecting semantics (see Chapter 4), although the
intermediate step of defining a ground collecting semantics is not needed.

The next part of the proof establishes that the algorithm constructs
a conservative approximation of lm(Cp). Let Ctoop denote the constraints
obtained after execution of the main repeat-until loop of the unfolding
engine. Let - denote the constraints obtained by deleting the residual
groups from C1.op, and let Ci,,.l denote the final constraints, that is those
obtained by selecting only the constraints involving substitution form dus-
ters from - Now, the main loop of the algorithm merely serves to add
constraints to Cp. Moreover, the original constraints in Cp do not contain
any residual expressions. Therefore, Cp is a subset of both Ctoo, and ,
and so lm(Cp) g

The main part of the correctness proof establishes that the exhaustive
application of the unfolding step generates sufficient substitution form dus-
ters that these clusters alone characterize the least model of , In
essence we prove a form of completeness of the unfolding step with respect
to the least model. The proof of this requires reasoning about the specific
formulation of the unfolding step.

Termination is proved by showing that there are only a finite number -if
different dusters that can be produced. This is essentially because during an
unfolding step, the function select ensures that the size of terms appearing
the new duster are not larger than those appearing in the previous dusters.
The main complications are (a) the part of the simplification step that deals
with head only variables, since this step can increase the size of terms and
introduce new variables, and (b) the renamings of equations during the
unfolding step, since this may introduce new variables. A key part of the

4 Some algorithm. use domains satisfying a weaker condition such as the "finite ch-an" property.
Our engine can in genera be adapted to terminate on such domains. We omit the details for
simplicity.
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termination proof is that the number of new variables can be bounded. [

10.5 Variations of the Engine

The main parameter of the engine is the domain used for approximation. We
now discuss two other parts of the engine where there is scope for variation.

Consider the select function that is used to curtail the growth of group
equations. Another reasonable definition of select can be obtained by using a
uniform bound on the size of terms, the so-called "depth-k" approximation.
The important point is that the use of any select function does not affect
correctness. It will, however, affect accuracy and termination. In general,
using a smaller or more restrictive function will make the proof of termina-
tion easier (and can also enhance efficiency). Using a bigger function, on
the other hand, is more accurate, but it complicates the termination proof
in general.

Next consider the output of the engine. As defined, this consists of a
collection of clusters in substitution form. Such a collection is an explicit
definition, for each program rule, of a set of substitutions. However, to max-
imize the structural information obtained from the engine, residual groups
should not be deleted upon termination. This however raises the problem
that if clusters contain residual groups, then they are no longer an explicit
representation of a set of substitutions. In fact, the sets of values defined by
(the least model of) these equations are, in general, not decidable.

Perhaps the best general technique for extracting information from these
residual groups is to approximate them by interpreting them as set con-
straints, and then employing the intersection component of the intersection-
projection algorithm described in Chapter 7. It is important to note that
the engine as stated already has much of the analytical power of the set
constraint approach to analysis. Indeed the third program in Section 10.1
shows that it is sometimes strictly more accurate than the set constraint
approach. By augmenting the engine output with the residual groups, and
applying the intersection algorithm, the engine in fact becomes uniformly
more accurate than the set constraint algorithm.
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0. initialize the array value;

1. repeat
2. oldvalue:= value;
3. for each rule in P with label a and body A
4. value[a = U D-unify (var(c), AfA0, valueo l)

5. until (value = oldvalue) break;
6. output value;

Figure 10.7: The Standard Engine (Bottom-Up)

10.6 Comparison with Abstract Interpretation

It is difficult to provide a uniform characterization of the many abstract in-
terpretation based algorithms for logic program analysis that have appeared
in the literature. This is because each algorithm is designed with differ-
ent criteria. In particular, ad hoc approximations are often introduced for
efficiency reasons. However, these differences are rarely fundamental from
a conceptual point of view. Consequently, it is possible to define an ide-
alized engine that encompasses the essence of the abstract interpretation
technique underlying these algorithms, and is at least as accurate as any of
them. We call this idealized engine the standard engine, and we now outline
its definition.

In general, each analysis algorithm starts by associating a value from the
chosen abstract domain with designated parts of the program. The operation
of the algorithm then consists of repeatedly recomputing each value from
the values previously computed. For a bottom-up analysis, an informal and
simplified outline is given in Figure 10.7. The variables value and oldvalue
are arrays indexed by rule labels. The sequence j in line 4 ranges over all se-
quence of rule labels #3,. ,, such that the head of the rule with label fi is
compatible with the iAh atom of A (the body of the rule with label a). h- de-
notes the sequence B 1,..., B,, such that Bi is the head of the rule with label
Pi. value[/3] denote the sequence of abstract values valueL'i],..., value[jj,3].
Finally, the expression D-unify(var(a), A,[?#, valuepj]) is intended to de-
note the result of abstractly unifying A with the rule heads VB, in the
context of the abstract values valueLt], and restricting the variables in the
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____initial 1 2 3 4
1. -eq(X,Y),p(f(YZ)). iiil I-
2. p(U)X- q(U). value[l] false false false false X.-+Y

2. p(U V)) - (U). value[2] false false false true true
3. q(f(W,V)) () value[3] false false W W W
4. r(c). value[4] false true true true true
5. eq(S,S). value[5] false true true true Itrue

Figure 10.8: Example Execution of the Standard Engine

resulting abstract value to var(a). More formally, if S is a finite set of pro-
gram variables, A denotes A1,..., An, B denotes 31,..., Bn, and .4 denotes
Ai, ... ,A,, then V-unifby(S,A,B,.A) is(A, = IO(Bj)Ivar(A1)ABS~ (S,.• )IuAn=101 ,1a(An) : i E CONc(.Ai),i -- 1..n

Figure 10.8 contains an example execution of the standard engine. The
abstract domain used here is Vpo.p Note that the ith column describes value
after i iterations of the main loop of the standard engine.

We can also define a standard engine for top-down analysis. An informal
outline of this is given in Figure 10.9. The variables value and oldvalue are
arrays indexed by labels (including rule labels and body atom labels). The
sequence 1 in line 5 ranges over all sequence of labels 13o,fi•,...,1f3 such
that 60 is a body atom label and the body atom with label 30 is compatible
with A0 , and each fli, i > 1, is a rule label such that the head of the rule
with label /3i is compatible with Ai. /9A denotes the sequence B0,...,Bj
such that B0 is the body atom with label #0, and each Bi, i > 1, is the
head of the rule with label fli. valueLj] denote the sequence of abstract
values value[f3o], values[#,],..., value[fli]. We note that the usual notions of
computing the call and return substitutions for each rule, are subsumed in
the standard engine by the computation of the substitutions encountered at
each program point.

Both the bottom-up and top-down standard engines are parameterized
by an abstract domain D. These two engines capture the essence of most
of the abstract interpretation algorithms in the literature. For example, the
bottom-up engine applies in the case of [27, 43], and the top-down engine
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0. initialize the array value;
1. do
2. value:= newvalue;
3. for each rule with label a,+,, head A0 and body A*',..., A'n

4. for j =0..n
5. let A denote Ao, A1,...,Aj;

6. newvalue[aj+i] U D-unify (var(o), A, f3, valueL•])

7. until (value = oldvalue)

8. output value;

Figure 10.9: The Standard Engine (Top-Down)

applies in the case of [11, 15, 51].

In order to compare the standard engine with the unfolding engine, we
will now formulate the operation of the standard engine using our frame-
work of group equations, clusters and cluster substitution. Recall that in
our framework, we can perform bottom-up or top-down analysis simply by
using the appropriate semantic constraints. Now, consider modifying the
unfolding engine to mimic the behavior of the standard engine as follows:

"* all terminal groups [9 = t] in the semantic constraints for P are first
replaced by ABS(var(g), mgu(i = t));

"* the unfolding step is simplified so that no residual groups are produced,
and this can achieved simply by redefining [(]6 = []a.

The main effect of these changes is that dusters in substitution form contain
only approximate groups (and no terminal or residual groups). Hence the
only operation required during unfolding is the composition [C] o [A] of an
exact and approximate group. Call this the resulting engine the restricted
unfolding engine. Now, if A 1,..., A,, are abstract values, then let A1 A ... A
A, denote the join of these abstract value (this can be easily formalized using
mgi, ABS and coNc). Using this notation, we can state the correspondence
between the restricted unfolding engine and the standard engine as follows:

Proposition 45 For all programs P, if the restricted unfolding engine out-
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puts semantic constraints C and the standard engine outputs the array value,
then for each relevant label a

value(a) = U{A1 A^... A An: * a ([AD ],,., [A.,] 0 )-. appears in C}.

Clearly the modified unfolding steps of the restricted unfolding engine
are less accurate than the unfolding step used in the (normal) unfolding
engine. Hence:

Theorem 12 The unfolding engine is uniformly more accurate than the
standard engine in the sense: given a finite abstract domain, the output of
the unfolding engine, for any program, is more accurate than that of the
standard engine. [

An alternative view of the differences between the standard and unfold-
ing engines is as follows. The standard engine implements abstract inter-
pretation by a successive iteration starting from some initial values A0 and

computing the sequence A.0 -A A1  iA A 2 - A ... where Y repre-
sents the abstract semantic function at hand and the A. are the successive
abstract values being computed. The unfolding engine, on the other hand,

uses a changing abstract semantic function and computes Ao -L A1 A-L4 A 2

-L2 A 3  • . Such a change takes place whenever an unfolding step is ap-
plied. The important point is that each function Yj is at least as accurate
as the original function F.

We conclude this section with the realization of some analysis algorithms
using our engine. Let UNFOLD(D) denote the algorithm obtained by using
the unfolding engine and the abstract domain V; similarly for STAN DAIRD (D).
Let Vsharing denote the domain described in [27].

Corollary 2 For groundness analysis, UNFOLD(Vp1 op) is uniformly more
accurate than [44]5. fl

Corollary 3 For sharing analysis, UNFOLD(Vshaing) is uniformly more ac-
curate than [27]. []

5By [12], UNFOLD((Dprop) is uniformly more accurate than a number of other algorithms as
well.
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10.7 Discussion

We have presented a new engine for analysis of logic programs. Its starting
point is a specific formulation of semantic constraints of a program. We
have illustrated how these constraints can model bottom-up and top-down
execution. Using a given abstract domain V, the engine performs unfolding
on these constraints. Each unfolding is augmented with a notion of approx-
imation, defined in terms of D, to curtail the expansion of terms. The main
advantage of our specific technique of unfolding, which uses the key con-
cept of residual groups, is that there is a uniform and accurate treatment
of structural information. By formulating the standard analysis engine as
a special case of the unfolding engine, we then showed that the unfolding
engine is uniformly more accurate than the standard engine.

Yet to be addressed is the issue of efficiency. This has two main aspects.
First is the initial number of dusters in the constraints. This number is
bounded by the number of sequences of head atoms that match the sequence
of body atoms, for each rule. The second part concerns the unfolding step.
Though the number of new groups produced by this step is linear in the size
of the input clusters, the termination of the engine is based on an exhaustive
application of this step. Experience with the prototype implementation
described in Chapter 8 provides some evidence that these two problems
can be overcome. First, the issue of matching body and head atoms in set
constraints is essentially the same as in the unfolding engine, and this has not
proven to be prohibitive. Next consider the issue of unfolding efficiency. In
set constraints, there is a notion of substitution that is similar to unfolding
in terms of the number of new expressions generated (but whose semantics
is very different). The implementation exploits the crucial fact that the
substitution step gives rise to mostly redundant expressions. Because this
implementation has shown promise, we expect that the currently planned
implementation of the unfolding engine can be engineered to be practical.

We conclude by observing that the notion of combining set constraint
techniques with an ability to reason about inter-variable dependencies is
similar in spirit to some recent extensions of tree automata that allow a
limited form of equality, such as the Bogaert and Tison's tree automata with
equality [9] and the closely related shallow set constraints of Uribe [65]. Our
work differs in the use of more general (although less uniform) notions of
equality, and moreover, the use of abstract domains to capture information
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about dependencies that is tailored to the desired program analysis.



Chapter 11

Analysis of Functional
Languages

We now show how set constraints may be used to analyze functional lan-
guages. In particular, we outline extensions to the basic set constraint calcu-
lus for higher-order functions as well as references and assignment. Impor-
tantly, these extensions represent a natural extension of the idea of treating
variables as sets. Each extension has a simple definition and leads to an
intuitive notion of program approximation. Moreover, the key advantage
of the set constraint approach - accurate and uniform treatment of data
structures - is preserved.

This material in this chapter is very preliminary and informal. No proofs
of correctness are given. However, many of the ideas have been implemented,
and we shall describe some of the results of this effort. We also discuss the
dose connections between the use of set constraints to analyze functional
languages and subtype systems. In particular, we propose formalizing our
analysis as an "optimal" system of simple subtypes.

319
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11.1 Higher-Order Set Constraints

To analyze functional languages such as Standard ML [46], set constraints
must be extended with a mechanism to analyze higher-order functions. In
essence, this is achieved by the addition of three new components. First, a
new set operator apply is introduced. Second, a new collection of function
symbols are introduced, and these shall be used to denote the functions
defined in a program (as oppose the program's data constructors). This new
set of symbols shall be denoted by Y, and is assumed to be disjoint from
E, the set of data constructors. Third, for each symbol F E TF, two new
variables dom(F) and ran(F) shall be introduced to respectively capture
the domain and range of the function F.

As usual, an interpretation of a collection of set constraints is a mapping
from each set variable (including dom(F) and ran(F), F E F) into sets of
values. Values are defined to be either symbols from F or E, or of the form
f(vl,...,vn,) such that f is an n-ary symbol from E and each vi is a value.
An interpretation is extended to map from set expressions into sets of values
as follows:

"* Z e(f(sel,...,se,)) = , f(v:,...,V,):vi E (sei),i = 1..n}, f E E;

"* Z(F) ={F}, F E c;

def"* Z(f (se)) =fse,));

"* (se l ... n sen) =__ fv : v E T(sei),i = 1..n};

* X(apply(eel,se2))d1d {f(V): f E I(sel)}
"- 1v E X(8e2) U U ran(F),

provided T(dom(F)) ) 2(aSe2 ), F E I(sei);

The critical part of the interpretation is I(apply(sel, se2)), which consists of
two parts. In essence, the first part corresponds to application involving data
structures, and the second part corresponds to the applications involving
functions defined in the program. The side condition on this definition
states that the set of values that each function F is applied to must be
contained in the set dom(F). Note that I is now a partial function that is
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let fun id X = Xin X _ dom(id)

id cran(id) D X

end C D apply(id,c)

Figure 11.1: Example Functional Program and Set Constraints

defined on a set expression se if I is defined on all (proper) subexpressions
of se. An interpretation I is a model of a collection of constraints if, for
each constraint X D se in the collection, Z(se) is defined and 1(X) Q T(se)
(and similarly for constraints X = se in the collection).

We now outline how such constraints may be used to analyze functional
programs, using a fragment of ML. We shall assume that bound variables are
renamed so that each bound variable is distinct. Now, consider the program
P in Figure 11.1, in which c is a data constructor of arity 0. We distinguish
between bound variables that represent functions (such as id) and other
bound variables (such as X); we call the latter program variables (note that
program variables can take functions as values). For each program variable
we introduce a set variable whose purpose is to capture the possible values of
the program variable. We shall again use letters X, Y,... to denote program
variables and X,y,... for the corresponding set variables.

The constraints for the program in Figure 11.1 are constructed as follows.
Corresponding to the first line of the program (the definition of id), we
introduce two constraints. The first is X D dom(id) which captures the fact
that the values for X must include all of the possible values with which id
may be called. The second constraint is ran(id) 2 X, and this reflects the
fact that the return values for id must contain all possible values for X.
Finally, the third constraint C 2 apply(id,c) corresponds to the application
(id c). The set variable . is introduced to capture the value of the whole
program. The least model of these three constraints is

X f*c}
dom(id) (c}
rwi (id) cae

which exactly captures the run-time behavior of the program.
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let fun id X = X dom(id)in , 3dm d
(id b, id c) ran(id) X ,'

end 6 3 (apply(id,b),apply(id,c))

Figure 11.2: Example Approaximation of a Functional Program

However, the set constraints are not always exact. In general, the least
model of the set constraints for a program describe a conservative approx-
imation of the possible run-time values of variables. This is because the
set constraints ignore dependencies between variables and dependencies be-
tween the domain and codomain of a function. The latter is achieved through
the use of the variables dom(F) and ran(F), which respectively collect the
values of the domain and codomain of the function F. To illustrate this,
consider the program and constraints in Figure 11.2. The least model of
these constraints is

X - {b,c}
dom(id) {b,c)
ran(id) in. b,c}

C {(b,b),(b,c),(c,b),(c,c)}

and so C, which consists of four pairs, defines an approximation of the pro-
gram.

Before giving further example constraints, we note that, for convenience,
we assume that each function is "named". Hence, terms containing anony-
mous functions such as

((fn X = X) (fn Y =* Y))

must first be rewritten into let fun F X = X and G Y = Y in (F G) end
before they are analyzed.

11.2 Examples

Consider the program in Figure 11.3, involving the map function. We use
nil and cons to denote the data constructors for lists. Before discussing the
constraints for this program, first note that in ML, all data constructors
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let fun map(F, cons(X, L)) = cons(F X, map(F, L))

Imap - = nil

and id Y = Y
in

map(id, cons(l, cons(2, cons(3, nil))))
end

mn(map) 2 cons((apply(Y, X), apply(map, (F, £))))
ran(map) 2 nil

) 2 {F : (F, cons((X, L))) E dom(map))
X 2 {X (F, cons((X, L))) E dom(map)}
£ ;? {L : (F, cons((X, L))) E dom(map)}

ran(id) ;? Y
Y 2? dom(id)

S;2 appl (map, (id, cons((1, cons((2, cons((3, nil))))))))

Figure 11.3: Map Program and Its Set Constraints

and functions are unary. Non-unary data constructors and functions are ob-
tained using tupling operations. For example, the program term cons(3, nil)
is in fact an application of cons to the pair (3, nil). Hence, the set expres-
sion corresponding to this program term is apply(cona, (3, nil)). However,
this is equivalent to the set expression cons((3, nil)), that is, the set expres-
sion cons(se) where se is (3, nil). The set constraints in Figure 11.3 use
this simpler formulation for program terms involving applications of data
constructors.

Now, consider the definition of the function map. This contains two
match rules: map(F, cons(X, L)) = cons(F X, map(F, L)) and map - =
nil. Each match rule generates one constraint for ran(map). Also, the first
match rule generates bindings for F, X and L. The values for these variables
are given by considering all environments p such that p((F, cons(X, L))) E
dom(map). Specifically, the values for F, X and Y are given by
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{p(F) p((F, cons(X, L))) E dom(map)}
{p(X): p((F, cons(X, L))) E dom(map))
{p(L): p((F, cons(X, L))) E dom(map)}

Recalling the definition of quantified expressions, these are exactly the con-
dition imposed by the constraints on F, X and £ respectively.

More generally, match and case expressions may contain an arbitrary
number of match rules. To model the sequential nature of the execution of
match conditions, we shall use complement constants. For example, consider
the following case statement, which is assumed to appear inside the scope
of the variable L:

case L of
cons(U, cons(V, W)) * s,

I cons(X,Y) =* 82
I nil* s3

We briefly review the execution of such a statement. First, an attempt is
made to match the value of L against cons(X, cons(Y, Z)). If this match
succeeds, then the values obtained for U, V and W are used in the evaluation
of a,. If the match fails, then an attempt to match L against cons(X,Y) is
made. Again, if the match succeeds, then the values obtained for X and Y
are used in the evaluation of 82. If the match fails, then the value of L is
matched against nil (and assuming that L is a list, this will always succeed),
and 83 is evaluated. Now, suppose that U, V, W, X, 3 and £ are the set
variables corresponding to U, V, W, X, Y and L respectively, and consider the
following constraints for modeling the possible variable bindings resulting
from execution of the case statement:

U {U : cons((U,cons((V,W)))) E £}
V D {V : cons((U, cons((V,W)))) E £}

W D {W: cos((Ucons((V,W)))) E C}

X _ {X: cons((X,Y)) E C n cons((T, cons((T, T))))}

Y 2 {Y: cons((X,Y)) E C n con,((T,cons((T,T))))}

Note that in the constraints corresponding to the binding of X and Y, the
expression cons((X, Y)) is matched against values in the set described by
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£Cn cms((T, cons((T, T)))), that is, the set of values in £ that do not match
the pattern cons((U, con.((V, W)))).

To illustrate the construction of constraints corresponding to case state-
ment, consider the program in Figure 11.4, which computes the disjunctive
normal form of a propositional formula. The propositional constants are
z0,.... z9, and o, a and n denote and, or and not respectively. Figure 11.4
also contains the constraints corresponding to the definition of the function
dnf .

11.3 Extensions and Variations

The basic approach of using constraints to analyze function programs can
be extended in a number of ways. We first consider the imperative com-
ponents of the ML language, namely references and assignment. These can
be modeled as follow: for each expression ref(t) that appears in the pro-
gram to be analyzed, a distinct new constant c1,r and a corresponding new
variable val(c,.o) are introduced. The new variable val(c,,) is used to cap-
ture the possible values assigned to ref cells generated by this occurrence of
ref. Each introduced constant cm is called a reference constant. Figure 11.5
gives an example program, its set constraints and the least model of the set
constraints. Three new kinds of set operators are employed. The meaning
of each operator is defined as follows:

Sdd f 2(se.) if 17(sei) {} for each i < n" I(seq(sel, .... ,Sen)) =- I if Z(sei) = {} for some i < n

"* Z(assign(sel,se2)) djt {()} provided val(cd) ;2 I(se2) for each refer-
ence constant c, E I(sei).

de"* I(deref(se)) t=_ U val(cw) where c,, ranges over reference constants.
C1.f ET(se)

There is also considerable scope for varying the constraints themselves.
In particular, the procedure for constructing constraints outlined in the pre-
vious section associates two variables, dom(F) and iun(F) for each function
F in the program. This means that each function is analyzed once in the
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datatype formulas = zO I z1l z2 I z3 I z4 Iz5 I z6 I z7 I z8 Iz9
Io of formulas* formulas

Ia of formulas * formulas
I n of formulas

fun dnf(o(X1, Y1)) = o( dnf (Xl), dnf (Y1))
I dnf(a(X2, Y2)) = normn(a(dnf (X2), dnf(Y2)))
Idnf(n(X3)) = normn(n(dnf(X3)))

I dnf(X4) = X4
and norm(a(o(A1, B1), C1)) = o(nor'm(a(Al, C1)), norm(a(B1, C1)))

Inorm(a(C2, o(A2, B2))) = o(norm(a(C2, A2)), norm(a(C2, B2)))
norm(n(o(A3, B3))) = norm(a(dnf(n(A3)), dnf (n(B3))))

Inormn(n(a(A4, B4))) = o(dnf (n(A4)), dnf(n(B4)))
normn(n(n(A5))) = A5

Inormn(n(A7)) = n(A7)
Inorm(a(A8, A9)) = a(A8, A9)

ran(dnf) o((apply(dnf, X1), apply(dnf, Y1)))
ran(dnf) applg(norm, a((apply(dnf, X2), apply(dnf, Y2))))
ran(dnf) D apply(norm, n(appl!,(dnf ,vX3)))

ran(dnf) ;? X4
X1 ;? {X1 :o((X1, Y1)) E dom(dnf)}
yl D {Y1 : ((X1, Y1)) E dom(dnf)}

X2 ;? {X2: a((X2, Y2)) E dom(dnf) nl o((T, T))}

Y2 D {Y2: a((X2, Y2)) E dom(dnf) nl o((T, T))}

X3 ;2 {X3: n(X3) E dom(dnf) ni o((T, T)) n a((T, T))}

X4 D {X4: X4 E dom(dnf) n o((T, T)) n a((T, T)) n n(T)}

Figure 11.4: DNF Program and Selected Constraints
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let fun id X = (1; X)

anc j Y = 1;

val Z = ref(id)
in

id 2; Z:= f; (!Z) 3
end

ran(id) 2_ se/(1,X) ran(id) 1.- 1,2,31

X D dom(id) X 1 {1,2,3}
ran(f) 2 1 ran(f) - 1

Z D cei Z {C,.,}

val(c1 ) D id val(c,,) - {id,f}

C - seq(id 2, assign(Z, f), deref(Z)) C-• {1, 2,31

Figure 11.5: Analysis of References

sense that there is no attempt to separately analyze the function on different
inputs. For example, in the analysis of the program

let fun id X = X
in

(id 1, id nil)
end

the two uses of id are combined, and so in the least model dom(id) is { 1, nill.
Hence the result of the program is approximated by {(1, 1), (1, nil), (nil, 1),
(nil, nil)}. In essence, the analysis is monomorphic.

It is natural to consider modifying the constraints generated from a pro-
gram to facilitate some degree of poly-variant analysis in which functions are
analyzed for a number of different calls. The main issue is how to introduce
and control the notion of different calls. One method considers each occur-
rence of each function in a program, and separately analyses each function
occurrence. For example, in the above program, the two occurrences of id in
(id 1, id nil) would be analyzed independently; the domain of the first would
be {l} and the domain of the second would be {nil}. Using this scheme,
the result of the program is approximated by {(1, nil)).
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We observe that there is a close analogy between the use of function
occurrences and the notion of polymorphism embodied in the polymorphic
let typing rule for ML. Taking this analogy a step further, it is in princi-
ple possible to extract set constraints from a let bound expression, simplify
these constraint and then appropriately generalize them, just as the type
inference rule for let in ML allows (certain) type variables in the type ex-
pression obtained for a let bound expression to be generalized. Such an
approach may provide a basis for implementing separate analyze of distinct
function occurrences. We also note that the general problem of introducing
and controlling the notion of "different calls" arises in a number of contexts
in type theory. For example, in the intersection type discipline [64], type in-
ference procedures must limit the number of different types that a function
is given. See, for example, [17, 53].

11.4 Implementation

The main modifications to the set constraint algorithm for solving the new
kinds of constraints introduced in this chapter are new transformations to
simplify the operations apply, seq, assign and deref. In essence, these new
transformations can be stated as follows:

"* If C contains X D apply(F, a) where F E Y, then output dom(F) D a
and X•D ran(F).

"* If C contains X D seq(al,...,a,) and lm(ezplicit(C))(ai) # {} for
i < n, then output X D an.

"• If C contains X D assign(c,.f, a) then output val(c,.f) ;_ a and X D 0.

"* If C contains X D deref(cm1 ) then output X D val(c,,f).

where a, a,,..., a,, are non-variable atomic expressions.

The prototype set constraint implementation described in Chapter 8 has
been extended to include these operators. Very preliminary results sug-
gest that the cost of solving set constraints from functional programs is
not substantial and is comparable to type inference in the Standard ML of
New Jersey compiler. Table 11.4 presents some benchmark results, again all
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time equations
dnf 0.70 25+95
binary-add 0.19 26+49
poly-binary-add 1.09 246+287

Table 11.1: Preliminary Results for Three Functional Programs

times are in seconds on a Sun Sparc 1+ (24MB) running Mach and using
version 0.75 of Standard ML of New Jersey. Entries in the second column of
the table are of the form z + y, where z is the number of equations initially
generated from the program, and y is the number of equations added during
the execution of the algorithm. The dnf benchmark is based on the program
that appears in Figure 11.4. The binary-add program is a simple 12 line
program for adding numbers in binary representation. The poly-binary.add
is a program that simulates the poly-variant analysis in which different oc-
currences of a function are analyzed separately. This is done by making a
separate copy of the body of each function for each occurrence of that func-
tion. The program consists of about 130 lines. We remark that the results
in Table 11.4 are very preliminary, and no effort has been put into optimiza-
tion of the functional analysis part of the implementation. It is expected
that the results can be substantially improved.

The analysis of functional programs appears to be substantially faster
than for comparable logic programs. The main reason for this is that the
intersection operation is not heavily used in set constraints arising from
functional programs. In fact, the main place where intersection is used is
in the analysis of case statements, and these intersection are usually of a
very simple form. For many programs (including the dnf, binary.add and
poly.binary.add benchmarks), the uses of intersection can be solved without
introducing new variables. The set based analysis of such programs can be
performed in polynomial time.

We conclude with an example of the results of the analysis of a program.
Recall the dnf program, which appears in Figure 11.4. Suppose we wish to
approximate the result of applying the function dnf to the program variable
Q, where Q is bound to some unknown formula (that is, Q is some value
constructed from o, a, n and the propositional constants z4,...,z9). The
output of the set constraint algorithm for this analysis is
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S= U z U z 2 U z 3 U z 4 U z 5 U z 6 U z 7 U z 8 U z 9 U o ( ( , ) ) U a ( ( X , X ) ) U n ( Y )
X = zO U zl U z2 U z3 U z4 U z5 U z6 U z7 U z8 U z9 U a((X, X)) U n(Y)
y =zOUzlUz2Uz3Uz4Uz5Uz6Uz7Uz8Uz9

where 9 is the set variable that captures the values of (dnf Q). Note that
this defines C to be exactly the set of formulas in disjunctive normal form.

11.5 Discussion

The main aspect of the set based analysis of functional programs that has not
been addressed is correctness. We are currently investigating a direct proof
of this using an operational semantics, as well as an alternative method
using connections with simple subtype systems [47]. In particular, there
appears to be an intuitive characterization of the results of the set based
analysis of a program in terms of an optimal system of simple subtypes.
To see why this is so, observe that in a system of simple subtypes, the
"accuracy" of the types obtained for a program depends intimately on the
structure of the underlying base types. As more base types are added, the
ability of the type system to distinguish between different program terms is
enhanced. This situation is analogous to that of abstract interpretation (see
the discussion in Section 5.6, page 133). Moreover, just as set based analysis
can be characterized as an optimal abstract interpretation that ignores inter-
variable dependencies, so it seems natural to seek a characterization of the
set based analysis of functional programs as an optimal subtype system.
We also note that there are intriguing connectiomZ between the kinds of
transformations used to solve the set operator apply (see Section 11.4) and
the algorithm described by Mitchell [47] for type inference in simple subtype
systems.

We now briefly outline the related literature. One of the early uses of
constraints in the context of functional languages is by Mishra and Reddy,
who described the use of (an extended notion of) regular trees for generating
types for untyped functional programs in [49]. The type system described
is discriminative in the sense that it is based on sets of terms that are
cartesian closed (specifically, the sets of terms are closed under the * operator
described in Section 5.6, page 134).

Subsequently, Aiken and Murphy described a type inference algorithm
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for FL in [3]. This system is also based on the use of regular trees for the
representation of types, although the restriction to discriminative types is
omitted. In essence, the focus of both works is on obtaining some conserva-
tive approximation of a program. However, it is usually difficult to under-
stand exactly what approximation will be computed for a given program. In
particular, the algorithms employed often introduce ad hoc approximations
as they execute. For example [3] uses a heuristic for dealing with recursion,
and although this ensures that the algorithm terminates, it results in an
unpredictable loss of information.

In contrast, our analysis for functional programs seeks to extend the
set based analysis philosophy of constructing simple constraints that have
a straightforward connection with the program at hand, and then solving
these constraints exactly. An important motivation for this is the desire to
obtain a natural and intuitive notion of program approximation that can
form the basis of an expressive subtype system.

More closely related to our work is the algorithm for analysis of higher
order functional programs by Jones [31]. Our work differs from [31] in two
main respects. First, we analyze a strict language, whereas [31] considers a
lazy language. Second, and perhaps -,iore importantly, we have used con-
straints instead of grammars. The advantage of constraints is that they
provide a simple and intuitive characterization of the analysis that is inde-
pendent of algorithmic considerations. In contrast, the analysis in [31] is
characterized only by a somewhat intricate grammar rewriting algorithm.
Moreover, by using constraints, connections with other type systems (par-
ticularly subtype systems) are more apparent.

Very recent work by Aiken and Wimmers [6] is also closely related to
ours. However, their formulation of constraints over ideals appears to dif-
fer substantially from our approach, although the precise connections are
unclear at this stage.

We finally observe that implicit in set based analysis is a form of minimal
function graph computation or control flow analysis [35, 57]. In particular,
the least model of the set constraints provides a conservative approximation
of the possible function calls at each call site in the program. The notion
of control flow analysis embodied in essentially the same as the Shiver's 0'h
order control flow analysis of [57], although the accuracy of the information
we obtain is somewhat more accurate because of the improved treatment of
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structures in set based analysis (in particular, a function can be stored in a
data structure and then recovered at some later stage).



Chapter 12

Conclusions

We briefly summarize the central ideas of the thesis and discuss some of the
strengths and weakness of the set based analysis approach. We also outline
the current status of this work and highlight some important areas of future
work.

333
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The underlying objective of this work was to develop an approach to
program analysis in which the definitional and algorithmic aspects of the
analysis are separated. In particular, we wanted a definition of program
approximation that had a simple underlying intuition and could be stated
in a declarative non-algorithmic manner. Moreover, we required a definition
that yielded accurate information on program structure (an area where tra-
ditional methods have been weak) and could be computed with acceptable
efficiency over the kinds of programs that are typically appear in practice.

Toward this end we considered an approach to analysis based on ignor-
ing inter-variable dependencies. This was formalized by viewing program
variables as sets of values and then extending this view to provide a set
based approximation of a program's collecting semantics. The core chap-
ter of the thesis shows that this approximation (denoted sbap) is decidable.
The use of constraints is featured heavily throughout, both in the defini-
tion of sbap, and in its computation. In particular, we develop a calculus
of set constraints that is used to represent sbap and also forms the main
data structure of the algorithm for sbap. Importantly, oL!! central calculus
is used to represent the set based approximation of a number of different
languages and operational semantics. The specific set operators required for
different languages vary according to the language's semantic operations,
but the essence of the constraints is the same in each case.

Not only is the set constraint calculus important for computing the spe-
cific approximation sbap, but it appears to be useful in its own right. In
particular, it provides a very flexible and declarative intermediate language
for defining, reasoning about and computing program approximations in the
set based style. Numerous variations are possible in the way set constraints
are written to analyze a program. For example, the basic set constraints
from a program can be modified to provide forms of analysis that distin-
guish between different instances of a function or predicate or calls from
different call sites. On the other hand, the constraints can be simplified
to trade off some of the accuracy of the constraints and against the cost
of the analysis. Although these modifications mean that the resulting set
constraints will not be strictly faithful to the approximation sbap, they re-
tain many of the important intuitions and accuracy advantages inherent in
set based analysis. Set constraints can also adapted to compute informa-
tion other than values of program variables. For example, in Chapter 9, we
outlined adaptations for mode and structure sharing information.
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logic result of set result of abstract
program based analysis interpretation analysis

1. 4-P(U). UI D f(X 2) UI f_* {f(g(h(a)))}
2. p(f(X)) . q(X). X 2 D g(Y 3 ) X 2  {g(h(a))}
3. q(g(Y)):: r(Y). Y3 2 h(a) I {h(a)}
4. r(h(a)).

Figure 12.1: Compact Representation of Constraints

Although the use of the inter-variable dependency approximation leads
to simple notions of program approximation and gives a uniform treatment
of program structure, the loss of inter-variable dependencies is a substantial
drawback for certain kinds of analysis. Motivated by the desire to capture
some information about inter-variable dependencies and also maintain an
accurate treatment of structure, we developed an extended notion of set
constraint that incorporates inter-variable dependencies through an abstract
interpretation style domain. This unfolding engine is strictly more accurate
than either abstract interpretation or set constraint approaches to analysis.
One of the tradeoffs for this gain in accuracy is that there is no longer a
declarative connection between a program and its approximation.

A potential disadvantage of set based analysis is its computational cost.
In general, the set based analysis algorithms have worst case EXPTIME be-
havior. However, in practice, it appears that programs rarely exhibit this.
Significant progress has been made towards practical set based analysis by
reformulating the set constraint algorithm and employing appropriate rep-
resentation techniques. Although much work remains, practical set based
analysis is within reach, particularly for functional programs.

We observe that the use of constraints in program analysis has one poten-
tial computational advantage over other methods. In particular, constraints
provide a very compact representation of a program approximation because
the set of values at one point can be defined recursively in terms of the
values at some other program point. In contrast, abstract interpretation
approaches construct a complete representation of each set at each program
point. For example, Figure 12.1 shows a program, the constraints obtained
from set based analysis of the program and the results from an abstract
interpretation of the program (using a domain the represents values exactly
up to a depth of 4). In essence, when constraints are used to analyze a
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program, the result is a single structure (which is a regular tree grammar),
and the specific sets for each program variable and program point are iden-
tified by the different non-terminals of the grammar. In contrast, abstract
interpretation approaches essentially construct a separate structure for each
program variable and program point.

Although the algorithms of set based analysis are simple and direct, a
number of the proofs are very complex. The main reason for this is that we
have separated the definition of program approximation from the algorithms
to compute it. Hence, the correctness proof of the sbap algorithm (and this
includes the correctness proofs for the translation of environment constraints
to set constraints and the correctness proofs for the set constraint algorithm)
must establish and an exact correspondence between sbap and the output of
the algorithm. In other words, our correctness proofs establish an 9iff" con-
ditions. If we were just interested in showing that our analysis computed a
conservative approximation of the program's collecting semantics (and this
is the format of the correctness proofs for most other analysis algorithms),
then it would suffice to consider only one direction of these proofs. More-
over, the design of the set based approximation was primarily motivated by
the desire for a simple definition of approximation. In a number of cases
(notably in the approximation of imperative programs), this resulted in in-
creased algorithmic complexity. In fact a substantial part of the complexity
of the quantified expression algorithm is due to the presence of projections
in program terms t in quantified conditions t E se and t t se. The main
difficulty here relates to the definedness of environments on such terms t,
and this is the sole reason for the introduction of the safeness invariant.
Another factor contributing to the complexity of the quantified expression
algorithm is the presence of complement symbols, which are used to model
the inequalities in imperative programs. In other words, a number of the
complexities in the algorithm are a direct consequence of the complexities of
reasoning about imperative programs. We note that if the only quantified
expression constraints of interest are those that arise from logic programs,
then the quantified expression algorithm can be very greatly simplified.

The main concern of this thesis has been the foundational issues of anal-
ysis that ignores inter-variable dependencies, and in particular, to show that
for a variety of languages and operational semantics, such analysis is decid-
able. An additional concern has been to show that set based analysis is
practical, and this is still work in progress. A number of extensions to the
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basic ideas have been sketched to demonstrate the flexibility of the set based
approach. Two particularly promising extensions are the unfolding engine
and the analysis of functional programs. The unfolding engine provides
a general purpose engine for analyzing programs that combines accurate
reason about structures with an ability to employ abstract interpretation
domains that have been developed for reasoning about various aspects of
inter-variable dependencies. We are currently investigating the implementa-
tion of the unfolding engine as well adaptations of the engine to the analysis
of other languages such as constraint logic programming languages. The
set based analysis of functional programs appears to have close connections
to simple subtype systems, and this may potentially provide a very sim-
ple and intuitive characterization of this analysis. Moreover, the analysis
of functional programs appears to be practical using current set constraint
implementation techniques, and further improvements are expected.
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Appendix I: Existence of
Least Models

Two main families of set calculi are used in the body of the thesis - en-
vironment constraints and set constraints. To avoid repeating results on
basic properties of these calculi, this appendix proves these properties in
a generic set calculi which subsumes both environment constraints and set
constraints. The results themselves are not surprising and the proofs axe
rather straightforward. They are included for completeness rather than sig-
nificance. The main property that is proved is that if all the operations of
a set calculus are monotonic, then constraints of the form var D exp have a
model intersection property. An important corollary of this is the existence
of least models.

A generic set calculus is a tuple of the form (V, OP, D, [J) where V is
a set of variables, OP is a set of operators, each with a unique axity, V is
the set of underlying values of the calculus, and [ ] defines the meaning of
the operators by associating to each op E OP of arity n, a function [op]
which maps each n-tuple of subsets of D into a subset of D. In the context
of such a calculus, ezpressions are defined to be either variables or of the
form op(ezp 1,... ,ezpn) where op is an operator whose arity is n, and the
sei are expressions. A constraint is of the form ezp 2 exp' where ezp and
exp' are expressions. An I interpretation is a mapping from variables into
subsets of D, and is extended to map from expressions into subsets of V in
the obvious manner:

I? (op(ex pi,..., exp.)) = [op] (zT(exTpO,...j,(expn,))

An interpretation is a model of a collection of constraint if, for each constraint
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exp D exp' contained in the collection, it is the case that I(ezp) 2 T(exp).
Interpretations are ordered componentwise: I _D V if Z(var) ;? I'(var) for
each variable var in V.

A generic set calculus is monotonic if each set operator op E OP is such
that [op] is monotonic in each argument. Given such a set calculus, an easy
structural induction proves that expressions are monotonic in the following
sense:

Proposition 46 If I D ' then I(exp) 2 7'(ezp).

Proof: The proof is by a straightforward structural induction on exp. In
the base case, where exp is a variable, the proof follows immediately from
the fact that I(var) ;- I(var) for all variables var. For the induction
case, suppose that exp is of the form op(expz,..., exp,), and suppose that
the proposition holds for each ezpi. This means that I(expi) 2 I'(expi),
i = 1..n, and combining this with the monotonicity of [op] proves that

top] ((ep,,),... ,I(e,,pn)) 2 lop],(V(expi),... ,(ezpj).

It is immediate that I(op(ezxp,... , ezp,)) 2 .'(op(ezpi,..., exp,)). 0

Where S is a collection of interpretations, define that n$ is the inter-
section of these interpretations defined by

(flS)(var) d=f (iES 7(var), for each var E V

Now, consider a collection of constraints C such that each constraint is of
the form var D exp where var is a variable from V and exp is an expression.
Such constraints are said to be in variable-expression form, and they satisfy
the following model intersection property:

Proposition 47 (Model Intersection Property) Let C be a collection
of variable-ezpression form constraints in a monotonic set calculus. If S is
a collection of models of C, then flS is also a model of C.

Proof: Let var D exp be any constraint in C, and consider the following
chain of inequalities:
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(ns)(var) - Nl-(var) N2l(exp) (nS)(exp)
IES IES

The first equality follows immediately from the definition of n S. For the
second inequality, recall that each I E S is in fact a model of var 2 exp,
and so Z(var) D 7(ezp). The inequality then follows from a simple property
of intersection. For the third inequality, note that I7 _ f S for each I E S.
The third inequality then follows form the fact that the intersection of a
collection of sets, where each set is a superset of (fS)(exp), must also be
a superset of (flS)(exp). Hence fnl is a model of var D ezp and it follows
thatflSis a model of C. 0

Corollary 4 (Least Models) If C is a collection of variable-expression
form constraints in a monotonic set calculus then C has a least model.

Proof: Let M be the set of all models of C. By proposition 47, fls must
also be a model of C. But flS is smaller than each I E S, and so it must
be the least model of C. [0

We conclude this appendix with three properties relating to least models
of variable-expression form constraints. First, define that a constraint of the
form var Q ezp, where var is a variable and exp is an expression, is called
a lower bound for the variable var.

Proposition 48 Let C be a collection of variable-ezpression form con-
straints in a monotonic set calculus. If v E lm(C)(var) then C contains a
lower bound for var of the form var 2 ezp such that v E lm(C)(exp).

Proof: Let var be a variable and let v be a value. Suppose that all con-
straints of the form var D exp in C are such that v 0 lm(C)(exp). Then
define an interpretation I by

c(varl)ef lm(C)(var) - {v} if var' is var{ lm(C)(var') otherwise

Consider a constraint of the form var D exp in C. Clearly I D lm(C), and
so T(exp) ;_ lm(C)(ezp). Combining this with the definition of I and the
fact that lm(C) is a model of var D ezp proves that

I(var) = lm(C)(var)-{v} ? lm(C)(exp)}-v} = lm(C)(exp) ; I(exp)
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and so I is a model of var D exp. Now consider a constraint of the form
var' :_ exp in C where var' is different from var. Since I(var') = T(var')
D 2(exp) ;? lm(C)(ezp), it follows that I is also a model of this constraint.
Hence I is a model of C that is less than 7, and this contradicts that as-
sumption that 2 = lm(C). fl
An important corollary of this proposition is:

Proposition 49 Let C be a collection of variable-expression form con-
straints in a monotonic set calculus. If var D ezp is the only lower bound
for var then lm(C)(var) = lm(C)(exp).

The final proposition states a simple property of least models.

Proposition 50 If C1 and C2 are collections of constraints such that lm(CI)
and lm(C2) both exist, then

C1 _ C2 implies 1m(C1 ) C- Im(C2 ).

Proof: Clearly any model of C2 is a model of C1. Hence lm(C2) is a model of
C1. Moreover, any model of C1 must be larger than lm(Ci), and so lm(CI) C
Im(C2). f



Appendix II: Abstract
Interpretation and Monadic
Programs

To try to quantify the limitations of abstract interpretation, we shall outline
why, unlike set constraint approaches, abstract interpretation cannot be ex-
act over the class of monadic programs. Unfortunately, a completely formal
and general account of this argument is very difficult to formulate, because
it is always possible to give ad hoc extensions to an abstract interpretation
algorithm, so that it can compute exact information on a specific monadic
program. However, this cannot be done in a uniform manner to cover all
monadic programs.

We therefore consider a somewhat restricted class of abstract interpreta-
tions based on the bottom-up semantics of logic programs. The underlying
concrete domain shall be environments, and we shall consider arbitrary ab-
stract domains for representing environments. After outlining the based
arguments, we shall show how they can be extended to abstract interpreta-
tion involving the widening and narrowing operators.

We begin by considering the following program, were c is a constant and
f is a monadic function symbol.

1. p(c).
2. p(f(X)) - p(X).

Denote this program by P1 . We formalize the collecting semantics of P1

by collecting sets of environments with each program rule. Specifically,
define that an association d is a mapping from program rules into sets of
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environments, and let I. denote the association that maps each program rule
into the empty set. Now, the exact semantic function for P1 maps from and
into such associations such that d is mapped into d' where

d(l) = {p: true}

Sp(p(X)) = p'(p(c)) for some p' E d(), or
d(2) I p(p(X)) = p'(p(f(X))) for some p' E d(2) o

This definition can be more simply stated as:

d(1) = {all environments)

d(2) = p1: P(X) = c and d'(1) # {} or

S p(X) = p'(f(X)) for some p' E d(2)

Let F1 denote this semantic function. Now, consider the Kleene sequence
1, -(1-), -F1 (.i (-L)),. . . generated by this function, and we note that it does
not converge finitely. The jth element of this sequence, for j 2! 2, has the
form

d ( {aU environments) if o = 1
Oj-2 if a = 2

where Oj is the set of environments {[Xi--,c],..., [X.-9fj(c)]}.

In abstract interpretation, sets of environments are approximated us-
ing an abstract domain and this induces an approximate semantic function.

There many different formulations of abstract interpretation, differing in the
specification of abstraction and concretization functions, and algebraic prop-
erties relating the concrete domain, the abstract domain and these functions.
However, it is generally the case that the abstract domain can be treated as
a collection of subsets of environments, and the abstraction function maps
any collection 0 of environments into the smallest superset of 0 that is
contained in the abstract domain. Since the abstraction function and the
abstract domain are so closely related, we shall denote both by the same
symbol, A. We shall assume that the abstract domain contains the empty
set and the set of all environments. Now, given a semantic function F and
an abstract domain A, the approximate semantic function can be defined
by1 :

1 Strictly speaking, many abstract interpretations use a conservative approximation of this ap-
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Y.A(d) = A(Y(d)).

Returning to the program P1, the approximate semantic function corre-
sponding to T1 maps an association d into

d(1) = {al] environments)
d()= { p(X) = cand d(l) 96{( or }2 p(X) = p'(f(X)) for some p' E d(2)

Denote this semantic function by Y. Now, if the abstract interpretation
of P1 is to terminate, then the sequence .,F'(.L),Yj4(Y'(±)),... must
converge finitely to some association d. Clearly it must be the case that
d(2) _ {[X-f"(c)] : n > 01. This means that, at some step i, the ith step
of the Kleene sequence for .FA must differ from the iO step of the Kleene
sequence for .F. Let i be the step such that the Kleene sequences first differ.
If di is the ith step of the sequence for FA, then it must be the case that di
is a proper subset of ei- 2, because A is monotonic.

Now, using the value i, construct the logic program P2 as follows:

1. p(c).
2. p(f(X)) 4- q(X).
3. q(f(c)) - p(c).
4. q(f(f(c))) - q(f(c)).

i + 2. q(f'(c)) -q(f'-(c)).

The semantic function corresponding to P2 can be stated as

proximate semantic function for algorithmic reasons. The formulation given here is an idealization
of abstract interpretation, and represents an upper bound on its accuracy.
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d(1) = {all environments}J p(X) = c and d(3) $ {} or

d(2) = p: p(X)=f(c) and d(4)#{} or

p(X) = f(c) and d(i + 1) 6 {}
d(3) = {all environments)

d(4) = {p:d(3) {}}

d(5) = {p:d(4) #{}}

d(i+2) = {p:d(i+l){}}

Let F2 denote this semantic function, and consider the Kleene sequence
1, Jr2(-±), T2(YF2(--)),... that it generates. The jth element of this sequence,
for j > 2, has the form

{ all environments} if a = 1

dj(a) = Omi(ij-2) if a = 2
{all environments} if 3 < a < j

I{} if j < a < i+ 2

Note that T, and F2 are quite closely related, and that the first i elements of
the respective Kleene sequences for these functions are virtually identical. It
follows that the approximate semantic functions r'A and F2' are also closely
related, and in fact it is easy to verify that the respective Kleene sequences
for Fl- and F2' are related in the following sense: if j :< i and di,, and d2,
are respectively the jth elements of the the Kleene sequences for I'A and
.2, then

dlz(l) = d2,(l)
dij(2) = d2j(2)

This means that the analysis of P2 using the abstract domain A cannot be
exact, since the least fixed point of F2 must yield an association d such that
d(2) is a proper subset of 0j.

Finally, consider the operation of widening. Widening allows the use
of abstract domains that would otherwise give non-terminating analysis. In
effect, it allows that abstraction function to take, as an additional argument,
the values obtained from the previous iteration. This is used to detect and
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truncate ascending chains of abstract values (see the discussion on page 15).
The above argument showing that abstract interpretation cannot be exact
on P2 can be easily applied to abstract interpretation that employs the
widening operator. The main observation is that the construction of the jih

step of the Kleene sequences for P, and P2 using widening and the abstract
domain A are respectively is given by

dij(a) = (d14 ..i(a)) V __ a =) 1..2

d2,,(a) = (d2j.1(0)) V (rA(d2jl)) 1 < a < i + 2

where V denotes the widening operator employed. It is again easy to show
that djj(1) = d2j(1), where, as before, i is the smallest number such that
the ill step of the Kleene sequence for .F differs from d1j. Hence, the analysis
of P2 using widening and the abstract domain A results in an association d
that does not correspond to the exact collecting semantics of P2 . We remark
that narrowing can be subsequently applied to improve the accuracy of d,
but in general it cannot recover the exact collecting semantics of a monadic
program.
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Table of Notation

Notation Explanation
VAR the set of program variables
X, Y, Z a program variable
E the set of function symbols
f, g,h a data constructor or function symbol
b, c a constant (0-ary function symbol)

the ith projection of f
S, t a term (logic program or imperative program)
cond an imperative program condition
Stat an imperative program statement
Seq a sequence of imperative program statements
A, B, C a logic program atom
R a logic program rule
P a program (imperative or logic)
0, , 07 a program label
A, A a program point
v a program value
S a set (usually of program values)
p an environment (a mapping from VAwt into values)
0 a set of environments
p[X ý-+ v] the environment p except that X is mapped into v
0 a substitution (a mapping from VAR into terms)
E a conjunction of term equations
p 1 cond p satisfies cond
p 1 E p satisfies each equation in E
• an environment variable
'I'"the environment variable for program point i
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Notation Explanation (contd.)
0 a set environment
O[X.-4S] the set environment p except that X is mapped into S
p [ cond p satisfies cond in the context of Lo
var(ezp) the program variables in exp if exp is a sequence of

program terms, rules or equation conjunctions
var(ezp) the set variables in exp if exp is a collection of

set expressions or set constraints
var(a) the program variables in the rule R if a is the label of R
var(a) the program variables in the rule R if a is the label

of a body atom in R
X,yZ a set variable
VN an intersection variable
se a set expression
a an atomic set expression
conj a conjunction of quantified conditions
{X : conj} a quantified set expression
C a collection of set constraints
I a mapping from variables into sets
T k C T is a model of C
Im(C) least model of the constraints C
CCp the environment constraints for P
CSp the collecting semantics of P
sbap the least set based model of ECp
SCp the set constraints for P
b a transformation

Notes:

1 Function symbols and projection symbols are overloaded in the sense
that these symbols are not only used to denote mappings from values
into values, but they are also used in set expressions as mappings from
sets into sets. The intended usage is usually clear from context.

2 A value is a data structure in the case of an imperative program and
a ground term in the case of a logic program.

3 For logic programs, program labels and program points coincide.
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quantified operator, 147 set environment, 108
quantified set expression set expression

algorithm, 196-251 atomic, 168
definition, 147 standard form, 173
reduced form, 198 standard form
transformation, 223 conversion to, 174
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REDUCE(), 200 set expression, 173
regular tree grammar, 166 STANDARDIZE0, 174

basic algorithms, 169-172
transformations

safeness invariant, 205, 233 implementation, 262
set based approximation intersection-projection algorithm,

definition, 118 181-183
set based interpretation, 116-121 intersection, 182
set constraint algorithm projection, 182

generic algorithm, 176-179 substitution, 181
intersection-projection, 179-196 quantified set expression alg.,

correctness, 183-196 218-223
transformations, 181-183 intersection, 220

overview, 172-173 projection, 219
quantified set expression, 196- quantified set expression, 223

251 substitution, 218
correctness, 224-251 soundness, definition of, 177
transformations, 218-223

set constraints unfolding engine, 306
basic properties, 149-150
definite, 150 widening, 15, 354

definition, 144-149
explicit form, 168

basic algorithms, 169-172
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